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Chapter One
The Reverend’s Wife

Topside, on a heavily traveled road, exhaust was blown from automobiles. Nearby
factories and refineries emitted hazardous fumes that fingered up to the sky. Despite efforts
toward prevention, these pollutants still collected in the breeze constantly, in ever increasing
doses. Rejoining the primal gases of oxygen and nitrogen, they were diluted but never went
away. Pockets of smog still clung to portions of the city, cloaking the surrounding hills with a
gray haze.
On the same road heading into town, near a company that processed chemical fertilizer,
more gas rose up, curling slowly and imperceptibly from the pavement until it spread itself as a
thin layer of fog. After fading gradually until it could not be seen, it had the appearance of a heat
chimera hovering over the road. Where the other gases rose mindlessly and aimlessly upward, it
malingered purposely for a while in the same spot, until the time was just right.
As if on cue then, it soared as steam boiling from the pavement, rising invisibly,
intangibly, and spreading itself thickly as sewer gas over the ground. Hesitating awhile as it
fingered its domain, a peculiar shadow developed below as it took on new shapes and new
power. A long exploratory tentacle materialized, a tail followed, and two black eyes appeared in
the vapor, scanning left to right, up and down, and straight ahead.
With an ancient predetermined purpose, it began searching for its quarry. With
increasing momentum, it came closer to its destination. Darting through alleys and over
rooftops, it wound through traffic and filtered through the parkland. After awhile of invisibility,
it transformed back into a whole range of slimy, filmy, and will-o’-the-wisp creatures. Soon,
however, its love for theatrics subsided, its momentum steadied, and it began hovering prudently
back on its path: first as a tiny white cloud, then as a fading morning mist, until finally it was
scarcely more than an inkling: a faint odor of brimstone mingling with the breeze.
It knew it was near its goal now. There was no mistaking the geography so far. Its
excitement, expectations, and sense of purpose were almost more than it could bear.
When it reached its destination, it was in a mood for serious business. All its life had
been aimed at this moment, and everything it stood for was wrapped up in this spot. So
cautiously now and meticulously it sniffed the house and, as carefully, probed and touched the
foliage surrounding its walls, until, finally, peeking into the windows again and soaring once
more around the house, it seeped instantly inside.
“At last,” it whispered breathlessly. “I have arrived. It’s time to begin!”
******
Hovering anxiously over the floor now, it scanned the shadows for sound, movement, and
the odor of bodies.
It saw, immediately, something peculiar about the house and definitely not right. It was
too dark for this time of day, and it was much too quiet. There was also, in spite of the sun
outside and workaday world, a secretive look to the house. Its curtains were drawn, the windows
were closed, and a television flickered mutely in the corner—all ingredients of a deep, dark
secret but nothing extraordinary, at this point, and nothing unexpected.
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The house was merely asleep, it concluded. There was, down the hall a ways, grunting
and groaning sounds, as if someone was awakening from the throes of slumber. The overall
eeriness of the place had nevertheless stirred its imagination. A familiar aura filled the house.
For a moment, as it savored the setting, its own chamber came into mind. Cut off from the world
above, it had been its dungeon, just as the house seemed to be for them. The Reverend Adam
Leeds and his wife, shut away against a busy world, seemed trapped in the shadow of time, but
unlike them it had come out. For the first time in creation, it was totally and unequivocally free:
the purest form of malevolent energy ever known.
As it darted through the house, it changed excitedly over a menagerie of characters
fortunately beyond the occupant’s view. Goblins, gargoyles, and gorgons blinked on and off as
it zoomed down the hall. When it reached the end, however, it faded to a subtle haze. The sound
it heard earlier had likewise changed significantly. There was, instead of moaning and groaning,
a retching noise, as if someone was sick. It realized, after constant observation, that it was the
wife, not the husband, making these sounds. Adam Leeds had not yet returned home. While
Satan waited for him to arrive, it wound surreptitiously back to the living room, curious to know
why a television would be on with no one to watch.
Déjà vu filled the visitor as it approached the set. With its volume turned down, the big
flat screen set was an eerie sight in the darkened room. Standing over four feet from the floor
with a fifty-inch girth, it was far too massive for the modest living room, and yet it reminded
Satan of its own porthole for looking up at the world. The high definition screen was filled with
a cable news program in which a panel of talking heads were arguing amongst themselves, until
a commercial broke in. After several of these annoying interruptions, the setting suddenly
changed to a man standing on a stage. On the entertainment-sized screen, the speaker loomed
large—his gray eyes blazing with purpose, jowls vibrating, and fist mercilessly pounding a bible
in one hand. Even without words, it was obvious what this man was. He was, like the one it had
selected, a man of the cloth. Although, upon closer inspection, he was much older than him, he
was far more animated than Adam Leeds. The preacher’s face sweat profusely as he beat and
wrung his tattered bible and worked his wrinkled jaws. Unlike the self-conscious Adam, it
recalled, he appeared to be uninhibited, his dynamic movements at variance with his crotchety
old frame. Even with the volume turned down, his message seemed to convey, “Back off, you’re
going too far.” His appearance had been timed just right to catch Satan’s eye.
As Satan studied the scene, it began reading the old man’s lips. “Hallelujah! Praise the
Lord!” were some of the exclamations erupting from his ancient mouth. So far there was
nothing in his sermon but that old time religion. There was nothing to suggest he was acting on
behalf of God. And yet the old man’s eyes seemed to be riveted upon Satan, as if he was looking
right into this room. When Satan turned the volume up, it knew immediately that the sermon
was personal and a direct assault.
“I know you’re out there Satan, and God does too.” He moved forward on the stage. “A
clock, dormant since the beginning of time, will soon begin its countdown. The time of miracles
will return!”
Before turning the volume back down, it began changing the channels, discovering that
the preacher was on every channel on the set, hollering warnings about Satan, the Antichrist, and
the End Times. Because there could be hundreds of cable channels on the television, this was a
most ominous sign. It was the same fundamentalist diatribe heard countless times before from
the Porthole of Hell’, with two important exceptions: this time it was hearing it topside, not
indirectly as an eavesdropper catching scenes here and there; and this time it seemed to have a
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special purpose. Now, after being muted again, the old preacher’s eyes seemed to follow Satan
as it exited out of the room.
Knowing what the old preacher had been saying had been disquieting enough for Satan.
When it realized why the old preacher was speaking at this particular hour, it grew increasingly
alarmed, and, against its better judgment, had turned the volume up. Now, in the stillness of the
house, the old man’s Apocalyptic warnings hung as shadows in its mind, and the wonder of who
the old man was filled Satan with dread.
After hearing sounds in the hall, it turned from God to the long, dark road ahead. “All
right,” it whispered aloud, “you made your point. But in the end the joke will be on you!”
******
As it darted down the hall, it could hear another wretch and then coughing and hacking,
but then there was the sound of a lock rattling somewhere in the house. A key was turning,
probably in the front door. Suddenly, the Reverend Adam Leeds entered the house, with
briefcase in hand, charging through the living room into the hall. Instantly, now that the minister
was here, Satan vanished from sight, settling quietly onto the floor.
Watching him step forward now was an exciting event. For a long time, the Reverend
Adam Leeds had been its choice. At the foundation of the minister’s apostasy, which
recommended him to Satan, was the new age Protestantism he preached—a feel good religion of
positive thinking which lacked the moral imperative of the fundamentalist Christianity, or so his
critics said. In many ways, it found amusing, it was not Christianity at all. Yet in the young
minister’s troubled soul, which encouraged the tempter’s entrance into his life, lie human nature,
which continued to battle with his God. Much of the work needed had already been done. He
had all the qualifications required for the job: ambition, self-doubt, and a growing
disappointment with life. Now, to its delight, he exhibited two of those qualifications this hour:
doubt and disappointment.
“Cora, where are you?” he called. “What’re you up to? Answer me woman. I’m onto
your tricks!”
Following quickly behind, it watched him place his briefcase on his desk then storm
down the hall toward another sector of the house: the bathroom.
“Cora!” it sounded the darkness. “What’re you doing back here?…. I thought you were
in bed with the flu. You’re at it again, aren’t you? You’ve been drinking again!”
A wretch erupted, followed by vomiting into a hollow abyss. As he reached the door, it
heard him grumbling under his breath: “Why lord? Is this a test? Am I being punished?”
Prayer followed, and then groaning, and several curses, as the sound inside grew louder and
reached a peak. Yet, as the vomiting died and the woman lapsed into oblivion, the reverend
calmed himself, straightened his shoulders, and began tapping gently on the door.
“Cora,” he said hoarsely this time, “you promised. Why’re you doing this to me? Are
you that unhappy? Are you that miserable? Why can’t we talk?”
When he pressed his ear to the door the woman was still stirring but couldn’t speak. The
sound of the toilet flushing, however, explained her silence and justified his suspicion.
“Cora,” he shouted again “you don’t clean the house! You don’t cook or fix yourself up!
You drink, you smoke—anything to make me miserable…. Why Cora? Tell me why!”
It was an incomplete summary of the woman’s decline. Several faults had been left out,
which had been seen repeatedly from the Porthole of Hell: conniving, lying, and adultery—just
to name a few. Etched into Reverend Leeds’ face were signs of his suffering: the premature
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aging and haunted look of someone who catnapped but rarely slept through the night. There was
something else in his demeanor and sad blue eyes not registered in his voice. A foreboding was
mirrored in his gaze. He had a defeated look as he lingered there by the door. He must have
wondered how she had stayed drunk all this time. On his income, she would have needed more
than her housewife’s allowance to stay high. If he knew that she also took marijuana and
occasionally pills, he would have to conclude that she was either stealing from his wallet,
borrowing from her friends… or something unspeakably worse.
Obviously, thought Satan, he too was hiding from the truth. He was hoping that his
prayers would finally work and that her drinking would somehow end. He could not let himself
believe how hopeless she had become. To concentrate upon her unfaithfulness, at this point,
would have driven him mad. So resting his forehead against the door, he uttered a tired,
unchristian oath, and his eyes closed in despair.
“Are you watching this,” Satan whispered down to Abaddon.
For a moment, the reverend tried halfheartedly to enter her den. His hand gripped the
doorknob and a look of determination was registered on his face. But the look quickly faded and
the hand slackened when the door wouldn’t budge. He just stood there with his forehead pressed
against the door, mumbling prayers that were really curses under his breath. After inspecting the
young man closely, Satan realized that he had no intentions of entering her den. He seemed
afraid, at this point, and filled with dread, which was understandable given the temper of this
wench. As Adam backed away then retreated down the hall, Satan followed him into his study
and watched anxiously as he picked up a letter opener he would use to unlock the door.
“Go on, Adam, unlock the door!” It wanted to say, as the young man procrastinated at his
desk. A flood of clever and compelling words were just waiting to be uttered by Satan into his
protégé’s ears, if only he was ready. It would have relieved infernal tension to whisper to him
“Come on, you fool. Go in there and bash her brains in. Don’t just stand there; the woman’s a
millstone around your neck. She should be destroyed!” Although the temptation was strong and
the moment seemed so right, Satan’s instincts, which were seldom wrong, recommended caution
and prudence, until just the right hour. Remaining invisible now, it rose up slowly to the ceiling,
hanging as an ominous unseen cloud.
During those moments of inactivity, Satan noticed that he had dropped the letter opener
and was staring, probably from exhaustion, into empty space. Soon, if not awakened by his own
fears, he would be sound asleep. As his head fell forward and his eyelids drooped lower and
lower, his new mentor sighed audibly and drifted down the hall toward the source of the
minister’s despair. Upon reaching the bathroom, a feeling of excitement gripped Satan as it
filtered beneath the door into the dark, smoke filled room to the very core of the young minister’s
problem: his drunken, adulterous wife.
******
For several moments, it hovered expectantly around the room. To his infinite mind all
was well, everything being reduced to this moment in time. The cosmos it understood was
likewise reduced to this room: a microcosm with profound implications. The small chamber had
all the right signals. It was not as sinister as its chamber in hell, but it seemed darker, far more
smelly, and was filled with unhealthy air. There was something unique about this place—a
primitive cave-like quality indicating it was the woman’s private den. Truly this was a lioness in
decline. Her odors were a blend of vile fluids and ill wind with an undertone of femaleness,
rather than femininity, and another odor added that made it all the better: alcohol.
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With such a foul collection of smells, the aroma of bourbon was difficult to detect but
was nevertheless there, emanating from the minister’s wife. A commode, bathtub, and shower
filled three corners of the room. In the remaining corner, crumpled on the floor were the
woman’s robe and slippers. Obviously ready to take a bath or shower, she had been detoured on
the way. Except for the minister’s reticence, everything was perfect so far: the burdensome and
mischievous wife, emotionally fed up husband, and a situation that could only get worse. Slowly
and invisibly, it circled the woman, sniffing, probing, and then settling vaporously in the corner
nearest the commode. Another odor now entered the woman’s nose: brimstone, barely
detectable in this awful stench and yet triggering a response in the woman’s brain. For Cora
Leeds, unlike her husband, was not shielded by faith or sobriety. She was, the Tempter knew, in
an appropriate state of mind, ripe for the damnation gripping her soul.
“Daughter of darkness,” it whispered finally, “it is I, your better half, speaking. Arise!
Awaken! Open those moonshine eyes!”
Stirring in response, the epitome of moral decline, Cora Leeds was about to see its shape.
Although others had seen it in different forms, she would be the first mortal to see its amorphous
change. She was in no condition to understand what she saw, and she could barely hear its call.
But a totally new experience was overtaking her, something that her alcoholic mind found both
terrifying and totally strange.
From a drunken haze now, she felt its presence and sensed it staring from across the
room. She knew she was lying naked in the dark, on a cold damp floor with the sound of water
gurgling nearby. But she did not know where exactly or even if she was awake. It was much too
dark, and it was much too strange. To her foggy mind the shadowy line between dreams and
reality had never been too clear.
“Daughter,” it prodded “… I’m over here … in the corner … come on, turn your empty
head!”
“Wha-a-a-at … izzz … hap …. ninng?” Her tongue rolled thickly in her mouth.
“Happening?” It snickered. “Nothing up there on the ceiling …. I’m down here … to
your left …. Over here …. Look at me, wench!”
“Huh?” She squinted “Where? …. I can’t see nuthin.”
“Then rub the vomit from your eyes!” It commanded softly. “I am not one of your
hallucinations…. I am real. This room is real!… Your husband’s voice is real!”
Hearing her husband’s voice outside the door had comforted Cora Leeds. Like it or not,
his voice and touch, as experienced through mind altered states, were her respective reference
point and anchor to this world. When delirium tremens overtook her and creatures were
walking, flying or crawling inside her head, he would pray for her, sometimes angrily, and use
psychology on her until she was brought back down to earth. But this time his muffled curses
remained outside her terrifying world and then he was suddenly, inexplicably quiet, which made
this visitation even more ominous. While listening hopefully for a sound outside, she watched
two yellow catlike eyes move slowly toward her in the darkness. An ethereal light outlined the
amorphous, pulsating shape, but it was far too abstract for her drunken mind to grasp. As the
eyes and shadow began to change, Cora still wondered if she might be asleep. She had seen
uglier specters before, ranging from bugs to bloodsucking bats, but each time she had seen these
creatures, the room had reeled, the sounds seemed garbled, and a dreamlike quality pervaded the
room. This time the room did not spin around her, and one single specter was focused in front of
her gaze.
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Laughing softly then, it rose to an awesome height. After taking on substance, it lifted
toward the ceiling as a genie from a bottle. “Is this how you picture me?” It looked down with
amusement now. “A horned fiend, with a pitchfork, sporting a devilish tail?”
“Yes,” She mouthed mutely, “… oh yes!”
“That is the way everyone sees me.” It edged closer. “Somewhere, a long time ago,
someone had a nightmare just like you, and dreamed me up: a horned, fork carrying, half goatlike creature with red skin and feline eyes …. But the truth is, I am much worse than that. Watch
this!”
Confronting her childhood phantom at last, she shivered uncontrollably, a look of horror
frozen upon her face. While her husband remained silent outside her den, the effect deepened.
As the specter continued its bizarre game, the symbolism was not lost on her in spite of her
condition. Her nakedness, the darkness, itself, and the Devil appearing in the room seemed to be
proofs that she had gone too far this time and that her husband, now suddenly silent, had been
right all along …. She had finally made it to hell.
From conventional boogieman down to creeping unknowns it changed, a crooked grin
spreading across its mutating face as it inched slowly across the room.
A scream formed on her lips but was halted by the paralysis in her throat. The thing
coming toward her defied description. She remembered previous deliriums. Rodents, reptiles,
and bugs had crawled on her skin. She had several times been chased by bats around the room.
But this time she seemed to be wide awake. This did not feel like a dream or the DTs. All
around her was the proof of her wakefulness: her discarded robe and slippers, her cigarettes on
the floor, the faint gurgling from the toilet nearby—everything except her husband’s voice ….
Was this where she would spend eternity now, locked in this cubicle with that monster close-by?
The question caused hysterical laughter to erupt inside her head. Like a fish treading water, her
mouth opened and closed in an effort to scream. But she was beyond normal fears this time.
As the specter slithered in slug-like fashion toward her, she cowered on the floor, unable
to emit her voice. In a whistling, arctic voice then, it ordered her to get up off the floor and sit
back on her throne. When she didn’t move, it touched her with a slimy paw to prod her on, until
she was again perched on the commode.
“What you need is another drink,” it laughed softly as she gripped the seat. “Where’d you
hide it? …. Come on, where’s it at?”
As something continually mutating, it hovered inches from her face. While sniffing and
probing the woman on her throne, its body became a mass of vibrating tentacles that touched
everything in their path including her shivering breasts. When its gorgon head was mere inches
from her face, it sent one of its tentacles over her shoulder into the tank beyond. After pushing
the lid ajar, the probe entered the cavity and felt around. There, in the darkness, were two
bottles, one of them floating half full beside a full bottle still unopened and sealed. Taped
crudely above the waterline was a plastic sack filled with marijuana and pills. Ignoring this
stash, it snatched up the half empty bottle, carried it dripping over her breasts and tucked it
carefully between her legs. When the woman did not immediately respond, it lifted it up,
unscrewed the lid, and angled it toward her lips.
“Bottoms up!” It whispered icily. “Open your mouth, and tilt your empty head. Hurry
now! Drink up quickly before he returns!”
Responding obediently now, the woman’s eyes widened with each new gulp. After
allowing several swallows down her throat, she sat there glassy-eyed, staring at its face, no
longer certain that she was even awake.
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“Ar-r-r-re you-u-u reee-eal?” She managed to ask.
“No, my daughter,” it chortled, retreating from the room, “think of me as one more
hallucination, another manifestation of delirium tremens. Ta-ta! Adios! Sayonara! Go back to
your twilight world; it’s where you belong!”
At this point, the specter became translucent, gradually disappearing beneath the door,
leaving Cora staring mutely into space. Its final words were blurred in her mind because of the
condition she was in. Now, after the last jolt of alcohol, she was even more inebriated than
before. Her shadowy world was again reduced to a silent, intangible dark. Her head, in mindless
twilight, drooped low as her body floated weightlessly in the room. Somewhere, in the
conscious world below, there was commotion and muted sounds as Cora began leaving her
troubled world behind. Somewhere, on the fringe of madness, now lost in her drunken mind,
Satan had left its imprint, which would, it was certain, remain muddled until the latter day, when
Cora Leeds, the minister’s wife, finally made it to hell.
For now, with the specter gone, there was again silence in the room. She had that
weightless, light-headed feeling preceding unconsciousness, turning everything past and present
into a shadowy dream.
******
As she sat there on her throne, Cora’s head fell forward, and her arms dangled loosely at
her side. For several moments, as she teetered on the commode, her balance was inexplicably
maintained. Slowly her frame inched further and further forward, until she was on the verge of
falling off her throne.
From the shadows, something rattling in the lock and a voice, that seemed far off, from
another world, resonated outside the room. She was uncertain if she was awake at this point and
not even certain where she was. After her most recent experience, the noise outside seemed
insignificant. She had, she recalled dimly, just experienced a hallucination so real it had left her
paralyzed with fear. Now she appeared to be falling asleep and yielding to gravity as she tilted
forward on the commode. The noise, after all, was out there, in another world, unseen, a mere
annoyance, as yet unidentified in her drunken state.
She could hear the voice become louder, more distinct, until she had an inkling of who it
was: a man, sounding like her husband, on the other side, in that other world, very loud and very
upset, but so far, far away. She also recognized, as dim-wittedly, her current location, yet
finally, even as the voice grew louder and more persistent, slipped off the toilet seat to sprawl
face-forward on the floor. Her nose twitched, and her eyelashes twittered. A slight frown
contorted her face as her cheek slid across the cold bathroom tile.
Rolling onto her back, a portrait of moral decay, she discovered slowly, with mounting
anxiety, that this was not a dream. She had, after having sex with that stranger, drank hard and
fast before retreating to this room. The whole world had slipped away, interrupted it appeared by
a dreadful dream. Now the world was back: all twenty-five thousand miles of it—crammed
suddenly back into this tiny room …. There, on her right, lying mysteriously in a heap, was her
robe and slippers, where she had dropped them…. Over there, gleaming ominously in the dark,
was the toilet, her private liquor locker, its lid ajar, and a spare pint of red-eye floating in its tank.
It was all here. She was not asleep. She had, in fact, slept for only a few moments and
was now awake in the very same world she had tried to escape, which meant it was true, all of it:
the voice, the knocking, and cold, thick dark. Though she had left her husband telltale evidence
before, he had never caught her in the act or discovered her stash. It had always been after the
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fact, when she was sober enough to be confrontational and put up a fight. She was trapped naked
in the bathroom this time drunk out of her mind. She could barely move. Weeks of sneaking
around, hours of secret pleasure, had been uncovered by one stupid move, because she had timed
it all wrong. The most she could do now was tidy herself up a little, gather her wits, and try to
hide the evidence …. But how? Where? She would be lucky just to make it to her knees.
Crawling onto the toilet robe in hand, she deposited the empty bottle into the tank and
shut the lid. Her first impulse had been survival: a primitive urge to hide her goods. Her next
impulse was biological: the natural urge to use the commode.
Suddenly, without warning, the door flew open and light flooded the room. She just sat
there stupidly, relieving her bladder and struggling into her robe. The slight frown deepened on
her face as she decided what to do. As he entered the room, she pulled the terry cloth up to her
breasts, after inserting only one arm into the robe. He had said it before—every word of it. He
called upon God and His angels and prayed for strength to stay his hand. Was this a test for
him? Was it punishment? Why was he, among all men, cursed with such a wife?
But something was added this time: an undercurrent much deeper than before. This time
he was in control. He shook her hair, cursing the body beneath. His voice took on a strange
power that shook her mind as well, as if he was truly speaking for God, Himself, to the worst
sinner on earth.
Her moment of truth had come!
******
She remembered having deliriums before. Bats, snakes, and scorpions had crawled on
her skin. She had more than once been covered with slime and been chased screaming across the
floor. Today, this very hour, she had her worst hallucination so far. She had been spooked by
the Devil, himself, as hell seemed to claim dominion over her soul. But these experiences were
not real; they had all been dreams. This time she appeared to be wide-awake while being
tormented by her visitor. This time a real-life horror was confronting her: her husband, angrier
than she had ever seen him before. For the first time she could remember, he was mumbling
curses instead of praying for her soul. Drunk as she was, the sound was sobering and filled her
with dread.
Would he beat her now? Would he just go on shaking her hair? Perhaps he might just
wring her neck. The motive was there. She had given him cause. After months of sneaking
around, in fact, it was a wonder it had taken him so long. He could have caught her doing
something really bad such as partying with the mailman or meter reader this week. This was
only a routine binge, nothing to draw blood over or cause such pain …. What was he doing?
Would he keep shaking her hair until it fell out and her teeth rattled out of her head? Suddenly,
to make matters worse for her, an idiotic smile distorted her fulsome lips. A mindless and
hysterical laugh followed, which made him shake her hair that much harder, until finally, after
several shakes, he let her go.
For a moment, she sat there mutely on her throne, staring dumbly into space, a slight
frown replacing the smile on her face. This was nothing compared to her previous experience.
But that had been a dream, had it not? This was now, and it was real. It was not bats, scorpions,
or the Prince of Darkness confronting her this time; it was her husband. As God’s angry agent
reaching down through the night, his voice, more than his actions, frightened her now.
“Cora, look up at me,” he whispered. “…. I want you to understand exactly what I’m
going to do.”
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“Do-o-o?” She blinked. “Wha’ you-u me-e-ean do-o-o?”
“It’s a surprise,” he said, reaching over to snap on the light.
Being a night creature, Cora was momentarily blinded. A dull shock of pain surged
through her skull, her bloodshot eyes blinking stupidly as his presence registered in her brain.
The voice, having been given a body, now took on identity as he stood there in the room. The
Reverend Adam Leeds, her husband, had caught her in the act. She would now be punished in
his own righteous way.
“First,” he explained hoarsely, “I’m going directly to the source.”
“So-oursh?” her lips formed around the words. “Wha’ so-oursh?”
“Next, I’m going to dump it out,” he reached over to the shower, “before I give you your
surprise.”
“Shurr-prise?” she drooled. “Wha’ kinda’ shurr-prise?”
“Listen,” he said, as the water fell, “sound familiar? This is no ordinary shower Cora.
This shower is not meant to merely clean your body. It will be like a baptism of the soul—the
starting point on your road to recovery.”
Her punishment was about to begin. Adam’s lofty words registered slowly in her mind.
The sound of water droplets drummed his message home.
“No-o-o-o,” she whimpered, “you keep a’ bottle. Lemme ‘lone. I don’t wanna shower!”
“Too late!” he pointed accusingly. “Judgment’s at hand! Scolding you isn’t enough,
Cora. You need a lesson—one I’m going to give you right now!”
“Leshun? Wha’ leshun?” she moaned unhappily.
After seeing the toilet lid ajar, Adam had saved this demonstration until now. Watching
him fish out the remaining bottle and dump it into the sink did not alarm her. It had been cheap
stuff, easily replaced, and somehow he managed to miss the plastic bag filled with marijuana and
pills. But when he put his hands on her, she began thrashing frantically and tried to escape.
Adam Leeds, her meek and peace loving husband, was becoming a firebrand. Her eyes widened.
She lunged feebly for the door. For a moment, as they grappled there in the bathroom, Satan
watched in amusement as Adam took action against his wife. Ironically, it was a battle of good
against evil, one more effort by the minister to save his worthless wife.
Cora grew furious as he reached down, grabbed her beneath her armpits and yanked her
to her feet.
“Stop that,” he said through clenched teeth, “it won’t do any good, not anymore. You’re
getting off this path of self-destruction. There’ll be no more booze or drugs in our house.
Whether you like it or not Cora, you’re taking the cure. You’re going to dry out. You’re going
to be spiritually cleansed!”
As he dragged her across the floor, she kicked, shouted obscenities, and tried
unsuccessfully to bite his arm. But Adam was relentless this time, and his grip was strong. For
once he had caught her in the midst of a binge instead of merely smelling it on her breath after
the fact. She was just barely conscious enough to protest and yet too weak to successfully resist.
This stage of drunkenness was perfect for what he had in mind; she could see and hear him but
could not do him bodily harm.
When they had reached the shower, he released her, parted the curtains, and yanked off
her robe. After a long history of debauchery and immodest behavior, a flicker of modesty
nevertheless caused her hand to drop self-consciously to her groin while an arm lingered nymphlike upon her chest. Briefly, to Satan’s delight, a flicker of desire answered in Adam, causing
him to reach out awkwardly and touch her breasts. But it was a mistake for her to drop her
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guard; her statuesque pose left her vulnerable and easily pushed. The urge to stroke her body
therefore passed as an ill wind, being replaced by determination—cold and calculating. That
once exquisite body and cherub face had lost its innocence and charm. Cora, who had been
suffering from the flu, now stunk of alcohol, vomit, and BO. Her body sagged and bulged from
constant misuse and yet was still alluring in the spots that mattered most. The pouting mouth,
large breasts, and hour glass shape had again tempted his soul, momentarily blinding him and
temporarily deafening him, but not for long. Right now he was protected by his faith and
renewed revulsion.
This wretch, the one who had shared his bed and his life, seemed to be a million spiritual
miles away from him. She had, with Satan’s help, chosen the opposite side of everything he held
dear, including his faith. In an age when the majority of the population had turned against
alcohol and tobacco, she had embraced these vices as a protest against his church. In her own
careless and unpredictable way, she had managed to alienate all of his friends. She had made
him look foolish to his congregation by never coming to service. The realization that even now,
in her present condition, she could still beguile him, filled him with loathing. She made him
ashamed that he was a man with needs beyond the will of God, and yet that hint of innocence
and charm lingered. That touch of the old mystique twinkled in those bloodshot blue eyes.
“In!” He commanded, pointing to the shower.
“No,” she shook her head.
“Now!” He insisted, giving her a shove.
“No-o-o-o,” she whimpered, “I won’t do it. Lemme go! Plee-eease lemme go!”
“Get into the shower!” He shouted.
Gripping her shoulders, he whirled her around and aimed her at the water.
“You-u-u cannn’t do-o-o thisss!” She wailed.
“I can. I must. I will!” He replied, calmly pushing her in. “I’m going to finish what you
started but this time with water instead of booze!”
“EEEEEEEE!” She squealed, stumbling into the tub.
Suddenly, as she expected, a million shock waves rocked her frame. As the icy droplets
drenched her body, Cora gasped for breath. Adam expected her to scream again afterwards and
bolt from the shower. But she just stood there with her mouth open and eyes popped wide, a
long sputtering exhalation whistling out her throat. Quickly now, Adam reached down, turned
off the water, and fled the scene.
Cora, in slow motion, stepped awkwardly over the tub searching for a towel. Her flaccid
muscles were stiffened by the shock, preventing her from buckling to the floor. For a brief
moment, she was wide-awake but just as inebriated as before. In jerky, dazed motions, she dried
her shivering skin, until her muscles began to thaw. She sat there a few moments longer on the
commode as the flaccid feeling returned to her limbs. When her wake up shock had passed, she
found it difficult to move and even think. There had been, she recalled dully, a frightening
ordeal earlier. After this point, it was a blur for her except for one terrible set of images in her
head: Adam turning on the water, pushing her into the shower, and then a million jolts coursing
through her muscles and the very marrow of her bones.
“Ba … bass …. bassturred!” she tried to say, a frown forming over half shut eyes.
As he sat locked in his study, he listened with curiosity as she staggered down the hall.
Still feeling the effects of her binge, she became momentarily disoriented, wandering zombielike throughout the house, until winding up back in the hall. Dimwitted curses gurgled from her
throat as she beat on his door, until ultimately she sank to the floor in drunken rage. For several
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moments, he could hear her sobbing outside—the proverbial drunk crying in her beer.
Afterwards, she began coughing uncontrollably, on top of everything else suffering the
symptoms of the flu. After a few moments of dormancy, interrupted by sobbing and hacking
coughs, Cora rose up shakily on her legs, uttered one loud bloodcurdling shriek then staggered
back down the hall.
In what part of the house she would finally crash he was not sure, but he hoped it was in
her bed. In the past he had come home to discover alcohol on her breath, which she had
attempted to hide with chewing gum and mints. More recently, she had become a closet lush,
hiding her problem from him when he was not around and making up for lost time when he was
away. But this had been a first. Today, after sneaking around for weeks, perhaps months, she
had been caught in the act. Obviously, Cora had spent much her household allowance on
cigarettes and booze. Her behavior was not a passing phase, as he had hoped, but a full-blown
physical and spiritual illness totally out of control.
A feeling of conviction filled him as he sat there at his desk. A small victory against
alcoholism had been won. She might have trouble remembering it, but Cora’s moment of truth
had come. If only symbolically, her road to recovery had begun. There would be a long struggle
ahead requiring patience, vigilance, and prayer.
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Chapter Two
Daughter of Darkness

For Adam Leeds, a darkness worst than physical shadows had begun in his soul. The
satisfaction with himself he felt earlier today was countered by mental and physical fatigue. His
euphoria, which had little foundation, developed into inertia, so that for a while he just sat there
at his desk staring into space. He had planned to pray this hour for his alcoholic wife, but his
inertia seemed stronger than his will. Now, as evening drew near, an exhaustion of the spirit as
well as the body began to afflict him as he tried to pray.
Something began happening now that could not be seen or heard. He felt it there in the
silence of this room: an ambience that had nothing to do with God. It didn’t frighten him and
cause him alarm. It was simply there, at first, as a prickling at the back of his neck, as if
something was about to happen in this house… perhaps to the world. He was aware, without
understanding it, of Satan’s presence in the room.
Deliberately now, the Tempter moved as an ill-wind across his desk, a sudden drop in
temperature sending a chill down Adam’s back. Jolted from his torpor, the reverend could feel
the current creep slowly over his knuckles and then brush his cheek. He had been lulled by such
ambience before, absorbed in the finality of it all. But now, as it stirred the papers on his desk
and blew around his ears, he knew something was wrong. Something was definitely amiss. The
door and window were shut and yet there was air moving about. The air conditioner was turned
off and yet there was a chill in this room.
Carefully inspecting the remainder of the house, Adam could find nothing to explain the
change. After peeking into the master bedroom, he found Cora still on the bed. She was
sleeping soundly in spite of her recent binge. The look on her baby face belied a tormented soul.
For someone with so much hostility, she seemed so peaceful lying there in her robe with her
arms across her chest… almost corpse-like, the thought came to him, as if death suited her better
than life.
Pausing to check the thermostat on the way back down the hall, he discovered that the
house was actually rather warm. The temperature had been set at a toasty seventy-three. After
moving the dial back a few degrees, he walked slowly away, a sensation of light-headedness
entering his head. Since he knew of no logical reason for a breeze or chill to be in his study, he
wondered if he might be ill. After feeling his forehead and testing his pulse, however, Adam sat
down shakily in his chair, realizing that for the first time in a very long time he actually felt good
—not just physically but mentally good, as if a long shot of alcohol had suddenly taken effect.
But was it from God? …. Was it inspired by faith? …. Or was there something else other than
the Holy Ghost stirring his soul?
For several moments, Adam sat there with his eyes shut, mumbling out a prayer. A verse
from the New Testament seemed appropriate now: “Behold, I stand at the door and knock.”
Many years had passed since he had been ordained. He could remember the joy he felt when
ministering his first church. But he couldn’t remember ever feeling Christ’s knock. Perhaps his
calling had only been in his mind and not in his heart. If this was the case, he wished he could
hear it now. As he prayed, he found no change in his pulse or in the shortness of his breath. He
wanted something significant to happen while he was communicating with God. After finding
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just the right words, he asked God to send him a sign. An inward feeling of grace or at the very
least a sensation of warmth would do. This chill seemed most inappropriate at such a time.
While he waited for his sign, however, Satan—not God—responded to his prayer. The
temperature became colder, and the breeze blew purposely across his desk. Adam Leeds
decided, on these shaky grounds, that the Holy Ghost was present in this room. God, after all
these years, was reaching out to him to give him a message, perhaps a new mission for his life.
The fact that the air was cold instead of warm seemed irrelevant now. And the knowledge that
the Holy Ghost should move within him rather than without was ignored as Satan blew cold air
into his face.
Finally, as the conviction took hold, Adam felt a pounding in his chest and a cold sweat
forming on his brow. Carefully and reverently, with trembling hands and surging pulse, he
began skimming—Ouija board fashion—through the Bible: back and forth, up and down, eyes
closed, as if the Lord, Himself, were guiding his hands and blessing his choice, until, at last, he
came to a likely spot to open his eyes. The text his finger fell upon was the Twenty-third Psalm,
a perfect balm for his nerves and spiritual salve for dispelling his fears and uplifting his soul.
Pouring across his thoughts now, portions of it became catchwords blinking on and off as
beacons in his brain:
The Lord is my shepherd; I shall not want.
He maketh me to lie down in green pastures.
He leadeth me beside the still waters.
He restoreth my soul and leadeth me in the paths of
righteousness for his name’s sake.
Yea, though I walk through the valley of the shadow of
death, I will fear no evil: for thou art with me.
Thy rod and thy staff they comfort me.
Thou preparest a table before me in the presence of mine enemies.
Thou anointest my head with oil.
My cup runneth over.
Surely goodness and mercy shall follow me all the days of my life, and I will dwell in the
house of the Lord forever.
******
In the ambience of his study, he felt illuminated and truly blessed. The Lord, Himself,
had chosen this psalm; he was sure of this now. What did it matter that he had done it Ouija
board fashion? He believed that God was here this very hour. For a while he basked in His
ambience, only slightly annoyed by the chill, totally caught up in the experience, until a noise
brought him down to earth. From the valley of the shadow of death, he could hear his wife
stirring in the house. The noise was progressive as she rose from her bed, rushed down the hall
and slammed the bathroom door. Then it began, the awful purge, faint in the beginning, then
rising to a crescendo as violent wretches tore from her throat.
At first, he tried to ignore them by singing a hymn to himself to blot out the sounds. But
the sound of his own voice was as much of a distraction as the original noise. Not only did he
sing off key but he could not remember the words. The hymn he had chosen also grated on his
nerves. As the words “listen to my heart Lord” trailed off his tongue, he left the verse
unfinished, realizing how tired he was of listening to his wife. Rising to his feet now, he stood
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there in his study painfully aware of the noise. He heard a series of wretches followed by a short
silence and a long sickening moan. He knew Cora had the flu, but her latest binge had also taken
its toll. This seemed to be more than just the nausea following a binge. Perhaps this time, after
drinking for so long, her body was in revolt. She had never been this sick before. He had tried
to use psychology on her, but it had failed. The fear of God certainly never worked. Once again,
as he had in the past, he would use hard medical facts to scare her into submission. Now
perhaps, since she was so sick, he could use her present condition to convince her she needed
help.
As he walked down the hall, a mixture of dread and disgust filled him, until he reached
the bathroom door. When he found the door once again locked, he sighed with relief, feeling
less obliged to go in. As he stood there in the hall, a battle of logic versus conscience raged in
his mind. Should he stay outside where it was safe or go inside to assist his ailing wife? He was
afraid to confront Cora in such a state, especially after yesterday’s shower. Several times in the
past, as she was coming to, she had grown nasty, sometimes slapping his face. Wide-awake and
full of spite, there was no telling what she might do. On the other hand, he felt it was his
Christian duty to offer his help. She was, he reminded himself with a shudder, still his wife.
After a long period of silence on the other side of the door, he wondered if he had waited
too long. Perhaps, he thought hopefully, Cora had passed out. Perhaps she had even expired.
Then he heard the toilet flush, doorknob rattle, and waited anxiously for her to emerge. Would
she still be angry? Would she even remember what happened in the shower? These questions
were paramount in his mind, as she fumbled with the door. As she walked from the shadows
into the light, the ambience he had felt recently was with him in hall. He began to sense a
linkage between Cora and the breeze. She was the dark side of his life, his opposite in every
way. But she was also very sick and needed his help.
“Cora,” he chose his words carefully “your alcoholism is more than just an addiction
now. It’s a disease that is eating up your insides. I know you don’t want to be cured, but do you
really want to die?”
“No,” he thought he heard her say.
“Do you know what happens to a person who dies that way?” he asked her, while helping
her down the hall.
“Uh uh,” she shook her head, “I just have the flu.”
As he helped her into bed, he studied her in the dim light. She was very pale, and there
were dark rings beneath her eyes. There was absolutely no question about her being ill. He must
totally convince her of this fact before she fell asleep, using her current illness to sway her mind.
“People who die of alcoholism die horribly.” he persisted, looking deeply into her eyes.
“Their vital organs are eaten up, and they develop sclerosis of the liver, which is in itself a
terrible disease. Afterwards, it effects their brain, so they eventually go mad.”
Seeing what looked like fear on Cora’s face, he prayed that she was sober enough to
understand what he said. Judging by her diarrhea and vomiting, it seemed more likely that she
had a virus that merely exacerbated her problems. Nevertheless, his facts about sclerosis were
correct. It was just a matter of time, he reasoned, before her liver and other organs gave out. He
hoped he had frightened her enough this time, so she would remember his words the next time
she reached for a drink.
For a moment, the question seemed moot as he watched her lashes fall heavily over her
eyes. She looked at peace, almost deathlike in her pose. As he rose up to leave, however, he
heard her mutter venomously to him: “You bastard, I’ll get you for that!”
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“What?” he gasped, moving out of harm’s way.
“You heard me!” She whispered hoarsely. “You wouldn’t have done that if I hadn’t been
drunk.”
Taken back momentarily, Adam backed away from her now. Sobered by her ordeal,
Cora’s memory also seemed intact. Her words had been clear and unslurred, and yet she was too
weak and dizzy to physically react. After waiting for a response that never came, he felt
confident to have the last word.
“All right Cora,” he stood his ground, “I’ve been patient with you—more than you
deserve. But you’ve made my life a living hell. Now you’re sick, really sick, and even you—
stinking drunk that you are—should know you need help. So don’t complain to me about what
I’ve done, Cora, because I’m the one with the complaints—seven years of complaints, beginning
with your first drink!”
Satisfied with himself then, he left her lying in the darkness as he shut the door. It was
where she seemed most at home, he concluded, as he walked back down the hall.
******
The past several hours had been important for Adam Leeds. His wife was very sick. In
spite of her reaction just now, he had convinced her of this; there was no mistaking the fear he
saw on her face. Compared to previous behavior, her recent outburst seemed mild. If she had
been sober or only partially drunk, she would have attacked him outright with bared teeth. That
is why his timing had been so important yesterday: Cora had drunk just enough to be physically
harmless and yet was sober enough to understand most of what he had said and done. Symbolic
though it was, her cold shower yesterday had been the beginning of her cure. After she had
become violently ill this afternoon, he relied on her own fear to drive this point home.
Monday morning would be crucial. While she was weak and hung over, he would have
her hospitalized. Today was only Saturday; there were thirty-six hours to go. Hopefully, she
would remember the warning he gave her today; he needed her fear as well as her physical
ailments to keep her in line. In the meantime he needed his rest. A weariness of mind and body
settled over him as he sat at his desk. It was not yet 5 p.m., but because Daylight Savings had
ended, darkness was filling the room. Darkness also fell upon his soul. Cradling his head in his
arms, he felt himself floating weightlessly into sleep.
While he drifted toward slumber, he felt the breeze blowing faintly over his neck, and
realized that it was warmer now, very close to the temperature of the house. The Lord, he
fancied, was adjusting to the ambience of his soul. Yet he felt a disquiet as well as a peace as he
finally fell asleep, until, after several murky seconds, he was in the midst of a dream. A reel
began to play then, and a drum roll peeled as a plot moved purposely across his brain. It was a
familiar theme for him in times of trial and tribulation. He was in front of a multitude much
larger than his congregation at church. His sermon was more animated than anything he had
delivered before.
“Hallelujah!” They cried. “Praise the Lord!” As if on cue a trumpet blared, a choir sang,
and he began walking among the multitude, his voice filling the stadium with his inspired wit.
He was capturing their imagination and uplifting their hearts. He believed he was living
another life in another time, his stature rising with their applause. But gradually the picture
became fuzzy and the sound grew muffled, until suddenly, as the people and music disappeared,
he found himself alone again in the dark, falling down that long black corridor leading from
sleep. On the way down, he felt a breeze again like the one that had blown across his desk. This
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time, however, the temperature rose and there was a distinct odor to it: brimstone, the odor from
hell.
When his eyes had opened again, he was back in his study blinking up at his lamp.
Barely an hour had passed since he had fallen asleep. The breeze and ambience seemed normal,
and there was no brimstone in the air. But a foreboding filled him as he looked around the room.
Rising sluggishly from his chair, he stood there a moment listening to the house. There
was silence and yet disquiet in his home. Abstractedly now he wandered down the hall, looked
in at his wife, then found himself looking at himself in the bathroom mirror. A haggard and
careworn face looked back from the glass. There were crowfeet now around his eyes. The first
streaks of gray had appeared in his hair.
After rinsing and drying off his face, he turned away from the mirror and walked slowly
out of the room. As he wandered up the hall and entered the living room, he could feel the
ambience in the air. He reflected, at this point, the nature of the breeze. It was faint now and
difficult to discern. In the beginning, though, it had acted as if it had a mind of its own. It had
followed him from his study into the hall and seemed to be at home in this house. From cold to
warm it had transformed. When it reached room temperature, it became difficult to detect. Now,
at room temperature and barely blowing, it seemed to be part of the house, no different than any
other household breeze. As he considered this possibility, another possibility entered his mind:
what if this phenomenon wasn’t real and was merely a figment of his imagination? Both
possibilities were unacceptable to him now. If it was a natural phenomenon, he was a fool. If it
was his imagination, he was losing his mind.
******
As he entered the kitchen, his thoughts turned naturally to food. He had not eaten since
this morning. Since Cora had begun drinking, the refrigerator had remained bare. But there
were still plenty of can and dry goods in the pantry, including an assortment of soups, stews,
vegetables, cereals, and crackers. Choosing a likely can, Adam hastily opened it with the electric
can opener on the sink. Afterwards, he heated its contents impatiently in a pan, filled the coffee
maker, and then gobbled up the stew, while the coffee dripped slowly into the pot.
With a slight case of indigestion then, he carried his coffee into the bedroom, and stood
there in the dark looking down at his wife. He could hear her wheezing softly as she breathed.
There was a slight frown on her baby face that indicated a dream. After a few sips of his coffee,
Adam set the cup down on the nightstand and lie down next to his wife. Whatever nightmare she
suffered would be nothing compared to the nightmare of withdrawal. If she found out about that
phase of her treatment, she would not go in. He had no illusions about the difficulties lying
ahead. He just hoped Cora would remember her ordeal today and go along with what he had in
mind.
The light streaming in from the crack in the door was enough to highlight her delicate
features and the outline of her large breasts beneath the sheet. As he lie there in the darkness, he
watched the steam from his cup rising to the ceiling above. For a second, he thought he saw eyes
looking down from the steam. It almost appeared as if the steam wasn’t coming from the cup at
all but was winding around in the dark on its own. The devil laughed softly to itself, as it came
within visual range. While Adam tried to focus on this phenomenon, however, he found his
eyelids growing heavy again. As he fell back into slumber, Satan looked down at the man
chosen to minister its flock and whispered icily in the shadows “this is my beloved prophet of
whom I am well pleased!”
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Chapter Three
Positive Thinking

On Sunday morning the Reverend Adam Leeds faced his congregation with renewed
spirit. Although his wife Cora was not present in the pews and, indeed, had not been present for
several months, he thought of her now with rekindled hope. He looked forward to the day when
he would see her sitting once more in the church. Tomorrow morning, when he committed her
to the Alcoholism Treatment Center at the county hospital, her road to recovery would officially
start, though in his heart it had already began.
His sermon, which was inspired by Norman Vincent Peal’s positive thinking, was a
mixture of Peal’s philosophy, new age Christianity, and psychoanalytical thought. It’s feel-good
message appealed to many of the younger members of the congregation, but had mixed reviews
among the older set. The very title of his church, “Our Lord and Savior’s Independent Christian
Church,” belied the liberal Christian and new age message Adam was developing for the church.
An ordinary Baptist or Lutheran would not have recognized his topic “The Positive Force of
Faith” as even being Christian had he not mentioned God a few times.
Despite criticism from conservative Christian radio hosts and televangelists, Adam had
received moral support from various liberal organizations in town, including the Young
Democrats of Los Angeles and the L. A. Chapter of The Business Woman’s League of America.
Looking out at couple of dozen long-time members of the congregation but only a handful of
new faces, he wasn’t saddened by the bad press or dwindling numbers. After all, the faithful
were still present! His favorite people in the church, he often told his wife, were the sinners, not
those blue nose holdovers from the old church, who resisted change. In this latter group there
were doctor Eugene Waterford and his wife Millicent, longtime supporters and contributors of
the old church. There were the Royce, Breckenridge, and Lindley families, whose respective
patriarchs, James, William, and Philip had also donated large sums of money to the
congregation. Among the younger couples—the sinners, there were Sheila Hightower and her
boyfriend Patrick Smalley, who lived together in blissful sin, but found a haven at the Our Lord
and Savior’s Independent Christian Church. Leona Bliss, the organist, for that matter, who
admitted to being a Lesbian, joined the church after her divorce from an abusive husband forced
her intro a confrontation with the Roman Catholic Church. One would have thought that Adam’s
church was a haven for lost souls, especially with his scandalous wife, had it not been for the
balance of the righteous against the sinners in the church.
Thus, by traditional Christian standards, would such families as the Waterfords, Royces,
and Breckenridges be weighed against these reprobates in the group, Adam thought idly, while
waiting for the organ prelude to end. After the sermon, he would meet with the elders of the
church to discuss the future of Our Lord and Savior Independent Christian Church. The
inevitable confrontation he had dreaded for many months was like a shadow on his sermon. His
anticipation for this meeting caused a quiver to appear in his voice. His eyebrows twitched at
times, and his hands trembled as he fumbled with his notes.
“God is good, though life is hard,” he began in a tremulous voice, looking out at the small
group of worshipers with roving eyes and unsure gaze. “We can’t blame Him for everything that
goes wrong in our lives, though we should give him credit for many things that go right. We
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must take responsibility for our human frailties and not run to the Bible every time something
goes wrong. Each time hard luck befalls us it’s not punishment for some misdeed. Much of our
misfortune is brought on by the choices we make. When you bet a large sum of money in Las
Vegas and lose, whose fault is it? When you invest poorly in the stock market, how can you
blame anyone but yourself? The people you meet, the roads you take, the choices you make—
these are guided by self-interest or occasionally unselfish motives, but if you fail at these
selections, it is the motive that is evaluated by God…”
From this point on, the word God was mentioned only two more times, as Adam’s
sermon turned into a variation on the positive thinking theme of Norman Vincent Peale.
“Believe in yourself,” he began quoting passages from Peale’s classic The Power of
Positive Thinking, “have faith in your abilities, and change your thoughts in order to change your
world. Formulate and stamp indelibly on your mind a mental picture of yourself succeeding.
Hold this picture tenaciously and never permit it to fade. Your mind will seek to develop the
picture. Don’t build obstacles in your imagination. You are what you perceive!”
At this point, as he quoted more passages, a sudden cold breeze moved surreptitiously
down the central aisle of the church. Adam’s voice grew progressively unsteady and his words
more halting after he noticed the change of ambience in the room.
As if summoned by this new age formula, the devil entered the chapel easily and with
familiarity with many of the worshipers in the room. Some members of the church were its
children. The list would surprise Reverend Leeds. James Royce had cleverly murdered a
business rival by slipping an undetectable poison in his coffee to simulate a heart attack. Here he
was now, thirty years later, a wealthy stockbroker with a large family and wide circle of friends.
William Breckenridge, though miserly to his family and friends, had given a sum of money to
the church as a form of guilt offering for molesting his daughter for so long. Now that his
daughter had been dead all these years, it was as if it had never happened. But Satan
remembered this dreadful man, who had remarried, started a new family, and commenced
molesting another child. It also remembered Patrick Smalley who had talked his girl friend into
getting a late term abortion. Many years back Patrick had also disposed of a fellow sailor, who
disappeared one stormy night at sea. Like Royce and Breckenridge, he had shed no tears after
the crime nor did he show sorrow or remorse beyond the fear of getting caught.
In his own special category, was the illustrious Eugene Waterford, himself, who had,
through business dealings, broken and destroyed many men. Though not the greatest villain in
the group, he was the greatest hypocrite in Satan’s mind. Here they were—Waterford, Royce,
and Breckenridge—amongst the more tepid souls, these high standing charlatans who would
criticize their shepherd for not managing his flock. Patrick Smalley, who appeared to have no
conscience at all, attended the church only for the benefit of his companion Sheila Hightower,
whose painted face belied days of weeping for her aborted child. These lost souls setting in the
pews, whom Satan recognized as its own, comprised a rogues’ gallery in Our Lord and Savior’s
Independent Christian Church.
The remainder of the congregation were unaware of Royce, Waterford, Breckenridge,
and Smalley’s sordid past. Keeping to themselves, most churchgoers minded their own business.
They had heard enough scuttlebutt about Sheila’s abortion and Leona’s lesbian lover. Ironically,
it was the rogues’ gallery and their wives who were the greatest source of rumors. To avoid
these gossipmongers, many respectable churchgoers avoided the cliques gathering after the
service. They were especially weary of hearing about the antics of the pastor’s wife. Though
their patience had been worn thin, most of the young members and many of the older folks, who
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were holdovers from Hugh Thomas’ ministry, still liked Reverend Leeds. They wanted to trust
him and give him another chance. It was only lately that their pastor had been experimenting
with new age themes. His enthusiasm remained infectious. Though his thinking might be
misguided, his heart was in the right place. Perhaps, they murmured amongst themselves, his
lapse into new age rhetoric and humanism was but a passing phase, and this experimental
psychobabble was but a prelude to a greater theme.
This morning, however, the babble had worsened. The lapse appeared to be permanent.
It was becoming increasingly difficult to feel the Holy Spirit in this church. Perhaps, many of
them reconsidered, it wasn’t just a fluke or passing phase. Reverend Leeds really was an
apostate as some members claimed. For most of the congregation, until hearing today’s sermon,
the label “New Age Christianity” seemed the best fit. A few well-read churchgoers, such as
Amy Sullivan, had seen traces of scientology and even existentialism in earlier sermons and yet
the pastor had always returned to Christian themes. With the introduction of Norman Vincent
Peale, it was difficult to even recognize Christianity in his words. It was a religion without
moral imperative. A philosophical system based upon positive thinking, not faith, seemed to be
replacing God’s word. This time the pastor had gone too far!
The looks on the faces of the elders, Adam noted as he cleared his throat, ranged from
puzzlement to irritation. A few seemed embarrassed with his topic, while members such as
Patrick Smalley were simply bored. The small number of children in the chapel squirmed and
fussed, oblivious to the sermon, while their parents looked on with troubled expressions. Who
was Norman Vincent Peale? The younger churchgoers murmured amongst themselves. Was
this just another new age guru or liberal theologian cited to make a point? Surely, the pastor was
reaching some point and must find his way back to scripture through this philosophical morass.
There was, in fact, the devil sensed acutely, an intense hope in many of their faces, which was
much like the reverend’s naivety since Satan had entered his life. The Lord, they clung to the
belief, still abided in this house. In spite of all the evidence given to him of its presence in his
own house and even now in his church, Adam still thought it was God. Thanks to his efforts,
many of the younger members in the congregation didn’t believe in the devil anymore, only
man’s spiritual frailty and psychological compulsion to commit sin. Against this novel theology
—sin without guilt and belief without Satan—the elders of church had aligned themselves,
though some of them scarcely believed in God at all.
“What is the old adage?” It whispered faintly behind the reverend’s ear. “…. Ah yes, the
greatest trick of the devil is to convince men that I don’t exist…. I exist Adam, even though
members of your congregation know me not. Isn’t it ironic that Waterford, Royce, and
Breckenridge, with so little faith, see the devil in your words?”
Almost all of the college students who had been frequenting the church lately were absent
this morning. With such a ‘feel-good mentality,’ what purpose was there for even coming to
church? There was no fear of hell whatsoever in Adam’s sermons—only the importance of
confronting life’s issues: being a good spouse, a good parent, or having a working relationship
with God. Now, with the introduction of Norman Vincent Peale’s philosophy, positive thinking
substituted faith as the mental healer, family values were replaced by emphasis of upon one’s
self, and Satan was no longer a factor in their lives.
The reverend cringed as Satan circled his head.
“According to Norman Vincent Peale,” his voice droned to the congregation, “there’s a
tendency in human nature to become what you visualize yourself as being. If you see yourself as
tense, nervous and frustrated and that’s your image of yourself, that’s what you’ll be. If you see
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yourself as inferior and hold that image in your thoughts, the image will, by the process of
intellectual osmosis, sink into your unconscious mind, until you become what you visualize. If,
however, you see yourself in a positive light (organized, controlled and believing in your talent
and ability), that is what you’ll become.”
Several members of the congregation found their heads bobbing forward sleepily while
listening to this theme. Patrick Smalley, to Sheila Hightower’s disgust, was now sound asleep.
Most of the churchgoers in the audience continued to wonder what this had to do with God,
while three of the elders—Waterford, Royce, and Breckenridge—were muttering protests to
themselves.
******
A young college student, Amy Sullivan, now caught the devil’s attention. Like many
members in the audience, she had no doubts on whether or not the reverend had crossed the line.
After studying the disapproving frown on her face, Satan could almost read her thoughts, which
conveyed the most visible expression of agitation in the room. She was shocked and dismayed
with his sermon. Between frowns, sighs, and intakes of breath, she stared in disbelief at the
pastor, sharing her disgust with other members she could make eye contact in the room.
For different reasons—boredom, confusion, or irritation—the reverend was losing his
audience. This lackluster and boring new age theme would not do, thought the tempter as it
wound invisibly around the vestibule and looked down from the ceiling above Adam’s head.
“What you need Adam is a new religion, not a new philosophy of religion,” It murmured
unheard to itself. “You are—how did that mad revelator phrase it?—neither hot nor cold, but
lukewarm. With this ‘feel good,’ controversial message you’re alienating everyone in your
church!”
For a vastly different reason Amy disapproved of his message too. The petite brunette
turned to her friend Jolene Frick, who had completely lost interest in the sermon several
moments back, and whispered into Jolene’s shell-like ear: “Norman Vincent Peale wasn’t even a
Christian!”
“Of course he’s a Christian,” responded her friend groggily, “if Reverend Leeds said he
was.”
“He never said that,” Amy whispered back irritably. “You’re not paying attention, Jolene.
Why do you even come to church?”
“All right, I’m listening. What did he say?” Jolene obliged with a yawn.
“It’s not what he said, it’s what Peale said. It sounds like the stuff that Reverend Leeds is
talking about now,” explained Amy, reaching down and pulling a printout out of her purse. “If
this just doesn’t beat all, Jolene,” she murmured excitedly, waving the copies in front of her
friend’s blue eyes. “I’m taking a course on Twentieth Century religious thought—talk about
coincidences—and look what I found on the web!”
Jolene, a shapely blond and stark physical opposite to Amy in every way, looked at the
sheets laid onto her lap with a blank stare and made a face. “What’re you reading this for, Amy?
Are you studying to be preacher now?”
“Shush!” Millicent Waterford’s ashen face loomed over the back of the pew. “Have you
no respect?”
At just that moment, the reverend was exhorting to his audience “…. Be a beacon to
others by your example. Words cannot replace good deeds and positive thoughts…”
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Amy ignored Millicent. Her dark eyes flashed with annoyance as she considered what
Jolene had just said. Her dense friend knew very well that she was a business major at USC. To
block out the noise, Amy cupped her hand over Jolene’s ear. “It’s an elective course, dummy.
My professor’s made the case that Norman Vincent Peale was a false prophet. I’m going to take
this to his class tomorrow morning. Peale, who influenced countless liberal theologians, claimed
that he was a Christian, but the fact is he wasn’t a Christian at all.”
“That tickles,” Jolene giggled aloud at the excited bursts in her ear.
“Shut the hell up!” Mister Waterford whispered shrilly this time
At that point an irritated murmur rippled through the pews. Eugene Waterford, whose
only reason for attending the church was his long-standing friendship with the previous pastor
and his wife’s insistence that they support the flagging church, had cared less about hearing
Adam in the past. This new theme preached by the minister, however, had caught his attention.
It didn’t sound like religion; it sounded like philosophy. He was also annoyed by the young
women’s conversation during the service. That would never have happened during Reverend
Thomas’ sermons. Had he overheard their conversation about the current minister, he would
have perked up his ears and eavesdropped instead of being so belligerent. He had never liked the
strange young cleric and his fancy ideas about the church. This morning it had been decided by
the elders in the church, at Waterford’s insistence, to meet with Reverend Leeds after the service
to discuss the problems with the church. Eugene also planned on taking him to task for this
outlandish topic. Where did he think he was anyhow—on a college campus or Pershing Square?
This was a Christian church, not the Church of Scientology. Most, though not all, of the elders
shared his views, and what Reverend Leeds was spouting this morning struck them as the last
straw.
“Should we, as Christians use the positive forces inside us,” Adam droned on, “or waste
them in frivolous pursuits?”
‘What’s he talking about Millicent?’ Eugene wrote hastily on the notepad he carried in
his coat. Millicent shrugged her shoulders and replied on his pad, ‘How in the hell do I know?’
Amy wrote on the top of her page with a marker pen: ‘What bullshit! This is a
conversation quoted by the author between Phil Donahue and Norman Vincent Peale.’ When
Jolene seemed to have trouble finding the right spot, Amy growled under her breath and wrote in
bold letters next to it ‘Please read this! Does this sound familiar?’
Jolene followed Amy’s well-manicured finger, as though she was being fed by a
prompter, her curiosity finally wetted by her friend’s excitement.
Christian News, May 12, 1997
“It’s not necessary to be born again,” Peale told Phil Donohue during the talk show’s host afternoon show.
“You have your way to God; I have mine. I found eternal peace in a Shinto shrine.”
When Donahue heard this, he exclaimed “But you’re a Christian minister. Aren’t you supposed to tell me
that Christ is the Way, the Truth and the Life?”
In response to Donohue’s shocked response, Peale sermonized “Christ is just one of the ways! God is
everywhere.”

Jolene stopped reading the article, and both women froze in their seats as they heard what
Reverend Adam uttered next in his sermon:
“Christ’s positive energy is our way to the truth, but God is everywhere, manifested in
many religions, who share His truth.”
“Oh my God!” Jolene made the connection.
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“It’s drivel,” Amy snorted.
Ignoring Millicent Waterford’s warning glare, she whispered into Jolene’s ear. “This has
nothing to do with our way. I’ve been going to this church with my mother for years, even after
she died. The old reverend of this church preached the gospel. This minister has forgotten the
gospel. This isn’t my church anymore, Jolene. God’s not in this house.”
This time Eugene Waterford heard everything they had said and sat there in shocked
silence. Jolene nodded dubiously at her friend. She watched her friend bite her lip, sigh deeply
and look back at the chapel doors. ‘What has gotten into you, Amy?’ She wrote on the page on
her lap. Holding it up to her friend’s face, she waited for an answer that never came. Amy rose
up, as quietly as possible as Reverend Leeds continued his sermon, and made a beckoning
motion with her free hand as she lugged her over-sized purse. As she reached the aisle, she
could hear Jolene stirring behind her. Her heart was beating so loudly she could barely breath.
Both women exited through the vestibule and the chapel together. To his wife’s annoyance,
Eugene whispered what he had overheard into Millicent’s ear, displaying the same discourtesy
they had criticized Amy for.
When the two women reached the steps of the church, Amy exclaimed in a liberated
voice “My mother’s dead; this church is dead. But my mother is in heaven, Jolene. I’m going to
find us a real church where they preach the gospel of Jesus Christ, not Norman Vincent Peale!”
******
Reverend Adam Leeds noted, with alarm, the departure of Amy Sullivan and Jolene
Frick. Because of her mother’s attachment to the previous minister of the church, he had
expected Amy’s eventual departure from the church. Why she stayed on after her mother’s death
had been a mystery to him. There was hostility between herself and members of the
congregation over her old fashion beliefs, and she had been absent for several weeks after her
argument with Sheila Hightower over Sheila’s partial birth abortion and refusal to admit it was
wrong. Perhaps she had stayed on out of curiosity or the desire to reform the church by her
constant disagreements with members of the church. She had been, he reflected, as she departed
with her friend, a pain in the ass. He was glad to see her go. But she had taken the lovely Jolene
Frick with her. The departure of Jolene, who had many times given him fond looks and
bolstered his spirits by her presence, was a big shock to him. His voice faltered, and perspiration
gathered on his brow. The cool, creeping breeze that he steadfastly wanted to believe was
heaven sent, immediately dried his sweat but could not mask the pained expression on his face.
“…. And so dear friends of Our Savior’s Christian Church we are caught up in a great
movement of human spirituality in the world. It is a new age that puts demands upon us our
predecessors did not have to consider. We can either embrace it with positive energy” “… and
God’s help,” he added, after a pause, “or we be swept aside by a new generation. The Lord will
guide us, but we are captains of our destiny. We must take charge!”
After a short benediction, in which he managed to say a prayer without using the word
Lord, God or even Our Savior (the name of the church) one time, he looked up to see the last
family containing a husband, wife, and children depart ahead of the others. The three children, a
boy of eleven and two twin girls of nine, ran out of the chapel into the vestibule as would
inmates making their escape. Their parents, as their wardens and keepers, were not far behind.
Sheila Hightower and Patrick Smalley, who no longer talked to each other after the abortion, left
by separate aisles as did the remaining young couples in the congregation. The departure of
these last vestiges of youth in the church filled him with foreboding. Most of the other members,
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however, which consisted mostly of senior citizens, remained in their seats, dour, deadpan or
haggard expressions lingering on their faces as they had waited for the reverend to wrap it up.
Now, as he stood at the pulpit, all of the senior members of the church wore concerned
expressions on their craggy, care-worn faces. In the past, as the exodus of members continued at
an ever-accelerating rate, he was held accountable by a few of the elders of his flock. It did not
matter that the absent members were replenished by a new breed of worshipers, who were far
more receptive than the old; the re-growth was not fast enough. Though he had introduced the
new format in stages, it had met increasing resistance from the elders of the church. When his
wife’s behavior began changing so drastically in the last few months, he was openly criticized by
the Waterfords, Breckenridges, and Royces. Now, in spite of the patience most of them had
shown him in the past, he could feel their unanimous displeasure. He felt as if he was on trial.
He expected the worst as Eugene Waterford stood up and wrung his finger angrily at him.
“You sir, are no Norman Vincent Peale!” His voice shrilled.
“Peale? You compare him to Peale?” James Royce cried out from the pew in back of
Eugene. “He’s no Reverend Thomas; that’s who he’s not. Our old minister would’ve held this
congregation together no matter what happened at home.”
“He can’t even run his house,” William Breckenridge said derisively, looking smugly at
his wife. “He’s letting a drunk run his life!”
“That’s not the issue here,” Waterford shook his head irritably. “It’s this new age crap.
Now he’s espousing Norman Vincent Peale’s positive thinking. I just found out from one of our
members that Peale wasn’t even a Christian. I could care less what your wife Cora does in the
privacy of your house, Adam, but I don’t like this theme; I don’t like it at all!”
Adam’s ire rose so swiftly he could barely contain himself, and yet he had the presence
of mind to look out at his audience for support. Only two men had stood up to accuse him—the
same two men, along with their wives, who had caused problems in the past. The Breckenridges
remained seated in their pew. He was gratified to find shock and dismay on the other members’
faces at what Royce and Breckenridge had said.
“How dare you bring my wife’s name up now,” Adam spoke as calmly as possible.
“Judge me by my deeds, not my wife. Look around you at this cesspool of a world—its selfindulgence and decay. My wife has a drinking problem—period, which is not my fault. It’s none
of your business. I’m merely a pastor of one small church, while our president lied, cheated, and
mislead our country. Against the impersonal, secular government he helped create, traditional
churches—a thousand quarreling sects—are impotent. The man’s a functional atheist, yet they
love him. There’s no other unifying, moral compass to guide people, except outdated precepts of
religion. If you believe in my ministry and our church, you must, if you don’t accept my
message, trust my effort, if not God’s, to get my poor wife help!”
Looking squarely at Eugene Waterford, whose insults about his wife had been done
behind his back, he made a defense of his new format: “If you didn’t like what I’m preaching,
Eugene, why did you wait until you eavesdropped on Amy Sullivan to tell me. I saw her sitting
behind you and your wife, chatting with her friend. Is it possible that, after dozing in church all
this time, you finally woke up and listened to one of my sermons?”
“Incidentally,” he said, holding up his Bible, “this was Peale’s inspiration, not Shintoism
or Karl Marx. He was a Christian; I don’t care what Amy Sullivan said. He just had a bigger
heart and a broader mind than people like you. He wanted to open a dialogue between Christians
and other faiths. In this divisive world and its flawed spiritual and political leadership, what
could be wrong with that? It’s what I want to do here at Our Savior. If you want to call this
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‘new age,’ it doesn’t matter, but we must embrace the changing world. I’m trying to build this
church up, not tear it down like you. Leave my wife out of it! For your information, Eugene,
I’m well aware of some of the cruel things you and your wife said behind my back. Jim and Bill
just have the courage to say it to my face!”
Adam had wanted to say more but paused when he realized he said just enough. There
had been an intake of breaths and several embarrassed smiles. Dwight Higgins, the senior elder,
seemed to nod approvingly at his defense. Though Adam could not see this tiny couple behind
Eugene Waterford and his wife, Todd and Tina Billingsley stood up and clapped their hands.
With the exception of the Waterfords, Royces, and Breckenridges, the remaining members
caught their enthusiasm and began applauding vigorously too.
Sister Bliss called out from her seat beside the organ. “Bravo, Reverend Leeds. God will
help your wife!”
“Good show laddy—you set them blue noses straight!” the Scotsman Ian MacCallum
stood up to be counted alongside of his wife.
“Yes, that was excellent Adam,” Satan whispered icily to itself, “bully for you! Oh, I
wish you could hear me now! But you don’t need these self-righteous hypocrites. You have
me!”
Philip Lindley, normally stony faced during Adam’s sermons, to his wife’s
embarrassment, had turned around in his pew and began scolding Breckenridge for what he said:
“That was a despicable thing to say about the minister’s wife, Bill. I think you should apologize
to the reverend at once!”
Adam had a full standing ovation as the last sitting member, Dwight Higgins, stood up to
applaud. Most of the grave expressions seen in his audience, he understood, had been
compassion, not censure at all. It appeared as if his wife’s problem had gained him sympathy in
the church. Adam looked upwards at the ceiling now, as if he was thinking God had intervened.
Satan wanted very much to frighten, with a freak gust of wind or drop in temperature, Adam’s
detractors in the church. It could accomplish this feat easily, as it had in Adam’s home, but it
might easily backfire during this emotionally charged hour. After the ambience was changed in
Adam’s study, the reverend believed the Holy Ghost was in his life. Here, in what appeared to
be God’s turf, it would seem conclusive to him, and this “miraculous sign,” though welcomed by
the reverend, might frighten everyone else in the room.
“Now, Adam,” Eugene Waterford moved solemnly into the aisle, “the late Doctor
Richard Smedley left a great sum of money to support Reverend Hugh Thomas’ independent
church. We, the elders of the congregation, don’t make enough money to offset the drop in tithes
and the dwindling offerings, but we have added substantially to the coffers and have a right to be
concerned about its affairs. Your wife is an embarrassment to us too and has caused several
families to leave the church.”
Philip Lindley, after delivering most of his objections from his seat, now stood with the
others and took Waterford to task. “We were going to have a civilized meeting, Eugene, but it
appears as though you prefer dissention in our church. I suggest you heed Jesus Christ, Himself,
when he said ‘he who is without sin, cast the first stone.”
“What do you mean by that?” Waterford blustered. “What the hell kind’ve crack is that?”
“He’s right, no one’s perfect, least of all you,” said Todd Billingsley, whose diminutive
size had kept him hidden behind the hefty Eugene until he moved to the aisle.
Now Todd was suddenly a firebrand on Adam’s behalf. He took this opportunity to
berate the much bigger man for being a ‘stick in the mud’ all these years. After reeling around
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angrily and charging forth several steps, Eugene looked as if he might just attack Todd, until
Philip rushed over to stand in his way. They had inadvertently struck a chord; Waterford
obviously had something to hide in his past. Fearful for the other men’s safety, Adam stepped
down from the pulpit, rushing to Todd and Philip’s aid.
“All right Eugene,” he said, suppressing a smile, “they’re speaking in generalities; we
know you have nothing to hide. You would certainly throw the first stone!”
Almost everyone laughed at the sarcasm in his voice, which was more than Eugene
Waterford could bear. The big man found himself defending something he, himself, scarcely
believed.
“This man is a fraud,” he pointed to the reverend. “Ever since he replaced Hugh, his
sermons have grown increasingly philosophical. Now he’s quoting from Norman Vincent Peale.
He never talks about right and wrong. It’s just that feel good religion—that new age claptrap
sweeping the world.”
“What do you care?” Sneered little Todd. “You just want to call the shots!”
“You’re a bully, Eugene, you’ve always been a bully,” Philip Lindley cried.
“What’s the matter with you people?” Waterford looked around at them in horror. “This
man has corrupted our church with his philosophy. Hugh would turn over in is grave!”
“That’s not for you to decide,” Dwight explained serenely, patting him gently on the arm.
“That’s for all of us—the board of elders. In his own way Reverend Leeds is trying to help this
church. You’re not helping it by creating discord.”
“Help it?” Eugene looked at him in disbelief. “How can injecting Norman Vincent Peale
and all that new age mumbo-jumbo help our church? You think I’m creating discord?” “Jim,
Bill, help me out here,” he found Royce and Breckenridge’s gaze.
Breckenridge, who talked freely behind church members’ backs, now froze in public and
sat back down with his wife. But James Royce was as flabbergasted as Eugene and stood there
muttering protests under his breath.
“Are you people forgetting the time Cora Leeds puked in the chapel,” Eugene asked in a
strained voice. “That was diss-gussting,” he emphasized the word. “And when she went berserk
during the service and made that terrible scene. The woman acted possessed. This guy has too
much baggage. He’s trying to cover this shit up with that new age, psychological crap, but he
doesn’t fool me!”
“That’s enough,” Dwight motioned for him to cease. “You and Jim owe our minister an
apology.” “All three of you do,” he looked around at Bill.
“Come on Breckenridge,” Philip looked back from his pew, “stand up and fess up like a
man.”
Breckenridge sat there in mortification. Jim, who could give no support either, sat back
down red-faced with his wife. Waterford, beckoning the humiliated Millicent, became the third
member of the congregation to exit the church.
******
Adam had mixed feelings about Eugene and Millicent Waterford’s departure, especially
when the quiet and unobtrusive Timothy and Ruth Tyler followed them out the door.
“Tim works for Eugene at his firm,” Philip explained simply.
“But that makes four more members after Amy and Jolene left,” Tina Billingsley, Todd’s
tiny wife, noted with alarm.
“Yes, it’s dreadful,” sighed Adam, “maybe I’m the one who should leave.”
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“Nonsense, Adam,” said Dwight in a fatherly way. “You’ve gone through hell trying to
hold up this congregation, but the truth is there’s been a constant exodus after Reverend Thomas’
death. I helped build up this church, so I’ve stuck around all these years. But maybe you should
tone down that positive thinking stuff, Adam. It works will with all the liberals and young folks
but it doesn’t resonate with us oldsters.”
“I-I’m sorry,” Adam was shaken by this news.
“That’s what this meeting was suppose to be about,” Philip Lindley said as kindly as
possible, “not that negative feedback given by Waterford, Breckenridge, and Royce.”
“Yeah, what do you say to that Jim and Bill?” asked Leona Bliss, looking at them from
across the room.
The Royces and Breckenridges, as a foursome, had gathered by now in the other aisle but
had not yet exited from the church.
“Jim, Natasha, Bill, Ellen,” Adam called out their names, “don’t leave us. Give our
church another chance.”
“It was my intention,” James Royce admitted, looking around at the members, “to have
Adam voted out finally so that someone without his psychological baggage and liberal theology
could fill Reverend Thomas’ shoes. He certainly hasn’t. But that’s not going to happen. Our
Savior is gasping its last breath.”
“My thoughts exactly,” Bill Breckenridge said in a broken voice.
“You sound like your throwing in the towel,” Dwight replied, concern flashing in his
dark eyes. “Come on Jim and Bill, let’s discuss this together. Natasha, Ellen, you have friends
here too. Let’s all sit down as a family of believers. Together we can heel this church.”
The disgruntled foursome stood there whispering amongst themselves, apparently
undecided as whether or not they should leave. Dwight Higgins and Reverend Leeds, with the
remaining elders following reluctantly behind, walked quickly around the front of the church
toward the aisle where the four members stood. The mutineers had turned toward the entrance
and were on the verge of exiting when Dwight and Reverend Leeds implored them to come back.
“Hold on a minute,” Dwight waved his hands excitedly, “let’s discuss this together.
Don’t just walk out like this.”
“Yes,” the reverend said with less enthusiasm, “please hear us out.”
Adam had misgivings about calling this troublesome crew back. Concerned that they
might, in fact, not leave, Satan had made a decision. It was time to shake things up. As if an ill
omen had entered the chapel, a cold draft of wind now surged through the room, forcing the
unwanted foursome toward the chapel entrance. Suddenly everyone in the chapel discovered
that William Breckenridge wore a wig. The dark mat took flight with the draft, winding up
perched on top of one of the large oak doors. His wife Ellen screamed as her own hairpiece blew
back to expose her own thinning locks. Bill’s heavyset frame had also been thrown backwards
by the gale into his wife, causing her to crash against Natasha Royce, who, in a domino effect,
likewise offset her husband James, who felt the full weight of the other three as he slammed first
onto his rear. At the end of the pile-up where Jim sprawled, the remaining three members
followed suit, cursing and fuming at each other as they tumbled one by one onto Royce and
rolled off indignantly onto the floor.
Adam, the remaining elders, and their wives had the presence of mind to back away out
of range of the gale, discovering that it was a localized phenomenon that appeared to be blowing
the Royces and Breckenridges out of the church. Not wishing to over do it, Satan ceased its
blowing, the gale stopping as abruptly as it began. Without a word now, the Royces and
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Breckenridges stood up shakily, dusted themselves off and quietly exited through the chapel
doors. Bill’s wig, which had remained perched precariously on top of the door, now fell to the
floor.
******
Adam searched the vaulting ceiling, his eyes falling upon Our Savior’s full-scale wooden
cross. No one attempted to stop the foursome now.
“What was that?” Cried Leona Bliss.
“It was the hand of the Lord,” exclaimed Reverend Leeds, raising his arms as if in
benediction.
“But its cold air,” said Philip Lindley, looking at him in disbelief.
“The Lord has given us a sign,” the reverend sighed and closed his eyes.
It was the same argument that he had used on himself when he first felt the breeze. But
Todd Billingsley and Ian MacCallum were not convinced.
“Aye laddy,” Ian scratched his red beard, “hell may be hot, but when evil comes, she
blows cold.”
“I don’t know,” Tina Billingsley shook her head in wonder, “I just don’t know.”
“I think it was the air conditioner,” Todd, the only calm one in the group, scanned the
room. “I’ve been in this business for many years. The controller might be malfunctioning or the
compressor could be in overkill. Any number of things could go wrong.”
“Reverend Leeds is an optimist,” Dwight sounded condescending, “but I think Ian’s
right: nothing good could be that cold. Unless we have a malfunctioning air conditioner, we’ve
got a poltergeist in our church!”
Dwight laughed unconvincingly at his little joke. The expressions on his face belied his
skepticism. All of them were shaken by the event. It seemed clear to Adam that they were in
denial. Shivering and pulling their coats tightly around themselves, the group now huddled
together a few more moments until the drop in temperature created by Satan began to pass.
“Well, we’ve lost eight people,” said Tina Billingsley with a sigh.
“Who needs them?” Leona Bliss said dubiously. “We’re not the only ones left. A lot of
folks just went home. There’s at least a hundred young people attending services now.
“But a lot of people didn’t even show up today,” Brenda MacCallum reminded her friend.
“What young people is she talking about Phil?” Carolyn Lindley muttered to her
husband. “That hussy Sheila and jerk-off Pat? Most of our new ones are still visitors. No one
wants to join anymore. Does anyone even know those new young people’s names.”
“Steve and Connie Morello, Ray Sanderson. . .” Todd began reading from his notebook.
“I got a whole bunch of names.”
“Fly-by-nights,” blurted Tina. “Adam is attracting freaks.”
“That’s who you been aiming at, hasn’t it?” Dwight asked Adam cagily. “You used to
give regular, gospel-inspired, sermons, Adam. You never were one for that old time religion, but
you at least talked about God.”
“If you folks can stand here and worry about attendance after what we just experienced,
what can I say?” Adam heaved a broken sigh. “…. I confess: I’m a wacko and positive thinker if
that’s what you want. But don’t ask me to deny my own eyes and senses. You may not believe
me, but this same thing happened in my home.” “…. The Lord moves in mysterious ways,” he
began quoting scripture, “his wonders to perform.”
“I believe it was a miracle,” Leona announced supportively.
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“I do to,” piped Tina, although she had a frown on her infantile face.
“You believe?” Adam searched the two women’s faces. “Or you think you should
believe?”
There was a collective sigh in the group at this play of words. Philip and Carolyn
Lindley, Ian and Brenda MacCallum, Todd Billingsley, and Dwight Higgins were even less
certain how to interpret this event. Was not goodness a warm, fuzzy feeling? Would God send
them a sign disguised as an arctic breeze? Again Dwight Higgins had gently taken Adam to task
with the tacit approval of the elders, but this time, after such an event, Adam didn’t care. He was
convinced of this miracle; it supported his optimism for the future. He still had his job, and he
had learned a valuable lesson about human nature today. What’s that old saying his father used
to quote? You can’t teach an old dog new tricks. And yet what about Leona Bliss and Tina
Billingsley? What about all those young folks from the university visiting the church? In their
own stubborn way, these good people of Our Savior’s Church stood by him, and he had made an
impact on the younger members of the church. But he had to return to the basics and be more
subtle with innovation. For the most part, these oldsters were resistant to change.
“Well,” he smiled bravely at the group, “let’s have that meeting of the minds. Are you
folks up to that now?”
“No, Adam,” Dwight shook his head gently, “I think we should postpone our talk. We
have a lot to think about after this morning. Let’s call it soul-searching. Each of must pray for
our young minister and his wife, and also pray for Our Savior Independent Christian Church.”
A familiar chill blew across Adam’s brow, as he shook the men’s hands and received
hugs from Leona Bliss and the elders’ wives. Bolstering his spirit was the realization: in spite of
their misgivings, they were giving him a second chance. Satan, who followed him home, was not
so certain this was good, and yet it had seen great potential in his oratory skills. He was, in deed,
the perfect vessel. He was young, and, unlike those old fuddy-duddies, he could change. Elder
Waterford had been correct, however: this nonsense about positive thinking had to go.
Satan whispered into the reverend’s unhearing ear, as he drove home from church, “If
only you could hear me, I would tell you that the best thing in the whole world for you would be
to make a clean break with this crowd…. If only I could overcome that last shred of faith in order
to penetrate your conscious mind!”
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Chapter Four
Fiasco At The County Hospital

Adam had mixed emotions about the Sunday morning service at Our Lord and Savior’s
Independent Christian Church. On the one hand, he had survived a congregational mutiny,
though he was criticized for the unconventional tone of his sermons. On the other hand, he had
probably lost several senior members who had been posing a threat to his ministry for a very
long time. In this case both pro and con factors held both positive and negative potential for his
career. This seemed true throughout his checkered life. He would simply adapt to the
circumstances, as he had always done. This time he would introduce change into the old church
slowly. He would avoid controversy and concentrate upon integrating the congregation once
more into a dynamic body of believers.
Throughout the day he cloistered himself in his study to avoid running into his wife.
Once and awhile he would interrupt his research to check on Cora but only furtively so as not
bring on her ire. She had not forgiven him for her cold shower and for the imagined misery he
had caused her all these years. He saw her watching television earlier this evening and then
peeked into the master bedroom moments ago to find her asleep in her robe—he hoped
throughout the night. After a long reflective afternoon, he had scrounged himself up a meal from
the canned goods in the kitchen and spent the evening watching television, while dozing in his
chair. While he leisurely showered, shaved, brushed his teeth, and then pulled on his pajamas,
he looked forward to a good night’s sleep before tomorrow’s ordeal. The Lord, he chose to
believe, was back in his life. With his congregation intact and plans made to commit his wife to
the Alcoholism Treatment Center at the county hospital, all was well. He and Cora were being
given a second chance.
This time there was no gradual slide into slumber. He did not toss and turn until he fell
asleep. When his head hit the pillow he fell almost instantly into deep slumber, with a clear
conscience tonight and only fleeting abstractions for dreams.
******
The next thing he remembered, after ten hours of uninterrupted sleep, was looking over
and trying to read the clock. He had experienced, for the first time in several months, a full
night’s sleep. Through blurry eyes, he could make out an eight on the digital clock and what
looked like a ten. Ten minutes had already elapsed since he had awakened. Reaching over
groggily, he shook his wife, until he thought she was awake. Then, mustering all his strength, he
rose from bed, bent down shakily, and dragged her to her feet.
With her arm draped limply around his neck and feet barely synchronized with her brain,
she was lugged down the hall, sat on the commode, and brought rudely around.
“Cora… Cora…Wake up, Cora!” he demanded looking into her face.
“No-o-o, lemme shleep.” She yawned expansively. “I need shleep.”
“No, no more sleep, Cora.” He shook his head. “It’s time to get dressed, eat breakfast and
go to the hospital.”
“No-o-o,” she groaned miserably, “I’m not going to the hoshpital!”
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“Yes, you are!” He wrung his finger. “Don’t argue with me; it won’t do any good! You
were sick last night. I thought you were going to croak. It’s true, Cora, you need to be
hospitalized! We agreed to that. If you don’t go, you’ll die. Is that what you want, Cora, to die
horribly bleeding from both ends?”
“Uh-uh,” she answered hesitantly, chewing her lower lip.
It was a gross exaggeration, but Adam wanted her to dry out. That would take
hospitalization and a painful period of withdrawal. As he looked down at his wife, she appeared
weak and vulnerable. She began whimpering softly to herself, and yet there were no tears in her
eyes. Although he had the upper hand with Cora, he felt insecure. At such times in the past his
wife had been unpredictable. Sudden outbursts might follow periods of quiet depression. Nasty
insults would follow the kind of sniveling he saw now.
Through it all, as he got her ready, fed her, and made sure she had used the toilet, an
afterglow of the prophetic dream he had Thursday mingled with memories of the past few days.
He was half convinced that the Holy Ghost was present in his house and had also been there
during Sunday’s service. How else could you explain that incredible breeze that blew through
his study, kicking up in one magnificent display against those troublesome elders of the church?
His other half, however, found a dark interpretation in the phenomena and the dream. One thing
was certain, he realized with mixed emotions now: there had been a definite presence in his
home. A pervasive cold breeze had run amuck also through the church, and yet in the prophetic
dream he had Saturday night it had grown suddenly warm. In a nightmarish finale to an
otherwise inspiring dream, he had been standing in front of a multitude delivering the greatest
sermon of his career. The crowd was cheering, which, now that he thought about it, seemed
strange for a sermon. Inexplicably, he recalled with a shudder, shadows had fallen over the
scene, fading to black as on a stage. The warm breeze had carried the smell of brimstone, the
traditional odor of hell.
What had that onslaught of darkness meant? He wondered, as he spruced up his wife.
Had he really smelled brimstone upon awakening from that dream? Why, that same moment,
had the breeze blown warm instead of cold? Was the odor of brimstone, as well as the breeze,
mere figments of his imagination?… Or was the Lord reaching out to him finally after all these
years?
The breeze and intangible ambience were missing this morning, but in his haste they
might simply have been overlooked. Could there be, after all his lofty meditation, a mere
random current blowing through the house? If so, how could one explain the sudden gale at the
church? Had elder Todd Billingsley been correct when he blamed the air conditioner’s
compressor for the inexplicable breeze? That excuse sounded absurd to him now. After
experiencing physical manifestations and that prophetic dream, how could he accept these
phenomena as mere coincidence or chance?
******
Once again in the presence of his wife, he was filled with doubts. While loading her into
the car, he listened with irritation to her mutterings and longed for his ambience now. Even if it
was a figment of his imagination or an abnormality of his mind, it comforted him and gave him
hope. Already, as he backed out of the driveway, Cora was gradually, through eye contact and
facial expressions, becoming her old, nasty self.
Throughout her alcoholic career, she had been consistently nasty at such times. That
same devilish snarl, he saw now, would appear on her face, those same blue eyes would fill with
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fire, and her mouth would spew forth all manner of obscenities and insults. This time the demon
waited inside her for just the right cue.
She was his darker half—all that had gone wrong in his life. After years of alcoholism,
she had sunk progressively lower in his esteem, becoming worse with each passing year. And
yet she had, he remembered with melancholy, once been a lover and paragon of devotion and
wifely inspiration, until, at one point, during his ministry, a change began, and a shadow fell over
her soul. For some reason, he was not sure why, she chose evil over righteousness and darkness
over light. She became, after so much practice, opposite to him in every way—his antithesis:
drinking, smoking, and mocking him with every breath.
For a moment, as he turned onto the freeway, he caught Cora’s aroma: Lilacs of the
Field. Thanks to his resolve, his favorite perfume had replaced the odor of sweat. He had even
tried unsuccessfully to brush Cora’s teeth. In green slacks, a white blouse, and red sweater and
with her hair combed for once, after months in a bird’s nest mess, she looked almost normal
slouched in the back seat and staring blankly into space.
Though her body was weak from lack of proper nourishment and fatigue and each
moment she seemed to labor for air, there was animation in this wench and mischief twinkling in
her eyes. Somewhere in that crumbling shell evil had taken root; he was sure of this now. It was
there this hour, waiting to speak, waiting to act and smoldering in her gaze as two irregular
points of light.
******
As he glanced at his wife, his doubts about this enterprise soared. Was he doing the right
thing? He had been concerned about her well-being, but this activity could prove hazardous to
his own health. Her silence was disturbing, and the expression on her face was difficult to read.
For the first fifteen minutes of their trip, she just sat there staring into space, as if resigned to her
fate. During the remainder of their journey, however, he noted Cora’s gradual collapse into
slumber. Soon, the quiet was broken by the sound of her snoring—a snorting noise that normally
grated at his nerves. This morning, however, he welcomed this sound as a signal that she would
be docile for a while.
For several moments, he thought he detected a faint breeze in the car. Unfortunately, it
blew erratically as any other draft would and there was no purpose in its thrust. Nevertheless a
voice seemed to say in his head “Adam this is a bad idea. Go home!”
As they reached their destination, Cora began stirring, as if sensing what was afoot. The
sound of her snoring had grown to an annoying pig-like snort. When the county hospital was
directly ahead, she looked up in time to see its sign. At first, it didn’t register on her face; she
just sat there with her eyes at half-mast until the information sank in. Despite her earlier
compliance, her mouth dropped in amazement. As if suffering amnesia, she looked at him in
disbelief as this information exploded in her mind. Adjusting the rearview mirror to avoid
looking at her face, he mumbled an oft repeated prayer, “Yeah though I walk through the valley
of the shadow of death…” It seemed she had forgotten their agreement about going to the
hospital. When she saw the hospital sign, a signal had been sent to her brain. Perhaps she
realized on this primal level what he had in mind: hospital = commitment and commitment =
drying out.
At this inappropriate time, Adam felt a gust of air stirring his gray-flecked hair. He had
begun doubting the significance of his special ambience, until his experience at church. That
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seemed irrefutable, proving the first breeze wasn’t a fluke. Now, as Satan wound invisibly
around the automobile, it was just an annoying, capricious breeze.
Cora had begun shaking her head and stomping her foot, then began chanting, “I won’t
go. You can’t make me,” a look of horror frozen on her face.
“You’ve been a fool long enough for this woman!” the devil whispered into his ear.
Adam felt Satan’s titillation but dismissed it as he had the draft in his car. What he could
not dismiss so easily from his life was ‘the devil’s daughter’ sitting behind him now. It didn’t
matter to him that she was barely conscious when she agreed to go to the hospital. Cora, he
vowed silently to himself, is going to be committed this morning. Once and for all she’s going
to be cured!
As he listened to her rant and rave, he looked sternly in his rearview mirror and tried once
more to reason with his wife. “Stop this nonsense at once!” He wrung his finger at the mirror.
“You’re suffering alcoholic dementia. If you don’t get help soon, you’re going to develop
cirrhosis of the liver or cardiomyopathy of the heart. With a diseased liver or enlarged heart,
your blood can’t circulate properly, causing damage to your lungs, kidneys, and brain!”
In order to make his case, Adam had done considerable research on the effects of alcohol
on the human body. For a brief moment, his dire and inflated warnings seemed to stop Cora
cold. As he turned into the parking lot, she stopped ranting, raving, and stomping her feet. As
he searched for a parking space, however, and just when he thought he had made his point, she
unlatched her safety belt, bent over the seat, and grabbed at the steering wheel, almost forcing
him off the road. Falling back into her seat when the vehicle swerved, she rose up again, this
time shouting obscenities into his ear. As if she was possessed, her eyes bulged out of their
sockets, rolling around crazily in her head. Her face contorted in demonic rage, spittle gathering,
as would a mad dog’s, at the corners of her mouth. Suddenly, with unbridled fury, her fists
began hammering his head. With his right arm held up as a shield, he circled the parking lot
until he found a space to park. By then Cora had bloodied his nose and unmercifully pounded
the side of his face.
The thought of hitting a woman, even his wife, was difficult to accept. But he was in
trouble now. There was only one course of action to take; he must defend himself or be beaten
up by his wife. His only other option was to get out of the car and out of harm’s way.
Unfortunately, she made retreat difficult for him by her unceasing attack.
“Hit this wench!” Satan’s unheard voice rang. “Knock her out! Dump her like trash on
the side of the road! Abort this foolish plan!”
Cora, Adam believed, had forfeited her status as a wife—perhaps as a human being. He
must disable her and, if necessary, knock her out. It almost seemed to the Tempter that it had
finally broken through his last shred of faith. But it was difficult for Adam to defend himself in
the position he was in. His wife had him cornered, and he couldn’t move. She kept him busy
protecting his face, and he was unable to drop his arms. Before he could get out of the door, she
had, in addition to bloodying his nose, fattened his lip, boxed his ears, and raked her fingernails
across his neck. Satan looked impotently at this scene, smoldering with rage at the demented
wife.
What was left of the Leeds’ marriage now seemed swept away, as Cora went berserk. It
could never be the same for them, thought Satan, with these pictures in the reverend’s mind.
Before this point, he had already felt hardened toward her. The wife had done her job almost too
well. Love and then pity had changed to a grim sense of duty. This had been evident from the
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first. It had been Adam’s duty to save her, and it had been his duty to protect her from herself.
But it was not his duty to be battered senseless by his own wife.
“Stop this Adam,” it cried. “Fight like a man!”
Against his very nature, Adam emerged from the automobile shaken but ready to do
battle with his wife.
“Good, now defend yourself,” whispered Satan, wishing Adam could hear.
“You want a piece of me,” she taunted, doubling up her fists.
“I should’ve done this along time ago,” he said, switching into the proper stance, as she
bobbed and weaved like a pugilist in an imaginary ring.
After a few lame swings, he found himself in a boxing match with his wife. A flurry of
fists followed, with Cora on the attack. Unable to psyche himself up, he swung two or three
times, missed, and began losing ground. It happened too quickly for him to control. Drunken
debauchery was one thing and temper tantrums were quite another, but the scene unfolding now
was more than he could bear. Satan understood immediately. Beaten senseless, unable, because
of his scruples, to land a solid punch, Adam watched in horror as she riddled him with blows. A
jab here, a poke there, was followed by a sudden uppercut to the jaw. Nothing in the past could
have prepared him for what followed. For a moment, as he tried gathering his wits, she poked
and pounded his stomach and arms as he protected his face and head. The Tempter removed
itself completely for several moments, soaring high above the parking lot in a fitful rage.
******
Just when the outpouring seemed the greatest, fate—if not the Lord, Himself—stepped in
to save him from destruction. A nurse and two hospital orderlies arriving to work and several
visitors walking from the parking lot stopped to watch the attack. The orderlies, at the nurse’s
request and to the applause of the visitors assembled close by, charged forward to stop this onesided fight.
“Alright, that’s quite enough,” the nurse called out, as the orderlies grabbed his berserk
wife. Looking around the hulks at Adam, she asked pointedly “Is this woman on drugs?”
“No,” Adam shook his head, “my wife is an alcoholic. I was going to have her
committed today.”
“Don’t you be biting us missy,” warned the large, black orderly, “that’d make my partner
Ulf real mad.”
“Nurse Hollis,” protested Ulf, “I don’t want rabies shot. Dis woman is foaming at
mouth!”
Adam uttered a hysterical laugh. Satan hung quietly in the air, contemplating this chain
of events. While the two orderlies restrained Cora, Adam stood there with the same blank
expression, reflecting, in a detached manner, upon Cora’s substance abuse history, from her long
period of alcoholism, until her most recent binge. According to several experts whose works he
consulted, chronic alcoholics can develop a condition called alcoholic dementia or psychosis.
Unless there are such things as demons, reflected Adam, Cora is at this state now. The first
orderly, whose nametag identified him as Sonny, assisted his partner in bringing the woman
gently to her knees and easing her onto her face to avoid being kicked in the groin and shins.
This maneuver, which was standard procedure, was proving difficult given Cora’s superhuman
strength. Marveling at its masterpiece, Satan zoomed down, ruffling, with a burst of air, Cora’s
disheveled hair.
“Don’t overdo it daughter; I don’t want him suicidal. Ease off bitch!”
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With the greatest of effort, Ulf, the blond giant, held on for dear life to Cora’s other arm,
wincing with imaginary pain as he dodged her kicking feet. When Cora was incapacitated on the
pavement, she wreathed, gyrated, and shuddered beneath the two men, gradually wearing down.
Adam watched, with little sympathy, as Cora’s body bucked once more and suddenly
went limp. Half of him, Satan imagined, the devil-made-me-do-it side, wanted her to go into
convulsions and die. His compassionate half, however, turned to the nurse and explained calmly,
“My wife doesn’t have rabies, but, as you can plainly see, she’s quite sick.”
“Yes, so it appears,” observed the nurse. “Dear me, you’ve been injured.” She made a tsk
tsk sound, while inspecting his wounds.
“I wouldn’t let no bitch work me over like that,” Sonny grumbled under his breath.
“I tink mebbe,” scoffed Ulf, “I would knock her out!”
As Ulf restrained her top half and Sonny immobilized her legs, Nurse Hollis stood ready
to assist them in case Cora broke loose. The audience had grown by several onlookers. A young
woman had called a friend on her iphone to explain the bizarre scene, but no one had thought,
this close to a hospital, to call the police.
“She needs a tranquilizer shot,” the nurse concluded, looking down at the wife. “Sonny,
Ulf,” she directed, taking Adam’s arm, “escort the woman to ER—stat! We’ll be right behind.”
“We need straight jacket Nurse Hollis,” Ulf grimaced, as Cora squirmed below them on
the ground.
The nurse called ahead on her cell phone for a straight jacket and two more orderlies to
lend them a hand. In only a few moments two large fellows, who looked like reformed drug
addicts, themselves, arrived on the scene. One of them, whose name was Ike, carried an
emergency kit and the other, Woody, dangled a straight jacket over his arm. Although it was
legal to restrain persons in a psychotic state, Cora would have to be examined by a doctor before
being given a tranquilizer shot. As Adam watched with interest, the jacket was quickly fastened
to her torso by Woody and, as added precaution, a strap was wrapped around her ankles too. For
good measure, in case she went into convulsions and swallowed her tongue, a special strap from
Ike’s emergency kit, that reminded Adam of a horse bit, was placed in Cora’s mouth. Nurse
Hollis also called ahead to request that a doctor be waiting for them, hopefully with a massive
tranquilizer ready, when they arrived. Adam was impressed with their service and thanked his
rescuers profusely as the orderlies carried his wife squirming, fuming but totally incapacitated
across the lot. It appeared as if she might not only be admitted for alcoholism but could be
committed for psychiatric reasons as well.
“Trussed up like a pig, she is!” Satan cackled with mirth, circling around the group.
Satan’s icy laughter was felt as bursts of cold air in Cora’s ear. Adam, though distracted,
sensed its presence too. When they arrived at what he thought was the emergency psychiatric
ward, Doctor Marwas Singhman, the on duty emergency room physician, immediately ordered
her taken to a holding room and had Adam’s wound attended to by the nurse.
******
While strapped to a gurney, Cora was observed from a safe distance by Doctor
Singhman, who, with a male nurse’s assistance, immediately administered a shot. There was no
question in the doctor’s mind that she was in a psychotic state of mind. He couldn’t smell
alcohol on her breath. Without testing her, he didn’t know whether or not she had taken drugs.
Doctor Singhman jotted down his thoughts on his clipboard, adding in underlined letters ‘Need
drug screen and toxicology tests.’
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Almost at once, as the sedative was administered, the fury that Cora expressed was
replaced by the groggy twilight world Adam had often seen. The doctor smiled thoughtfully as
he introduced Jim, the large Samoan nurse, and himself. The two men then waited patiently,
with arms folded, as she tried saying her name.
“I tink she say Co-ra,” Jim translated, craning his ear. “Dat last name sound like Lee, but
I’m not sure.”
“This is indeed awkward,” the doctor commented as the woman’s eyes fell to half-mast.
“I cannot get a blood sample without her permission, which must be obtained when she is sober,
which the shot has just cancelled out.”
At his signal, the nurse sat the medicine tray down and poured the woman a cup of water
from a pitcher on his cart.
“I am thinking this woman doesn’t want to be here,” Doctor Singhman whispered to Jim.
“There are several witnesses to this fact, but that is academic now. If it was up to me, I’d run a
whole bunch of tests.”
Jim nodded his wooly head. “Now, drink this ma’am,” he murmured gently, holding a
Dixie cup up to her lips.
“It’s quite academic,” the doctor explained to Jim as she gulped down a second cup. “The
woman, after all, didn’t give her consent. That nincompoop husband of hers parked in the ER
parking lot, instead of pulling into the mental hospital next door.
Jim looked at her with concern, his gigantic frame belying a gentle natured giant. “She
be real thirsty, doctor, probably dehydrated. Too bad you can’t run dem tests.”
The doctor shrugged, reminding Jim of the state law requiring written consent from drug
addicts and alcoholics being admitted to the Substance Abuse Ward. Cora, in fact, drank several
cups of water, and her skin had a jaundiced color, indicating ill health, but there was no way to
know her physical condition or whether or not she had been under the influence of an illegal
drug without an examination and tests.
In spite of the restrictions, the doctor gave her a brief examination, as Jim hovered
nearby.
“What drug have you taken?” He asked, checking the pulse in her neck.
“You...give...me...drug,” her tongue lolled thickly in her mouth.
“I know, but that was a sedative,” he explained, flashing a pen light into her eyes. “What
drugs did you take today?”
“None... Just... drug...you…gave… me,” her jaws moved in slow motion.
“Of course,” he sighed, placing his stethoscope on her chest, “the only way left to prove
she took drugs is a drug screen and toxicology test.”
Her heart, like her pulse, he noted with satisfaction, was beating normally for a sedated
patient. If the woman had taken drugs, they had been camouflaged by the tranquilizer
administered to her just now.
“Thanks to that shot,” he glanced down anxiously, “it’s a wonder she remembers her
name.”
“It be Co-ra Lee,” replied Jim.
“Judging by what I’ve heard from eyewitnesses, this Miss Lee was on something
powerful like PCP or crack,” he remarked, flashing his light into her mouth.
“Mebbe dis woman really don’t take drugs,” the Samoan said thoughtfully, stroking her
head. “Mebbe she just plain crazy. Insane folks don’t remember much.”
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“Especially,” observed the doctor, “if they’re afraid of arrest. This woman made quite a
fuss. I’ve seen those symptoms too many times before, Jim. She could, I grant you, be
psychotic as the nurse suggests, but this drug I gave her was formulated for drug addicts, not
psychos. And for Miss Lee, it worked almost too well.” “Look at this,” he whistled under her
breath. “Take a peak inside.”
“Her gums have pyorrhea, her teeth be rotting and she got bad breath,” Jim made a face.
“Correct,” Doctor Singhman nodded with approval. “Now look at this,” he said, quickly
removing her straight jacket and undoing her restraints, “You see Jim,… she’s like silly putty—
harmless as a fly.” “Look what happens when I raise her arm up.” He experimented
whimsically. “…. Unlike mental patients, who have been given Thorazine and whose arms
remain uplifted like boards until forced down, it flops right down like a dead fish.” “And look
when I drop one of her legs;” he whistled under his breath, “I get the same flaccid response.”
“Dat stuff work good doctor,” Jim’s eyes twinkled with amusement. “Ten minutes ago
she act like she possessed!”
“It worked too good,” the doctor said wistfully, rubbing his jaw. “She went under too
deeply. That sedative worked too fast. I wished a psychiatrist or specialist could have seen her
before it took effect.”
The doctor wrote another note on his clipboard pad: ‘If she’s not on drugs, this woman
should have been taken to the psychiatric ward! Why wasn’t this done in the proper way?’
“I must ask you Miss Lee, even though it’s irrelevant in your frame of mind,” he
searched the woman’s face. “Did you want to be committed for substance abuse? Was this your
husband’s idea? Or was it yours?”
“No-o-o-o-o-o!” She screamed hoarsely, a drool escaping her lip. “I wanna go home!”
The doctor heaved a sigh and mumbled into Jim’s ear, “Keep your eye on this woman
while I chat with Mister Lee. I must break the bad news to him. I would like find out from her
husband if she took drugs.”
******
As she lie strapped to the gurney, Jim remained on guard as he exited the room, clipboard
in hand, a frown fixed on his dark brown face.
In the holding room, Satan appeared briefly as a ghostly filament to Cora, as Jim looked
on. The nurse, who was on the in-house phone talking to a friend, did a double take as the
specter hovered over the woman a moment and then, as an ocean-going medusa, began rotating
around the room.
“Hector, hold on a moment,” he gasped, muffling the receiver of the phone.
Cora lie there blinking up at the ceiling, a vacant expression on her face. After seeing all
manner of creeping and crawling things in her deliriums, she was unimpressed with this
lackluster specter yet followed it momentarily with her eyes.
“You see dat, don’t you ma’am?” Jim said, reaching out as if to capture it in mid-air. “It
looks like smoke wit eyes.” “You be hexed,” he added, making a sign. “My mama tell me about
island spirits, but I don’t b’lieve dat stuff. Mebbe I been in ER too long. Mebbe I be seeing
hallucinations myself!”
“Dee Tees,” Cora’s said breathlessly, trying to raise up.
“No,” he said, shaking his head, “dat no hallucination, missy. I be seeing the same ting
as you. In horrified reverence, he exclaimed, “O ia o le aitu!” (She’s a witch!), as the specter
circled the room.
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Walking in no hurry down the well-polished hall, his attention splintered by a cacophony
of ER’s ills, Doctor Singhman approached the husband with a jaundiced eye. It seemed to be an
open-and-shut case to him, but his hands were tied by state laws and hospital rules. There was
not much he could really do.
“I understand that your wife is an alcoholic but she is behaving as if she might be on
crack or PCP,” his singsong accent grated immediately upon Adam’s nerves.
“She’s been an alcoholic for three years,” Adam frowned. “I was going to commit her to
the Alcoholic Treatment Center here at the county hospital. She agreed—”
“What sort of drugs has Misses Lee taken in the past?” interrupted the doctor. “I must
determine the facts.”
“Excuse me,” Adam winced as Nurse Hollis continued to dab the scratches on his face
with medication, “not you ma’am.” “Doctor, my wife, whose name is Cora Leeds—not Lee, is
an al-co-hol-ic,” he emphasized each syllable irritably. “That is the fact. The only drugs she has
taken in the past are prescription drugs to help her sleep. She must be committed for alcoholism,
not drugs.”
“She cannot be committed unless she gives her consent,” the doctor rejected this
suggestion outright. “Now sir,” he continued brusquely, “what kind of prescription drug did she
take. Do you know its name?”
“I don’t know what it’s called,” Adam looked at him in disbelief. “You’re not listening to
me, doctor. My wife needs serious help. She needs to dry out and get clean. Her addiction is
alcohol, not drugs, so it’s not important what drug she took. The only reason she took the pills
awhile back was to help her sleep. She’s addicted to booze!”
Doctor Singhman hummed off-key to himself as he wrote into his log ‘Call family
physician as soon as possible to find out woman’s condition.’ Humming under his breath or
whistling off key meant he was losing his patience. Although Marwas seldom lost his temper,
his closest colleagues and subordinates understood this as a signal to back off. By his eccentric
actions, he struck Adam as a caricature, not a real doctor at all, when, in fact, he had Cora’s best
interest at heart.
“The problem is Mister Leeds,” he looked up from his notes, tapping his finger in rhythm
and whistling and humming under his breath, “she must be examined thoroughly, but in order to
commit her we need her consent.”
“Her consent?” Objected Adam. “Her brains are scrambled. Why do you need her
consent?”
“Since it was necessary to sedate her,” Doctor Singhman explained edgily, “that is a moot
point. Nevertheless, I must make sure she’s all right before letting her go home.”
“You’re letting her go home? I don’t believe this!” Adam uttered a wounded cry. “You
can’t tell she’s a raving lunatic? You saw her a moment ago. Your nurse and orderlies saw her
foaming at the mouth. Ulf thought she had rabies, for Christ’s sake!”
“There’s not been a case of rabies in Los Angeles for many years,” Doctor Singhman
replied dismissively, looking back at his notes. “You are not cooperating Mister Leeds,” his
voice sounded condescending. “You must realize that your wife was in an agitated state when
she arrived in ER. When she gives her written consent, we might have a psychiatrist give her a
look-see. If she’s still acting strange—”
“Wait a minute! What did you say?” Adam clasped his forehead with despair. “You’re
not a psychiatrist? This isn’t a mental hospital? I thought this was the emergency psychiatric
ward. Why am I talking to you?”
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“This is the emergency room, period,” the doctor appraised him incredulously. “I am an
ER doctor, not a shrink. You were injured on our property, so you were brought here. The
county psychiatric and substance abuse wings are also in this hospital, but your wife is merely in
a holding room, where the police and authorities place suspects high on drugs. Though it makes
no difference, you turned into the wrong parking lot.” “This is ER of the county hospital,” he
repeated, as Adam grew apoplectic, “not the psychiatric wing.”
Adam was beside himself with anger. After watching the bespectacled Indian doctor
look up nervously over his bifocals and then scribble something else on his pad, he flew into a
tantrum. “You pompous, overbearing, medical bureaucratic! I want to commit my wife; I have
that right. I know the law. I’ve seen it often enough on TV. Someone goes berserk—out of
control—and his spouse or relatives commits him. I thought that’s how it worked. Now I have
to wait for her consent?”
“That’s not the law,” said the nurse, applying the finishing touches to the dressings on his
face, “that’s television. These are shallow scratches, so let the air get to them, but that scratch on
your neck is deep. Keep the bandage on until a scab forms. The cuts on your knuckles are minor
too.”
“Do you have an insurance card?” Asked the doctor, this time in a deadpan voice.
Adam was too upset to speak. His gray eyes smoldered with rage. Doctor Singhman had
been ready to call hospital security until Adam sat down light-headedly in a nearby chair.
Reaching into his back pocket, Adam pulled out his wallet and handed his card to an
administrative assistant, who appeared suddenly in the room.
“Oh goodie,” she piped pertly, “this provider covers emergency. I’ll be back in a jiff!”
“Let met see that a moment,” demanded the doctor, clipping it to his board and quickly
copying down information from the card.
Doctor Marwas Singhman exited the room directly behind the clerk, who scurried ahead
to Hospital Admissions with the card held daintily in her hand. Nurse Hollis, whose first name,
Penelope, Adam noted blankly, was inscribed on her nametag, smiled at him, a trace of
compassion in her brown eyes, but she too exited without a word.
******
It seemed as though God had forsaken him. He couldn’t even muster up a prayer.
Moving numbly out of the ER examination room into the hall, he stood there wondering what
else might befall him today. Perhaps there might be an earthquake, he thought giddily, or maybe
the building might catch on fire.
The first to return to the room was the administrative assistant with a clipboard and pen.
The attractive little brunette, whose name tag identified her simply as Lisa - Hospital
Admissions, had large blue eyes and a crinkly voice, but she reminded him too much of his wife.
As she stood there waiting for him to sign insurance forms for Cora and himself, he could not
help, even in his overwrought state of mind, to marvel at her remarkable resemblance to Cora,
his fallen wife. When she handed him back his medical card, her lovely fingers brushed the
knuckles of his hand. He listened with mounting irritation to her explain hospital policy about a
patient’s consent if admitted by a spouse or relative, wondering what hidden costs might be
entailed if Cora’s “holding costs” were tallied in. All these bastards care about is money; they
don’t care about people, he thought petulantly, glancing at the form.
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“You’re stamp tells me that this is all paid for,” he acknowledged begrudgingly, “but my
insurance covers my wife’s alcoholism too. It’s a new government requirement. Why can’t I
just commit the bitch and be done with it. Why do I need her consent?”
“It’s hospital rules. It’s also the law,” parroted Lisa, with a perfunctory smile.
At just that moment Doctor Singhman and Jim, the huge Samoan orderly, returned with a
wheelchair, in which, to Adam’s grief, sat Cora, his wife. Though her hair was still mussed, she
appeared to have been cleaned up. A placid look on her face belied the rage that had boiled
inside her brain. Adam was so upset with this scene he almost broke down in tears. Cora
actually smiled at him, which made him hate her that much more.
“What is the meaning of this?” He shouted at the top of his lungs. “That’s not the snarling
thing strapped into a straight jacket moments ago. What did you do to her, doctor—give her
more drugs?”
“Of course, she was psychotic,” Doctor Singhman frowned.
“Please keep your voice down,” the orderly cautioned, placing a monstrous finger on his
lips.
Adam pushed angrily passed him to confront the doctor and his wife. “Doctor Marwas
Singhman,” he admonished him bitterly, “shame on you for copping out. What kind of doctor
are you? You examined her. She was demented. Her drinking’s pickled her brain. I want her
cured, not sent back home!”
“But you wife has calmed down,” the doctor explained delicately at first, nudging the
wheelchair forward gently with his palm. “More importantly,” he suppressed a smile, “she does
not want to be committed. She wants to go home. What’s more I called doctor Bledsoe, the
primary physician on your card and he said ‘she’s as healthy as a horse.’” “This is most
peculiar,” he heaved a sigh, “but he agrees with you that she is addicted to alcohol and not drugs.
I also talked to Nurse Hollis a moment ago. She tells me that your wife beat you up.”
“Go wan, Cora,” he called out with mirth, “apologize to your husband. You don’t want
him to press charges and have you put in jail.”
“Sorry,” she murmured in a hoarse voice.
Adam was aghast at this turn of events. Doctor Singhman felt he had wasted enough
time on this pair. He would record this episode in his medical diary as “one for the books.”
“Sorry?... She’s sorry?” Adam muttered in desolation. “After ruining my life, my career
and peace of mind, everything’s just peachy now, because my drugged wife says she’s sorry!”
“Now-now, Cora,” the doctor chided with a chuckle, “you can certainly do better than
that! I am thinking more on the lines of a hug and a kiss.”
At that point the doctor, who half-heartedly sought their reconciliation, broke into giggles
at this charade. The nurses and the administrative clerk, to their credit, merely smiled.
“This isn’t happening,” Adam looked around with amazement at the group assembled in
the room. “Doctor Singhman, who examined this raving lunatic, is sending her home. Why are
you laughing doctor? This isn’t funny!” “I don’t believe you called Doctor Bledsoe,” he wrung
his finger at him accusingly, “our doctor’s never in his office. A nurse or medical assistant
answers his phone. Doesn’t anyone remember this woman entering ER? This is disgraceful.
Cora needs help. You all saw how she behaved. Are you all deaf as well as blind?”
“I think she’s a witch!” The big Samoan pointed accusingly at his wife.
“We’re governed by hospital rules,” Lisa chimed.
“To tell you the truth, I thought she was insane,” Nurse Hollis declared with a shrug, “but
Lisa’s right; it’s a hospital rule.”
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“It’s also the law!” Lisa stepped forward dutifully again.
“Oh yeah—the rules and the law, that’s what Betty Boop says,” Adam eyed the
administrative assistant and doctor with disdain. “Your orderly thinks she’s a witch, Ulf thought
she had rabies, now Nurse Hollis thinks she’s insane, but you think she’s okay, right doc?”
“Why? Because she’s drugged. I guess I should just let her stay high all the time!” He glared at
the doctor. “You’re just going to play it by the book, aren’t you Doctor Singhman? You didn’t
talk to Bledsoe; he knows she’s a drunk. What if she sticks a knife into me tonight while I’m
sleeping? Are you going to commit her then?”
Satan’s essence fell suddenly over Adam, but the ER examining room was already frigid,
and he had experienced this too many times before. Jim noticed the sudden drop, however. He
would apologize to his aging mother for doubting her all these years. Doctor Singhman and
Nurse Hollis exchanged dubious looks, themselves, as the administrative assistant backed away
toward the door.
Adam shivered as the cold air fell over him, aware of the Tempter in the room.
Something evil had anchored itself in his life. It was becoming increasingly difficult for him to
believe it was God. Doctor Singhman had begun walking out of the room, a troubled expression
on his face, but was stung by Adam’s latest insult.
“Working in a downtown ER has obviously hardened you, Adam was saying indignantly.
“You laughed at my misfortune and mocked me in front of your cohorts and my wife. Perhaps
all the drunks, drug addicts, criminals, and misfits entering through ER’s doors have shaken your
Hippocratic oat…. But that doesn’t excuse your behavior Doctor Singhman. You’re still a
doctor. This is still a hospital!”
Doctor Singhman’s jaws tightened. Satan, who thought he showed remarkable control,
nevertheless taunted him with gusts of air as it listened to its protégé’s rage. Miss Hollis, its time
to call security, the doctor signaled by holding an imaginary telephone to his ear. Obediently,
but in slow motion, the nurse reached down into a pocket for her cell phone. She didn’t want to
cause Adam anymore pain.
“If my wife gets worse and things turn out badly for us as I suspect they will, I’ll sue you
for incompetence Doctor Singhman!” Adam vowed shrilly. “You can bank on that!”
“Nurse Hollis,” the doctor said from the corner of his mouth, “make that Goddamn call!”
“You must gather up your wife and leave immediately Mister Leeds,” Nurse Hollis
declared, “or I’ll call Hospital Security.” “Please,” she made scooting motions with her hands,
“this has been a trying time for all of us. Remember to change the dressing on your wounds and
keep them clean. Who knows, maybe your wife will come in on her own. She has to want to be
helped. She must give her consent.”
“Oh, I do appreciate your efforts at patching me and your unsolicited advise,” he gave
Nurse Hollis a bitter smile, “but she won’t do that. She’s on a path of destruction, and she’s
taking me with her.” “As for my wounds,” he pointed to his chest, motioning with the other hand
to Cora’s head, “it’s broken in here and in there—inside her thick skull…. You can’t fix the
human spirit with bandages and medicine, not when it’s already dead…. All I wanted was a little
peace…. All I wanted was sanity in my life.”
His voice trailed off to sob, which he held back with the back of his hand. Jim, the
Samoan nurse, after a signal from the doctor, and Lisa, the administrative assistant, after a nod
from the nurse, quietly left the room. Like a rag doll, Cora collapsed as she sat in the
wheelchair, her head wobbling comically on her neck as the tranquilizer’s effect worsened in her
brain.
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“In spite of everything I’ve had to put up,” he studied the doctor’s stony expression, “I’ve
treated this woman with far more decency than she deserves, but all I get is sarcasm and mocking
insincerity from you. You think I don’t want to wring her neck after what she did to me? I’m a
minister of God, for Christ’s sake. I can’t do that!” “…. Come on bitch, let’s go home,” he then
called back abruptly to his wife.
A young nurse’s aid appeared out of nowhere to begin pushing Cora’s wheelchair to the
emergency entrance of the building. Doctor Singhman’s whistling and humming didn’t work
this time. He was very upset about Adam’s attitude and his mentally unbalanced wife. The
reverend kept his back to him as he departed, for tears had begun rolling down his cheeks. The
doctor stood there, with folded arms, shaking his swarthy head. “Let me tell you something
Mister Leeds,” he called out belatedly as the doors to the visitor’s lobby suddenly opened and
Adam waited for the Cora’s wheelchair to catch up. “You cannot dump your problems off like
unwanted trash. It is your fault that you take abuse from her, if she’s not right in the head. If my
wife treated me like that I would punch her in the nose!”
“But Doctor Singhman,” Adam could hear Nurse Hollis’ voice fade in the distance, “you
don’t have a wife. I think you underestimate that woman. Two of our best orderlies could barely
contain her. She acted as if she was possessed!”
Before departing the waiting room, itself, Satan lowered the temperature further, so that
the doctor and nurse noticed the change. Doctor Singhman, who was used to the air conditioner
running full blast in the emergency room, had merely shuddered at first, fastening the last
buttons on his coat. Nurse Hollis checked the thermostat on the wall. As Satan wound around
them as a tiny weather front, however, they grew increasingly alarmed. This freak air current
was more than mere air conditioning. Perhaps, the doctor told himself, he had caught one of the
many viruses lurking in ER. He laughed nervously to himself as Nurse Hollis voiced her
concerns.
“I don’t care what you write in your report,” she said to the doctor, “something’s not right
about this. I just checked the thermostat on the hall, and it hasn’t changed from the sixty-five
degrees normally set for ER. But this room is frigid now. There was something evil about that
woman, doctor Singhman. No drug can hide it; I saw it in her eyes!”
******
“Did you hear that Cora?” Adam called back light-headedly as the nurses aid remained in
the emergency zone with his wife, “It’s on the record and from the mouth of a nurse: you’re
possessed. She saw it in your eyes. Maybe I should get us a priest!”
Cora laughed, without comprehension, at her husband’s joke. The nurse’s aid stood
protectively behind the wheelchair, both hands clenched firmly around its grips. As she waited
for transportation to arrive, she chatted patiently with her charge. Cora was slack-jawed, sleepyeyed and had trouble holding up her head. This didn’t surprise the nurse’s aid, however, since
she had assisted mentally handicapped patients many times before. When a drool escaped
Cora’s lip, she removed a Kleenex from her pocket and wiped her mouth. In her Christian mind,
Cora was to be pitied. Her mind was obviously defective or burned out on alcohol or drugs.
Adam, a liberal Protestant, who disapproved of conservative Roman Catholicism,
laughed hysterically to himself, too. A priest performing an exorcism on my wife, he rolled the
notion around in his thoughts. What a novel idea! Why didn’t I think of this before?
Disoriented by his emotions, he wandered around several moments before locating his
car. He was half-weeping, half-cursing when he finally spotted his automobile in the lot. A
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hospital rule had forbidden him from committing his wife. Another hospital rule was forcing
him to pick her up and take her home. As he pulled up to the pickup zone, the nurse’s aid stood
there in back of Cora’s wheelchair, a bright eyed expression on her freckly face. As she brought
the wheelchair up to the curb, he had the urge to tip her but remembered this was done only for
valets.
The name on her nametag identified her as Nancy Jessup - Nurse’s Aid, but he knew she
was much more. A silver cross around her neck and the tiny “Jesus Loves You” sticker below
her name identified her as a Christian—the born again variety judging by the saying. Her hands
were gentle and she had warm hazel eyes. The golden curls beneath her nurse’s cap made it
seem as if a halo surrounded her head. In spite of her lilting voice and angelic smile, however,
he was annoyed by her pious “Mother Teresa” airs. She was, as an instrument of the hospital,
giving him back his wife. He watched, with irritation, as she opened the back door of the
automobile and lovingly helped Cora to her feet. Then, as she helped his wife into the backseat,
he yielded to temptation, shoving Cora rudely into his car. Nancy frowned but said nothing as
Cora plopped down heavily onto the seat.
Without thanking or tipping the woman, he climbed into the front seat and began pulling
away from the curb. Out of malicious pleasure now, he reached back with a free hand, before he
was out of visual range, and thumped Cora’s head. The nurse’s aid stood in front of ER, as he
drove away, a concerned look on her freckled face. He watched in his rearview mirror as the
white-uniformed and golden-headed shape in front of the building raised her celestial hand in
parting then disappeared as a mirage from his sight. The yearning inside him for the nurse’s aid
was replaced by a longing for Nancy Jessup’s simple faith.
******
The doctor had done him a favor, he thought giddily. The powerful tranquilizer he gave
Cora would make her behave. From a psychotic state, she had become, thanks to the ER doctor,
docile again, almost catatonic, a familiar expression settling over her face. She would be in a
twilight world for several hours. In this zombie-like trance, which differed little from drunken
comportment, she slouched in the back seat, the complete opposite of what she had been this
morning. In his rear view mirror, the transition seemed laughable: she was slack jawed now, her
features frozen in complete lethargy, her vacant blue eyes staring fixedly into space. Once again
a drool escaped her lower lip. He watched her long lashes droop to half-mast again. Soon, after
slumping onto her side, she was displaying her favorite state of mind: unconsciousness.
“Perfect!” He flashed a crooked smile into the mirror.
As his wife slept, Adam drove quietly home. Only moments ago he had wept quietly to
himself, but now he felt an inexplicable relief. He was glad to have the front seat to himself.
Cora was manageable again, but he couldn’t stomach her presence. He didn’t have to see her
leering at him in his rearview mirror as she had done this morning when they left the house.
Now that she had collapsed in the backseat, he wouldn’t have to see her at all. But her Lilac of
the Fields perfume, still strong in the car, belied the normal odors of cigarette smoke and booze,
and her snoring was especially loud. Reaching back as he stopped at a light, he gave her another
thump.
A power he dare not contemplate rode with him now. The mischievous air circulating in
the car blew warmly as if in approval, but it went unnoticed by Adam this time. Rolling the
window down several centimeters, he welcomed fresh air into the car. He was reminded now of
the earlier ambience and the excitement he felt. It had been odorless and, for most of the time,
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cold as the morning air. Now, as the noon hour approached, the air blowing into the car was
warm, but it carried gas fumes and traces of smog. He remembered that special point when the
temperature in his study had mysteriously risen. Unlike his breeze, which had also gone from
cold to warm, this air moved aimlessly through his car, as airstreams do. Sensing his mood,
Satan toyed with the idea of giving him a real display, but instead gradually lowered the
temperature in the car, until Adam was aware once again of the change.
“Lord,” he began praying “if that was you before, send me a sign I understand: a sight or
sound in broad daylight, not this ominous wind, to light the darkness in my soul.”
As Adam prayed, God remained silent. But Satan was gaining a foothold in his soul.
The faint ambience he felt yesterday was swallowed up in the air gushing into his car. He had
almost sensed it this morning, but he had been too distracted by his wife. In the frigid
atmosphere of ER he had felt abandoned even by God. On the long way home, he tried shaking
the terrible images from the hospital and doubt in his mind by filling his head with prayer. He
prayed for patience and for guidance in his life. He also prayed for deliverance from his wife.
He wasn’t sure how this would be achieved. He just wanted to be delivered soon. He would
better off, he thought glancing into his mirror, if Cora remained unconscious and never
awakened.
He was aware again, without comprehending fully, of its presence in his car. Once more,
to contrast the ambient temperature outside his car, it grew frigid. It became, he concluded, far
too cold to be God. To cancel out this evil omen, he turned on the heater full blast, aiming the
vents at himself. The hot air blowing into his automobile cancelled out the effect, except for a
small gust of air blowing around his ear. It was the Tempter. For the first time since he felt its
physical presence, he could not shake with logic or prayer this possibility…. The devil was
afoot!
******
From a shadowy room in which his drunken wife had crawled last week to the hospital
parking lot in which she had gone berserk today, he had suffered mental and now physical abuse.
Measured along with the years in which he had watched her decline, the cuts and bruises he
received today were merely the climax of a problem beginning a long time ago. Far worse than
the past, moreover, were the worsening years ahead: the unknown horrors of a demented
alcoholic wife and the uncertain future it would bring. Somewhere in that future he must find a
niche; whether or not Cora would be in it was the question now. She had her chance. She had a
million chances. Now it was too late; she was beyond reach.
With Satan’s presence, Adam’s mood shifted from light to dark. A bitterness welled up
in him now so deep and pervasive it eclipsed God. Cora, he concluded finally must be
destroyed! It was like a thunderclap in his thoughts. Although he had felt this desire before, he
had never defined it so clearly in his mind. For the first time in his ministry, he was at odds with
God. This realization frightened him much more than his wife. He had let his ordeal with Cora
push him close and closer to the edge. As he entered the freeway, his lips trembled with prayer,
this time mixing scripture with his own tormented thoughts: “Lord, give me back the faith I had.
Send me a sign, anything but this cold wind. Let me know that you’re here!” The prayer, which
was really a demand for proof, became a mantra as his thoughts remained centered upon himself
instead of God.
The traffic grew increasingly heavy during their journey home. Adam grew anxious to
get Cora safely home as quickly as possible, so he could dump her into the master bedroom
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without incident and retire to his study to prepare for the meeting at Dwight Higgins home
tomorrow evening. He had been able to stew quietly in his own troubled thoughts without
interruption as she slept, but now she had begun mumbling in her sleep and her snoring had
grown intolerably loud. Occasionally, upon hearing her pig-like snore, he wished she would
choke to death in her sleep. The years of heavy smoking, as had the years of heavy drinking, he
chose to believe, had taken its toll. He couldn’t believe Doctor Bledsoe’s report to Doctor
Singhman that “she was as healthy as a horse.” What justice was there be in that? By the time
they reached home, he could hear those characteristic sounds. As she inhaled, a wheeze sounded
in her lungs. As she exhaled, a gurgle followed up her throat. Hacking occasionally but
remaining asleep, she broke up the phlegm gathered in her lungs. She stirred momentarily as a
paroxysm tore from her chest, yet remained in torpor, crumpled on the seat. Once again Adam’s
jaded interpretation clouded the fact that his wife was actually congested with the flu.
For a moment, as she lie there on the back seat of the car, his great loathing subsided, but
only for a moment. She was, at the unconscious stage, a harmless, pitiful wretch. After dragging
her rudely from the car, however, the urge to harm her in some way as quickly returned. He had
suffered much for this woman. He had prayed for her and cursed her but he had never raised his
hand to her as he could have done, and as she had done to him today. The temptation gnawed at
him now though: just one poke in the nose, as Doctor Singhman suggested…. Or perhaps, as Ulf,
the big Swede, boasted, knock her out. If nothing else, there was sympathy out there for his
plight.
“What would it feel like?” He wondered aloud. “Just one slap in the mouth… or kick in
the head.” “Maybe she would shut up… forever,” he thrilled. “…. Beast! Scarlet Woman!” He
snarled under his breath. “Stinking, worthless, drunken sot!”
Picking her up rudely by her lapels, her turned her around, took hold of her collar and
gripped the seat of her pants. Aiming her at the porch, he heard her curse and spit like a cat then
relapse into a torpor, crumpling on the steps as his energy momentarily gave out. The remainder
of his strength was spent quickly as he literally dragged her by her collar through the house. She
began to thrash and kick her legs, as her bent down to pull her by her arms. She was half awake
as they reached the bed, probably with a rug burn on her rear. When he hefted her up by her
armpits and flopped her down on her face, however, she fell quickly asleep.
As he stood over Cora, he was tempted to let her suffocate as she lie flat on her face. For
a moment, after rolling her onto her back, he fought the urge to work her over soundly, until her
mouth fell open, her wheeze returned and a snore rumbled deep in her throat. With both fists
clenched, he backed away from the bed.
“Get thee behind me Satan!” He quoted Christ’s famous rebuke. There was, as he quoted
scripture, murder in his eyes. The Tempter laughed softly at this charade.
Swept with revulsion then but also ashamed, the reverend retreated to his study and shut
the door. Hate emptied his spirit. Darkness filled the void. As if on cue now, Satan wound
surreptitiously around his desk. Adam’s gray eyes smoldered with hatred. The sudden drop in
temperature coincided with his darkening mood. Quietly, yet pervasively, the draftsman of
deceit and architect of evil watched its protégé with confidence now. Not yet able to control his
thoughts, it had relied upon ambience to nudge the reverend. Already it had total control of his
wife. Fortunately for Satan, Adam occasionally mumbled his thoughts aloud, in an effort to sort
things out.
“Is it true?” He heard him ask. “Do I hate my wife? Do I want her dead?…. What kind of
minister am I to be thinking such thoughts?”
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These questions seemed reasonable to Satan, as they poured from Adam’s lips. “Do you
hate her?” It spoke rhetorically. “Of course you hate her! Do you want her dead? Of course you
want her dead! And yes you are a man of God who should not be filled with hateful things. But
you are also human, are you not—a man of flesh and blood who is at the end of his wits? Could
even God blame you for your thoughts now?…. How much is a man of flesh and blood supposed
to take from such a wench before he breaks?”
Watching his every move and expression now, Satan could see conviction in Adam’s
eyes. Looking through his window and beyond, the reverend decided, without a doubt, that he
could take no more. Something divine or something disastrous would happen to Cora if she
didn’t change. It was up to God!
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Chapter Five
The Three Dreams
As exhaustion overtook him, Adam tried unsuccessfully to stay awake. He had what
Dwight Higgins referred to as a “patch things up” meeting with the elders tomorrow evening,
which had been organized by Dwight, the senior elder of the church. He had a speech to
compose for the meeting and a sermon to prepare for Wednesday’s Young Couple’s Night but no
energy to accomplish his goals. His eyelids fluttered and head bobbed forward repeatedly as he
battled sleep. He found his torso slipping gradually forward in his chair. At the threshold of
unconsciousness, his eyes finally closed and his forehead touched the desk. At first, in a semiconscious state of mind, he began rising weightlessly above the floor. From across the void
where his body sat, were things of this world: a wicked wife, unfulfilled dreams, and the many
cares that weighted him down. Somewhere in that faraway place also lay notes, a Bible and
pages of scripture fluttering in the breeze. For just a moment then, as the passages flew, he
realized he was asleep and hovering around the room. He was still conscious, out of his body
and in one of those rare experiences called a lucid dream. This time, however, there were no
crowds and heavenly choruses singing. There was only a deep and abiding sense of peace, as if
his body had separated from his spirit and he was finally meeting the Lord.
As he drifted into deeper levels of slumber, his mind traveled back to progressive points
in the week: Cora’s shower, Sunday’s confrontation at the church, and this morning’s ordeal at
the hospital. Patches of memory blended with fantasy to create the imagery of dreams. Buried
in this kaleidoscope was the emotional trinity of doubt, frustration, and despair. A great mass of
clouds moved peacefully toward him while he floated from his lucid state into a prophetic dream.
A Phoenix suddenly broke through the clouds, flapping its devilish wings. No longer aware that
he was dreaming, Adam had been startled by the specter and grew terrified as he drifted closer to
its cloud. A pitchfork was clutched in the dragon’s hands. Horns appeared on its head and two
cat-like eyes in its grotesque face. Before long, as he watched the Phoenix’s body transform
completely into this stereotype fiend, the surrounding clouds darkened and flashed with
lightning. Following each flash was a peel of thunder as the cloud grew darker and darker and
the sky behind faded to black. Two great orbs expanded from the cat-like eyes, as the body
transformed now into something resembling a toad. When he was only a short distance from this
horror, however, it’s lower half turned into a swirling column of smoke and it shrank as a genie
through the cloud.
A great, featureless miasma now gradually darkened the firmament. Fearing that he,
himself, was falling, along with the specter, to earth or, perhaps, hell, he tried to scream but
could not hear his voice. A dreadful silence, as that preceding the Big Bang, gripped the
universe, swallowing up the earth and the firmament as well. God seemed ready to destroy the
cosmos. As it happened in the previous dream, however, the setting, as seen in a movie set,
faded to black. Adam was suddenly alone in the darkness, the familiar backdrop of his study
gradually materializing in his dream.
The shadowy warning faded as a dream within a dream, as he appeared to awaken at his
desk.
Something was with him as he rose to his feet; he could feel it in the house, hovering at
his back, watching him closely as he walked down the hall. Closer and closer he came to the
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bathroom. A great dread filled him as he reached for the door. As he fought the impulse, it was
as if invisible paws pushed him toward his goal. Hatred consumed him, while fear held him in
check. Out of nowhere a knife appeared in his hand. He knew what he must do to cut the misery
out of his life, but something else, stronger than fear, now stood in his way:… his soul.
******
As he dreamed, Adam wrestled with temptation in his mind. A third dream—the most
terrible of the three—now played in his head. Occasionally his snoring was interrupted by
murmurs and faint yelps, for he frequently talked in his sleep. His eyelids fluttered and body
jerked, as something awful began happening in his dream.
In the master bedroom, while Adam napped, his wife, Cora, wrestled with her own
demons: alcohol and drugs. She had slept soundly for nearly six hours before awakening in a
sweat. Though her flu was running its course, she needed a drink. A joint of marijuana would
also be welcomed right now.
Adam would have her believe that her alcoholism had taken its toll and her liver, kidneys,
and lungs had become permanently impaired. But her recent trip to Doctor Bledsoe’s office had
proven him wrong. At the doctor’s insistence, Cora had several tests done to her in the lab,
including a lung x-ray and blood tests that gave her a clean bill of health. What her husband
didn’t know was that Cora had, during a sober moment, called the doctor’s office, herself, to get
the results. A mere bronchial infection, that had been cleared up after medication, had once
caused them to suspect lung cancer. The blood tests had been thrown in for good measure. Even
before the trip to the hospital, however, she sensed that she was not sick, at least not terminally.
Her husband had probably been exaggerating her condition to make her behave. If this was so,
he had failed miserably. Cora, Doctor Bledsoe once admitted to Adam, was, in spite of her bad
habits, in good health. Unless he slowed down and stopped stressing out the way he did, she
might outlive him.
This prognosis was, of course, before her bout with the flu and her most recent binge.
Rising from the bed, she felt the room spinning in all directions, her feeling of nausea growing as
she staggered down the hall. She needed a drink. . . She needed it now!
Reaching the bathroom would take all her strength. It had been her haven and place to
escape. There, when her husband was away on church business or cloistered in his study, she
would sneak a smoke and sometimes take a drink. It was where she hid her gin, marijuana
(when she could buy it) and, more recently, her stash of pills. Sometimes she would sit on her
throne in the darkness to play it safe, while he was off on an errand, whiling away the hours
before he returned. Occasionally, when she had the house to herself, she would brazenly drink
or smoke where it suited her, often in front of the television or passed out on the bed. When she
was not in an alcoholic or drug induced state, she would be in another world that would have
been much worse in her husband’s eyes: prostitution. Added to her household allowance, it had
allowed her to buy alcohol and drugs and was the reason why she had an endless supply.
This time, when she reached the bathroom, she remembered that her husband had poured
out her gin but had failed to find her stash. After lifting off the toilet lid and fishing around at the
bottom of the tank her fingers brushed the plastic sack containing the pills that would supplement
her gin. A yelp of glee escaped her throat. Just one of the tiny white tablets would do, when it
would take several gulps of gin to make her drunk. Gin and, for that matter her old standby
marijuana, left telltale odors her husband would quickly detect, whereas her ‘magic pills’ left no
such trace.
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Perched shakily on her throne, she began pulling off her sweaty clothes in preparation for
a rinse, but quickly changed her mind. The last time he caught her “butt-naked” she got a
freezing shower. This time she would, she thought slyly, take one of the pills and retreat back to
her bed. She would be clever this time, so that her husband wouldn’t know. When he went
looking for her she would pretend to be asleep as the world around her spun and she floated
around the room.
To her befuddled mind, a sense of security still hung within these walls. The glare from a
sudden match gave her face a devilish glow. With the cigarette dangling from her mouth, she
groped behind the toilet until she found her stash. Groaning with delight, she lifted it up shakily,
tried to remove just one, but ended up cramming several of the tiny pills into her mouth. The
realization that she had just overdosed herself on amphetamines was clouded by the fast-acting
drug. Dimwittedly now, she settled in the place which had become her spiritual home. A look
of ecstasy grew on her face as the drug took hold. She was beyond pain at this stage. Even the
lingering symptoms of the flu were barely felt. Almost instinctively then, she tried putting her
stash back where it belonged but found her hands not in tune with her brain. The signals, close
to the motor reflex level, were becoming vague. Instead of putting them behind the toilet, she
spilled her pills onto the floor.
Disoriented and on the verge of unconsciousness now, Cora sat there staring into space, a
strange light glowing in her eyes. Helpless, hopeless, and godless, she felt her body listing as a
boat on a stormy sea, slowly capsizing onto its side. A familiar voice, she usually heard in her
head, now whispered into her ear “good girl Cora, you’re doing just fine!”
Cora had forgotten her original plan to return to the master bedroom and was too far-gone
to care. Moving, as a vapor across the floor, Satan exited the restroom and reentered the hall.
Once again it could hear snoring down the hall. So far, its scheme was working: Adam was on
the breaking point, especially after today. Cora, it was confident, would push him toward the
edge. It was good that he had slept long enough to allow her another binge—this time with pills.
Now, it was time to awaken him and give him another shock.
******
Gently, to rouse the reverend, Satan blew warmly into his face. Responding slowly at
first, Adam tumbled through dark shadows before awakening at his desk. For several moments
he just sat there, staring into space, basking in the warmth, lulled by the quiet, increasingly aware
of its presence in the room. Gradually, with a feeling of déjà vu, he stood up, looked around his
study, and walked shakily down the hall.
The kitchen, he discovered, was in the same shape as his mind: messy and incredibly
jumbled. Piles and puddles greeted his gaze. A rotten smell pervaded the air. Only, after great
effort, could he find the coffee canister. Impatiently, he found a coffee filter, stuffed it into the
basket and filled it almost to the brim. It didn’t matter how it would taste; he wanted it strong—
black and sugarless to match his mood. After waiting only a few moments, he jerked the pot out
of the coffee maker, allowing the basket to drip onto to the hot plate as he poured coffee into his
cup. Jamming the pot back in, he listened briefly as the plate sizzled and steamed, thinking
fleetingly of Dante’s Inferno and the poet’s depiction of hell.
After a few sips of coffee, it began coming back to him, slowly, as a dark wave filling his
mind, until both the dream and wake up call swam darkly in his mind. At first, he made no
connection between the two. He expected nightmares after today. A strange calm filled him as
he sauntered back to his desk. There was a lull in the house that he could not explain. A sense
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of destiny, long absent from his thoughts, grew in the calm. It was as if something incredible
was going to happen; and it was beginning in this house.
Surfacing at the end of his dream was also the resignation he had as he fell asleep at his
desk…. What was going to happen was out of his hands! He had tried and tried again; it was
now up to God! Such thoughts were momentarily comforting. But there was something else that
troubled him now. He remembered a voice in his dream asking him “Adam, why do you wait?”
The remainder of the dream came to him slowly as sudden, terrible flashes of death and
destruction aimed at his wife.
For a few moments, it remained fragmented, lacking a purpose or plot. Gradually then,
as incoming waves, they washed up on the shore of his conscious mind: grisly reminders of his
dream. The macabre blood lust began stabbing his conscience then and, at the same time,
echoing the anger he felt…. More and more pieces washed up, until the entire dream flooded
back, as one terrible whole. Again and again the scene replayed: the stabbing and headless wife,
until finally, during its last rerun, the voice was heard blaring in the background, coaxing,
taunting, and telling him what to do.
Strangely enough, as he sipped his coffee, the horror faded, as had the creature in his first
dream. Both the first and second dreams had almost been forgotten but the nightmare he just
experienced seemed smeared throughout his skull. After dreaming it out, much of his anger
seemed spent. It was not his fault what he dreamed…. It was what caused it that bothered him
now.
A voice, he had never heard before, had entered his sleep, directing his actions against his
wife. Gleefully, almost erotically as he listened to its command, he had hacked his wife to death:
on the toilet, on the floor, and finally in the hall. During the meantime, as would a mad dog, she
bit, tore, and scratched him, as though she were impervious to his knife. But in the end, as with
Medusa, he had cut off her snarling head, triumphantly tossing it into the commode. It had been
the worst nightmare of his life. Horrifying as it was, though, it was the voice telling him what to
do that gave him pause. While he slept, it appeared as if Satan was in control. It was true that
Satan used the wife to tempt and taunt the minister, but doubt, frustration and despair had worn
him down. Through her misdeeds, the devil set the mood for what played in his head. Adam
had walked onto the dreamscape driven by pent-up hate. Though it was comforting for him to
say “the devil made me do it,” however, Satan had not yet entered his mind, so it knew nothing
of his dream or its success so far….Yet victory seemed close now. It could see it this moment in
the reverend’s gray eyes and had sensed it in his demeanor today—strong emotions: anger…
desolation… and hate.
Sitting back in his chair, Adam shut his eyes and managed a brief, contrite prayer. “Oh
Satan, you crafty fellow,” he then uttered, half seriously to himself. For a while afterwards, as he
finished his coffee, he tried blanking it out: the terrible dream and ominous voice. He even tried,
with less success, to blank out his feeling that Satan, not God, was in this house. He could feel
its presence in his study, as he had yesterday. There was, as there had been then, peace in his
home: a tainted, unsettling quiet in which his wife shared his house but not his life.
While listening to the silence, he kept his eyes closed and sniffed the air. It was clean,
crisp, and pure. At least in his study there was not a trace of liquor or smoke. After reflecting a
moment, he was reminded of what he had felt a few days ago when the phenomena first began.
It had started as a cold breeze, slowly warming up to his soul. It continued to move about, as if it
had a life of its own. With sudden misgivings now, he stood up, exited his study, and began
another inspection of his home. Unlike before, he found the breeze synchronized with the house.
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There was no difference in the temperature outside his door and what he had felt at his desk.
When he reached the living room, however, he sat down heavily on the sofa and shook his head.
A conviction grew in his mind that he couldn’t shake…. The voice in his dream and the breeze in
his study were one and the same thing. Something evil was in this house, testing his faith and
threatening his very soul; it had entered through Cora, his wife.
******
Jumping up from the couch, Adam clinched his fist, swore aloud, and paced anxiously
around the house. For several moments, as he paced, he mumbled the Twenty-third Psalm. He
also quoted from other psalms, beginning with the first, his voice flat and eyes moving restlessly
over the floor:
“Blessed is the man that walketh not in the counsel of the ungodly. The ungodly are like
the chaff which the wind driveth away. The ungodly shall not stand in the judgment, nor sinners
in the congregation of the righteous.”
His voice trailed off momentarily, until he began quoting from the Sixth, Fourteenth, and
Twenty-fifth Psalm, at times abridging them to suit his mood. When he had reached the Sixtyninth and Seventieth Psalm, his quotations had elevated from mere chanting to a plea that God
intervene now, this very hour.
“Save me, O God;” he cried “for the waters are come in unto my soul. I sink in deep
mire, where there is no standing: I am come into deep waters, where the floods overflow me. I
am weary of my crying: my throat is dried: mine eyes fall while I wait for my God. Make haste,
O God, to deliver me; make haste to help me, O Lord!”
At this point, when he found himself shouting at the top of his lungs, he shrank selfconsciously into a chair. Now the entire neighborhood knew! The temptation to walk out of this
house and never look back was suddenly strong. The fear of losing his sanity was weighed
against the ambitions of his ministry. Everything would be wiped out immediately if he could
just walk away. With his ministry, would go his wife, her addiction, and all the cares of this
world.
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Chapter Six
Dialogue With The Devil

Abstractedly, Adam picked up the remote control and aimed it at the giant high definition
screen across the room. The monstrous television set he bought for Cora had always struck him
as ludicrous in the small living room. For a brief moment, after punching the on button, he
watched an eerie, unnatural light grow on the set. The glow spread north, south, east, and west,
forming a cruciform on the screen. As the picture developed, however, and he began changing
the channels, the typical daytime programming appeared. Network and cable dramas, sitcom
reruns, and talking heads flashed before his eyes.
There was, he recalled, something comforting about television. Every now and then it
would beam into his living room reassuring him that everything was all right. It was, at such
times, his window to normalcy, his only link to the outside world. This evening, as he gazed at
the giant screen, he was a reminded in this shadowy room that, in spite of everything he had
endured, the world still waited outside his door. He was not alone. Life went on very will
without Cora Leeds. Too often, he had found, the house seemed to be an island unto itself, a
little pocket of misery marooned in time and space—his own private corner of hell.
Over an assortment of daytime programming, he gazed lazily, his mind in idle mode and
emotions on hold, until, almost arbitrarily, he paused at a likely scene. A lackluster maroon
stage curtain filled the television screen. Without credits to announce the show, the curtain rose
silently without fanfare to expose an uncluttered wooden stage. From stage right, a man
emerged from the shadows, a tattered Bible clutched in his hand. He was not an impressive
figure at first glance but rather old, doddering, and bald. Behind him, as the radius of the light
widened, a classroom sized grease board seemed to be suspended in mid-air, until the light fell
on a large tripod-like framework in back, the sort of learning aid expected in a lecture hall. At
first his voice was a low rumble as a salutation escaped his craggy lips: “Greetings my Children.
Thanks for inviting me into your home.”
“You’re welcome,” Adam presented a tired smile.
After turning up the volume, he listened with mounting curiosity, as the man began, in a
paternal tone, to preach:
“Children, look to the signs, not the conventions of men. The devil has arrived on planet
Earth. Don’t be fooled by those who claim holiness in the name of God, for in this age Satan, as
counselor, has been let loose and will have exceeding power. In the coming days, look for two
men as heralds of this age: the End Times. When you hear the prophets’ call, it will be a
warning to the unsaved but a signal to the faithful that the countdown has begun.”
******
For a brief spell, Adam felt drawn to the preacher. Though he had never seen him on the
religious channels before, there was something about the old man that other televangelist lacked.
Judging by his modest graphics and humble demeanor, he seemed out of place on television.
This was the sort of production he expected to see at PTA meetings or in high school gyms.
There was, however, a presence about him that had caught Adam’s attention immediately. He
was, in addition to being bald-headed, severely wrinkled in his black threadbare suit, and yet
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there was a commanding radiance about him that belied his great age. The thought came to
Adam that there on that simple stage was a patriarch of the church—a true champion of the faith.
As he raised his gravelly voice to wring out what seemed his last ounce of energy, his dark eyes
blazed with illumination and energy as he spoke:
“Children, be patient. Keep you ear to the wind and your eye to the sky. Hearken to the
sounds of distant drumming and the thunder of the Lord’s wrath. Do not believe the
ecumenicists of our age who say ‘good times are ahead,’ for in those days an unholy peace will
lead to unrighteous wars. Be faithful! Be vigilant! Watch for the signs.
“Beginning with the nation of Israel, the catalyst for Middle East conflict, the march of
events appeared to point to Armageddon, until world conflict, political upheaval and social chaos
subsided once more into the status quo. The Iron Curtain, which also pointed to Armageddon,
collapsed as surely as totalitarianism at the end of World War II. With the War on Terrorism
following the attack on the Twin Towers, however, the Apocalypse was given new life. The Iraq
and Afghanistan wars and current war that Jihadists have with Western Culture are both
symptoms and signs. Armageddon is once more in sight, but not as you may think. Pay no head
to forecasts. The devil has its own game!”
******
From this point, Adam’s patience with the sermon began to wane. Though there were a
few novel twists, the sermon was uncomfortably familiar to his doctrinally liberal mind. Certain
apocalyptic catchwords he recalled televangelists spouting on such channels as the Trinity and
Christian Broadcasting networks, had once again been cited as important milestones to look for
in the End Time chronology: the Two Witnesses, who would prophesize during the new age, the
False Prophet, who would promote a one world church, and the Antichrist and his government,
who would require everyone, who wanted to profit in the new order, to wear the Mark of the
Beast. Adam was most troubled, however, by his statement that the devil had its own game. Did
this mean that Satan could change the End Times script? And why did the preacher refer to the
Devil as it and not he? These irregularities troubled him as much as the theme and the old
preacher’s probing stare.
Turning finally to the grease board on the stage, the old preacher drew a simple timeline
for the last days that resembled other eschatological charts, except for the Rapture that fell at the
end of the Tribulation instead of at the beginning as most televangelists insisted it was.
The Church Age
2000 + Years

Seven Year Tribulation
Satan’s False Peace
Wrath of Satan
3 ½ years
3 ½ years

The Rapture
The Millennium
At the end of
1,000 Year Reign
Tribulation
of Christ on Earth
Before Final Battle

After this understated use of the grease board, the old preacher looked out from his
modest stage, as if he was looking directly at the Reverend Adam Leeds. He moved forward on
the stage until it appeared as if his nose was touching the inside of the screen.
“I know you’re out there Satan,” he said, looking right into the living room. “I saw you
rise up as a vapor from hell. You crafty fellow—such a subtle debut! I see you in the darkness
now, up to your old tricks!”
Startled by this familiarity, Adam jumped straight up from his chair, his eyes glancing
wildly around the room. “I don’t believe it,” he gasped, looking back at the screen, “it’s not true.
The Lord, not the devil, dwells in this house!”
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Satan was drawn to the television as the preacher’s face loomed large and terrible inside
the set. Hovering invisibly in front of the screen, it called out shrilly “Stop it! You’re
frightening him. Your battle is with me!”
“Satan, Lucifer, Beelzebub—always a new plot, but I know your game. You might play
by a different script, but you can’t escape prophecy. These events will happen, whether you like
it or not!”
Unheard by Adam’s mortal ears was a stream of blasphemies against God. The old
preacher seemed to look right into the living room, focusing upon something Adam could not yet
see.
“You just don’t get it,” scolded the preacher. “You never have—not in Heaven, not in
Hell, not even on Earth! The outcome of history is predestined. Those milestones I listed on the
board are the basic outcome of a sinful world; they can’t be altered or reversed. The future is
sealed. You think by landing in Los Angeles, you’ve changed the outcome. But you can’t
change the outcome, no matter how hard you try. For the prophets Daniel and John, the
Revelator, who wrote in symbolism, the one-world government lies in the boundaries of Ancient
Rome, but nowhere in scriptures is this area alluded to, except in the vaguest symbolic form.
Forget those cryptic symbols such as the Four Horseman of the Apocalypse, the Scarlet Woman,
and the Seven Vials. The fact is you need religious and government leaders for what you have in
mind. It doesn’t matter what you call them. It doesn’t matter what labels you use: antichrist,
false prophet, one world government, or harlot church. These elements you’ll need to create
mischief in the world. Los Angeles might, in deed, become the New Rome!”
The devil hissed angrily at the screen. In fascinated horror, standing transfixed in front of
the set, Adam had listened to this one sided conversation, wondering if the old preacher had
suddenly lost his wits. He appeared to be arguing with himself about a different version of the
apocalypse, one much worse than the first. In spite of the preacher’s bluster, in this revised
vision of the End Times Satan appeared to have enhanced power, since he would, in fact, be
defying Holy Writ. “God forbid,” mumbled Adam, biting his fist.
After uttering its unheard plea, “Adam, change the channel. Don’t listen to those lies.
He’s got it all wrong!” Satan flew irately around the room.
As if in response, Adam did, in fact, change the channel, exorcizing God from his set.
Though he punched the controller several times to rid himself of the preacher, the one-sided
dialogue between the preacher and the devil had rattled his wits. He also could not shake the
feeling that, despite his eccentricity, the preacher had intended this monologue for him. A few
moments ago the man had seemed paternal, even patriarchal, but now Adam wasn’t sure what he
believed. Was this living room chat an attention-grabber for his amateurish production? Why
was he pretending to talk to the devil, as if he was in this very room?
A cereal commercial, talk show host, and a soap opera flashed before his eyes, as he
punched the controller, until he paused at a cable news channel and sat there intrigued with a
news report:
“According to our correspondent in the Vatican, the new Pope and several religious
leaders from other faiths have reached an historic agreement to work together for the spread of
the Gospel…”
After listening to this report, Adam realized, with inexplicable alarm, that such an
agreement would lead logically, as the old preacher predicted, to a one world or universal
church. Adam had always thought that ecumenicalism was a good idea. It would, he believed,
help heal socio-political boundaries and encourage world peace. For some reason, however,
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after listening to the old preacher, it seemed wrong. He made a mental note to discuss this with
the elders tomorrow. Some members of the church favored an outreach program to other sects
and faiths, which, if nothing else, might taint Adam’s hope for an enlightened congregation by
mixing with conservative Roman Catholicism and Protestant fundamentalist ideologues.
After listening to the reporter list the many Judeo-Christian ministers, rabbis, and prelates
attending the meeting in Los Angeles as members of the ecumenical counsel of churches, Adam
shuddered involuntarily as a familiar breeze blew into his face. As a liberal theologian, he gave
little credence to the connection between the meeting between Protestant, Catholic, and Jewish
leaders and the apocalyptic timeline given by the preacher, and yet the notion of being corrupted
by conservative Christianity or Orthodox Judaism bothered him very much.
“Just turn it off. Don’t listen to that rubbish!” Satan’s counsel remained unheard.
Marveling at this timely newscast, Adam once again appeared to oblige the Tempter by
punching the controller several times to distance himself from religious sermons and news.
Bypassing any channel that had a “talking head,” ongoing news, or even talk show hosts, he
listened to a soap opera awhile to blot out a notion growing in his mind.
“Oh Frank,” a blond-headed actress exclaimed, against the backdrop of a living room
much like his own, “you’re back to your old ways. Please tell me this is a lie…”
In the foreground he saw and heard typical daytime drama: a husband confessing his
infidelities to his wife. But in the background of this cozy setting Adam could see the couple’s
television, and on the set the mute face of the old preacher, on the same stage apparently giving
the same sermon he had been giving this hour.
“That’s impossible,” he cried, rising excitedly to his feet, “these programs are taped.
They’re not live.” “… unless,” he told himself unconvincingly, “this is a different sermon.”
“That would explain it.” He uttered an equally unconvincing laugh. “He’s probably delivering a
different sermon this time. The crazy old fool!”
Adam turned the volume up in an effort to capture the voice of the preacher on the set,
but all he managed to do was fill the house with blaring voices (“It’s true, Muriel, I slept with
Sue Ann, but it’s over. It happened last summer in New York…”)
“This is ridiculous!” raged the Tempter, soaring angrily around the room. “Turn it off,
Adam. Clear your head of this rubbish. Smash that electronic monster to smithereens!”
In a rote-like motion now, as if he was once again obeying the Tempter’s command, he
punched the controller. This time, however, he experimentally changed the channel to where he
thought the old preacher had been. Sure enough, he discovered with a shudder, the old man was
still pressed up against the screen, muttering “Repent, before it’s too late!”
“What’s the matter with you?” shrieked the devil. “Why can’t you leave well enough
alone?”
After punching the controller until he arrived back at cable news, he discovered that the
subject had changed to the current problems in the Middle East. For a moment, the devil
wondered if he had made a breakthrough. Each time that it had flown into a rage, the reverend
responded by changing the channel. Sometimes it even seemed as if it registered on his face.
This time, moreover, there was no religious overtones to the sound and picture. It appeared as if
God had at last given up on Satan… and Adam Leeds.
“That’s more like it,” it said, settling close by.
Adam likewise settled back in his chair and listened to the news anchor move from one
subject to another, from deeply troubling issues to inane Hollywood fluff. As he channel surfed,
commercials, talk shows, movies, set-com re-runs, home improvement and food channel shows,
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and a commentator interviewing a celebrity paraded before his eyes. On Trinity Network,
however, where he had discovered the old preacher, there was a younger minister discussing
missionary activity in Africa. The old preacher had finally vanished as a genie into the set.
“What are you doing now?” groaned Satan.
“Poof!” Adam murmured in disbelief. “…. Where did he go?” “…. Good riddance!” he
mumbled uncertainly under his breath.
“That’s right, good riddance,” Satan sighed wearily to itself. “Now lift up the controller
…. That’s right, turn it off!”
The screen went dark. The room fell silent. In his current state of mind, any inspiration
from the Lord had been welcome. He needed all the encouragement he could get. But the last
fifteen minutes of television had shaken his basic beliefs. It was quite possible, he reasoned, that
the news bulletin was mere coincidence, but the old preacher had kept popping up like a jack-inthe-box on the set.
Sinking down further into his chair, he reflected more deeply upon what he believed. His
liberal, feel-good theology saw an increasingly enlightened world, in which men and women had
a personal but philosophical relationship with God. Recently, he had latched onto Norman
Vincent Peale’s positive thinking philosophy, which had got him into trouble with the elders but
had re-energized his faith. There simply was no room in his perspective for the Apocalypse and
the old preacher’s scenario for the End Times.
At the core of his religion, was his liberal Protestant belief that the Book of Revelations
written by Saint John, the Devine, from which most of the Apocalypse was based, was intended
only for church members who had gone astray. In short, it was, in Adam’s mind, a glorified
religious polemic against the heretics and backsliders of John’s day. He had been forced to read
and analyze it as a seminary student, but he had avoided it ever since.
The old preacher’s sermon, though slightly altered, was a familiar theme for
televangelists, which had gained momentum in the past decades when terrorism and political
upheavals swept over the globe. Adam had tried to reinforce his congregation with positive
images, but it was difficult after the 9-11 attack on the Twin Towers and the wars following in
Iraq and Afghanistan. The basic premise of doomsday criers had not changed: repent, because
the end of the world was near. The countdown until doomsday and the prophetic events leading
up to Armageddon still constituted the Christian Apocalypse. An entire division of theology
(eschatology) was devoted to doomsday forecasting based upon prophesy from Revelations and
other apocalyptic books. But the warnings were illogical and monotonously familiar to Adam.
More importantly to him, they gave a negative interpretation of the Bible and distorted Christ’s
words.
“How many times,” he recently preached from the pulpit, “have there been signs and
portents heralding the last days, which were even worse than those cited in our age? Evangelists
predict that dark days are coming in which an Antichrist will rule a godless world. But Nero had
been an Antichrist. So had Attila the Hun and Genghis Khan. Hitler and Stalin had been
Antichrists in periods of great tribulation. And yet none of these monsters survived.” “Everyone
from the lowest proletarian up to the worst demagogue dies and faces judgment!” He had cried
out to his congregation. And that is what counts, he thought in his current sanctimonious frame
of mind: good versus evil and the avoidance of damnation—the direction Cora is going if she
doesn’t behave.
******
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Despite the flaws he saw in the old preacher’s sermon, Adam felt uneasy about the
preacher, himself, especially after seeing him on a daytime soap. And why had he vanished so
completely from the Trinity Network? This disappearance, he had noted, had been on the
quarter-hour, which was unusual for television programming. It was as if he had appeared for
just his benefit. If so, why? To a dyed-in-the-wool liberal theologian, what was the point? And
why had he appeared on this channel at this particular time and then again in a soap opera prop?
Was the sermon, as the breeze, part of God’s plan to redirect his life? If so, why didn’t God
speak plainly to him? Why would He attempt to communicate through an octogenarian using a
subject he believed was in error? And what about that troublesome breeze in his home and that
arctic gale blowing through the church? Was the old preacher, the draft, and strange dreams
mere proof that, after his long nightmare with Cora, he was finally losing his mind?….Why did it
seem that the old preacher had been talking directly to him?
“Lord, is this what you want?” he broke into prayer. “To change the content of my
sermons? To re-direct my misspent life? I can change; I really can. But you’ll have to help me.
I can’t do this alone.”
“Stop this!” Satan tried breaking through again. “Stop this at once! Look at your
ridiculous marriage and your dead-end career. Tell me one good thing He’s done for you in your
life!”
“…. Give me a chance Lord,” his voice rose a notch. “I’ve seen those televangelists
operate. I can preach hell-fire damnation like them. I can make doomsday predictions and draw
those silly timelines too. I can pound the Bible ragged with my fist.” “Please Lord,” he begged,
tears gathering in his eyes, “just one more sign, but speak plainly. It must make sense. No more
strange dreams or nightmares. No more arctic drafts or old men talking about rubbish on TV.”
“Adam,” Satan whispered into his ear, “enough with the signs. What am I chopped liver?
Forget that old fool. I had nothing to do with your silly dreams, but neither did He. You have
freewill, as do I. You’re the captain of your fate. It was I who blew through your house and
your church, when all the time you thought it was Him. The fact is you don’t need Him
anymore. His religion is stifling your career, leading you nowhere.”
“Hear my plea Lord,” Adam closed his eyes tightly, “guide me plainly and
unambiguously.”
“Adam,” it grew irritated, “I’m your source of inspiration now, not Him. Your whole
philosophy of life has been drifting toward me, a ship without a rudder, for years. It was just a
matter of time. There are great things in store for you, if you but open your mind. Stop praying
to that old fool. I—not the Him—am knocking at the door; I’ve been knocking for a long time.
Can you hear me Adam? It’s the door to you heart and soul.”
Adam jumped suddenly to his feet, his prayer growing louder and louder as if he was
trying to drown Satan out: “Lord Jesus Christ—master of heaven and earth. If this be from you
Lord, give me one more sign. If not, Satan bother me no more!”
“You want a sign?” Satan cried shrilly, “I’ll give you a sign!”
Angrily, as Adam continued his prayer, Satan blew as a gale through the room. This
time, at room temperature, it stirred the living room curtains and rustled the newspapers on the
coffee table to alert him of its presence in the house. Rising above Adam, it plunged down like a
dive-bomber and whirled continually for several seconds around his face, so that he had to shut
his eyes.
“The breeze again,” he acknowledged with disappointment, “that’s not what I had in
mind.” “Are you the Holy Ghost?…. Are you the devil?” He asked, as if expecting a reply.
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Soon the mini-tornado subsided, and he could open his eyes. When nothing further
happened, he sank back into his chair filled with misgivings. “Perhaps it’s true,” he whispered to
himself. “I’m going mad!”
Tempted to appear as it had to Cora (a devilish archfiend), the Tempter smoldered awhile
in an invisible state, flashing unseen in back of Adam as a jack-o-lantern a moment, then
subsiding back to an ambient breeze.
Not knowing he had, after doubting the old preacher, shunned God, Adam sat there
feeling the breeze blow steadily a moment, then subside to the faintest of drafts. Satan studied
the reverend’s mood, wondering how he could be so dense. He had just seen the face of God,
and yet, because of his stubbornness, failed to recognize Him in disguise. When it first entered
the Leeds household and saw Him on the screen, Satan knew immediately who He was. While
praying to this same God, Adam spoke despairingly of the rubbish he heard on TV—rubbish
from the mouth of the Lord! Surely, after this rebuke to God, his prayer would fall on deaf ears!
Adam’s expression, Satan noted, was one of fear and anxiety, more than regret. Rather
than being haunted by the past—dreadful though it was, he was plagued by thoughts of the
future: the ordeal with Cora that worsened each day. More clearly now, in spite of his
misgivings, Adam sensed what was beginning and that it was beginning here in this house. He
would never have guessed that he was a part of Satan, not God’s plan. But even now, with his
immediate concerns, he was aware of a change in himself if not the world. Satan could sense
this awareness in his eyes. There was, Adam was certain now, something peculiar about his
house he had never noticed before. It was not just the disappointment or dreariness he felt. It
was not merely the stench in the air that no cleanser or air purifier could remove. The home he
had tried to save was now dying and was in the last throes of death. There was added to his
house a sinister aspect he had only sensed before, something that went beyond the reality and
horror of a shrewish, alcoholic wife. Whether mentally, physically, or spiritually present, Satan
was afoot in this house. He had gained entry finally through Cora and was growing stronger by
the hour.
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Chapter Seven
Spiritual Malaise

Suddenly Adam’s intuition was stirred by the quiet. It was, he decided, as he walked
down the hall, too quiet. Most of the times, after a period of drinking, he would find her in a
conscious or semi-unconscious state or find her bent over the commode. When he reached the
bathroom, he found the door suspiciously locked. Unless she was up to mischief as she had been
last week, Cora didn’t lock the door. Her normal pattern throughout the day was to get slowly
drunk and sleep it off on the couch or bed. When she locked the bathroom door, she was
planning on an all out binge. This time, however, he did not find her bent over the toilet,
collapsed on the bed or sprawled on the living room couch. Once again she had locked the
bathroom door.
“Cora,” he began calmly, “open the door.”
Pressing his ear against the door, he listened patiently but could hear no response.
“Cora, please open door,” his voice rose a notch, and he began knocking progressively
louder on the door.
From the interior, there was absolute silence, not so much as grunt or snore.
“Why?…Why?…Why?” He asked, shaking his head and leaning his forehead forlornly
against the door. He tried to pray again, a strange blend of curses and exhortations aimed both
for and against his wife. Help her or destroy her had been the main gist of his prayer. But, as he
listened to the silence, all his patience might as well have been flushed down the commode.
“Cora,” his voice rasped, “I’m at the end of my wits with you. I’ve done everything
humanly possible to help. Nothing seems to work for me. I can’t help you. God can’t help you.
Are you listening Cora? Do you even remotely care?”
As he pressed his ear against the door, Cora opened her eyes briefly but remained mute.
As she hovered between wakefulness and unconsciousness, Adam began pounding angrily on the
door.
“Cora, I’m sick to death of your shit!” He shouted at the top of his lungs.
Not having the key on him now, Adam picked feverishly at the lock with a paper clip he
discovered in his pocket, until he found himself bodily slamming the door. At this point, all
traces of his Christian charity vanished from his mind. Cora had become what Satan had wanted
her to be: a millstone around his neck. Now its weight seemed to be more than he could bear.
“You filthy, degenerate wreck,” he growled, “I ought to drown you in that goddamn
commode! You hear me bitch? Answer me! Open this goddamn door!”
Moving faintly, an eyelid then a toe, Cora was again aware of her husband’s ire. But it
was, for a few more moments, at a primitive level of stimulus-to-response. She was in no
condition to understand what he said or even what she felt. Was it that dream again—the one
she had the other day about the devil in this room? She couldn’t remember what it had been
exactly, but it had been awful: her very worst nightmare. Perhaps her regular critters (bugs, bats
or snakes) would show up again. Nothing was solid or tangible in her twilight world, except her
husband’s efforts to break down the door.
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Stirring more animatedly as a slug across the floor, she felt the urgency as the lock gave
way on the door. But this time Cora had taken something stronger than rum or gin, and it clung
to her thickly as she tried to respond.
A great shaft of light broke the darkness now as he emerged inside the room.
“Cora,” he breathed heavily “… I’m up here in the light. Look at me bitch! Open your
bloodshot eyes!”
What is it this time? She wondered, raising her face off the floor. As a voice cut icily
through the dark, she recalled Satan’s presence in this room. It was like a muddled nightmare,
however, its identity mixing in with a thousand other dreams.
After rolling onto her back, she stared at the shadow, wondering where she was, then,
seeing the base of the commode directly ahead, wondering if she was still awake. Something
must have gone terribly wrong. After recognizing where she was, she came to the dull
realization, as she had before, that she was high on something but was not asleep. Once again,
she had collapsed on the bathroom floor and awakened in a stupefied state. She didn’t remember
her original goal of taking just one pill and going back to bed or, for that matter, that she had, in
her haste, ingested several of the tiny pills. Except for her method of intoxication, in fact, it was
a replay of her recent binge. Fortunately for her there would be no bats, snakes, or devil this
time. The critter entering her den was only her husband: the Reverend Adam Leeds. Cora was
still fully clothed, though her blouse was pulled up over her bra. There were tiny white pills
strewn over the floor, indicating how quickly the drug had taken effect.
“Wha-a-a you-u-u wannnt?” She tried to form her words, but this time it was even more
difficult than before.
Reaching down and picking up one of the pills, he studied it in the bathroom light, then
lightly kicked her head with his shoe. “What is this, Cora, an upper or downer? Is this the
prescription the doctor gave you last year? Those pills would knock out a horse!”
“You dumb bitch,” he sighed, crunching as many of them as he could with his shoe.
“These are worse than booze. How many of these did you take?”
“How-w-w minnneee?” Her jaw hung slackly and her head bobbed over the floor. “I
doannn knowww how-w-w minnneee. Ar-r-re you-u-u ma-a-a-d ad-d-d me-e-e?”
“You worthless piece of shit,” he growled, stifling the urge to kick her to death. “Those
look like dope, not sleep aids. Where did you get these?”
“I dunnn-o-o-o.” she drawled, a drool escaping her lip.
Adam gnashed his teeth in despair. As much as he was tempted to let her slip into a
coma and die, he knew he had arrived in the knick of time. Weighing how this might look to his
congregation against not having this millstone around his neck, he was torn momentarily by the
temptation to just let her expire.
“Let her die! Let the bitch die!” Satan’s icy whisper went unheard.
Aware of the cold chill in the room, Adam shuddered inexplicably, convinced he must do
the right thing. “Oh Lord,” he whispered to himself, “I thought it was you. All this time I
thought it was you!”
“Cora,” he rasped, pulling his cell phone out of his pocket and dialing 911, “I gotta get
you pumped out. There still might be time.”
Adam reported the emergency to a dispatcher in a calm, deadpan voice. Unable to
comprehend his words, Cora managed a crooked, moronic smile. The pills had put everything
into slow motion, including her voice. Although she felt the urgency in his words, it amounted
to mostly racket in her head. In her present state of mind, she felt very little emotion, herself.
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Reminiscent of that time, in which her clothes were strewn all over the floor, had been her
husband’s cold, angry voice and the dimly felt fear of what he might do. A new and more
terrifying specter had briefly surfaced, one that had first seemed like a delirium tremens but,
unlike her ordinary DT’s, maintained a constant and unwavering form. Even now, with her
husband standing overhead, it dwarfed all other specters she had encountered, whether druginduced or real.
******
“I just talked to the emergency operator,” he explained in a tranquil voice. “Until the
ambulance arrives, I must keep you awake….You know what that means, Cora. This time you
get in with your clothes on!”
Reaching down roughly now, Adam grabbed her armpits. Lifting her rudely to her feet,
he felt her body buckle at the knees. Losing his grip entirely, he felt her slither down and grab
his waist. A mocking eroticism played upon him as she hung there, staring mindlessly into
space. A stirring rose inside him similar to the last time when he touched her breast. This time,
however, he didn’t stop with her bosom and liberally squeezed and fondled her as far as his arms
could reach. During the meantime, Cora looked blankly up at him, too far gone this time to care.
As she held onto his belt for balance, she had an almost child-like expression on her baby face.
Although he was momentarily enchanted with this pose, he became revolted when another drool
escaped her lip.
She was too weak to fight. He was certain this time that he had the upper hand. But
when she heard the shower running again, she lunged feebly toward the door. In her effort to
escape, she tripped and tumbled to the floor only to be picked up again and dragged over to the
tub. This time there was no argument as he dumped her in and turned on the shower. As the icy
droplets fell, however, she sputtered, cursed, and staggered onto the floor. She had just enough
energy to throw a punch. Fortunately her punch was weak, hitting his forehead instead of his
mouth. After watching her lunge repeatedly at him and bare her teeth, he fled the scene, ducking
quickly into the hall. Even though his wife could barely walk, Adam dashed into his study,
giggling hysterically, and locked the door. If he would have to stand his ground, he told himself,
he would have to hit her again, again, and again. Then it would be all over this time because he
wouldn’t be able to stop. All the evil would be let loose. All his pent-up anger and frustration
would rain on her, until he had finally committed the ultimate act of no return and no
redemption: murder.
When the paramedics arrived, he would simply point down the hall. Cora was in much
worse shape this time. “Maybe now, he muttered light-headedly, “I can actually have her
committed!” This thought caused Adam to break into prayer.
******
When the fire department paramedics arrived, neighbors peaked out their windows or
looked through a crack in their doors. Wallace Schoolcraft, a retired postal worker, even walked
down his driveway to make a cursory inspection. But no one was surprised at this commotion.
For the past several months, when the reverend was away, a constant stream of men had come in
and out of the Leeds household. Wallace, for his part, wondered if maybe the reverend had
killed her. She had, he was convinced, given him cause. All he needed to justify his suspicion
was a police squad pulling up to their curb. Inside the Leeds household, however, Cora had,
after her second shower and vomiting the contents of her stomach, actually sobered up. After
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yesterday’s fiasco, she wanted no part of hospitals. She did not trust her husband’s motive and
simply refused to go.
“We can’t make her go,” one of the paramedics explained to Adam as he and his partner
headed toward the door. “She looks okay, but she should go in for a check up. She probably
didn’t take more than three or four of those pills. Some folks have a larger capacity for drugs
and medicine.”
“My wife has the capacity of an elephant,” the reverend replied resignedly, following
them out of the house. “I’m sorry you wasted your time. What should I do now for her? Should
I call the Poison Hotline or get some kind of purgative to clean her out?”
“It’s too late for any hotline or purgative,” answered the paramedic with a shrug. Placing
his gear back into the ambulance and shutting the gate, he called out in an amiable enough voice,
“Your wife needs psychiatric help, sir. While you were hiding in your study, she tried to bite me
and kicked my partner in the shin. You’re lucky we’re not calling the police. Take my advice;
that woman hates your guts. Until she sleeps it off, stay out of her way!”
******
Adam wouldn’t have to worry about a hospital bill and wouldn’t be sued for the injury
caused by his wife; for this he was thankful, but that was all. He had failed to commit her.
Because of her behavior, he was a laughing stock to his congregation. Cora had also become an
embarrassment in the neighborhood. Now, after the arrival and departure of paramedics,
neighbors were left wondering about the goings-on in their house. Self-consciously, as he
walked back up to his porch, he looked around furtively, noticing Wallace Schoolcraft standing
in his driveway and Felicity Brown peaking over the fence next store. Unseen by him, yet felt,
were those other neighbors across the street and in back of his house, who had heard, but not
seen, such commotion. In the past, Adam reflected, Cora had shrieked like a maddened beast. It
was a wonder, after hearing her outbursts, none of their neighbors hadn’t called the police.
When he was back in the house, he didn’t bother checking on his wife. Hopefully she
would be sleeping off the effects of the drug…. Maybe this time she would stay asleep
permanently.
Because of all this emotional stimuli, Adam’s dream resurfaced in his mind, causing a
shudder up his spine. At the same time, however, an excited gleam appeared in his eyes as the
images took form. He could not help the impulse and temptation to think of his wife: first alive
on her knees, then dead on the commode: beheaded, the head below her in the bowel battered to
a pulp, her breasts and stomach slashed to ribbons, and his own righteous hands covered with
blood. Satan could see that look in his eyes. The draftsman of deceit and architect of evil had
seen it untold millions of times—always in the eyes…. Adam wouldn’t admit it yet, but he was
ready to murder his wife.
******
Reaching the point of emotional exhaustion, Adam settled light-headedly in his chair.
The sudden shrieking of his wife outside his locked door added emphasis to his plight. It was a
soundtrack for the snarling thing in his mind: the evil personified by his wife.
“You-u-u ash-hole! You-u-u bash-tard! You-u-u filthy shun-of-bitch!”
“Sticks and stones will break my bones, . . .” Adam called out light-headedly, leaving the
adage unfinished as he listened to her shout insults threw the door.
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Cora attacked every fabric of his being, from his graying hair to his imagined impotency
in bed. The truth was, of course, before Cora’s personality change, they shared a good sex life.
Even now, in spite of his revulsion toward her, he was tempted to fondle his wife. Eventually,
she would give up her tirade and probably fall asleep somewhere in the house. He simply didn’t
care. Shutting his eyes tightly now, he tried sweeping his mind clean. The past several days had
been awful, but the ordeal at the hospital had been his worst period of hell. Weighed against this
episode, his experience today seemed insignificant. Praying long and hard, he asked God to
cleanse his mind and heal his soul. He also asked God to exorcise his home of its evil spirit as
well. After a few moments of half-hearted praying, though, Adam remembered giving credit to
the Holy Ghost, Himself, for this invasion and was bemused after adding this addendum to his
prayer. Switching to his old standby, the Twenty-third Psalm, he mumbled his favorite psalm
over and over again until it became a mantra in his head.
When it appeared as if the evil spirit had vanished from his portion of the house and God
had the upper hand, Adam concentrated on other matters. He had that meeting tomorrow with
Dwight Higgins, Philip Lindley, Tim Billingsley, and Ian MacCallum—all that was left of the
elders of Our Savior’s Independent Christian Church. A lump rose in his throat when he
considered how they had stuck up for him. For a few hours tomorrow he would attempt to
restore the elders’ confidence in him and hope, while he was gone, Cora would behave. In spite
of his hopes and prayers, however, Adam felt tainted. In his heart he had murdered Cora. How
could he serve God if he really wanted to murder his wife? This question now festered like
spiritual cancer in his mind.
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Chapter Eight
Looking Ahead

Awakening at dawn, the Reverend Adam Leeds showered, shaved, and brewed himself a
strong pot of coffee for the hours ahead. He would, he decided, rewrite his speech and then
devote a few hours to outlining his sermon for Wednesday’s Young Couple’s Night at the
church. Afterwards, with note cards handy, he would rehearse in front of the bathroom mirror,
until he felt confident for his meeting with the elders of the church. He would not lose heart. He
would keep his mind busy with positive thoughts today and begin the process of healing his
failing career.
Yesterday’s effort to commit his wife had been a disaster. After this fiasco, he had asked
God for a sign. No longer could his personal household spirit entice him; he wanted the Lord to
speak plainly this time. Instead of God, it seemed as if the devil had, in three dreams, invaded
his mind. After the last episode, in which he dreamed of murdering his wife, he felt a sense of
resignation: it was up to God! But God had still not answered his prayers. After listening to an
old televangelist rant about the Apocalypse, it appeared as if Satan, not God, was afoot in his
house.
When he discovered that Cora had overdosed on a handful of pills, it was a perfect finish
for a nightmarish day. Once again, after trying to help his wife, Adam saw the full fury of her
wrath. After the day’s horrors, he was exhausted and emotionally drained. The speech he wrote
last night reflected his negative state of mind. Now, after a full night’s sleep, he could scarcely
believe what he had composed. Not only was it poorly written, but it sounded sappy and
contrite. It began, fittingly enough, on an apologetic note: ‘I have made many mistakes, but I’ve
learned by my errors…’
Promptly, without second thoughts, Adam highlighted and deleted the offending speech.
The action was invigorating. With the cursor flashing on the blank page, his fingers hovered, as
a pianist would, above the keys. Why should I be contrite? He entitled the first page. Beneath
this question, in staggered sentences, he typed
Haven’t I always had their best interest at heart?
What is wrong with bringing them spiritual enlightenment?
Were my efforts wrong or simply too revolutionary for their narrow minds?

Several more questions followed, ending with ‘Am I responsible for the actions of my wife?’
Beneath each question, the answer came swiftly—fingertips-to-keys—as bolts of inspiration.
Absent on his laptop screen, however, was the Lord’s illumination. Adam was again bewitched
with new age enlightenment. To the devil’s satisfaction, with an element of misgivings, the
Gospels gave way to philosophy for Adam, and Norman Vincent Peale replaced God. Adam had
begun using a question and answer method to construct a defense of his ministry. After his
defense, instead of groveling for his job, he decided to present a positive, not a negative, image
of himself. He began searching Google for inspiration, if not illumination: a new focus or a fresh
approach—anything to convince the elders that he could live up to their expectations and still
bring a dynamic ministry to the church.
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After several hours, in which he added the finishing touches to his speech and managed
to do research on the sermon he would give Wednesday night, Adam printed a copy of the new
speech, shut his laptop, and rose up with the copies clutched in his hand. Although he had gone
over what he was going to say a dozen times while editing his speech, he now forced himself to
practice for a half hour, as planned, in front of his bathroom mirror.
******
Soon he would be leaving Cora alone in the house for potential mischief—a fact that
brought his spirits plunging back down to earth. In the past four days, he and Cora had eaten
sparsely. In order to function properly tonight, he would have to fix dinner, if not for his wife at
least for himself. Since this nightmare began, Cora had stopped being a housewife and cook, so
it was up to him to scrounge up something to eat.
Mumbling prayerfully to himself, he walked bravely down the hall and into the master
bathroom where Cora had been. Finding it empty except for her clothes, he followed a trail of
smoke to another dark recess in the house. There in the guest bedroom closet, smoking furiously
in spite of his ban, clad only in a robe, sat the thing he dreaded most in this world, a snarl
appearing on her infantile face.
“Cora,” he shook his head “you know I don’t allow smoking in the house.”
“Go way,” she said, flicking ashes onto his shoes.
“Please,” he reached down, “let me help. For once in our marriage, let God help too.”
“So help me, I’ll claw your eyes out!” she spat.
“Plee-ease, Cora.” He knelt down carefully. “We’ve had our arguments and fights before
but nothing like this…. I don’t want to leave home this way. I’m sorry about the cold shower,
but I had to keep you awake. Next time you overdose, I might not be around.” “Come on, let’s
put it behind us.” He reached over shakily to take the cigarette out of her hand. “You get cleaned
up, and I’ll fix you something to eat…. Okay honey?” “Come out of the closet,” he coaxed, as
his gorge rose in his throat. “Now drop the cigarette and stomp on it. Did that feel good grinding
it into the carpet? That’s it honey, now take my hand, and I’ll fix our dinner.”
Cora recoiled at his touch. She just stood there in the shadows glaring at him with two
hot blue coals for eyes. Adam felt physically ill during this charade. What he really wanted to
do right now was beat her senseless, lock her in the closet and let her starve. Nevertheless, as
Cora staggered out of the closet, he scurried ahead to prepare her meal. Hope filled him
fleetingly, as she followed him up the hall, that she might miraculously change after tonight or
that she would at least not make a scene.
His hunger pangs competed with the nervous knot growing in his stomach. As he
scanned the kitchen, he shuddered at what he saw. He felt shame at his own neglect. Dirty
dishes filled the sink, and the stench of rotten food hung in the air. It appeared as if the
refrigerator door, because of a defective latch, had been left ajar for several days. Because of
Cora’s negligence and his own neglect in monitoring the house, perishables, such as lettuce,
meat, and eggs had perished. Items, such as pickles, mayonnaise and olives that could spoil
spoiled, and dairy products, such as milk, butter and yogurt, that could sour, likewise soured.
Other than the ice cubes, frozen daiquiri concentrate, and freezer-burned ice cream in the freezer
compartment, they were left with only canned foods and a few stale crackers in the pantry. From
the cans, he extracted a humble but wholesome meal of Spam, beats, and peas. There was
nothing to drink but coffee, so he placed a steaming cup beside her plate. As Cora pecked at her
meal, he ate heartily, himself, ignoring the look on her face.
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“Eat.” He pointed his fork. “The beats are good. So’s the Spam.”
“The beats suck.” She curled her lip. “The Spam tastes like shit.”
“Then eat your peas,” he suggested, holding his temper in check. “At least drink your
coffee. I want you on the road to sobriety before I leave.”
“I’m not drunk,” she snapped. “You smell booze on me?”
“No,” he feigned surprise “as a matter of fact, I didn’t!” “What was it Cora,” he asked
wryly, “amphetamines? Where did you get those pills?”
“Guess.” She sneered.
“Listen.” He again pointed his fork “I don’t know who sold you that dope, but you know
it’s against the law. Who’s your supplier Cora? Is it one of our neighbors? I saw the pills up
close. They were lying all over the floor. They’re not the ones the doctor gave you to sleep.
Who gave you those goddamn pills?”
“Guess,” she said, pushing her cup away.
He was doing exactly what he didn’t want Cora to do; he was making a scene.
“Drink the coffee!” He demanded sternly now. “Drunk or drugged, you’re going to sober
up!”
“Ooops!” She said, jarring the table.
Coffee spilled out of her cup onto Adam’s lap. He swore, hit the table with his fist, and
nearly choked on his Spam. After coughing violently a moment, he settled back breathlessly and
watched Cora laugh. Once again he stifled the urge to beat her to a pulp.
“It’s not funny,” he said, rubbing his leg, “you scalded my leg. I almost choked to
death!”
Doubling up on her chair, she giggled malevolently. For a moment, he clinched and
unclenched his fists, grinding his teeth together in an effort to stifle the curse swelling in his
throat. Bowing his head to avoid her gaze, he thought deeply about his plight…. Escape, the
thought flashed like a marquee in his mind, I must escape! He also remembered his dream: the
headless woman perched on her throne. Fortunately for Cora, there was no axe in the garage or
cleaver in the house. She was safe for now, he thought, momentarily averting her eyes. But it
would be so delightful at this point for him to begin punching and beating this creature until she
nothing more than a mound of palpitating flesh.
With his head bowed and eyes tightly closed, he seemed to be talking to God. While his
head had been bowed, Cora had lit up a cigarette.
“I must escape! I must escape!” he continued to chant.
“Are you talking to me now?” Whispered Satan, winding triumphantly around the room.
“Oh yes,” it crowed silently, “you’re reaching out. It’s just a matter of time!”
“Are you praying for me?” Cora asked, blowing smoke across the table into Adam’s face.
“No,” he murmured, looking up slowly, as if he was coming out of a trance, “praying
doesn’t work anymore—not on you.”
“Oh what a pity,” she said mockingly. “I guess I’m a lost cause.”
“I have to leave soon,” his voice had changed from dreamy to reflective, carrying a
fearful edge that amused Cora very much. “Tonight’s my meeting with the elders. Thanks to
your mischief, I’m a laughing stock at the church. I want you to behave yourself Cora. Do you
understand me? No booze, no joints, and no more goddamn pills! Promise me Cora; you owe
me that!”
“Don’t worry love,” she said with a giggle, tapping ashes into his plate. “I’ll be a good
little girl!”
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“I hope so,” he glared across the table. “I’ll be able to tell when I call, I really will. So
help me God!”
******
Cora’s bloodshot eyes twinkled with mirth as he exited the kitchen. From a mischievous
snarl, her fulsome lips broke into a crafty smile. In her distorted frame of mind he was the
enemy. He had won this round but not the battle. If she could not drag him down with her, she
would make his life miserable. She would do everything she could to undermine and distract
him, until she had worn him out. And then she would be free free free!
Satan studied this paragon of vice, marveling at its creation. While Cora lurked through
the house, Adam shaved, showered, put on a clean suit, then walked slowly back to his study.
After collecting notes for his meeting, he placed them neatly into his brief case and stood staring
into space. An emotional trinity of doubt, frustration, and despair drove him now. Hate had
merely subsided in his mind. After hearing footsteps in the hall, these feelings converged into
one inexplicable and overpowering emotion. Always at the corner of his eyes, sneaking through
the house, was the one thing in his life that he could not control: his wife.
Everything that should be plain and simple—faith, love, and hope—were distorted and
out of focus. His confidence in himself had almost vanished, except for the spark he felt now: a
hope—or was it fear?—that tonight would bring a change in his life. As he looked out his door,
a momentary strength stirred him. A fierce resolve swelled in his chest. He clung to this
stubborn emotion prayerfully, his mumbling sounding more like a chant than a prayer. Tagging
along behind its chosen, hovering invisibly outside, Satan waited for a chance to enter. All it
would take would be that one irrevocable act that Adam had worked out in his dreams: the
murder of Cora, his unholy wife.
With his briefcase in hand, he walked carefully and quietly out of his study, hoping to
avoid his wife. “Ignore her!” He whispered to himself. “Open the front door, walk across the
lawn and leave!” These were the same suggestions Satan whispered into his ear. Out of sheer
habit, however, he stopped on the porch, as he had done in the past when bidding his wife adieu.
Out of the shadows then, she emerged, smoking again in spite of his ban, listing slightly,
a devilish look on her face. As a dutiful husband and for the neighbor’s benefit, he now kissed
her cheek to avoid her mouth. Her breath was mixture of halitosis and cigarette smoke. While
withdrawing from this stinking orifice, it stuck its nasty tongue out and gave him a raspberry.
“What’s wrong?” She snickered, “do I make you sick?”
“Yes,” he replied flatly, wiping his face with his sleeve, “utterly!”
He couldn’t help showing his contempt. After watching the spittle she had ejected follow
down her chin, he turned away in disgust. Cora caught his look of disdain and exploded in rage.
“You bastard,” she shrieked, “you self-righteous son-of-a-bitch!”
Adam’s shoulders slumped in mortification as obscenities were detonated off her tongue.
Despite his belief that human frailty, not Satan, was responsible and accountable for sin, he was
certain of one thing: there was, in fact, a devil. Cora had proven it to him.
“I knew it,” he murmured bleakly, “it never changes! Now, in front of the neighbors, she
explodes. I almost made it to my car!”
“That’s right,” she screamed, “I want to see you squirm! I want to see you sweat!”
Adam looked around with embarrassment at his street. In the distance, an elderly couple
was strolling up the sidewalk. Wallace Schoolcraft stood across the street in his driveway.
Felicity Brown, their next store neighbor, was probably listening on the other side of the fence.
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Until recently, he had been able to hide Cora in the house. Until this afternoon, when the
ambulance arrived, she had become his deepest and darkest secret. Now it was finally spewing
out: the whole ugly picture. If she had her way, the entire world would know. She had
misbehaved in front of his congregation. She had behaved badly in front of his friends. She
wanted to ruin him and bring him down to her depths. That is why he had kept her out of the
limelight for so long. But he had no control now, not after the past few days, not with that look
on her face. Cora was enjoying his discomfort. The more he wrung his hands and looked
despairingly at her the more she hurled insults. Her voice, hoarse with emotion, seemed
demonic, as if the devil, himself, was feeding her lines.
“My husband’s a religious eunuch,” she called out to her neighbors, “an impotent lover,
and sexless parody of a husband, masquerading as a man of god!”
Reaching out in a gesture of appeasement, though his fingers curled as if he wanted to
wring her neck, he said as contritely as possible, wincing at her words, “All right, I’m sorry. I’ll
take the blame for everything. It’s all my fault that you’re an alcoholic who’s on drugs. It’s all
my fault that you’ve alienated all our friends and made us laughing stocking of the church. Even
though you know better, I’ll take the blame for our bad sex life too. I’ve tried to warm back up
to you, Cora, but you deliberately revolt me.” “Please, for the love of God,” he wrung his hands,
“keep it down. The neighbors are watching! People are listening!”
“Oh yeah,” she hooted, “let’s give them a real show!”
She waved a middle finger at Wallace Schoolcraft who had begun watering his lawn. By
now, there were several elderly neighbors drawn to the commotion, ostensibly on their daily
walks.
“Cora,” cried Adam, longing to grab her throat, “that’s quite enough. Get in the house.
If you have the least shred of decency, go inside!”
It had been the wrong thing to say to Cora, much like waving a red flag in front of a bull.
“I don’t have any,” she said, pulling the cord to her robe, “not one shred!”
Adam reacted quickly to obstruct their view. Her robe parted further and further,
however, as he opened his coat. Felicity Brown, who could hear but not clearly see the quarrel,
dialed Misses Schoolcraft on the phone to report this event. Meanwhile Wallace Schoolcraft
had moved up to the street section of his lawn, as he watered, to get a better view. A couple of
octogenarians, Adam had never seen before, actually stopped in front of their house to stare at
this scene. As the reverend tried shielding his wife, she swayed to and fro, fleetingly exposing
her private parts. Scandalized by her behavior, the old man and woman shook their heads before
shuffling away. Wallace’s wife, after being alerted by Felicity, appeared suddenly to yank her
husband into the house. Felicity, herself, had brought a chair out from the house and now stood
peaking over the fence. Cora, bereft of her senses, giggled maniacally, her eyes rolling madly in
her head. The love-hate/revulsion-lust emotions playing upon him before, were absent as she
struggled inside his coat. This time, in parody of a stripper, she made humping movements
while attempting to flash open her robe. Adam, well aware of his predicament, had none of his
previous ardor as she tugged at his pants.
“Listen,” he muttered frantically, “stop this at once. Please—let’s go inside. No, leave
my belt alone!”
His concern for her modesty and his own modesty now clashed. As he tried shielding her
private parts, he also tried protecting his. She managed, as he continued holding one side of his
jacket, to overpower his free hand and undo his belt. Before he could grab his pants with both
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hands, he lost on both fronts: down came his pants and out popped her gyrating breasts, mons
veneris, and bare bottom—all momentarily exposed to a new batch of onlookers on the street.
Brakes suddenly screeched as they grappled there on the porch. Felicity Brown gasped
and called the Schoolcrafts again. A young woman out walking her poodle, held her mouth in
horror, while her dog trotted over and defecated on the Leeds’ lawn. The symbolism seemed
perfect for the occasion. By now, many of those eyewitnesses privy to this event, had called
friends and relatives to gossip on what they had seen.
After pulling his pants up over his shorts, he took off his coat and hastily wrapped it
around his wife. The effort seemed pointless now. The damage had been done. One of the
motorists who had stopped, a swarthy looking man in a pickup truck, sat there a moment by the
curb ogling the reverend’s wife, as he struggled with her inside the coat. Her robe, which had
been hanging limply on her shoulders, now fell onto the porch. During the struggle, her knee
came up, barely missing Adam’s groin. Grabbing her exposed thigh, he was able to throw her
off balance long enough to grip her shoulders, whirl her around on her wobbly legs, and aim her
away from himself toward the door. When her body slackened inside his coat, he reached down
and scooped up her robe. With her teeth and knee pointed safely away from him, he tied the
cord tightly around both garments, whispering heatedly “Someday Cora, you’re going to go too
far and lose that snarling head!”
******
Inside the house, with the door momentarily shut, Adam stood a safe distance from his
wife as she slipped back into her robe. Retrieving his coat from the floor, he pulled it on
hurriedly, as she appraised him. Reaching down to grab the handle of his briefcase, he stood
there holding the case protectively in front of his crotch. It struck him as the lowest of blows
that she had tried to kick him in the groin.
Groping inwardly for faith—the merest spark, he felt the growing presence of Satan, the
dark spirit encouraged by his mood. As he studied his wife, he wondered if fundamentalists had
been right all along? Cora was truly unhinged or in a perverse frame of mind. Either way, a
demon seemed in possession of her now. He swallowed an exorcist’s prayer swelling in his
throat “In the name of Jesus Christ,… “ “That’s nonsense,” he caught himself. “This is all
insane!”
“He-he-he-he,” she cackled, sporting a mirthless, twitching snarl.
Sunlight breaking through the curtains fell as a halo upon Cora’s dark locks, belying her
impish face. At this point, he had to remind himself that he was, in fact, a Christian and this
creature was his wife. It was up to him, her husband and spiritual adviser, to save her from
herself. Such platitudes seemed inappropriate and disingenuous, yet he found himself trying one
last time to leave on a positive note.
“Listen,” he said slowly, his gaze locked on her unblinking eyes, “I know you don’t like
me to preach, so I won’t this time. But I’ve been good to you, haven’t I? I don’t make you clean
the house or cook anymore. The house is becoming a garbage heap, but I’ve stopped
complaining. I don’t expect you to do anything now but behave yourself and stay sober.”
When her eyes broke their focus and her eyelashes dropped to half-mast, he dared touch
her shoulder, adding in desperation “Have you given up completely Cora? Can’t you at least
try? Let me help you—just one more try? Please, take the first step with me! Just meet me half
way, that’s all, and don’t shut your mind to God and our Christian faith!”
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Again, he had chosen the wrong words. Fluttering her eyelashes now, she said in mock
innocence “You mean go to church and get that old time religion?”
“No,” he sighed, dropping his hand “not at this stage. You’re not ready for that again.
You probably never will.”
“What about the hospital?” she shot back. “I sure as hell wasn’t ready for that! You
wanted to commit me, not save my soul!”
Tensing up suddenly, her eyes narrowed and nostrils flared. “Listen rev,’“ she poked him
in the chest “the only kind of religion and therapy I need, you can’t give.” “As for committing
me,” her face darkened, “you’ll have to kill me first!”
“I’ve never wanted to kill you,” he blurted unconvincingly, his voice cracking with
despair. “I want to save you. You’re my wife Cora. I can’t let you destroy your soul, your body,
and your mind!”
“Don’t worry about my soul,” she sneered. “Worry about my body! My body doesn’t
need a doctor, it needs a husband, the kind it had before He came along.”
He found it cruel that she had attacked his manhood on the porch. This attack on their
sex life was quite ludicrous since Cora had stopped long ago behaving like a wife. Clearly,
thought Adam, unless a miracle befell her, Cora was lost. She saw him as the enemy. She saw
Christ as the enemy too.
“How can you believe in a god who denied us children?” She motioned with her middle
finger at the ceiling.
“You never wanted children,” replied Adam in disbelief. “God never denied you that!”
“Oh yeah,” she sneered. “What about my parents, who died of cancer—horribly after
months and months of suffering, what kind’ve God would do that?”
“That’s ridiculous, Cora,” he looked incredulously at her. “Your father was an alcoholic
with cirrhosis of the liver. Your mother died of lung cancer after all those cigarettes she
smoked.”
“If I believed in your God, which I don’t,” she spat, “I would curse his name. He’s an
evil god, who lets millions die in wars while letting millions more die of hunger and disease.”
There was no thunder in the sky. Cora was not hit by lighting or stricken blind for her
words. And yet a terrible foreknowledge grew in him that her days were numbered. A sudden
breeze warmed him as he savored this thought. He wanted to believe it was the Lord and not
Satan blowing his way, but he could no longer be sure.
Through closed eyes, as he prayed, he sought the source of the breeze. Though God
remained silent, he clung to the hope that it was Him, not Satan, knocking at his soul. As he
tried blocking out her awful words, however, the warm current turned cold when she said: “I
read something about those disciples of His; you know those guys who hung around the Prince
of Peace. This ex-priest, I read about, thinks they were gay. That’s why they hung around him
because he was really a queen!”
Wincing at her words, Adam likewise shuddered at the breeze. The Lord, he reminded
himself, would blow warm constantly, not warm, then tepid, then cold. Something evil was
blowing his way. Even now, because of his liberal theology, the notion was difficult for him to
accept, but it was true: Satan was in control of his wife. Standing in front of Cora for the last
time, he wondered how he had tolerated her for so long. He had done his best for her. He had
given her all the love and understanding a husband was expected to give. He must no longer
think as a caring spouse or one-time lover but as a man of God, threatened by an evil presence in
his life.
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“Behold, I stand at the door and knock.” Adam recalled Christ’s haunting words from
the Book of Revelation. “If any man hear my voice, and open the door, I will come in to him,
and will sup with him, and he with me.”
“You’re mine,” came Satan’s icy whisper. “You just don’t know it yet!”
******
With Revelation 3:20 in mind, he straightened his shoulders as if to get a firm grip on the
cross he bore, mumbled another half-hearted prayer, and heard the door slam behind him as he
exited from the house and trotted toward his car. Whistling a hymn as he backed the car out of
the driveway, he could concentrate on the meeting tonight with the elders with a clear
conscience. Although apprehension followed him now, for a few precious hours tonight he
would be a minister again, liberated and free, without a troublesome, unpredictable wife.
While he made his getaway, his wife wasted no time either. Only moments after he had
left the house, she had showered, put on a flimsy nightgown, and prepared herself for
lovemaking this evening. After applying makeup, brushing her hair, and dabbing perfume onto
her bosom and neck, she paused a moment to glance in the bathroom mirror. Pausing also a
moment over the telephone in the master bedroom, she checked a number scrawled on a
matchbook. While she was at it, she tore out a match, lit a cigarette and began hastily dialing the
phone.
As the phone began ringing, there was a faint rap at the front door, which grew in
intensity as the stranger waited on her porch. For the time being, however, Cora ignored the
outside disturbance and devoted her full attention to the stranger inside the phone.
“Okay, honey, you can come over tonight,” she said breathlessly, “he’s gone!”
The rapping soon became knocking as she listened to the phone. Finally, making out the
response at the other end, she uttered desperately, “What do you mean you can’t make it?
Everything’s set, just like last week!”
The knocking became intolerable and Cora could barely make out the last reply.
Slamming the receiver down finally, she stomped into the living room to answer the door. By
now the doorbell was ringing, the door was being hammered, and a man was yelling on the porch
—all, it appeared, at the same time.
As she swung open the door, she was ready to tongue lash the intruder until she saw who
it was. At that point, a perverse delight illuminated her face, for there standing in the doorway
was the very man her husband had tried to shield her body from on the porch. It was evident to
her that he had taken the gesture seriously. He had obviously driven around until her husband
had left, and here he was in the flesh. The situation caused her to laugh giddily to herself. The
man’s timing was perfect. When he introduced himself and extended an open bottle of scotch,
she was sure that she had hit rock bottom. And this amused her most of all. Yanking him inside
the living room, she took a long abandoned swig from the bottle and quickly led him down the
hall.
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Chapter Nine
The Devil’s Detour

Far down the road, the Reverend Adam Leeds felt temporarily freed. He was, for those
brief moments, unhampered by and uninvolved with an uncouth and uncivilized wife. There
were no shadows at the corner of his eyes or suspicious sounds barely perceptible to his ears.
There was only the predictable and sane flow of vehicles and people moving around him in the
outside world. There was just himself and the open road ahead: a timeless corridor of humanity
with no apparent beginning and end. Since all roads led in and out of the city, he could, with an
inexhaustible gas supply drive around forever, never stopping in one place for long. Lightheadedly, he considered this option. He dreaded returning home and confronting his wife.
Despite the chance his meeting gave him to get away, he dreaded it too. He was tired of dealing
with elders and pleasing members of his church. He was weary of the inner conflict caused by
these factors, not yet suspecting the prime cause. Thanks to Satan’s success with Cora, a
porthole of opportunity had been opened. As a result of the conflict, he was spiritually
exhausted and vulnerable. He wanted out. He wanted freedom. There would be no cares,
responsibilities or destination to reach, if he just kept driving.
The road behind, a symbol of his burden, fell away like ballast from his soul. He could,
if nothing else, escape his past. If only he could escape the future, without detouring completely
from God. God, he knew, was watching him, expecting more from him than his present
performance. Adam hoped, in spite of his troubles, to return to what he once was: a dedicated
minister working for the Lord, instead of someone just going through the motions, trying to
maintain his sanity with a reprobate wife, while holding onto a checkered career.
******
Unfortunately, Adam’s euphoria was short-lived as he drove across town. As he entered
a freeway on ramp now, it seemed as if every rusty part and clogged valve in his automobile
engine suddenly became terminal. His vehicle emitted an ominous gasp, and there was an abrupt
deceleration in his engine’s speed. And yet, in spite these obvious symptoms, he ignored his
dying motor completely. He was too caught up in lofty meditation to hear it sputter or feel it
jerk. After it rumbled into silence, he merely gave it some gas and turned his ignition key.
When this did not work, he prayed. As he prayed, the precious lifeline beneath his foot remained
silent and his ignition groaned on impotently, growing fainter as the battery waned.
His first thought was to pull out his cell phone and call for help. He couldn’t imagine a
worst place to be stalled. To his horror, however, he found that his cell phone was dead. He had
forgotten to charge up its battery. After hammering it ineffectively on the dashboard and trying
to miraculously bring life back his phone, the telltale darkness persisted. It was, like his
marriage and career, dead. Darkest gloom gripped him.
Adam now slid out of his automobile and looked back at the traffic jam he had caused. A
long line of vehicles stretched from the on-ramp onto the boulevard in town. Taking advantage
of the on-ramp’s downhill gradient, he angled his steering wheel to the right and, after shoving
his automobile forward vigorously, rolled it off the ramp. Not one of the motorists behind him
offered assistance as he struggled with his car. No sooner was he out of the way, than they
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began moving, one-by-one, into traffic, without a second glance. He snarled with contempt at
them as they passed. He remembered helping an old man push his car to the side of the road.
Once he had even helped a young woman change her tire. But not one Good Samaritan had
stepped forward to help him this hour. After trying one more time to start his engine, he climbed
out of his car and looked dejectedly up the ramp. He stranded, with no phone. Where was God
now? He wondered as he began his trek. Conspicuously absent was the recurrent breeze that had
buoyed his spirit.
“Lord,” he uttered a wounded cry, “is this a test?”
Somewhere soon, before darkness fell, he must find a phone. In the twenty-first century,
this wasn’t easy to do. Public phones were becoming relics of the past. When he reached the top
of the slope, he shielded his eyes against the evening sun. He could see below him a most
unsavory part of town that bordered skid row. All right Lord, he thought, wiping his brow,
where’s the phone? He could only stand there feeling his heart beat sickly in his chest as he
pondered his next move. His cell phone was dead. His automobile was dead. Now his faith in
human nature seemed dead too.
******
Because he had left home on such a negative note, Adam expected the worst from his
wife. Slowly, as poison oozing out, a murky premonition of her began to develop in his mind.
As he exited the on-ramp, he paused in bewilderment at a traffic light, uttering a feeble prayer
that sounded very much like swearing under his breath. When the light changed, he crossed the
busy intersection and began looking for the nearest phone. The last time he had used a public
pay phone, he was in high school. The old booths were practically antiques. Everyone, rich and
poor, had a cell phone. Unlike himself, though, most people kept them charged up and ready.
This last catastrophe seemed to sum up his life. Here he was on the stream of life without a
compass or paddle. Blind fate or dark design carried him now.
If he failed to find a public phone, he was in serious trouble. He could see a patchwork
of garish storefronts and faded marquees. Evening shadows deepened quickly in this part of
town. The more he moved down the sidewalk, the drearier became the setting. Darkened
buildings loomed over him each side, the dim light of a pawnshop, liquor store, and adult
bookstore offering small comfort as he passed. Finally, after reaching a no man’s zone of
boarded up, empty building in a depressed corner of town, he spotted an ancient telephone both.
Though he remembered seeing them in operation in old movies, he had never used such a
facility, himself. This one at least had push buttons on its box in place of the old dialing system,
but the booth was dilapidated, leaning slightly, its sign burned out, and inside light flickering
eerily, which gave the booth an ominous look. When, he opened its door, its hinges gave off an
inner sanctum squeak and groan. The once shiny plate of the phone was corroded with age, and
a grimy telephone directory, miraculously still attached, hung forlornly by its chain. With
qualified relief, he was certain, after listening to the receiver, that it was serviceable. After
searching his pocket for change, he was relieved to find a few quarters, nickels, and dimes from
previous shopping. His hand trembled as he inserted the coins into the slot. After dialing his
number, the phone rang several times before the answering machine broke in: “You’ve reached
the Leeds’ Household. We’re unable to answer phone at this time…” After this disheartening
discovery, he called Dwight Higgins, almost in rote now, leaving a message on his answering
machine that he would be late and that they might have to reschedule the meeting at a later date.
Pulling his Triple A card out, he called for emergency roadside service, the dispatch reassuring
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him that it shouldn’t take long for the tow truck to reach his car. As an afterthought, he called
his wife again. Once more the answering picked up the call, leaving him even more troubled
than before.
“Why didn’t she answer the phone? “ He asked, looking up at the sky. “What’s she up to
now?”
These unanswered questions ripped open a wound in his memory. Although he tried to
shut out the conclusion, the telephone call, innuendos, loose ends, and ominous spots began
stabbing at his mind. He was now left with the unshakable conviction that his wife was whoring
while he was gone….Visions of Cora making love to strangers were now released as poison into
his brain. There was little room for God in his thoughts now. He had given up the notion of
being on time for his meeting, so it made no difference any longer that the tow truck took an
hour to pick him up and then reach his broken down car. As he sat next to a grimy looking
mechanic, what still remained from the point earlier when his spiritual bliss had shattered were
only dull, fading fragments as the slow moving truck hauling his automobile lumbered back to
the mechanic’s garage.
******
When they arrived at Henny Lumpkin’s Garage, the same grimy mechanic who had
driven the tow truck, who turned out to be Henny Lumpkin, himself, surveyed Adam’s
automobile. Bending down into the abyss housing the dead engine, he grinned with secret
enjoyment as his eyes traced the dark outline of a radiator honeycombed with grime tossed
sloppily out by a dying machine. From here his dark, furtive little eyes studied numerous grimecaked wires and hoses, a ragged fan belt, battery cables white with corrosion, and other
wondrous uglies that seemed to stir his imagination. When he looked up to Adam, he shook his
head in disbelief and stood there laughing softly to himself. There was not a trace of compassion
on his greasy face for the distraught young man. The glow in his cold black eyes appeared to
grow as he studied him.
Shutting the hood was like closing a coffin. As gently and ceremoniously he let it down
and stood with his head bowed in mock reverence. Suddenly, after a moment of silence, Henny
threw the hood back up and began giggling and pointing to various points of interest.
“Looky there,” he cried, “and looky there! Jesus Christ mister, this is the worst V6 I’ve
ever seen!”
Adam began feeling nauseated with the events of the day, his unanswered phone, and the
ugly culmination before him. Henny, with mock indignation, chided him for not taking better
care of his engine. The conviction that in some way this man could have saved his automobile
evaporated in the other man’s callous amusement. For a while Henny flicked and dabbed a dirty
rag at the motor as a mortician would when tidying up the deceased. While the mechanic played
his strange little game, Adam remembered, despite the official pronouncement of death and
ensuing postmortem, the car, as it was years ago when two beaming newly-weds first brought it
home. As it rotted, he thought bitterly, so rotted his faithless wife.
Just as the once lustrous automobile had become scratched and rusted over the years, so
had his wife been corroded from abuse. For Cora, in place of rust and scratches, there were bags
under her eyes, splotches on her skin, and even varicose veins developing on her legs. A
permanent hacking cough, so reminiscent of the choking engine, belied damage to her lungs (a
fiction Adam had grown to believe). Her dizzy spills and periods of alcoholic unconsciousness
reminded him of his automobiles unreliability on the road. Yet Cora showed her greatest decay
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in her actions toward him, and it was here that the analogy between his automobile and his wife
was the greatest, for, just as Cora, his automobile had let him down at the worst possible time.
The grubby ghoul hovering under the hood of his car was a perfect ending to such an
imperfect day…. What further misfortune or calamity waited for him tonight?
“All right,” Adam demanded irritably, “stop playing games with me! Can you or can’t
you fix my engine?”
Henny stopped chortling to himself and poking around. Slamming the hood shut this
time, his devilish little eyes narrowed to slits, and he began talking very strangely to Adam.
“You expect miracles?” He asked, looking obliquely at the young man, his little eyes
rolling up to the darkening sky.
“No,” Adam said, frowning dubiously at the mechanic. “What kind’ve question is that?”
Watching the sun flash in what would later be reported on the evening news as a solar
flare, Adam felt shaken by the man’s question. The truth was, of course, he did, in fact, want a
miracle. Without looking back at the mechanic, he wondered if the sun, itself, had given him a
sign. A mixture of fear and hope joined the emotions of irritation and disgust he felt for this
man. He wanted to share this troubling vision with someone, even with Henny Lumpkin.
“Did you see that?” His voice trembled slightly. “Over there,” he pointed to the horizon,
“in the west. I’ve never seen it do that before. It’s as if the sun winked. There must have been a
great explosion on its surface!”
“I see a hot, unfriendly sun,” Henny answered mysteriously, shielding his eyes against
the glare. “…. I prefer nightfall, myself. Night has always been my favorite time. It’s cool and
peaceful and when I do my best work. You’re night will begin soon Adam Leeds. You’re
stranded here without me, aren’t you? There’s no place for you to go.”
Realizing he had barely an hour of daylight left, Adam’s dread grew. “…. I must call my
wife again,” he said softly.
“What about the car?” The mechanic tapped the hood. “Want me to junk it for you?”
“Junk it?” Adam, wrapped up in mental imagery, did a double take. “What do you mean
junk it? Can’t you salvage something in my car?”
“Salvage what,” the mechanic asked slyly, “it’s soul? You can’t raise the dead, my
friend. She isn’t worth saving.”
“She?” Adam looked at Henny in disbelief. “What do you mean she? Are you talking
about my car? What are you driving at Mister Lumpkin?”
“Driving, ho-ho, a pun,” the man snickered. “No, no, you won’t be driving this piece of
shit anymore!”
In spite of the gravity of the man’s words, it was the man, himself, whom Adam found
most disconcerting. Torn between the mental imprint of the solar flash and the mechanic, he
studied the horizon again as the man droned on about his car. Sinking slowly in the west, the sun
had returned to its naturally radiating form. Somewhere between the mechanic and the peculiar
sunset there was a harmony or disharmony. He wasn’t certain which.
“…. Cars are extensions of people,” he heard him saying. “They take on the personality
of their owners.”
Adam could barely hear this preposterous statement as he grappled with the unknown. A
sign, he believed, had been given to him, and he sensed that it was no accident Henny Lumpkin
had been the one to pick up his disabled car. Adam would never know that what he saw was a
natural phenomenon, which would be reported later on the news. As he shook his head in
wonder, it seemed as if he was disagreeing with what Henny had just said. On the rough, grimy
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surface, the mechanic seemed slightly indignant, but the crafty gleam in his eyes was hard to
read. Adam wondered if he was simply toying with him as a sadist might do. He appeared to be
watching his every action and listening for every sound he made. Seen in a different light,
though, his apparent sadism seemed to mask another, even more sinister purpose. Yes, Adam
told himself, he’s studying me…. I’m his captive audience!…. But why? What does this
degenerate man want?
He felt cornered where he was. There seemed to be nowhere to escape in this out-of-theway cul de sac, except through Henny Lumpkin’s Garage…. Where would he go even if he
escaped?… Did he really want to abandon his car to this man?… How would he get home?
…. Did he even want to go home? These questions remained unanswered as he pondered his
next move.
In a toneless voice, revealing deep thought, he uttered “All right, tell me about my car….
What personality does it have?”
“I told you, but you weren’t listening. It’s not an it;” the mechanic answered, his awful
presence moving into view “it’s a she…. Judging by the mauve seat covers and powder blue
paint job, this was your wife’s car. Am I correct?”
“No, Mister Lumpkin, you’re not correct,” Adam replied, looking back into darkness.
“She only picked it out for me; I do all the driving.”
“All right, she didn’t drive it, but she picked it out. It has her personality. Don’t you
see?” Henny insisted slyly. “It has her personality, not yours.”
As sarcastically as he could, Adam replied, “I think you’ve got cars mixed up with dogs.
It’s dogs who look like their owners, not cars.”
“Young man, it’s not what I think,” Henny clarified. “It’s what you think. You equate
this car’s demise with your wife. Am I correct?”
As Adam thought about his words, he wanted to tell Henny how ridiculous his analogy
was, and yet he had the terrible feeling this time that Henny had read his mind. He had, in fact,
mentally compared his wife with the car, and had earlier dreamed of murdering her. The
mechanic remained silent now. Waiting for some sort of response and staring, with unblinking
dark coals, at him, his presence was becoming unbearable for the younger man.
“What’s your point? Why’re you playing games with me? Adam asked, clenching and
unclenching his fists.
The other man, who towered several inches over him, was not impressed with his anger.
Again, as he opened up the hood and looked down at the engine, he spoke succinctly, completely
captivating Adam as both tutor and discomforter.
“Why don’t you simply get rid of her?” he asked softly.
Kill her? The question again flashed in Adam’s mind. Although the mechanic’s
eyebrows had raised, his own lips had not moved, leaving him with the feeling that the man had,
in deed, read his mind.
“You can’t divorce her; it would ruin your career,” the mechanic remarked, removing the
oil filter and tossing it aside. “It seems, because of your faith, you can’t even run away from her.
That might ruin you!”
“I still love my wife,” Adam whispered.
“And hate her,” the man jerked a handful of cables loose. “It’s the proverbial love/hate
relationship. But it’s also much worse, because your wife has made you pity her and worry
constantly about her soul…. Tell me, do you love pain?”
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“No,” Adam murmured, wanting to flee but finding his legs numb and mind reeling from
the truth of his words. Who was this creature—this spawn of Satan, who was trying to destroy
the last shreds of hope and sanity he had left?
“Be honest,” the mechanic insisted, throwing the cables to the ground. “You’ve thought
about it several times. She’s a drag and an emotional burden on you and, by her activities, a
threat to your profession and faith. But you just can’t give up on her. She’s your cross!”
Adam agreed in his heart, though his face displayed great loathing for this man. The
mechanic smiled knowingly. It was as if he knew the young man’s innermost thoughts.
Popping off battery caps and tugging on a grease-caked hose that caught his fancy, the
mechanic again declared, “You must get rid of her!” “…. Why right now,” he added as he
disengaged the air filter and tossed it aside, “she’s probably partying with one of your neighbors
or some stranger dragged off the street.”
“Shut up! Shut up! God damn you, shut up!” Adam cried.
“What is this—blasphemy?” The mechanic peeked mockingly up to the heavens. “Are
you calling your God to damn me? If you think you’ve blasphemed God, you’re a fool, Adam.
God is dead. This is the New Age, in which reason rules.”
It was an old refrain favored by atheists, existentialists, and New Age philosophers.
Coming from the greasy mechanic, however, it sounded ludicrous. One of Adam’s elders had
accused him of using New Age philosophy in the church. Inexplicably, the mechanic had
attached atheism to this philosophy in an apparent effort to undermine Adam’s faith, which was a
blend of philosophy, liberal Protestantism, and, lately, Norman Vincent Peale’s positive thinking.
Adam decided that it was time to break free of Henny Lumpkin’s spell. Not knowing how to
respond to Lumpkin’s statement, he launched an angry complaint about the service at his garage.
“You’re a poor excuse for a mechanic,” he erupted in rage. “You didn’t even try to fix
my car. I’ll not pay you a red cent for what you put me through. I should call the police after
what you did to my car!”
“You don’t owe me anything for my services,” Henny replied calmly. “My services are
free.”
Backing away slowly, Adam began his exit from the garage.
“What services?” he looked incredulously at the mechanic. “You’re not talking about my
car, are you? You’re talking about my wife! Why’re you so interested in her?”
“…. I’m not interested in your wife, “ replied Henny, after a long pause, “I’m interested
in you!”
“Me?” Adam’s head swam with the implications. “…. Why would you be interested in
me? What sort of sick game are you playing Henny? Why is it that when I used my Triple A
card, they sent you? You couldn’t be a reputable mechanic! You’re not even a reputable human
being!”
Satisfied that he made his point, Henny tucked his dirty rag into his overalls and
relinquished his hold upon Adam as he retreated into the evening shadows. In the foreground the
dark hulk of his car was almost lost in this unlit portion of the garage.
“You’ve been living your life in a dream,” he called back from the darkness. “It’s time
now to wake up and face reality: your wife, your failing career, and the only option you have
left.”
“Option? What option. My career isn’t failing! My wife’s just sick. She’s an alcoholic.
I’m going to get her cured. I won’t give up on her. There’s still hope for us. Who in-the-hell do
you think are you?” Adam was now shouting at the top of his lungs.
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Before the mechanic could reply this time, however, he found himself running into the
hollows of the city, his aim to call his wife and somehow dispel his awful conviction but his
immediate desire to escape the conclusion now unfolding in his mind.
******
Despite his concern for his wife, Adam knew that a far more important issue was at stake.
He wanted to believe that it was his concern for his sanity and not fear for his immortal soul that
had caused him to flee Henny Lumpkin’s Garage. Pushing the thought from his mind, he
focused upon a more immediate problem in his life: Cora, his wayward wife. At this point, as he
detoured yet further away from God, he remained in denial. He couldn’t bring himself to accept
the appearance of Henny Lumpkin as anything more than an ugly coincidence. Although he had
been excited about the strange and timely things happening to him throughout the past several
days, he wanted to believe in a rational God. Until this week, he had never experienced
supernatural phenomena or questioned his logical, freethinking faith. Because he was a liberal
Christian, he couldn’t believe in predestination, natural sin or any of the other doctrines of
Christianity that would have prepared him for what lie ahead or what was befalling him now.
Mankind had free choice in his thinking and was too blame for its destiny and sins. God, though
offering salvation or damnation, didn’t intervene regularly in human lives. There was therefore
no room for miraculous events or the fulfillment of New and Old Testament prophecy in his
mind. If his wife was damned, she had no one to blame but herself. She couldn’t blame God or
the medieval devil pandered by the Roman Catholic Church and so many Protestant faiths….
This is what he told himself as he made his way into the unknown.
******
Adam, who had never felt the Lord’s Spirit or heard His knock, was spiritually unarmed
as he set out on foot through town. After walking through an unsavory district in Los Angeles to
find another telephone booth, one loomed suddenly out of the darkness as he crossed the street.
This one stood between an old boarded-up corner liquor store and abandoned used car lot,
dilapidated, leaning slightly, but still empty, waiting, it seemed, just for him.
With mounting anxiety, he began trotting toward the booth, expecting to be its next
occupant. Half-heartedly thanking God for his good fortune, he was not so sure he wanted to
make his call now that he was so close. He should really be calling a taxi or be looking for a bus,
should he not? Why not let sleeping dogs lie? He asked himself as he came closer and closer to
the ominous booth.
As he came within a short distance of his destination, a monstrous dark shadow staggered
out from behind the building. At first, fearful that it was the mechanic coming back with more
taunts, he froze in his tracks. But, as the figure approached, a different specter—one that would
prove to be more terrible than the first—emerged in the dim light. A woman, who was a tower
of undulating fat, promptly occupied the empty booth. He watched unhappily now as she opened
her purse inside the booth, downed a mouthful of something from a paper sack, and peeped
around with two tiny black eyes. It appeared to him as if the stall had suddenly become just a
way station for the thirsty lady, a place to bide her time until staggering off somewhere to sleep it
off.
A heavy wave of depression settled upon him, as his suspicions remained unresolved.
After several moments, the lady was still biding her time, and it was apparent that this was, at
least temporarily, that somewhere she had staggered off to. She appeared to be falling asleep in a
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standing position, her blubbery face pressing comically against the dirty glass as her tiny eyelids
closed. Adam was not amused. After several moments, in which her eyes opened as she took a
snort and then closed as she clutched the sack to herself, the woman was still biding her time.
The question in his exhausted mind was ‘how long?’ Was this booth the creature’s nest?
Perhaps there wasn’t even a phone in the dilapidated booth or, if one existed, it might not even
work, which would make his wait fruitless, perhaps even dangerous considering the monstrous
occupant inside.
While he stood stewing in the silence, suspecting the worst about his wife, the woman
stirred, opened her pig-like eyes but remained inside the booth, chewing her gum lazily, staring
out at him vacantly, without a care in the world. Adam now rapped on the glass to get her
attention. Like a great obese, ice age sloth she slowly turned toward the source of the noise.
After watching her gaze stupidly out a moment longer, he lost his patience entirely and beat on
the door.
At this point, she reacted to his commotion and began emerging from the booth.
Squeezing out of the overstuffed enclosure, rocking its aluminum frame to and fro, she came at
him, arms outstretched and mouth agape. He wondered fearfully if his agitation and facial
expressions had given her the notion that he was interested, and perhaps the dimwitted woman
thought he had a proposition in mind. A hideous smile spread across her painted face exposing
rotting teeth. Though he managed to dodge her embrace and reach for the door, the lady grabbed
his coattails, stopping him in his tracks.
“Please, you don’t understand,” he explained frantically, “I want to call my wife.”
“Why honey? I’m available,” she replied, almost tearing his coat. “You can have me,
and it won’t cost you a teensy-weensy dime!”
“I’m warning you lady,” his voice shrilled, “I’ll call the police!”
As she playfully grabbed the seat of his pants and cackled madly under her breath, Adam
panicked, screaming at the top of his lungs “Help police! Help police!” After pinching his
buttocks and giving him a playful swat, she let go of him, allowing him to finally take possession
of the booth.
By now he was in the throes of hysteria. Feeling momentarily safe inside, he shut his
eyes and prayed for deliverance as the creature hovered outside. For the moment, his main
concern was his personal safety. His wife’s behavior and the unanswered phone ranked second
in his list of priorities now. If it was possible, he decided, he would call himself a cab. As soon
as he spotted a bus he would, regardless of its destination, flag it down. When he finally opened
his eyes, however, the woman was turning slowly and blinking off into the horizon as would any
dim-witted brute who was tired, hungry, and looking for a place to bed down for the night. As
he aimed a trembling hand at the coin slot, she was still moving slothfully away and he was still
praying. Finally, as the change began tinkling through its rusty circuits, the woman had
disappeared completely into the shadows and his phone had begun to ring. When the answering
machine picked up, he shouted “Cora answer the goddamn phone!” After several more tries, in
which he grew increasingly hostile, the phone rang several times and his wife’s voice blurted
finally into his ear.
“Wha-what do-o you wa-ant?” She asked irritably, suspiciously out of breath.
“Cora, where have you been?” Adam blasted back, the overwhelming thought of her
betrayal reeling in his mind.
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All the air seemed to rush out of his lungs, and he gasped with shock as he steadied
himself inside the booth. She didn’t answer his question, but it was evident that she had
company. In the background a man was yelling “Come on, I don’t have all night!”
Upon this thundering revelation, a buzzing filled his ears as Cora hung up and continued
her slimy business of pleasure. Adam dropped the phone, staggered out of the booth, and found
himself bending over and purging himself on the pavement below. He wanted also to vomit out
his sorrow and begin his life anew but all he could manage was the evening’s dinner. A
sensation of wretchedness had been implanted in him when his ministry first began conflicting
with his marriage. It was always quelled each time by a promise, seen in the Scriptures or in the
faces of his congregation, that things would get better. In childhood, thanks to his Scripturequoting mother, he was held together by such promises. After his father died, he was coaxed out
of sloth and caprice by the promise of retribution if he sinned. God, as the Father then, became
law in his house. But when his mother died, he turned to the Son and the promise of salvation.
In the seminary the relentless effort of the scholarly Adam was also counterbalanced by the
promise of the Spirit. He could remember long ago feeling what had seemed to be the Holy
Ghost or at least a great inspiration to do God’s will. But this member of the Holy Trinity, in
spite of God’s presence, was to be challenged by Cora, his wayward wife. It had grown faint,
almost imperceptible after she entered his life, so Adam turned from the Holy Trinity to
humanism and philosophy to bolster his resolve. For reasons he would never fathom, Cora had
decided a few years into their marriage to become an opposing force in his life, distracting him at
every turn, threatening his career, and finally corrupting his faith.
After shattering their marriage and threatening the last shreds of his faith, she was
destroying his sanity too. It was all so nightmarishly clear to him now. The worst sickness
possessed Cora’s mind, controlled her body and had eaten away in secrecy at what was left of
their marriage. All the while he had tried to ignore the symptoms, looking beyond the telltale
signs and pathetic lies. And, despite her lying, drinking, and continual hardship upon his
ministry, he still believed he could save her. Somewhere along the way, though, he should have
thought about saving himself. Now it was too late. The evening and its demons had moved him
to know this ugly business of living, leaving him at the end of a series of crashing events with no
more faith and no more hope to draw upon when he needed it most.
At the center of the madness, the filthy core, lie Cora: Cora, the deceiver…. Cora, the
liar…. Cora, the destroyer, adulteress, and fornicator.
As he left the phone dangling in the booth and lurched into the night, the lonely drone of
the receiver followed him a ways. He thought then of her shortness of breath, the man’s voice in
the background, and the phone suddenly hanging up, signaling the end of this chapter in his life.
The pattern he had blamed on spiritual malaise had finally led to a cesspool of physical lust,
beyond Christian charity or forgiveness. He thought instead about the mechanic’s solution to his
problem, the taint of horror still hanging in the man’s innuendo but sounding so logical in his
present state of mind…. Death!
Carrying this notion with him now, Adam walked aimlessly up the street awhile,
fleetingly searching the dark silhouettes of buildings for more disaster to befall him, and, at the
same time, wondering how it could be done.
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Chapter Ten
The Temptress

In the dark recesses of the city the denizens of darkness included skid row winos, downand-out prostitutes, and drug addicts, who were especially prevalent at night. So far, the early
evening shadows had not engulfed the city. For a moment Adam was distracted by a tall, gaunt
and shaggily bearded man in a threadbare suit, clutching a tattered bible as he strolled up the
street. The stranger, who reminded him of some of the street evangelists seen around Pershing
Square, waved a bony hand at him and called out in a voice hoarse from preaching “This is no
place for you sir. Call a cab. Go home!” When Adam didn’t respond, he cried out in disbelief
“Are you ill sir; do you need assistance? If I were you I’d hail the first passing bus. There’s a
bus stop down the road. Hop on it and head home before you get yourself mugged!”
“Thank you for your concern,” Adam murmured, almost to himself.
The man saw that he was acting strangely. There was genuine compassion in his face.
Instead of preaching to him as he had probably been doing all day, the stranger was concerned
that he might be ill. After crossing the street a ways, however, he looked passed Adam at
something in the shadows, made the sign of the cross, and retreated back to the curb.
Emerging into the sunlight was a sight unfamiliar to the preacher’s eyes. Big Molly, a
monstrous parody of a streetwalker, was afoot. Inspired by this portent, the preacher called out
as walked down the sidewalk
“And I stood upon the sand of the sea, and saw a beast rise up out of the sea, having
seven heads and ten horns, and upon his horns ten crowns, and upon his heads the name of
blasphemy…”
What a strange thing to utter in this hopeless place, were Adam’s thoughts as he watched
the man disappear into the hollows of the city. The beast mentioned in the passage, he recalled,
was the Antichrist. “And why not?” He asked himself light-headedly. It seemed to Adam, as he
remained disoriented by his grief, that this corner of Los Angeles was already damned.
Out of the shadows, Big Molly, the woman who had terrorized him earlier, now waved a
greeting to him as their eyes met. Somehow, she no longer repulsed him quite so much, and the
prospects of being near her seemed better than wandering the city alone.
“Hey fellah, you look awful!” she shouted in her deep, frothy voice.
Earlier he had genuinely thought the same of her. Now, as if in a mental fog, he shuffled
toward her monstrous hulk, wondering if this dreadful woman might somehow help. He didn’t
even mind very much her foul wine-stinking breath. His blazing, gray eyes searched for
sympathy in her abysmal expression, finding only a grotesque face and small, twinkling black
eyes.
“My name’s Adam Leeds,” he announced flatly, avoiding her gaze.
“My name’s Molly. Big Molly, I’m called,” she replied, extending her hand.
“Glad to meet you,” he said, reaching out with hesitation.
Her hand was like warm, uncooked fowl, the bones beneath lost in the loathsome fat.
Among the features of this woman, however, the eyes seemed most inappropriate. They
reflected cold, external bits of light, as the glow shining on ice or marble instead of that radiating
from internal body heat. They reminded him of the mechanic’s insensitive eyes. The way she
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studied him, in fact, was so reminiscent of his experience with Henny Lumpkin that the shadowy
premonition following him from the gas station began creeping back into his mind.
Suddenly, as if to accentuate his fears, the street evangelist’s voice rang out in the
distance: “And I beheld another beast coming up out of the earth; and he had two horns like a
lamb, and he spake as a dragon…”
This time the passage was alluding to the False Prophet foretold by the revelator John.
For a moment, Adam stood there wondering if these apocalyptic messages were meant for him.
He had always believed in a historical interpretation of Saint John’s work, but the timing for the
two passages quoted by the evangelist was too perfect. Was not Big Molly a beast? He knew, of
course, that the second beast mentioned by the preacher was the False Prophet.
How very strange. How very strange indeed, he thought as Molly began coaxing him in
an ill-suited, falsetto voice: “Come on, let Big Mary help. You poor baby. I’ll fix you some
tea.”
“Tea?” He murmured faintly. “… I never drink tea.”
“You’ll like this tea,” she cooed, winking one of her dead-fish eyes.
Torn between an old dream and her simple persuasion, he let her decide for him, being
pulled gently into the shadows and swallowed up in a building nearby. As the entry door was
opened by Big Molly and slowly shut behind them, he could hear the evangelist shouting another
apocalyptic warning in the background, the man’s voice fading as he followed her into the hotel.
“And he exerciseth all the power of the first beast before him, and causeth the earth and
them which dwell therein to worship the first beast, whose deadly wound was healed…”
******
The street evangelist’s message would haunt him in the days to come. As his voice faded
in the distance, the hulking form led him up a rickety flight of stairs, down a long, garbage
strewn corridor, and into a small and dimly lit apartment, in which an eclectic collection of worn
furniture, an antique television, and walls cluttered with garish artwork and photos greeted him
on all sides.
Finally, when he came upon a torn and well-stained easy chair, he found himself halting
within the smelly room, settling into to the cushion below, his arms falling heavily onto the arm
rests and head falling back onto a dirty throw pillow she had placed behind his neck. He sensed
that she was nearby, but he had closed his eyes in disbelief of what he was doing and where he
wound up. Soon tea was brought to Adam in a small China cup and laid on a small circular table
beside the chair. Big Mary stood in the background as he lifted up the cup, sniffed the harmless
looking beverage and began sipping the tea.
After hearing footsteps and wondering if she was retreating from the room, it grew
progressively dark around him as if night was descending before sleep. His eyelids became too
heavy to hold up, though he fought with determination to stay awake. An indeterminate period
of time passed, forever lost to his conscious mind. It was the sensation similar to what a patient
has when awakening from an operation. Though an hour or two may have passed, the blackout
seemed instantaneous, as if he had just closed then opened his eyes. Then, with his eyes wide
open, in total darkness, the light began to brighten, and he realized he had company again in the
room. Close by, breathing heavily, the incarnation of evil waited. He could feel its presence
behind him, until suddenly, moving out as a phantom in the dimly lit room, its shadow began
taking form.
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Convinced, at that point, that he was drugged, he wondered groggily if the woman was
just playing a sick game with him. Perhaps, if he were lucky, she would only trifle with him
before turning him back onto the street and would not do something unspeakable to him in his
state. He was so weak he could barely move, and yet he pictured himself rising up and fleeing
from the room.
“I can’t be here! I can’t be here!” He whispered frantically. “I must escape before it’s
too late!”
Except for the movement of his eyelids, however, he remained inert in his chair. The
formless shadow skirted the room a few moments as he mumbled fearfully to himself. One
second it looked very much like a witch riding a broom and the next it appeared as the silhouette
of a chimney sweep holding his sweeper in one hand. A menagerie of animate and inanimate
shadows were shown on the wall for his benefit but none so frightening as the earlier specter of a
great obese lady with outstretched arms.
“Molly, what do you want with me?” he asked fearfully. “Why are you trying to scare
me? I thought you were my friend.”
“Calm yourself,” a soft, feminine voice, which sounded nothing like Molly’s, whispered
close by.
“You put something in my tea!” He tried to shout, finding his voice trailing weakly out of
his throat.
“You drank freely,” the shadow replied, lithely moving as a shapeless cloud passed his
face.
Feeling the same cold draft he had experienced in his study, Adam cried in a strangle
whisper “Oh dear God, stay away from me! I don’t want to play your sick game!”
“I gave you something to calm your nerves,” it explained gently, “something to prepare
you and ease the shock.”
“What do you mean? Who are you? What do you want?” he asked, closing his eyes
tightly and covering his face.
The specter, whose sensuous voice contrasted its amorphous silhouette, spoke once more
only inches from his shielded face: “I’m not going away Adam. Thanks to your wife, I’ve been
with you for several years. She was my window to your life, because she was the key to your
heart and mind. But she has served her purpose. Now she’s becoming a burden—a millstone
around your neck. I don’t want her to destroy you Adam. She’s causing you to doubt yourself
and lose focus upon your goals. You were once a firebrand. It was your own special brand of
New Age Christianity that drew me to you. I’ve never seen a more dramatic contrast in a
married couple: the career oriented and single minded minister and the self-centered and selfdestructive wife, clashing at every turn. You’ve belonged to the new age of faith and reason and
wanted to become its spokesman and leader…. And now you shall do just that through me, your
new mistress and spiritual adviser. Adam, let me help you with your goals and dreams. With me
you can’t fail!”
He couldn’t rise, for his body was still heavy from the drug, and his thoughts were
struggling through a thick mental fog. With a childish hope that this was all a nightmare and a
desire to will himself awake out of this dream, he shook his head and chanted lines from his
favorite psalm over and over “Yeah though I walk through the Valley of the shadow of death, thy
rod and thy staff comfort me…”
He saw, in spite of his efforts, an intangible and undulating mass, the room’s dim light
giving its cloudy shape an ethereal glow as it hovered in one spot in the center of the room.
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Suddenly in the background, as if a movie was being projected onto the wall, figures performed
behind the specter. They were, he could immediately see, Cora and another man, locked in a
frenzy of lovemaking he had never experienced with his wife. The anomalous host, as the
narrator and projectionist, stood in front and then to the side of the scene, pointing a gnarled
four-fingered hand toward Cora and her partner.
“Who is this woman Adam?” It asked in a dull voice.
“The woman is my wife,” he answered hoarsely.
He felt numb with agony. Watching the swarthy man make love to his wife was visual
manifestation of his recent revelation over the phone. He had been reassured then of her
infidelity, but the evil room had deliberately caught them in the act.
“Enough!” He cried, his mind reeling with imagery.
“Yes, . . . quite enough,” the specter agreed.
He wanted now to protest and weep aloud, but his throat was too swollen with grief, so
he could only make strangled croaking noises, which caused the specter to laugh softly as it
hovered around the room. He had begun thinking of the smoky filament as a woman, which
made it seem that much more perverse. He was being tormented in a most cruel way. He now
watched Cora withdraw from her partner, light a cigarette and lie there next to him in the
darkness. Adam recognized the swarthy man as the motorist who had stopped in front of his
house to ogle his wife.
“Who is this man?” The specter whispered eerily.
Adam tried to answer but felt emotionally shattered after what he had seen. Although the
words could not pass his lips, the specter quickly replied “He’s legion!”
“Have you seen enough?” It asked tauntingly. “You’ve been in denial for a very long
time.” “You must kill her, Adam!” The whisper became a shrill, coarse voice. Although audibly
similar to Molly now, the form remained a nightmarish shade, floating as a chimera about him as
it waited for his reply.
“I can’t do that,” he found his voice, “Cora’s my wife. I’m a man of God.”
“Yes,” it replied promptly, “thanks to her, a failed man of God! Your wife collides with
your ambition and mocks you at every turn. She’s a damper to the fires within you—a mental
flue slamming down upon your dreams!”
In the shadowy setting, a stranger stroked his wife. After watching them rut on the wall,
his feeling of betrayal had peaked. His understanding for what she had become was complete.
All of the psychological literature and Biblical passages sought for comfort had been reduced to
one simple fact: Cora was a drunken slut. She was beyond redemption, and he felt only hatred
and contempt for her now.
The notion of murdering his faithless, amoral wife resurfaced once more in his mind. As
if a channel had been changed, however, the scene shifted to a different place in a future time.
As the form hovered buoyantly closely, a crowd was projected onto the wall. They were
standing on a parkland green cheering a distant figure, who was elevated on a platform.
Strangely enough, noted Adam, strung between two posts over the platform, a banner read
“Salem for the People”.
“Salem,” he murmured, awed but dismayed by the setting, “who is Salem?”
At this point, it made little sense to him, for his mind was still locked in upon the first set
of scenes. The platform grew steadily larger. It was only when the specter zeroed in on the
speaker that his significance became apparent. Though the words were garbled and
unintelligible, he could see that it was he, Adam Leeds, speaking to the multitude. Salem, he
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recalled, was the Hebrew word for peace, yet in spite of being drugged there was turmoil in his
mind.
“Is this my future?” He asked, a gnawing anticipation growing in his mind.
He remembered now the lofty meditation that had dominated his thinking earlier: a
successful minister of God and spellbinding preacher of the gospel who gathers the faithful into
the fold. It was an old dream, shared by young pastors since the time of Saint Paul. Right now,
however, it seemed ludicrous, having nothing to do with his current state of mind.
“This is only the beginning,” promised the specter. “Behold the more distant future!”
The crowd was much larger now. Apparently whole cities were marching in the streets
and shouting slogans with the triumphant figure of Adam Leeds shown upon banners and posters
held high. Yet once again it was all unintelligible, except for the vivid images and the
enthusiasm of the apparent crusade.
“What are they saying?” asked Adam, trying to rise from the chair. “Who are those
people? Who am I suppose to be?”
“Calm down,” the form demanded softly, “all things will come. For now it’s not
important what they are saying. It’s not even important who they are or what you’re called. It’s
only important that you’ll lead them against a disbelieving world.”
“World?” He uttered, settling uncomfortably into his chair. “What am I to be? Surely,
you don’t mean world!”
“Yes,” the form promised breathlessly, “you shall become universal. Your message will
reach all ears!”
“Message?” His mouth dropped in disbelief. “What message? Who am I?…Who are
you?”
“All things will come!” declared the specter. “Be patient, listen and watch!”
He had been in denial about the presence in his home. Now, after experiencing the
present horrors, he was unable to hide from the truth: Henny Lumpkin, Big Molly, his current
host and the breeze blowing through his home and church were one and the same. Something
evil had blown his way, and was here now in this room… Satan.
******
The scene behind it clouded a moment then shifted back to Cora and the stranger in the
shadowy room. Somehow, during the short interval, they had been revitalized. Her legs were
suddenly anchored around his brutish body. She moaned and squeaked and the man uttered the
ancient primordial sound of rutting: “uh-uh-uh-uh-uhhhhhhh!”
Lithely, with a beautifully manicured hand, the specter pointed to the scene. A dagger
was poised theatrically in mid-air above the oblivious nudes. Touching the suspended blade
daintily, it chanted in a feline whisper “Kill her! Kill her! Kill her! Let her blood be a bond
between us and her death be your sacrifice to me. Become my child, my anointed, and deliver
her to hell were she belongs!”
Cora had never behaved with such abandon with her husband. He felt betrayed and
defiled by what he endured. Memories of his many ordeals with his wife mingled with the
current vision of her lovemaking. Finally, as if on cue or secret command, her partner retreated,
leaving her alone on the disheveled bed.
“What are you waiting for?” Its whisper filled his head. “Kill the bitch!”
As he bolted passed the specter into the scene, Cora was shielding her private parts with a
pillow. Finally caught in the act, she seemed to be more embarrassed than afraid of the familiar
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figure enveloping her on the bed. Scooting to a shadowy corner, she cursed him for his sudden
intrusion. She had not seen the knife clutched behind his back. In a flash of burning memory,
the events that led up to this discovery overwhelmed him as the ugliness poured from her mouth.
When he tried to bring his target out of the corner into the lamplight, she fed his rage by
slapping, kicking and spitting curses into his face. Grabbing a hank of hair, he pulled her from
the dark corner, stabbing repeatedly at the exposed torso in the light. When her body grew limp,
he released her hair, letting her fall limply onto the bed.
It was over. The bloody deed had been done. A modest impulse drove him to pull the
sheet over his wife, creating a bloody hourglass shroud on the bed. Despite the carnage, he
noticed with curiosity that there was no blood on his hands. Though it struck him as strange that
gore had not splattered onto his skin and clothes, it seemed no more peculiar than being
transported to their bedroom across town.
Suddenly, as if it had all been a dream, darkness enveloped him. The shiny dagger in his
hand and butchered body below him disappeared, and he stood at what inspired him as the edge
of eternity: that threshold he had many times envisioned between the spirit and the flesh and
between energy and matter. This led him back to his earlier conclusion upon meeting the specter
that he had been drugged. The murder scene could have been a hallucination. Perhaps he was
merely asleep, the entire episode dreamed up by his tortured mind. Any moment, he told himself
hopefully, he might awaken, dispelling forever this nightmarish ordeal.
His conclusions, however, remained guided by hope more than belief. He recalled the
street evangelist’s haunting warning “This is no place for you sir. Call a cab. Go home!” He
wished now that he had listened to the preacher. Blinking tearfully at the suffocating blackness,
he called out Christ’s familiar exhortation “get thee behind me Satan,” but it carried a hollow and
belated ring. In the background Satan called back cheerfully “I’m behind you now Adam one
hundred percent!”
Once again, he was back inside the master bedroom. Reaching around for leverage, he
stumbled into the bedpost and lingered there fearfully at the foot of the bed. Inexplicably, the
lamp had been turned off, leaving him in almost total darkness.
“Cora,” he shouted, “are you here my wife?”
“The Lord does not listen,” Satan assured him. “I sent Cora straight to hell where she
belongs.”
Praying that he would awaken from this nightmare into vindicating reality, he fingered
the little lamp beside their bed and flicked the switch. A blast of light, much greater than before,
filled the room, instantly sending a tremor through his brain. For a moment, he just stood there
looking down at his handiwork. In one violent discharge, he had turned their nuptial bed into a
butchering site. The gore hung malodorously between the bedposts. Every inch of the mattress
had been splattered with Cora’s blood while she tried avoiding the knife. Now, except for a top
knot of dark curls and a grimy hand protruding, a sheet clung to her perfectly outlined crimson
body, the multiple stains offering grim confirmation of the slaughter beneath. Despite his shock,
his eyes were drawn now to the bloody shroud, and he found himself inching closer to the bed.
Reaching down shakily, he lifted the edge of the sheet just enough to catch a glimpse of
its grisly interior. Cora’s mouth gaped wide and her blue eyes stared lifelessly into space.
Inching the sheet down a ways, he could scarcely believe the savagery. At this point, he lost his
breath as well as his balance and stumbled into the side of the bed, so that her entire torso
emerged with the spring of the mattress as he fell forward onto the bed.
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Face to face with Cora’s ghastly expression, he glanced down at her eviscerated frame.
A foul odor was issuing from her mouth as if it came from the bowels of hell. Recoiling from
this horror, a wave of revulsion rolled over him as he sprang from the bed, causing his gorge to
rise up his throat. Staggering out of the room, he found his way to the bathroom, bending over
the toilet after snapping on the light. He could not remember ever feeling such nausea. Retching
sounds in the hollow of the commode followed for painful moments until physical relief came.
An overwhelming emptiness filled him as he flushed the commode.
“The cross is lifted from my back” he uttered bitterly, “…forever!”
There was no reply yet from Satan, but the same abominable smell issuing from Cora’s
mouth now rose from the toilet. “It’s brimstone,” he told himself, “the odor of hell.”
“You’ve finally succeeded!” He cried aloud. “My hands are bloodied—I’m a murderer!
What are you waiting for? Here’s my soul!”
After spitting defiantly into the toilet, he heard the echo of satanic laughter and saw the
specter’s head rippling anomalously in the water below, but this time he found two black orbs
staring up from the bowel. Inside each eye, an image of his butchered wife reflected from the
water. As it studied his expression, a crooked smile broke its amoebic face.
In fascinated horror, Adam, in turn, studied the toad-like face in the commode. After his
horrendous deed, it seemed appropriate that the face of the devil looked up at him now.
“That’s right, look closely,” it prodded, “you’ve witnessed only part of the picture.”
Scenes of firemen silhouetted in front of a burning house now appeared in the blackness,
and Adam nodded with understanding.
“Very soon,” the specter promised, “the authorities will find only a pile of ashes and will
have to conclude that you’re wife died in a tragic fire. You, for your part, will be born again.”
“You’re blackmailing me,” Adam concluded hoarsely. “Born again? What a sick turn of
words!”
“Let’s just say,” it replied slyly, “I’m offering you protection—a way out. I’m offering
you glory too!”
The flames faded, and familiar scenes filled Satan’s emptied eyes. Over an expansive
green lawn, from a bird’s eye view, a surreal setting was once more presented for his benefit. He
saw on the lawn a mounting multitude listening to a distant speaker, and then crowds marching
on the street, arms locked in camaraderie as they waved banners and sang a partisan song. For
reasons Adam could not yet digest, his name exploded on every corner—Salem for the people,
and for a moment longer the implications boggled his mind. Satan had expected this imagery to
be a catharsis for his shock, but the reverend spat again into the commode, then flushed it, a
deadpan expression spreading over his face.
The toilet bowel beneath him flickered with other reminders. The grisly murder, a
household fire, and a flaming body crackling on a burnt out bed frame appeared in the midst of
the human hordes, joining in a swirling kaleidoscope, and Adam’s gaze was filled with crowds,
banners, blood, and fire—the contrasting elements of blackmail and temptation. While Satan
promised, it also threatened, apparently trying to convince him that the glory road was the only
way out of his dilemma and into the world outside. The answer—his solution—swirled below
him. In the center of this cinematic chaos rippled the amorphous image of Satan saying to him
now “This it your only way out!”
For the time being, Adam understood this message dully. He was in too much shock to
be comforted by distant fanfare. It made no more sense to him now than it had the first time
when he had seen it on the wall. Still imprinted on his mind was the butchered body crackling
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hideously on blackened springs. The rest of Satan’s vision remained in the shadowy realm of
temptation, stronger for his spirit’s weakness yet still weaker than a mortal’s fear of hell.
“What am I going to do?” he asked miserably. “Where can I go?”
“Do nothing and go nowhere,” the specter replied in a soft, feminine voice. “After you
leave this room, walk no further than the street. Here, in this neighborhood, you will be safe
until the morning hours. Don’t try to escape!”
When its voice trailed off to a faint whisper, Adam glanced down in time to see it
disappear into the dark hollow of the commode. The symbolism of its grimy departure toward
his own life’s significance was clear. For a moment he broke into hysterical laughter as he sat
there on the floor. Rising up onto shaky legs, he looked around numbly at Molly’s filthy
bathroom. When he passed light-headedly through her bedroom, the memory of the murder
loomed large in his mind. In place of blue walls, brass bedposts and bloody sheets, dingy
wallpaper, a rickety wooden bed, and a frayed bedspread greeted his eyes. Everything in the
living room, for that matter, was harmoniously filthy and intact for him, except for his absent
host. Big Molly had disappeared with the others. The apparition (a.k.a. Henny Lumpkin, Big
Molly, and the ghostly specter) had seemed to vanish as a genie back into the commode.
The devil, of course, had not left the apartment. It had played another trick on him. After
the murder, it had merely fallen silent. The surrounding apartment had likewise grown eerily
quiet. There followed a stillness inside him and a feeling of inexplicable emptiness, and yet he
sensed its presence as surely as the troublesome breeze he had felt so often this month. Instead
of Christ, it had been the devil knocking on his soul. While corrupting his wife, it had, by close
observation, eavesdropped on his thoughts. Now, as a result of the murder, it no longer had to
eavesdrop. The door had been opened, allowing Satan to invade his mind. He could feel it as
shadow as he exited Molly’s apartment, an indwelling spirit looking out from his eyes.
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Chapter Eleven
A Voice in the Wilderness

As the Reverend Adam Leeds exited the apartment building, a new world order, in its
infancy, followed him down the steps and onto the empty street. The long trek to Armageddon
had begun.
Though he hadn’t caught sight of Adam this time, evangelist Moses Rawlins, who was,
that very moment, returning to the Union Rescue mission for his evening meal, felt a sudden
compulsion to shout out doomsday warnings. It was the same compulsion he had felt earlier
today when he saw that dreadful women emerge from the shadows behind that unfortunate
young man. As if to herald the distant age, he had cried out as a voice in the wilderness “Beware
of the False Prophet, he who causes all, small and great and rich and poor to receive a mark!”
At that time of day most of the homeless folk were still panhandling or scrounging for
liquor uptown. Such a spontaneous reaction was expected from drunks burned out on cheap
wine. Laughing foolishly at himself, he had trudged up to the wholesale district bordering skid
row, where he gave listeners a sampling of his new format. The sun was setting. Motorists
driving past, as usual, frowned at him. Pedestrians still on the street, looked at him with great
disgust. Although he was inspired with illumination, it felt like sheer lunacy. After this attempt,
on the way back to the mission, he had stopped awhile beneath a large oak tree and tried it out on
idlers in San Julian Park. He cringed now when he recalled his reception. The homeless folk in
the park merely laughed at him. Many of them, who had only been annoyed at his fiery sermons
before, had looked at him as if he had gone mad. For a while, as he considered his drastic
change of format, he wondered if this might be true.
Though Judgment Day was a common theme in his preaching, it had been a personal—
turn or burn—appeal to a sinner’s relationship with God. Ironically, Moses the firebrand
preacher, had been a Roman Catholic since birth. In spite of his conversion to what he called
“basic Christianity,” he had accepted the Roman Catholic interpretation of the Book of
Revelation written by Saint John. The Catholic view, shared by many mainline Protestants, that
John had intended his book only for the churches of his day, had made perfect sense to him, but
so had many of the Protestant churches’ views on salvation and the forgiveness of sins.
Doctrine, in itself, he believed, was not important. “The issue,” he explained to listeners, “is
your relationship to God. Are you saved? Do you trust in the Lord?” It was that simple. All the
trappings of the Catholic Church and the claptrap of the Protestant faith were not, in his
estimation, essential for salvation and could, in fact, become stumbling blocks for the man and
woman on the street.
When asked by a visiting priest at the mission if he had forsaken the mother church,
Moses answered promptly that it had forsaken him. Its rituals and unbending ordinances against
folks, like himself, had driven many believers away. But he also criticized a visiting Protestant
pastor, who tried to convince his audiences that Roman Catholicism and Judaism were in error.
Moses believed that Protestantism, particularly the televangelist kind, was fundamentally
intolerant of other faiths. It also put too much stress on what was going to happen in the future,
when today was all that mattered to folks on the street. On skid row and the wholesale district of
Los Angeles, where he conducted his open-air church, the most important issue was a Christian’s
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personal relationship with God. Why would homeless folk care about the Antichrist or False
Prophet when they suffered their own demons each day? Concepts such as the Mark of the Beast
or the Great Tribulation, described by televangelists, were irrelevant to men and women gripped
by the beasts of alcoholism and drugs. With the real life horrors that homeless people had to
contend with daily, the doomsday scenarios painted by televangelists seemed ludicrous against
the backdrop of skid row.
For Moses Rawlins, Christ’s words were simple and direct. Books in the Bible such as
Revelation and Daniel—the chief sources of the Apocalypse, on the other hand, were too
complex for simple folks to comprehend. In spite of the criticism from visiting pastors and
priests, he had preached Christian basics to homeless people, rather than fundamental
Protestantism or doctrinal Catholicism, striving to make the Holy Scriptures user friendly to their
unwashed ears. On certain occasions, when questioned, he would explain to his listeners that
there were no Catholics or Protestants in heaven. God was color-blind and doctrinally ignorant,
and heaven was filled with only one type of men and women—Christians, period. Hell, on the
other hand, was filled with all sorts of riffraff, be they Protestant, Catholic, Hindu, Muslim, or
Jew. His simple, easy to understand format for salvation had been perfectly suited for downand-out souls on skid row. And yet now, after successfully avoiding doctrines and dogma all
these years, he was espousing a particularly fundamentalist Protestant eschatology and
attempting to warn folks about Biblical boogiemen he found hard to accept: the Beasts of
Revelation: the False Prophet and Antichrist, who would set the stage for the Great Tribulation
of the End Times.
In spite of the blessing of prophecy bestowed upon him by the Lord, his first experience
as a doomsday forecaster had been strange and unsettling. He felt like one of those
televangelists, he ridiculed, consumed with apocalyptical imagery and doomsday drivel—the
antithesis of a street evangelist in almost every way. The Lord had filled him with wondrous—
all be it Protestant—bursts of revelation, but he had felt foolish after the reception he received
today.
******
After a long day of preaching, followed by the unscheduled period of warning listeners
about the End Times, hunger, fatigue, and mental exhaustion overtook Moses Rawlins. All that
mattered to him, after such a long day, was arriving on time at the Union Mission for the evening
meal.
As he sat at the table with other homeless men, he wolfed down a plate of meat loaf,
mashed potatoes and buttered rolls, washing it down with three glasses of iced tea. Quietly,
without conversation at first, he finished his meal with great relish, topping it off with a wedge of
apple pie. Surfeited, he settled back in his chair, chewing on his thoughts.
It appeared to Moses as though God had big plans for him. He had once been a
successful engineer, with a wife, daughter and a spacious house. He had been a respectable
member of the community, a member of the PTA, and regularly brought his family to Saint
Boniface’s Roman Catholic Church. Yet not until he hit the skids, humbled by life’s
misfortunes, had he truly known the Lord. Why had Jesus waited until he was on skid row? At
this stage in his spiritual growth, after years of preaching on the street, he had been given a task:
he was to become a herald or forecaster of the End Times…. How strange and mysterious of the
Lord that He had waited so long.
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As he finished the last of his pie, he conversed politely with the homeless folk at his
table. It was difficult to make small talk while dealing with revelations from the Lord. When he
was a member of the middle class, he would have had many clever things to say that would
prevent him from wasting time. Here, during dinner time at the mission, the typical “how’re you
doing?” ice breaker resulted in long winded, rambling reports of health, living conditions or
problems with other vagrants or brushes with the law. Moses found it best to rely on the tried
and true method of commenting on food, the weather or local news. Perhaps, if they wished, he
might discuss a Biblical topic with them, if it did not offend other diners, but nothing
controversial, such as politics or their immortal soul.
This evening, thought Moses wearily, small talk simply won’t do. The voices around him
were scarcely heard as he sat there experiencing another revelation from God. Several of them,
whom he knew personally as friends, recognized him as Preacher Moe or the Shepherd of Skid
Row. Among this group, Smokin’ Al Breen, Little Tom, and Skunk Larson, Moe’s favorites,
would always be in his cheering section, as would Judd, a slightly addled old drifter who
maintained an almost permanent smile on his shriveled face. Though most of the others knew
him as a friendly nuisance, Charles Blintz, whom Moses once tried to convert, sat glowering at
him from across the room. After serving time for beating up a vagrant in Gladys Park, Charlie, a
yellow-haired, buck-toothed young man with pale blue eyes, had recently been released from
jail, along with the three members of his gang who helped him beat poor Ignacio Rosales half to
death. Ignacio, who had been born again at one of Moe’s street revivals, sat next to Moses at his
table, across from Al, Skunk, Tom, and Judd.
Fortunately tonight, Charlie and his gang were watched carefully by the security officers
standing guard in the room. One tall, stringy haired homeless woman, Rhoda Simms, whom
everyone knew as the Skid Row Witch, made disparaging remarks about him at the beginning of
the meal, but was shushed into silence by Moses’ friends when he began to speak. In a moderate
tone, confident that he would not be interrupted, Moses stood up and addressed those
immediately around him, especially his friends Ignacio, Al, Skunk, Tom, and Judd. After seeing
Moses rise to his feet, other diners, curious about the commotion, moved in closer to the speaker
as he stood looking around the room. Among his audience, portly Buff Peyton, ex-gang member
Heck Reyes, and Ephalia “Effie” Powers, so often among his hecklers, knew better than irritate
the sponsors of their meal. As many others, they sat in various stages of torpor or boredom in
their seats. While others such as Ursula Painter, Stork Channing, and Alden Taylor craned their
necks to hear, a few diners had fallen asleep. Faint snoring could be heard in various quarters of
the room. His words this time were difficult to understand, but there was, many listeners
marveled, something different about the Shepherd’s expression tonight. Moses was smiling, as if
he knew something earth shaking was about to happen but was not ready to tell.
Kaz Yorba, the dwarf, suggested jokingly to Wyatt Brewster, a onetime seminary student,
that the preacher might be on drugs. Enigmatically, the young man shook his head and held his
finger up to his lips. In the faintest of whispers he told Kaz “The preacher is not mad, and he’s
not on drugs. Moses Rawlins is one of those rare street crazies truly touched by God!”
Kaz laughed foolishly to himself. The diners in the room showed extraordinary patience
as Moses struck a statuesque pose. The security personnel, ready to move in quickly, watched
Moses and his silent congregation with jaundiced eyes. It was, Moses would later realize, the
defining moment in his evangelical career. No longer would he simply be known as Preacher
Moe or the Shepherd of Skid Row. . . He was Moses, a prophet, God’s voice on the street.
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“Truly I say unto you,” he raised his arms dramatically, a collective gasp registering in
the room, “a man—one of your own—shall do the devil’s work. When you hear strange and
wondrous tidings, they are not miracles but diabolical things. When you see Christ walking
passed you on the street, it’s not Him at all but his diabolical counterpart—the emissary of the
beast. Humbly did the Master pick his flock? In imitation of Jesus will this counterfeit select
folk on skid row.”
Moses shuddered at what he just said, and yet, without losing a beat and before the
security forces shushed him into silence, he outlined, as quickly as possible, a series of events
that would happen on skid row. One day he would outline the events in detail for his protégés,
the Two Witnesses during the End Time, but for now he struggled with his revelation. His
message, in fact, seemed outrageous to many listeners. “What’s crazy ol’ Moe talking about
now?” They murmured amongst themselves. For several listeners, including Wyatt Brewster and
his friends, however, Moses had finally struck a chord. None of them had ever heard the
Shepherd talk this way:
“… In those days before the official countdown begins, the counterfeit Christ will be
looked upon as a lunatic, until he gathers his twelve apostles—a collection of ex-drug addicts,
prostitutes and down-and-out misfits who will become his missionaries in the End Times…”
******
Leaving his audience with an enticing introduction of things to come, which he planned
to follow up with “bulletins,” as the spirit moved him, Moses gave them all a parting blessing,
receiving a modest smattering of applause. His friends rose up unanimously to clap, while
young Wyatt sat staring into space. To avoid the gruff handling of security guards demanding he
leave the premises, Moses mumbled a blessing to them, exiting the building quickly after the
prayer. Wrapped in God’s graces, he ignored the hoots from Charlie and his friends, looking
forward, at that point, to a well-earned night’s sleep.
This time he returned to the abandoned newsstand in which, during good weather, he
bedded down for the night. After only a few hours of fitful slumber, however, another revelation
appeared murkily as a dream, and the urge to prophesy returned to him. Moses didn’t know that
Adam Leeds had been indwelled by Satan tonight, and yet, during the dreamscape of apocalyptic
symbols parading in his mind, it was as if God, himself, shouted into his slumbering mind
“Wake up—he’s afoot. Tell the world now that he’s here!”
Driven by what he was certain was the Lord’s command, Moses felt pumped up and
ready to give one more sermon before turning in permanently for the night. But to whom, he
asked himself, looking up and down the street. It was, he noted on his wristwatch, approaching
midnight. His friends, Smokin’ Al, Skunk, Little Tom, Ignacio, and Ol’ Judd, had decided to
sleep at the mission. The homeless families were all bedded down for the night. The
malingerers on the sidewalks, such as Charlie Blintz, were in no mood to be preached at this
time. But the heartland bums who lived in the alleys of skid row, which included his friends,
might still be awake at this hour.
“What better time to give bums the message than when they’re drifting off to sleep?” He
asked himself cheerily. “They’ll make a splendid audience!” He tried reassuring himself, as he
cradled the Bible affectionately in his hands. “Lord,” he called out, looking up at night sky, “this
is madness. Strengthen my soul with your Holy Spirit, comforting presence, and your divine
will. Guide my steps, put wisdom in my mouth, and protect me from the evil one this hour!”
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In spite of his fine words, Moses didn’t feel confident after his reception on the street.
The encouragement given by his friends couldn’t wipe away the memory of hecklers or the
frightened looks he received earlier on skid row. He was, he reminded himself, a much better
preacher than a prophet. He was still not completely certain he was not suffering delusions after
all those years of drinking cheap wine. He knew most of the scriptures by heart. Many of the
images flashing in his mind were not from the Bible. Should he present them to the street
people, if he barely understood them, himself? What if there was a troublemaker in their midst
like Charlie Blintz or one of his friends? Would the Lord protect him so he could deliver His
message? Could he, as the Old Testament prophets, rely upon God to protect him from his
enemies if they threatened him with bodily harm? Moses remembered from his Bible studies
that many of the prophets had been killed while serving the Lord. Was Christ, himself, not
crucified for bringing sinful men the truth?
Questions and more questions plagued his mind. Moses steps faltered with his failing
resolve. He remembered the look on Charlie Blintz’s splotchy face; it seemed to typify the dark,
evil side of skid row. He had seen that same hateful expression many times when preaching the
word. Moses had, in fact, identified three major looks of disapproval among his listeners:
resentment, annoyance, and, in Charlie’s case, malevolence, which bred malicious glee. Many
of the homeless folk were merely irritated by his disruptions. It was, however, from their
numbers that he had made converts on skid row and even a few friends. The drug addicts,
prostitutes, and malingerers, such as Charlie Blintz, he encountered, who resented his intrusions,
were more difficult to reach. They were, unless they repented, lost sheep for the shepherd of
skid row.
Except for Charles Blintz or Rhoda Simms, who needed exorcism more than conversion,
Moses was a relentless evangelist. Perhaps there was a demon leering from Charlie’s pale blue
eyes. At times Rhoda Simms, a drug addict and ex-prostitute, appeared to be clinically insane.
Most of the others, however, when they heard him preaching, left him alone. Sometimes they
would actually listen, and a few had even been saved. But Charlie and his gang hurled insults at
him when the mood suited them. Moses wondered what Charlie would do to him if he ran into
him in the dark. So far, in his evening visits, he had not been waylaid, but he had always limited
his services to counseling and prayer. With such a loud voice, he wouldn’t dare preach to
homeless folk at this hour. The Lord protected him as long as he followed a few guidelines.
Moses had never attempted even a visitation this late at night.
As he approached his destination, which was as yet unclear, he uttered verses from the
Twenty-third Psalm, the same prayer Adam Leeds had read from the Bible many times, but
Moses had memorized the Palms perfectly, as he had most of the Good Book:
“Yea, thou I walk through the valley of the shadow of death, I will fear no evil, for thou
art with me. Thy rod and thy staff they comfort me…”
Tonight, as he walked into the valley of the shadow of death, it occurred to him that his
vanity, not the Lord, might be leading him now. Was he really up to a one-man revival with
these folks? Perhaps on this occasion he was overdoing it. Should he not introduce this new
subject to them on another, more auspicious time and place?….Who was he to tempt the Lord?
******
Questions followed questions. This time, as his flashlight probed the darkness, the Lord
answered him without symbols or words. A sudden wind gushed out of nowhere that moment,
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blowing warmly into his face. Turning off his flashlight, Moses paused beneath a street lamp,
his red hair and beard stirring in the breeze.
He was still exhausted after a day of preaching on the street. Today he had preached
longer and with greater vigor than ever before, but that last hour in the wholesale district had
been the most difficult in his preaching career. With the exception of the excellent meal at the
mission this evening, he had eaten poorly this week. When he bedded down in the newsstand, he
had felt weak, footsore, and racked with arthritic pain. Yet, at this moment, after only a short
period of sleep, he felt revitalized, ready to give the Lord another hour or two of service
preaching about a subject that would affect the whole world.
Now, as He had countless times before, the Lord stiffened Moses’ resolve. Quietly, in a
sudden draft, He had reminded him of his mission to spread the word. Moses’ doubts, if not his
fears, had faded with the Lord’s breath. Remembering that dreadful woman who inspired him to
make the sign of the cross, the preacher mumbled John the Revelator’s exhortation from the
Book of Revelations but this time under his breath: “And I stood upon the sand of the sea, and
saw a beast rise up out of the sea, having seven heads and ten horns, and upon his horns ten
crowns, and upon his heads the name of blasphemy…”
Ever since the woman emerged from the shadows, he had been convinced he had been
given a sign. The young man, who was walking in that neighborhood, had also seemed
significant, though he couldn’t imagine why. The man had no business in that neck of the
woods. The woman would have seemed out of place anywhere on earth. She was a monstrous
parody of a streetwalker, the most frightful specter he had ever seen on skid row. And yet, fear
and concern aside, these specters—man and beast—had stirred him spiritually. Moses didn’t
fully comprehend yet what had just taken place in the world. The two incongruous people seen
on the boundary of skid row seemed unrelated to the flashes of prophecy in his head as did the
flashes, themselves, which had no counterpart in the Bible he knew. The Lord, in His own good
time, he knew, would explain the mystery to him, but why had been shaken him awake this
hour? Was there someone he was supposed to meet or something special he was supposed to
do?…. Moses sensed, with bated breath, that he would soon know.
At such a time, the preacher could of think of only one thing to do: preach. Seeing a
handful of vagrants emerge from a side street, he found himself screaming in a loud voice
“Repent! I have seen the dragon. The Day of the Lord draws near, when the dragon shall anoint
the beast!”
“What sort of nonsense is this?” He had asked himself after the words poured out of his
mouth.
He didn’t remember reading those words in the Bible. Once again, it appeared as though
he was breaking new ground. This was brand new scripture. It was the same cognitive
experience he had during dinner at the mission, but this moment he had mentioned the dragon
and the beast, which meant, respectively, Satan and the Antichrist or False Prophet. This is
serious business! He thought with a shudder. He had broken his long-standing rule about loud
preaching late at night. The three men and two women looked at him, as he shouted at them, as
if he had lost his wits but continued on their way, the same reaction he received during his
experiment in town. Many pedestrians, including his normal street audience, he recalled, had
thought he was a lunatic, and yet, for that brief period, he had been louder and more passionate
than ever before. He knew as soon as he asked himself the question “what sort of nonsense it
this?” exactly what kind of nonsense it was…. It was divine nonsense, the Lord’s special brand
of double-talk—the same sort of ambiguity that John the Revelator spouted throughout the Book
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of Revelation, and he still barely understood. Now, it was coming to him too, as dream imagery
and flashes in his mind. Moses, in spite of his reception today, was more convinced than ever of
his new mission on earth. It would, if nothing else, he decided, change and re-invigorate his
evangelical pitch. He was not merely sent to save their souls, he was sent to warn them of the
End Times, a subject that frightened even him.
But had he not jumped ahead of himself this evening in warning his listeners of the
Antichrist and False Prophet? What about the reasons for those dreadful times: the lack of faith
and the degenerate morals, which foreshadowed the dark days ahead? Moses knew it would be
difficult to break with his old hell-fire and damnation format. It was his trademark on skid row.
This time, though filled with dread, Moses felt strengthened. Something excited him
about the setting; he could feel it in the air. It was not merely the breeze drying the cold sweat
on his brow; it was a feeling, implanted by the Lord, that he was going to meet someone of great
importance on the street. Earlier this evening, as the sun set over the buildings, one last flash of
brilliance had greeted his eyes. He was certain that this event, as the breeze and inkling, had
been a sign, too. So far, in subtle language, the Lord had spoken through the sun, the wind, and
an inexplicable feeling in the air.
Without a moonlit sky, night had fallen heavily on skid row, deepening quickly into
progressive shades of gray, purple and black. God’s inner light was now greater than the
flashlight clutched in his hand. Glints of the future flashed on and off in his mind. After
preaching in town, at the park, at the mission and to the vagrants just now, he was, by the Lord’s
command, ready to sermonize to the worst dregs on skid row.
As lamplight cast his moving shadow onto the sidewalk, a special warmth seemed to
surround his soul, fortifying him against the unknown. Against the darkness, which had so
quickly gobbled up the street, an inner peace and abiding faith swelled inside him. Unbeknownst
to Moses, a spiritual ‘photo negative’ of himself now roamed skid row. It was now midnight, the
worst time on skid row—no place for shoppers, tourists, or anyone else, including himself, on
foot. For Moses Rawlins, however, it was a special time: a period in which he would test his
spiritual strength. With Bible in hand, he had always been ready for his twenty-four hour service
to God, but no more than his detour tonight.
“All right Lord,” he whispered discreetly up to the sky, “you’ve convinced me. You’ve
made me into a herald and forerunner. Keep my spirit humble but my mind alert. Let my tongue
not stumble when I struggle with your words.”
******
Moses now headed directly into the heartland of skid row. In every corner and pocket he
could hear them: murmurs, coughs, curses, and muted conversation—the misbegotten and
castaway, the so-called dregs of society, if not settling finally for the day, already lurking singly
or in small groups in alleys or street nooks. Most of this group, after panhandling uptown, had
already returned and withdrawn bottle-in-hand into their darkened habitats to bed down for the
night. His own friends, Smokin’ Al, Skunk, Little Tom, Ignacio, and Ol’ Judd were, he thanked
God, sleeping safely at the mission tonight. For the remainder of heartland bums, as Moses
called them, it was time to settle down and, in many cases, enjoy their hard won booze. Several
groups, he passed along the way, lingered on the sidewalks, by the curbs, or hovered as moths
around street lamps as if drawn by their light. Many of them were drug addicts and a few aging
prostitutes no longer able to sell their wares. Collectively, whenever possible, this—the most
downtrodden of the street people—huddled for a smoke, a swig of wine, or just to chat a spell.
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Those retreating into alleys, whom he called the Alley Rats, were the sorriest of the lot. This
group included but was not limited to addicts, burnt out winos, and a few mentally disturbed
Vietnam and Middle East veterans, who were among the most pitiful men on skid row.
In a muted tone this time, Moses uttered, “I’m the voice crying in the wilderness. Make
straight the way of the Lord!”
Looking around self-consciously, he felt suddenly vulnerable on the street. It was the
worst place to be at this hour, even for a prophet chosen by the Lord. Yet the Lord, Himself, had
awakened him, and the Spirit had moved him to the worst part of skid row. His congregation
was the same and his territory remained, for the time being, downtown LA and skid row, but the
message was different now. Ultimately, he sensed, his territory would be the entire world.
Today, during normal working hours, he had preached to pedestrians and anyone else
who happened to look his way. Earlier, in the late morning, he had sermonized to the homeless,
especially the growing number of families huddled in the park, by the river, or camped in vacant
lots. To them, the victims of social and economic woes, he conducted quiet sermons or
counseling wherever they happened to be. As they bedded down for the night, he revisited them
only long enough to gather their prayer requests before returning to the boundary of skid row.
This afternoon something had been added to his routine. All of his regular stops, he suspected,
would have to fit into the regimen set by the Lord for his new mission to herald the End Times
on skid row. Clearly, God was testing him. It was the first time he would enter an alley by
himself, in the darkness, and this late at night.
“It’s written,” he quoted, looking longingly up at the sky. “ ‘Thou shalt not tempt the
Lord.’ Well, Lord, if this be your will, give me a sign…. Just one more…. I’m almost there.
The hole of the Alley Rats is straight ahead.”
******
Miraculously it seemed Moses, drops of rain fell on his cheek. He thought he heard a
faint rumble of thunder from the cloudless, starlit sky. Finally, Moses turned into an unlit stretch
of alley, praying feverishly under his breath. His only illumination, now that he was out of range
of the street lamps, was his flashlight, which he used sparingly, and the glow of cigarettes down
the line. As airport runway lights guiding his approach, he used these smoldering beacons to
prevent himself from tripping over legs and knees in the dark. With his Bible in hand, he sought
out familiar faces or just derelicts who were still awake. At a few points, while probing the
darkness with his flashlight, he heard threatening grumbles and quickly turned it off. Most of the
derelicts stared like zombies straight ahead, if not already slouched over in sleep. Heads would
continue to drop, bodies would crumple, until one by one they fell asleep.
Thirty feet or more into the corridor, at what seemed to be a likely spot, Moses stopped,
turned off his light, and stood there peering into the dark.
“Listen,” he suddenly cried, “don’t go to sleep! It’s me again: Moe Rawlins. Many of
you have heard me on the street. I’ve got something to tell you. So hold on a minute; your lives
may depend on it. Just open your eyes and listen to my voice. The last thing I want you to hear
before you fall asleep is this: it’s not too late! That’s right my friends, Jesus wants you just like
you are. Why, I don’t know. I’ve had several talks with Him about you. I keep telling him that
you’re not listening. I’d love to stay with my homeless families where at least they’re sober. I’d
also like to stay in the mission with my friends where its warm and I can get a good night’s
sleep. But He wants me to spend my evenings here in the hollow—a dark, cold, living hell,
where I can get beaten up, maybe killed.”
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“I use to be like you guys,” his voice softened. “Before I hit the skids, I had a family, a
big house, and a good job. Then I lost them all one by one. First my wife died, and then my
daughter ran off to Lord knows where. And suddenly I was hitting the bottle. It was so easy to
stay drunk after work, but then I began drinking during lunch and sometimes even during
working hours, until finally, after showing up drunk at work once too often, I was fired from my
job. I never planned my end, but that’s what it was: a death wish. I was so unhappy I wanted to
drink myself to death. But I’m not asking you to give up the booze now, this very moment. I’m
only asking that you listen. This is the easy part. The Lord will help you through the hard part
later. Right now, just say to yourself ‘Jesus, I’m listening. I’m a sinner, but my eyes aren’t shut
and my heart’s open. So give me a chance like you did for ol’ Moe. I don’t want to burn in
Satan’s fires. I don’t want to die of sclerosis of the liver, kidney failure or brain rot. I want to
live a happy life and someday be where you are Lord: paradise.’”
“I’m praying Lord!” He shouted at the top of his lungs. “I’m repenting before it’s too
late, before I get sick, die, and wake up in hell. Hear my prayer Lord. Hallelujah! I’m waiting,
watching, my eyes uplifted, my spirits afire. I hear you at the gates of my heart, the window of
my soul, knowing you’re there but heeding you not, feeling your love but blinded by sin. Pull
me up Lord. Stand me on my feet. I want to walk out of here whole, believing, trusting, and the
man you want me to be!”
After this message of salvation, would come the hard part, which he dreaded the most:
the warning given to him by God of the End Times—the Last Days. At this point, after his lofty
sermon, he walked silently a ways into dark corridor, praying for guidance under his breath. Out
of politeness he tried, as always, to keep his beam low to avoid their eyes. Derelicts, who had
been in the darkness too long, were sensitive to light. He had learned to be patient with such
folks, not merely out of compassion but out of fear of the unknown. Right now, of course, he
was in the most unknowable portion of skid row: an alley. Keeping his flashlight beam trained
on the ground, he gripped its handle as a weapon and stood with his back to a brick wall.
“I have a message for you tonight,” he grappled with the knowledge in his mind, “not like
the others…. I know it’s for the entire world, and yet I begin here in this humble place. You’re
among the first to know. I’ve seen the dragon. She looked out at me passed a poor wretch,
whose soul was in torment, and I knew it was her—a sign and an omen the Lord allowed me to
see. Why the devil would walk these streets when there is much more promising ground in
Hollywood, Wall Street or any major city in the USA, I don’t know. But I know the devil’s right
here, having selected our habitats to begin her mischief on Planet Earth!”
After a pause, in which he realized that many of the men in the alley were mumbling to
themselves and not listening at all, he said with little confidence “I’m here to tell you about a
subject in Scriptures I still struggle with myself: warnings of things to come—the End Times…”
“So tell them, preacher,” a gravelly voice, close by in the shadows called out as he
faltered, “they, who’ve seen the dragon down here every night!”
That moment warm fingers reached up to touch his hand. His throat constricted when he
considered the old man’s words. “I hear you Lord,” he found his voice. A rush of cognition
caused him to gasp, and he reach out to steady himself by touching the slimy wall.
“Yes, God, I’m listening,” he looked around wild eyed, a glint of lamplight highlighting
his face.
“The Book,” the old man cued him, “… the unwritten Book.”
“… I thought the answers were all in my Bible,” Moses picked up the cue. “Flashes in
my mind—nay revelation—tell me there is more, much more,… another book other than the
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books of John, the Revelator, and Daniel, to be written by God’s author, whom the Lord will find
as a blank sheet and I, Moses Rawlins, will one day teach. I am but a voice crying in the
wilderness and you, children, are the Lord’s sounding board. Hear now the words of the Lord!”
“Who is the dragon? Who can make war against him?” Another voice, deep and
resonant, rang out, in the darkness.
“Who said it will be a man?” Asked Moses, futilely searching the shadows for the owner
of the second voice.
This time he wondered if he was being mocked. Was it the devil he heard now? What
madness has brought me into a bum’s alley, he asked himself, backing away slowly to the street.
“Come into the light,” the gravelly voice called from the shadows. With his flashlight
aimed at the ground, Moses quickly retraced his steps out of the corridor. Pulling out his tattered
Bible, which he could not possibly have read in the almost total darkness, he fingered it Ouija
board fashion as if it might inspire his thoughts, until he could read it at the mouth of the alley.
A passage appearing at once to his tired eyes cued him now:
And I saw the woman drunken with the blood of the saints, and with the blood of the
martyrs of Jesus: and when I saw her I wondered with great admiration…. And the woman
which thou sawest is that great city which reigneth over the kings of the earth.
******
He turned to the dark corridor now and the words again poured out of his mouth as if he
had memorized them by heart.
“The Lord speaks through me. Thus spaketh the Lord: ‘Lo, the devil is now a woman,
who has chosen as her spokesman, a man of the new age, who will make you believe that the
devil doesn’t exist. In the universal faith he preaches, their god—the devil—shall be called the
Deity. In truth it will have no gender or form, and its message will be in conflict with what is
implied in Scripture. There will be no doublespeak from His prophet; God will speak plainly
this time…. In the dark days which shall come, the False Prophet will gather his twelve from
among his children as apostles of darkness for the new age, who will be the first to wear the
mark…. Remember my words, so you will know that moment, when the first beast tempts you
with his words. Make no mistake, children, the dragon speaks through her prophet. The beast
will make you think that Christ has come again, but in the False Prophet, there indwells the devil,
who controls and directs the beast!’ ”
At that very moment, a familiar figure plodded dejectedly up the street. When Moses
recognized the man in the clerical collar, he knew immediately who he was supposed to meet.
He did not even know his name, yet he knew who he would one day be. Though their eyes met
—gray upon gray, there were no words passed between the two ministers. Adam Leeds, broken
in spirit and mentally lost, trudged on, immediate destination unknown, but his purpose had been
written in the Book of Life since the beginning of time. What could Moses say to someone who
would one day play such a role? Words of rebuke seemed in order and yet he felt pity for this
lost soul.
Glancing at the Alley Rats, Moses looked back with dread at this vision. “It begins!” He
declared to his indifferent audience. Elaborating upon the prelude he used for his revelation, he
cried out as he had that first moment when the Spirit moved him: “Thus saith the Lord: The hour
of the beast has come. The long road to Armageddon has begun. I stood upon the sand of the
sea, and saw a beast rise up out of the sea, having seven heads and ten horns, and upon his horns
ten crowns, and upon his head the name of blasphemy. And they worshipped the dragon who
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gave power to the beast and worshipped the beast, saying, ‘Who is like unto the beast? Who is
able to make war with him?’”
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Chapter Twelve
Scene of the Crime: The Leeds Household Fire

While the city slept, the Leeds household had mysteriously burst into flames. Jetta
Carlson, a camerawoman aboard Copter Three, captured the first panoramic glimpse of the fire.
Appearing to Doug Abado, the pilot, at twelve o’clock due west, the conflagration seemed to
have erupted fortuitously for her benefit that very moment. A gasp escaped her throat but also a
sigh. It had been a long shift for the pilot and camerawoman in support of On-the-Sport News.
After a crowded schedule this week and an even more grueling day, Jetta was tempted to ignore
her discovery and call it quits for the night, until the helicopter passed directly over the fire. That
moment, without comprehension, an enthusiasm gripped her, for she could literally smell the
news. Below a column of acrid dark smoke, the white-hot flames rose up that moment to an
elevation, she estimated, of approximately three hundred feet. She had been able to tell
immediately by its suddenness, color, and altitude that it was not a typical blaze, but now she
discovered something extraordinary about the fire.
In the wind whistling and rattling through the copter, the pungent odor of sulfur mingled
with the fragrance of burning wood in the smoky air. Sulfur, also called brimstone, was a
byproduct of volcanic activity, and seemed out of place in a residential blaze. When they were
close enough to see the details of the inferno and catch the drama of the first fire truck arriving
on the scene, Jetta motioned excitedly to the pilot to circle around the raging fire. The fiery
framework of the house was immediately beset with columns of water. Time was running out.
The photographic moment, Jetta was certain, would soon pass. There was an urgent tone in her
voice, as the crackling flames rose further and further up into the sky. Jetta Carlson, a veteran
camerawoman, had in her sights a potential scoop—one more news story in her checkered
career, sensing, with journalistic intuition, something more sinister than a residential fire.
For Doug Abado, the exhausted pilot, it was just one more side trip on their journey back
to the station. For a few moments, his bloodshot eyes remained focused on the night sky ahead,
his only goal to park the copter, drive home and crawl into bed alongside of his slumbering wife.
He ignored, from the corner of his eye, the familiar and annoying signals made by Jetta’s tiny
brown hands. Pretending he didn’t hear her excited exclamation, “Fire and brimstone, down
below,” he held firm to the stick, accelerating instead of decelerating as she repeated this
exclamation into his ear.
“Uh-uh, no way Jetta,” he said firmly as she held her camera up and continued to motion
excitedly for him to fly over the fire. “You’ve got enough footage. Let someone else call this
one in.”
“Come on Doug,” she begged, zooming in with her lens on the rising flames, “there’s
something unnatural about that blaze. Look how high the flames are shooting up, not like a
house would burn at all, but more like a factory blazing or chemical fire.”
“It’s one-thirty am,” the pilot drawled irritably. “We’ve covered a hot pursuit, two
freeway pile ups, and a bunch of silly detours that had nothing to do with the news. That’s a
residential blaze down there Jetta, not a five alarm fire. Let the guys on the ground find one for a
change!”
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“But this one’s different Doug,” she implored, her finger poised again over the camera
trigger. “I smell sulfur—fire and brimstone—in the air. What could that mean? Have you ever
smelled sulfur from a fire? Give me one low flyover for five minutes, before we head back—just
five more, Doug, that’s all!”
Doug groaned and gnashed his teeth but found himself yielding reluctantly to Jetta’s
pleas. His hand turned the cyclic stick gently and smoothly, though agitation brewed in his
mind. As her petite body balanced the massive camera on her fragile shoulders, a loud curse
escaped the pilot’s mouth as the copter banked sharply and returned to the sector above the fire.
“That’s right, Doug, just a quick fly over, a teensy-weensy look,” she cooed, reaching in
with a free hand to extract the cell phone from her coat.
Catching sight of the gesture, Doug exclaimed angrily “I know what you’re doing, Jetta.
You’re calling the station again. You’re going to make a big deal out of this, like that nonsense
in Griffith Park and that ridiculous detour over the beach!” “Well, I’m not hanging around this
time,” he vowed, as the copter hovered angrily over the fire. “You got five minutes, Jetta—five
goddamn minutes, then I’m heading back to the station!”
“Hello, this is Jetta Carlson, is this Fritz Meyers, the swing editor?” She asked in a muted
voice.
“Why can’t you let those sons-of-bitches find their own stories?” Fritz could hear the
pilot shout on the other end.
“Copter Three, you’re late,” the editor responded lazily into the phone.
“I’m taping footage of a spectacular fire,” she announced blithely, as complaints flowed
out of Fritz’s mouth.
“You been freelancing again, Jetta? You know what the chief thinks about photo
journalists. We got time limits here at the station, Jetta. Your pilot must really be pissed!”
“I need a follow-up on the ground—a team to interview witnesses near the fire,” she
shouted over the helicopter blades that had grown louder as they hovered over the fire.
“Witnesses? Are you kidding? It’s 0135—graveyard hours. “Where in the hell are you,
Jetta. You two were due in at midnight. That copter must be almost out of gas.”
She mumbled the location to Fritz, who turned back suddenly to his meal. As the pilot
continued to grumble under his breath, Fritz, who seemed to be chewing on a sandwich, looked
up the schedule and came back with two names.
“Let’s see,” he muttered to himself, “Valentine Getz, a rookie, and Milo Flores, his
cameraman, are available, after holding over for that Star Trek Convention across town. Says
here that News Van Five—Stubbs and Rodgers—broke down last night.” “Wait a minute,” he
whistled under his breath, “that’s at the Anaheim Convention Center, about thirty miles away.”
“You want I should send them over for a look-see?” His voice took on a cavalier air.
“All right Fritz,” she sighed, looking longingly at the scene below, “we’ll have them
cover the fire. But by the time they get there, the flames will have died down and the firefighters
will have put it out. Do you think Gus would mind me grabbing footage, myself?”
“It’s just tape,” he laughed sarcastically. “It’s the time, he minds, Jetta, not the footage.
Go for it girl!”
“Thanks, Fritz, I’m going to do just that,” she signed off quickly. “Please, Doug,” she
turned pleadingly to the pilot, “stop swearing, you want that to be on the tape?”
Doug laughed hysterically. Though dampened significantly, the fire still rose over a
hundred feet in the air as fire fighters battled the blaze.
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Suddenly, with the volume on her camera turned up and the copter directly above the
inferno once again, Jetta Carlson’s crinkly voice was recorded in the background as official
footage was taken of the Leeds household fire:
“This is Jetta Carlson for On-the-Spot News. Copter Three is overhead a fountain of
flame that sprang up just as I was ready to put my gear away for the night. A late night news van
will be covering the scene within moments, but before the conflagration dies down, I decided to
capture these spectacular shots on their behalf. As you can see, the flames are shooting up over a
hundred feet in the air. The commotion below, through the smoke, tells us that the fire
department’s in control. Yet I smell sulfur and see a white hot inferno below me. I hope to God
no one’s in that burning house!…”
******
Because of the late hour, most residents of Los Angeles and Orange County would not
hear or read about the Leeds household fire until the next day. The Leeds’ neighbors, after
making several 911 calls, however, stood by on the sidewalks and lawns in their bathrobes
gawking at the blaze. Company Fifty-Eight received a call at the station from the dispatcher
several moments before Copter Three’s Jetta Carlson spotted the fire. The sound of sirens
brought out more gawkers up and down the street, until several dozen spectators accumulated in
front of the burning house. Some of them, drawn by concern or curiosity, inched in as close as
they could to the inferno before police officers cordoned off the area, keeping the gawkers at bay
until firefighters finally arrived.
After the clamorous, nerve-shattering arrival of Company Fifty-Eight’s fire trucks, a
larger than normal buffer area had been ordered by Operation Battalion Chief Everett Sloan
around the unnaturally hot fire, forcing onlookers to wait across the street on Wallace
Schoolcraft’s lawn. By the time the news van arrived, the firefighters, as Jetta feared, had almost
put out the fire, the dark column of smoke, seen for miles around, had disappeared, and most of
the spectators had returned home to their beds. The few witnesses, who had already gave their
accounts to the police officers, now hung in the shadows on Schoolcraft’s lawn, looking across
the street with jaundiced eyes at the amateurish attempts made by rookie newsman Valentine
Getz at covering the fire. Getz, due to his inexperience, had completely ignored the main body
of spectators, opting instead to stand with his cameraman Milo Flores on the opposite side of the
cordoned off area to editorialize on what he had overheard so far about the fire:
“According to witnesses, the house exploded like a Roman candle, projecting a shaft of
fire three to four hundred feet into the air. Neighbors felt the earth trembling and smelled sulfur
in the air, as if a volcano erupted beneath the house, sending a column of black smoke miles into
the night sky…”
The cameraman winced at this elaboration upon the facts, but said nothing this time. The
already murky truth from late arrivals had now been stretched into utter fantasy. As Doug
Abado, the Copter Three pilot, Milo Flores was saddled with an eccentric partner, who was,
unlike Jetta Carlson, inexperienced to boot. In the case of the reporter and his cameraman, the
newsmen had been promised the day off tomorrow after substituting for News Van Five, which
made it easier for Milo to bide his time. While young Valentine had delusions of grandeur, the
veteran cameraman had a vision of a shower, late night meal, and twelve hours of uninterrupted
sleep. Ironically, the Leeds closest neighbors, Wallace Schoolcraft and Felicity Brown, gave the
most important details to the police, and were missed entirely during the noise and commotion.
Not one person in the hangers-on Valentine talked to, Milo noted with irritation, even knew the
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householders’ names, and yet they offered the reporters metaphors on the elevation, color, and
smell of the blaze he would use in the remainder of his coverage of the fire. Getz loved to hear
the sound of his own voice. Everyone, except the late arriving newsmen, had smelled sulfur
emanating from the fire, a feature the reporter overplayed at the end of his report: “It was in the
words of one neighbor ‘fire and brimstone raining down upon this sinful house.’” But neither
the reporter nor Jetta Carlson of Copter Three had the slightest clue as to what might have
happened here last night. This information, which had been provided by next-door neighbors
that Valentine Getz had overlooked, had been gathered already by Officer Bruce Gandy before
the firefighters, themselves, had even arrived on the scene.
When the reporter was satisfied with his footage about the fire, he and his partner packed
up hastily and left the scene. Thanks to Valentine Getz, the only facts about the fire that would
be aired in the morning news were that there had been a residential fire and that witnesses say
smelled like brimstone. The size and destruction of the fire had been sensationalized by Getz to
overcompensate for an amateurish report. Everything else about the portentous fire, including
the names of the homeowners, would flow into the media belatedly from the police and
firefighter reports, dulling the importance of the event to an unsuspecting world.
******
For several hours, Fire Company Fifty-Eight under the command of captain Roscoe
Hunter battled the Leeds household fire until it was considered suppressed by Battalion Chief
Sloan. Officer Gandy suspected foul play after talking to neighbors at the scene. There had been
no appearance of Cora Leeds outside this house for several months. Yesterday, Felicity Brown
informed Gandy, an ambulance had pulled into the Vale’s driveway, and the attendants had raced
into their home, but when the attendants returned they brought an empty gurney out of the house.
This had smacked of domestic violence to the veteran police officer, who wrote on a new page of
his notepad: Detectives should check dispatch log for 911 calls.
That evening according to Wallace Schoolcraft, Cora made a spectacle of herself before
Adam left. At one point she unfastened her robe in order to flash a motorist passing by. The
couple wrestled at the doorway until the reverend drug her inside. After Adam had driven away,
the same motorist returned with a bag in his hand and entered the house. At that point in his
investigation, Gandy wrote another important note below the first: Need detective follow-up: motive
corresponds to neighbor’s suspicions. The reverend had motive for domestic violence. Perhaps he set fire to the
house.

The neighbors had seen strange goings on in this house for quite some time. Almost
unanimously, they saw something sinister in the fire, ranging from Felicity’s reading of
brimstone as God’s judgment to Wallace’s belief that the reverend murdered his wife. All of
them agreed that arson and homicide were afoot. Officer Bruce Gandy, however, was a
patrolman, not a detective. He had, with a thoroughness that had earned him respect in the
department, gone as far as he could go. After submitting his report, it was up to the homicide
division to act. In accordance with current policy, he would allow chief Sloan to see his report
before sending it by remote fax machine to the Homicide Division of the LAPD. His private
notes would be shared with the sergeant assigned to the case, including his personal view that a
homicide occurred at this address.
Based upon Officer Gandy’s report and the bizarre nature of the fire, Hunter and Sloan
also suspected a crime scene. Strangely enough, however, in spite of the report and suspicious
circumstances at the scene, there was no body found in the burnt out frame or, for that matter,
evidence of an inflammable liquid that might have started the fire. Sulfur, in itself, the captain
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reminded the chief, was not a flammable; it was the result of extreme heat as in burning slag at a
foundry or volcanic eruption. It had no place in such a common house fire. Inexplicably, in
place of a fuel odor, the police officers, firefighters, and neighbors all claimed to have smelled
sulfur (otherwise known as brimstone) in the air. Unfortunately, this evidence, if that’s what it
was, faded, along with the fire and smoke, in the morning air. After smothering the last of the
flames and miraculously preventing the fire from spreading to surrounding structures, the
captain, battalion chief, and fire fighters sniffed in vain for the telltale odor in the air. When the
battalion chief declared that the fire was suppressed, he and the captain also searched the burnt
out frame in utter futility for suspicious cans or rags to indicate that arson was the cause of the
fire.
In spite of the utter lack of evidence, Battalion Chief Sloan called Deputy Fire Chief Sid
Barnes over his cell phone to request a formal departmental investigation of the fire. Although
he was not ready, as Gandy suggested, to bring in a homicide team, the officer’s report
convinced Barnes that an arson, perhaps a homicide, occurred at this residence last night. The
suspicious circumstances of the blaze and the claim by witnesses that the wife had not left the
house were important factors in an arson investigation. The other information gathered by
Gandy, (the rumors that there had been strange goings on in this house and that Adam had been
arguing with his wife) were matters for the detectives, not the fire department, to solve.
Sloan had been surprised at how quickly Barnes responded to his request. He didn’t
know that Sid had recently joined a fundamentalist church up town, and his mind was imbued
with apocalyptic visions of the End Times. As if Sloan had said the magic word, Sid interrupted
him midway through his discussion.
“Brimstone?” he cried. “You smelled brimstone?…. Are you certain Everett?”
“We all smelled it,” Sloan replied reassuringly. “I remember smelling it on my vacation
last year in Yellowstone National Park. That was brimstone, Sid. I’m certain of it!”
“And you say the flames shot up hundreds of feet?”
“That’s correct.”
“And you’re certain the house belonged to Adam Leeds?”
“Yes, I’m certain, but you didn’t let me finish,” Everett spoke more rapidly now.
“There’s more, much more. The policeman at the scene interviewed several neighbors who think
he murdered his wife. There’s a history of domestic turmoil at that house. Right before the
reverend left for the night, he quarreled with his wife. A stranger drove up after Adam left and
entered the Leeds house—”
“What?” The deputy fire chief gasped. “This sounds important. Give me the address
Everett. After I call dispatch, I’m coming down there myself!”
With a element of trepidation mingled with his excitement, Everett gave his superior the
address and directions on how to reach Adam Leeds’ house. Had he opened some sort of
Pandora’s box? Why would the deputy fire chief get this excited over a residential fire?
Circumstances yet unknown to the captain and battalion chief were bringing Sid Barnes to the
scene and to the core of the investigation.
Sid, who had once attended Our Lord and Savior’s Independent Church when it was
ministered by Hugh Thomas, knew the young “heretic” pastor who replaced Hugh. It was as if a
shot of Jack Daniels registered in his blood stream as he listened to Sloan’s voice on the phone.
Adam Leeds’ new age message had been the reason why he and his wife Vicky quit the church
and began going to another, more conservative church uptown.
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“That heretic son-of-a-bitch!” Muttered Sid, a crafty grin sliding onto his weather beaten
face.
As quickly as possible now, he did his own “homework,” although he had no doubts that
Adam murdered his wife. Not only did he call the dispatcher but, while waiting for her verbal
summary, called Sloan back and asked him to use the patrolman’s remote fax to send him a copy
of the report. Without argument, Officer Gandy, who had been waiting to hear the deputy fire
chief’s reaction, himself, took the handwritten report back to his car and faxed a copy to Sid.
Sid’s wife gave him a glass of water and pill as he stood impatiently waiting for the fax, certain
that his blood pressure must be elevated by now.
“Calm down dear,” she cooed, patting his shaking hand, “what’s all the dither about?”
“Calm down? What’s all the dither? Do you know what this means?” He looked into her
naive blue eyes, as the first page slid slowly out. “It’s another sign Vicky…. Damn, I’m getting
me a new fax. To top it off, its possible our ex-minister murdered his wife!”
“Cora? That dreadful woman!” Vicki stood reflecting upon the reverend’s troublesome
wife.
“Yes, Cora Leeds,” he made a face. “It’s a wonder he didn’t do her in a long time ago!”
As his wife made them a cup of tea, he listened with pencil and pad in hand as the
dispatcher read back all of the 911 calls for the Leeds fire made last night. After several
moments of writing down the same complaints that were merely worded differently, Sid thanked
her for her efforts and hung up. The information given to him by the dispatcher and the report
sent by Officer Gandy were mere technicalities necessary to make a case. As he would tell
Vicky at dinner tonight, “I feel it in the marrow of my bones!” He would never admit this to
anyone but his wife, but he was certain that they were living in the End Times; the Leeds Fire
was but one more omen or sign.
According to the current police report, the Reverend Adam Leeds’ neighbors had been
suspicious of him and his wife for quite some time. There were no telephone calls logged in by
the emergency dispatcher and only hearsay evidence that marital problems existed in the
Reverend Vale’s house. Sid and Vicky, however, had heard Adam’s heretical sermons and seen
Cora’s deplorable behavior in church. Sid called his old friend Dwight Higgins and learned that
Adam, who had fallen out of favor with members of the church, had not shown up for a meeting
with the elders that evening at Dwight’s house. That’s enough evidence, he told himself, his
mind reeling with this news. Moving from his pajamas to his uniform in what Vicky thought
was record-breaking time, Sid slurped a mouthful of tea to please his wife, kissed her chubby
check, then sprinted out-of-breath to his car.
******
As he drove from the suburbs, dimly lit silhouettes of distant skyscrapers against the
subdued lights of the city reminded him of the late hour. It was nearly three am, he noted, as he
followed Everett’s directions over the phone. Several more hours of darkness, the worst time to
investigate a fire, lie ahead of the LAFD.
Where has the heretic minister gone? He asked himself, as he raced across town. Where
is his troublesome wife, if she wasn’t cremated in that house? After mentally piecing all the
hearsay and circumstantial evidence together, Sid realized that a mere fire investigation for arson
was not enough. This, his bone marrow told him, was a homicide. As he approached his
destination, Sid called Deputy Chief Randall Walker of the LAPD Homicide Division to request
an official police investigation of the case. It was a bold move awakening Randall and his wife
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at this hour. At this stage in the investigation, it was impossible to talk Walker into sending a
homicide squad to the scene. Randall wanted more than Sid’s instincts before committing his
men. For the time being, the lack of a body as well as physical evidence of arson threw a
roadblock in front of Sid’s plans. Walker promised to send a homicide squad to the scene when
the fire investigator had proven that arson was the cause of the fire. This requirement, in effect,
before Sid even arrived at the scene, amounted to a refusal of his request. Unfortunately for him
this time, other than the witnesses’ unfounded opinions, no such evidence had been found.
To make matters worse that morning, the fire investigator and his team who arrived
shortly before Barnes, quickly lost Sid’s confidence when they told him that there was, in fact,
no evidence of arson for the fire. In spite of the earlier assessment by the fire captain and
battalion chief that it might be a crime scene, there was also disagreement now between Deputy
Fire Chief Barnes and the other fire officials at the scene as to the necessity of bringing in
detectives and a homicide team from the LAPD. Without the remains of a dead body or at least
physical evidence of arson causing the fire, Captain Roscoe Hunter and Battalion Chief Everett
Sloan, the original advocates of an investigation, were not interested in bringing in the police.
There was, Barnes was acutely aware, a certain awkwardness between firefighters and the
police when the fire was out and the jurisdiction hinged on whether or not a body had been found
after suppression of the fire or if there was at least arson involved in the fire. In the case of the
Leeds fire there appeared to be neither, and yet for Sid Barnes the suspicious nature of the Leeds
fire seemed obvious. Not only did Adam Leeds’ neighbors claim that Cora Leeds had caused an
embarrassing scene before he left last night, but a stranger visited her right afterwards and did
not leave until later that evening. Now, after talking to Dwight Higgins, Sid could add to his list
Adam’s failure to show up for an important meeting that night. There was, Barnes recalled from
experience, both motive and opportunity, the prime indicators in a murder but no evidence and
no body…. In the eyes of law enforcement there was therefore no case.
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Chapter Thirteen
The Comforter
As the street slept, a dull sunrise crept over the silhouettes of storefronts, massage
parlors, liquor stores, and hockshops. Flashing momentarily over the rooftops, it filled the dark
city hollows with its brilliance. Dirty windows suddenly radiated, the pavement glistened, and
the whole neighborhood waxed in a golden dawn. As the light brimmed the buildings, the
normal gilding at daybreak began to fade to tensile and wrought iron sheen. Soon the glare of
the steadily rising sun began to highlight the real world, magnifying each grimy inch of glass,
each pile of roadside litter, and every filthy pocket not hidden in the shadows, becoming an
indictment against the street.
The morning then taunted the night people, gradually awakening them from alcoholic
slumber or an evening’s slimy business. It reminded shop owners, tavern keepers, and
prostitutes that hours would crawl by before the usual clientele would arrive. For those further
down the boulevard on skid row, however, the awareness was even slower in coming. As every
hole with walls and alley opening to sunlight slowly became alive with their murmurs, coughs,
and curses, those already awake shunned the daybreak. Those huddling in dark alleys remained
crouched or lying still. While they ignored the new day, footsteps stirred on the vacant street.
And the first shadow emerged from the early morning shade.
For a moment, as Adam Leeds crossed into the boundary of skid row, a vagrant eyed his
shadow as it stretched across the mouth of his alley nest, and a down-and-out prostitute peeked
down from her window at the stranger below. It seemed evident to them, at first sight, that the
pedestrian was either exhausted or disoriented by alcohol or drugs. He shuffled slack-jawed, his
arms falling limply to his sides. His gray eyes sat at half-mast as he plodded more deeply into
skid row. He wore the dark garment and collar of the clergyman, and yet in many ways he
looked like any other drunk on the street. Even the vagrant and prostitute might have felt sorry
for him had they seen the expression on his haggard face.
With the exception of a few wary souls, Adam Leeds passed by unnoticed through the
environs of skid row. The shock still clung to him. The early morning hours were spent in
torment and reflection of what had happened and what might lie ahead. In spite of Satan’s
promise of protection, he felt marooned in this filth pocket, and an urge lingered inside him to
escape the nasty street. But where could he go? How could he explain his absence during his
wife’s murder, if he could not explain it to himself? He could not help wondering if this might
not be some kind of monstrous joke? He knew better than most men not to trust the devil’s
motives, so he carried the urge to escape Satan as well.
As he contemplated his plight, however, the impulse to escape the street passed, because,
like it or not, there was nowhere else to go. The impulse to escape the devil’s clutches likewise
faded, since it was, in the final analysis, the last refuge for a murderer such as he. For all his
years of pious searching, skid row, the devil’s sanctuary would become a dead-end for him
unless it proved to be, as Satan promised, a safe haven for him for a while. Inexplicably, the
devil remained silent in his head. Though silent, he could feel its presence in his mind. The
murder of his wife had allowed Satan to enter him at last, making everything else, including his
calling from God, a lie.
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As he continued his odyssey, he tried blotting out the bloody corpse and the irreversible
conclusion he faced. He was going nowhere and totally lost in this part of town. In spite of
Satan’s confidence, there seemed to be no future in store for him. How could his new career
begin down here?
Finally, after another hour had passed, Adam’s cadence was broken by fatigue. Gusts of
steam boiled from his mouth in the chilly air. He paused in front of a deserted storefront and
pressed his forehead on the pane. In his reverie now, his gray eyes were filled with a lost dream.
A question rose in his chest.
******
A whisper, as soft as a woman’s and yet as commanding as his own father’s, came into
his mind now. It was the voice of Satan. The Tempter was in his brain.
“Adam,” it reassured him, “I’m your friend.”
“Then why did you make me a murderer?” he asked.
“You took her life, not I,” it replied.
“And you took my soul,” he countered.
“I didn’t take your soul,” it argued gently. “You gave it to me freely—of your own free
will…. Besides Adam, what is a soul? Can you see it? Can you touch it? Can you feel it? Does
it even exist?”
“Where have I heard that line before?” He replied, staring into the vacant store. “Man’s
not bound by soul but by his own free will…. Satan speaks as a humanist and atheist…. All
right, Lucifer, Beelzebub, the Dark Force, or whatever your name is, have it your way. But you
took my faith! That you can’t deny!”
It sighed. “What’s faith Adam? And what’s a soul? They’re mere words, and such
words are the products of dreams.”
“No,” Adam shook his head, “they’ve become nightmares! My whole life is a blot
because of last night!”
Recalling the bloody scene again, he shrank to the pavement in despair. While the young
man’s mind wallowed in morbid self-recrimination and pity, Satan tried to console him.
“Your wife deserved what you gave her. If you hadn’t of destroyed her, she would’ve
destroyed you. She’s given you pain throughout your married life.”
Yet Adam continued to shake his head. “Excuses, excuses. I have plenty of excuses.
But I’m now a killer—a cold-blooded murderer, and for that I’m damned!”
“Nonsense,” Satan said irritably, “you’re talking like a fool!”
“It’s true,” Adam insisted. “You might fill my head with lies, but a voice inside me still
whispers murderer! murderer! I can hear it now. It’s my soul!”
“Fool!” It spat. “That’s your inner man—the one called conscience. Can’t you tell the
difference between a religious experience and a nervous breakdown? You take all this nonsense
much too seriously!”
“It’s the voice of God,” he cried. “It’s my soul!”
“It’s nonsense,” Satan insisted. “For many years you’ve called it that and blamed me for
your human weakness and petty thoughts. But, before last night, it was your conscience that
held you back. Until then you have been praying into an empty void. God’s dead, the dream’s
over, and you have no one to answer to but yourself. So let your inner man go: he’s without
meaning now, a hindrance to you, and he’ll drive you mad.”
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Despite its attempts, Satan’s cold comfort couldn’t warm his spirit. The most important
question for Adam hadn’t even been answered, for it was cleverly sidestepped by the Tempter. It
hung now as a stubborn shadow in his thoughts, waiting for his lips to move and waiting for his
courage to hurl it into motion.
After a moment of deliberation, the words poured out slowly and thickly: “…. Are you
going to replace God? Am I to worship you?”
“No,” came a tired response. “Didn’t you hear a word I said?”
“I don’t believe you,” he persisted. “You want something in return for those glories you
promised me. You want my soul!”
“Wrong again!” The voice shrilled. “Well you plee-ease forget that supernatural mumbojumbo about me! I don’t carry a pitch fork, I don’t spit fire, and I don’t want your blasted soul!”
“If you don’t want my soul,” he replied hoarsely, “and you’re not going to replace God,
what do you want?”
“Adam,” it commanded softly now, “look at your reflection in the window, and tell me
what you see.”
“I see myself,” he answered flatly.
“That’s your God,” it declared, “and that’s what I want!… Now look through the
window, instead of at it, into the room. What do you see beyond yourself?”
“Nothing,” he answered, searching the empty room.
“Precisely,” it said, “… and that’s your life so far: a zero without meaning and without
purpose. The window is the essence of your soul: looking into yourself, yet a part of yourself.
Your faith has gone from you as a dream escapes a child.”
After staring at himself a moment longer, Adam looked away with disgust. “I’d rather not
look at myself any longer, if you don’t mind,” he replied, shutting his eyes.
“Then it’s time at last for a change,” it replied mysteriously. “Close your eyes and face
the glass.”
No sooner had he obliged Satan than it commanded: “Now open your eyes and tell me
what you see!”
For a moment his face tingled and the ground below him swayed. Then the empty store
was filled with a powdery luminescence, and a Christ-like image stared from the glass. Beyond
this familiar face, he found something else spiraling in the void—the earth, the implications
unmistakable in his mind. This storefront Jesus was none other than himself. A young man
about his age with well a trimmed beard, shoulder-length hair and gray eyes, wearing a glowing
white garment was now reflected in the window. In spite of the miracles generated on his behalf,
however, Adam could not accept what was happening to him or believe what he saw in the glass.
“What is this monstrosity?” He stared at the window in disbelief. “…. You expect me to
imitate Christ?”
“Yes,” Satan assured him, “you have the power. You can be anything you want to be.
With me by your side, you can even imitate him.”
“You mean become the Antichrist,” Adam whispered, shaking his head. “I’m familiar
with the scriptures. What fool fearing God’s wrath would join forces with you?”
“Adam,” replied the Comforter, “listen to reason. There’s much you don’t understand
that’s not in the Bible. I’m not going to follow that script. I’m many things, but I’m not a fool.
I have my own plan. You’re a cleric, not a politician. You’re going to run my church. Your
secular counterpart is going to run my government. He’s been with me from the beginning. You
Adam, are being reborn this very moment—in the spirit and in the flesh. While he can act
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independently of me, we—you and I—are a team. You, my anointed, whom I’ve picked among
mortal men, will always need me as a friend, protector, and guide.”
Adam’s mind was thrown into chaos. He was a man of God, who was a murderer,
disguised as Jesus Christ, with the devil in control of his mind.
Quick to read his mood, Satan tried dispelling his fears: “Adam, the world isn’t going to
end. It’s going to get much better. Pay no heed to those televangelists. Forget that apocalyptic
drivel medieval monks spouted to make people behave. The Revelator, I know for a fact, was a
drunkard, and the prophet Daniel was insane. We’ll win, because I’m writing the script. Your
counterpart will be re-writing scriptures too. When we’re done, those televangelists won’t know
which side is up.”
“Think of it,” declared the Comforter, as Adam watched the globe turn slowly inside the
room, “there’ll be no more religious and secular differences to divide peoples or cause wars. The
world will be so much better when there’s harmony among church and state. Everyone in the
government will share the same universal faith!”
To make its case, Satan painted a mental picture of the glory awaiting Adam Leeds. All
it would take for this leap of faith, it promised, was a single nod. Once again, as he had
experienced during his dreams, Adam saw himself preaching to the multitude, this time in a
stadium packed with thousands of supporters cheering his every word. Beyond this point, his
mind floated from one grand scene to another, a potpourri of muted sounds and emotions through
audiences packed amphitheatres, splendid cathedrals, and, for one brief moment, Saint Peter’s
basilica in Rome. Already, Satan’s effort at camouflaging its true intentions had begun to
unravel. It seemed clear what it had in mind: Adam would become a messianic leader—a false
prophet, antipope, or high priest. Another protest swelled in his throat, as his mental vision
brought him into a gilded room and a great ivory throne.
“Get thee behind me Satan,” he quoted as Jesus stared at him from the glass. “For it is
written, ‘thou shalt worship the Lord thy God, and him only shalt thou serve.’”
“Behold,” came the mocking refrain, “I stand at the door and knock. If any man hears
my voice and opens the door, I will sup with him, allowing him to sit on my throne.”
“No,” cried Adam in a strangled whisper, “you pervert scripture. Stop tormenting me!
Why can’t you leave me alone?”
“Adam,” it moved as a shadow through his mind, “you’re my chosen. You’ll be a
shepherd, not a prophet or pope. Now, you’re a fugitive and murderer. With my guidance,
you’ll change the religion and philosophy of the world.”
******
After last night, Adam Leeds had three choices. He could make a run for it, face a
murder rap, or receive unlimited wealth and power as the highest prelate on earth. For Satan, it
was a no brainer. For Adam, however, though tempting, it would be an agonizing decision. It
meant that he would be serving God’s enemy. As much as Satan denied it, it also meant
forfeiting his immortal soul. Drawn to the globe swirling in the room, Adam’s face was set in a
scowl, his thoughts holding to the belief that he had been taken over by the Prince of Darkness,
and that he must, as a Christian, resist and outwit Satan in the end.
“Admit it,” Satan crowed, “you’re tempted. I saw it in your eyes! Half of you I’ve won.
The other half reacts to dogma—catchphrases from a discredited book. The Book of Revelation
implies a false premise for the End Times. It was written to admonish churchmen of bygone
days by a drunken recluse, whose visions I helped inspire. Who knows what that madman
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Daniel had in mind. Get it through your thick skull. I’m not the stereotyped fiend of antiquity.
There’s not going to be an antichrist or period of earthly tribulation. You’re not going to become
a false prophet of an apostate church, and the world’s not coming to an end. I see great potential
in you, Adam. I want to be your partner and friend—nothing more!”
Adam stifled a sob and shut his eyes. Stopping his ears up with his thumbs, he sank to
the sidewalk in despair. Bending into a fetal position, he attempted to block out the world, but
couldn’t block out what was in his head. Inside his mind, he could hear Satan saying “All this
will I give you, if you serve me,” hauntingly similar to words spoken to Christ. When he failed
to nod or give some indication of submittal, Satan made one more attempt at reason then came
straight to the point.
“Adam, you’re behaving like a child. I’m not going to turn you into a zombie or an
imitation Christ. That’s Trinity Network’s script.” “…. You’re,” it searched for the words,
“going through a transition—a mental rebirth, more than a physical change…. You must make
the spiritual leap: from Him to me. Give me a simple nod, that’s all. You don’t even have to
speak.”
Adam climbed back onto his shaky legs, his forehead dropping to the glass. “You said
we’re going to be partners…. You lied…. Those catchwords—rebirth and transition—mean I’m
going to be your servant, not your friend. After killing my wife, how could I ever be your
friend? You orchestrated this from the beginning. Now, I’m going to be programmed and
groomed. The worst change will happen to my mind. Tell me now Satan, if not a false prophet
or messiah, who am I suppose to be?”
Satan, an artful dodger, sidestepped the question, this time with another allegory to press
the point home.
“Adam,” it replied carefully, “is not a cloud empty until it gathers electricity from the
firmament?”
“Yes,” Adam made a face, “empty like me.”
“Is not the wind that moves the cloud invisible?” It persisted, pausing as Adam
acknowledged this fact too.
“Yes, invisible,” he closed his eyes. “I would like to be invisible…. like a spirit
wandering the earth.”
“Adam,” Satan’s voice rose dramatically, “let me fill you with electricity and move you
over the earth, so that when the storm comes it will be you that they see?”
“Yes,” Adam smiled perceptively, “but you that they hear!”
Satan lapsed into silence inside Adam’s head. Implicitly, at first, it seemed to be
admitting it was true. The devil, though sighing heavily, failed to reply. A hysterical laugh
escaped Adam’s throat. It’s true, he thought light-headedly, I’m going to be groomed and
programmed. Unable to think of a specific title for himself, he wondered if, like Satan’s
allegory, he should not use a more general apocalyptic word, such as the word used by the street
evangelist for him:… beast.
******
Through Adam’s gray eyes, it studied the storefront Jesus, unable to gauge his mood.
Above all, regardless of his misgivings, he resented this intrusion into his mind. Drawing close
to the window, Adam stared at himself a moment, his gaze penetrating into the emptiness of the
store. Having served its purpose, the globe had disappeared from the room, but the imposing
image of Christ continued to look out hauntingly from the glass. Moments ago, when his head
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was filled with promise, Satan had seen excitement in his gaze, but also fear. His spiritual leap
would be a one-way trip. After watching Adam cloud the glass with his breath and trace his
name, the Tempter, who had tried unsuccessfully to be a comforter, understood.
The apparent identity crisis was too much for the young man. Though intrigued by his
future, he clung to his old self, with its small congregation and modest church. The old
doomsday concepts, which resurfaced from his seminary days, Satan would break down. But for
now, it must win his trust and friendship and make him understand: he could run, hide, and
eventually get caught or he could begin anew, with a fresh identity, on the road to glory into a
golden age.
Coming to the point as unequivocally as possible, it declared: “All things have a
beginning and an end. Your old ministry—serving God—ended last night, and your new
ministry—serving me—begins today. To yesterday, God’s minister is dead; today my servant
lives. He is there before you, transfigured at last. Look at him Adam. Do you see him? He
waits for your nod!”
Adam responded this time by blowing fresh steam onto his reflection. Thoroughly
unnerved, Satan retreated again back into a dark, uneasy silence in his mind. After watching him
rub his temples furiously a moment, however, it realized that Adam was simply trying exorcise
him from his brain. Among the horrors confronting the young man, he could not cope with the
evil spirit inhabiting his mind. The intimidation had worn on his already frayed nerves. He had
lost too much sleep, and he had not eaten for many hours. So quietly, without warning, the
Tempter gave up its favorite domain, slipping out of Adam’s mind to materialize for him as flesh
and blood.
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Chapter Fourteen
The Enchantress

As Adam stood in front of the store and gazed into the empty room, another reflection
appeared in the glass. A crotchety old man’s image was captured in the window, ambling toward
him from the street. Though he looked nothing like the octogenarian seen on television, Adam
was reminded of the televangelist, whose prophecies now haunted him as he considered Satan’s
words. Unlike the first old man, who wore a threadbare suit and clerical collar, this stranger
wore the baggy and tattered clothes of the vagrant. In contrast to the televangelist’s shiny
baldhead and clean-shaven face, he sported a shock of filthy matted white hair. Like other
unwashed bums, his hands were filthy and he exhibited a stubbly gray beard. The televangelist
had comported himself with the authority of a patriarch. Moving slowly, with the feeble shuffle
of men his age, the vagrant took his place timidly by Adam’s side. For a moment, Adam
expected him to ask him for a handout. In anticipation of the proverbial “hey buddy, got some
change?” he handed the apparent panhandler coins from his pocket, hoping he would be on his
away.
For a moment, as he held out the change, the annoying little tramp stood there mumbling
to himself as burnt out winos often do, looking quizzically down at the coins then looking up
with irritation at the young man. Adam understood, after the old man waved querulously at his
outstretched hand, that he didn’t want money. He listened with curiosity, unable to understand
the man’s gravelly voice at first, as he pointed impatiently at the street. Following the shaky
finger to its destination, he tried to decipher the man’s grumbling but saw nothing but emptiness
beyond the curb. Skid row was quiet this hour. With the exception of the old man, not one
homeless person was afoot. Adam’s mental dialogue with Satan had emotionally drained him.
In his fragile state frame of mind, he welcomed any diversion or sign of normalcy, even the
ramblings of an old drunk.
As he bent his ear to the irascible voice, he caught sight of a small black cat scampering
down the street. Under normal circumstances he might have considered this to be a bad omen,
but he felt only pity now for the little beast.
“Every city in the world has castaways,” explained the old man, “but there are one
hundred thousand homeless folk in Los Angeles, twenty thousand of whom live on skid row. It
is unknown how many of these people lost in this wilderness were once husbands, wives, fathers,
mothers, murderers, or thieves. Many of them are still salvageable, if just given the chance…”
Though he had little sympathy for bums, Adam listened patiently to a brief history of Los
Angeles’ skid row. According to his new friend, who no longer sounded like a burnt out drunk,
“Skid row is an ugly byproduct of the railroad industry in LA. Since Los Angeles was the last
stop for rail riders traveling across the country, the area known as skid row became one of the
collection points for the “riff-raff” in the USA. Transient workers and folks running away from
past lives patronized the cheap hotels, bars, and brothels, which welcomed down-and-out men
and women from all walks of life. These early hobos found the climate better in the City of the
Angels and found it easier to survive on the street. A sub-culture of vagrants, already familiar
throughout US cities, grew along with the working population of LA. During the Great
Depression, many unemployed men and women joined the ranks of the homeless culture in skid
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row. A large influx of undesirables also occurred when mental hospitals begin cutting their
budgets by releasing harmless lunatics onto the streets. After the world wars, the Korean,
Vietnam, and three Middle Eastern wars, many men, who could not cope with memories of battle
also wound up casualties on skid row. Children, whom parents discarded or ran from physical
and sexual abuse, often wind up as adult wrecks on the street. As heart rendering as the autistic
and schizophrenic men and women are here, worse are the drug addict runaways, down-and-out
women, and even children trapped in skid row.
“Supplying homeless folk with meals, temporary refuge, and employment counseling is
the Union Rescue Mission of Los Angeles, founded in 1891 by Lyman Stewart, who also
founded the Union Oil Company. Unfortunately, due to cutbacks in government funding, entire
families are forced to rely on the mission. Did you know that some of these families virtually
live on the street? You’ll meet some of them downtown, near the river, and in the parks. Our
most immediate concerns, however, are the down-and-out men and women on this street.”
Slow to attach significance to his last words, Adam stared slack-jawed at the speaker. It
hadn’t occurred to him yet that the devil had been exorcized from his head. A mortal, even an
eccentric street person, was a vast improvement over the evil presence in his mind. Any
moment, however, he expected the devil to break its silence as it had before. As he stood
looking at his reflection again, the words “our most important concerns” caused him to flash the
man the classic double take. From a jerk of the head, Adam then fell into shock, gasping and
falling back against the glass as the punch line poured from those ancient lips.
“…. The street is empty now,” the old man seemed to change the subject, “but in less
than a hour,” he declared, raising his arms in the air, “it will begin filling up with the castaways
of humanity—your new congregation.”
Adam recalled light-headedly the voice in his head. How he had prayed that the dreaded
occupation would end. It was not merely silent, he noted with mixed feelings, it was gone. It
stood before him now, disguised as a dirty old bum. Hysterical laughter erupted from his
unsmiling lips. A lament followed, which Adam halted by pressing a fist against his mouth.
“Don’t look so frightened,” the old man cackled. “Your old church was empty in the
beginning, and look how long it took to fill up with those middle class, do-gooder prudes. Look
how quickly many of them turned against you because of your wife. Tell me Adam, where is the
alleged Christian compassion in your hoped for new age congregation? How long would it have
taken for those blue-nose hypocrites to give you the boot?”
“…. The street, on the other hand,” he said after a pause, “is constantly filled with
desperate seekers and unhappy souls. On a moment’s notice, a mysterious drifter can strike up a
band of these ragamuffins by proclaiming himself a messiah. Just think how much someone like
yourself could do with my help!”
The full weight of everything Satan had said now fell heavily upon Adam as he stared at
the old man. Satan’s unreasonable expectations and continuing presence were more than he
could bear, as his last shreds of sanity seemed to slip away. Now, in the flesh, came the
monstrous punch line, so appropriately following the history of skid row.
“Is this what you meant by the universal church,” he cried in disbelief, “—skid row?”
“It’s a beginning,” the old man replied, “and it’s fertile ground.”
“What happened to the stadiums and cathedrals?” Adam shouted. “Where are the banners
and the crowds?”
The old man answered, “They were glimpses of the future, not the present. Surely you
don’t expect everything to happen all at once! You’re not ready for that.”
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“Maybe not at once,” he protested, “but certainly not here!”
“You must start somewhere.” The old man shrugged his shoulders.
“But why this place?” Adam asked in disbelief. “Burbank, Hollywood, Orange County,
or anywhere, but why here?”
All Adam could think of at this point was the trick that Satan was playing on upon him
now. As he shrank to the pavement again and surveyed his dark domain, the old man cleared his
throat to break the quiet.
“Don’t be afraid of the street,” he uttered thoughtfully. “Where you go I am. I can be
many people, any place, and at any time; and I can create illusions and work miracles on your
behalf. If you’re patient and follow my instructions, you’ll prosper and become the most
powerful prelate alive. On the other hand, if you turn your back on me now, I will make you the
poorest of men. As you slink through alleys and hide in the shadows, you’ll not only be godless
and friendless, you’ll be without a future as well.”
A grim smile twitched on Adam’s stunned face. As he listened to the words from those
ancient lips, it sounded so ludicrous. The old man, in playing out his role, seemed to wring out
his last ounce of strength as he shook his gnarled fist, but not for a moment could he mistake the
look that was cast upon him during his bombast. Those cold black eyes, he knew, had once
defied heaven. They had also shown encouragement to Nero, Stalin, and Hitler, and now ruled
Hell. They were the eyes that had mocked Christ and were mirrored in the merciless gaze of
Nazi storm troopers, Klansmen, and Muslim terrorist groups on their paths of death and
destruction, and were the same eyes that followed the deeds of most of mankind…. They were
the eyes of Satan, perverse and without compassion and warmth.
“Why do we have to start at the bottom?” Adam asked, looking away from those cold
dark eyes.
“Because,” Satan answered cryptically, “at the bottom lies the seed.”
******
It’s amorphous body now transformed into a series of street people. A blind man with a
white cane, sleazy-looking girl in a tight blue dress, hollow-eyed teenage runaway, Hispanic bag
lady, and other dirty, misshapen and emaciated derelicts flashed before his eyes, until, finally, a
black street hustler, with tattooed and needle-tracked arms, unshaven face, and ragged clothing
stepped forth.
“This be as good a place any,” the young black man replied, while rolling a match around
in his mouth. “Dis street be full of lost souls, jes like me!”
The accent and cocky demeanor of the young man didn’t distract from his true identity.
As the old man and the other specters before and after him, this was just one more manifestation
of Satan. To emphasize its magic the match in the young man’s mouth suddenly exploded into a
brilliant flame. At that point the latest specter began to dissolve hideously before Adam’s eyes, a
mindless grin cracking his melting head. “I’m melting! I’m melting!” His voice gurgled in
parody of the Wicked Witch of the West. His body turned to liquid now, as would a melting
candle, as he shrunk down to the pavement. Adam stepped back gingerly as the bubbling fluid
created a large puddle on the sidewalk and began trickling over the curb and onto the street. As
the man’s empty clothes blew away in a gust of hot wind, a miasma the color of candle wax had
already stretched amoebically over the street as far as the eye could see. To the limit of his sight
a symbolic evil, which Adam now understood to be the beginning of his empire, invaded the
land.
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Overwhelmed by its latest theatrics, Adam shook his head numbly and asked, “When’s
all this suppose to begin?”
“Today,” a voice came breathlessly into his ear. “It’s already begun!”
Startled half out of his wits this time, Adam whirled around to confront the young woman
in the tight blue dress paraded earlier before his eyes. Only drug addict hookers would be caught
in this part of town. This creature, who was supposed to be a streetwalker, was a common sight
uptown in the shopping and business districts. Though she was as much out of place as himself
in this part of town, she represented an important element of lowlife found on the street. He
sensed now that Satan was about to play another monstrous joke on him.
Moving provocatively down the sidewalk with an exaggerate wiggle in her stride, she
glanced coquettishly over her shoulder, as if to say, “Come here big boy,” and waited patiently
for him to take the cue. Adam watched with mounting apprehension as she stood there in front
of an abandoned and condemned hotel. He did not want to consider the implications in this
gesture. After she passed under the marquee into the hotel, he began walking hesitantly toward
the building, his heart drumming in his chest. “This can’t be happening,” he mumbled over and
over under his breath.
When he reached the entrance of the ramshackle building, he looked into the gaping
doorway of what was once an elegant hotel lobby but was now a haunt for derelicts and pallet for
gang graffiti. A shaft of light stuck her frosted hair and bare shoulders as she paused in the
middle of the room. The words to the song “Devil With The Blue Dress On” surfaced in his
mind. Here, waiting for him in the disguise of a prostitute, was the same devil who had tempted
Eve. This same devil had also tempted Christ…. Now she was tempting him, beckoning him up
a shadowy staircase. After hesitating repeatedly as he moved forward, he followed her slowly up
the steps, knowing that he was reaching a point of no return. Her seductive form hung
expectantly at the top of the stairs, as would a bride awaiting consummation. At this point, he
had no more doubts about what Satan had in mind: Satan, the enchantress, wanted to seduce him
in order to make him her own.
For a moment, he lingered in the hall and could not warm up to the idea of making love
to the Princess of Darkness. Aside from its factual wrongness, it seemed so utterly perverse. He
recalled his wife’s ugly remark about Jesus being a “Queen.” Here, personified in himself, was
the stereotype image of the Risen Christ, and he was being lured up a rickety staircase by Satan,
who now seemed to be the mother of whores. Before he had a chance or dared to protest, his
shaky legs had brought him up the steps into a dimly lit room. She begin stripping down as he
followed her into the room, first discarding her sunglasses and her high heels and then managing
to wiggle out of her tightly fitting dress, slip, and bra as if there was no time to waste. She
settled in a corner of the room where sunlight streamed through boards nailed across the window
frame. She stood there quietly, reminiscent of a feral beast, her eyes simmering coals, her
anatomically perfect physique poised for action. Under normal circumstances, if he could have
put aside his dread and concentrated on her body, she might have been just another sensuous
element filling an empty void in his life. She was beautiful. She had the power for unlimited
passion…. But she was also the devil, and nothing could change that fact in his mind.
Visibly trembling now, he shuddered as she reached out from the shadows to touch him.
“Calm down,” she whispered,“relax…. We’re not starting our great adventure yet.
There’s no rush today. It’s too early to begin in this part of town. The street people, as you
know, are mischievous, nocturnal souls who keep late hours. You need rest and relaxation now.”
“I’m starved. I need something to eat,” Adam blurted as she began tugging at his belt.
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“All right honey,” she said huskily, “I’ll give you something to eat.”
“No, no, no,” he groaned, “I meant food. Not the nectar of love. You’re moving to fast
for me!”
Suddenly, without even a visible gesture by Satan, a small ornate little table appeared in
the center of the room with a cornucopia of fruits and nuts. A tureen sat next to it alongside of a
platter of meat and a large jug of wine. In spite of his realization that he was famished, however,
he was more concerned with what waited for him after his meal. Eyeing the nearby bed, he felt
himself being pulled by his belt, and heard her muttering, “That’s right. Let’s get you
comfortable first. I’ll personally feed you with my own hands. I didn’t mean I was going to sit
on your face. You nasty boy…. There-there, you get comfortable on the bed, while mummy
gets you a nice hunk of meat and mug of wine.”
“I don’t think I can do this,” he said, watching her pour him a drink. “I think I’m going to
be sick.”
“Sure you can,” she replied, handing him the mug. “Drink this first before you begin
eating. It’ll relax you and clear your head.”
Almost immediately after he took a sip of the beverage, his found his stomach settling
and his nausea disappearing.
“What is this?” He asked suspiciously. “Is this some kind of drug?”
“No, it’s not a drug,” she assured him, holding a drumstick up to his mouth. “I want you
clear-headed, not drugged…. Now eat, my lamb. I must fatten you up a little before we begin.”
******
Adam took as much time as he could to eat his meal. He hovered around the small table
awhile, gorging himself on its delicacies in effort to delay the inevitable as long as he could. In
spite of his fear of being drugged, he drank as much of his second mug of wine as he could
before he found Satan taking the empty mug out of his hand and leading him back to bed.
Breaking away suddenly, he retreated to a far corner of the room. He stared across the
narrow space that separated them, which still seemed a million spiritual miles away, and was
sure that he would never be more severely tested than now. This act would complete his tie with
Satan; they will have graduated from a blood offering to a love offering. He would have
preferred that it was merely feral lust or perversion in Satan instead of a test of good faith. But
he knew that she was not playing games anymore. She was deadly serious.
“Come, my lamb,” she called from the darkness of the bed, “lie down with me.”
“This is what you meant by rest and relaxation?” He asked bleakly. “…. Sex?”
“Yes, we’ve made our bond,” purred Satan, “now we must consummate it. Our secret
partnership shall be like a marriage between a man and woman: in the flesh as well as the spirit.”
“I thought it required simply a nod.”
“That was before you exorcized me out of your head.”
Reaching across breathlessly from the bed, her delicate hand caught the sunlight: the
most perfect hand in creation, with long fingers and glistening scarlet nails. Crooking her finger,
she continued to beckon him toward the bed. Except for her streetwalker bearing and frosted
hair, the outline of her shadowed body was a flawless hourglass form. Even the eyes in her
lovely head, which glowed with feral light, had an inner warmth lacking in the previous specters.
She was a vast improvement over the other personifications he had seen, and yet he couldn’t
warm up to her no matter how hard he tried.
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“I understand what’s happening.” Adam swallowed miserably. “There’s another reason
other than blackmail for the death of my wife. Now that she served her purpose, you will take
her place.”
“Our relationship has to be strong and inviolable.” Satan explained. “You must therefore
learn to think of me as a person. The only way you will ever accept me is as a woman: a lover
and a friend.”
“Accept you as a woman?” He murmured, gripping his forehead. “How can I accept you
as a woman? All my life you’ve been portrayed as a foul fiend with cloven hooves. My liberal
theology would never allow me to believe such nonsense. Now it turns out that you do exist, but,
through all your disguises, you’re not even a male!”
“Nonsense!” She said with a snarl. “Forget those medieval myths about horned satyrs
carrying pitch forks. I never looked like that spawn of Greek mythology who went about raping
virgins and guzzling wine. Pan was male: half goat and half man. I, as you should know by
now, can be either sex with no specific form. I can be pure sex: male, female, or both. I also
have the power of unlimited joy.”
“All right,” he replied, shuddering at the thought, “for the time being you’re a woman.
But I can’t do this. Believe me I can’t!”
“Can’t or won’t?” She shot back irritably. “With me anything is possible! Don’t tell me
you can’t do it. You haven’t even tried!”
“It’s true,” he assured her. “I’m trying to warm up to you, but I can’t!”
“There’s that word again: can’t. I won’t accept can’t.” She waved her hand in
annoyance. “I don’t see any effort to warm up to me. What’s stopping you? I have a prefect
body. Look at my breasts. Here feel them. Feel the rest of my body too.”
She watched him sigh deeply, close his eyes, and drop his chin to his chest. Springing
angrily from the bed now, she stood there in front of him, breathing strangely, trying to fathom
his mood.
“You wonder why I like being inside your mind,” she whispered indelicately. “It’s where
I gather unspoken information. I don’t like tormenting you that way Adam; that’s why I’ve
decided to work with you in the flesh. But I can return to your head any time I wish. You’re
mine now Adam, so stop fighting me. Don’t make it so difficult for me to read your mood.”
“Do what you will with me. I cannot play this game,” he announced, his shoulders
slumped but gaze rising to meet her stare.
Her naked body, caught in shafts of sunlight, scandalized him anew as he looked up and
saw her standing there. Her voice rose accusingly this time as he stood his ground. “No-no, this
is not a game Adam. You must know that by now. I don’t always have to be in your mind to
know what’s going on inside. It’s obvious to me by the look on your face that you’re thinking
‘Satan is in disguise again—as a woman this time but no less the devil.’ Satan is therefore
perverse, with homosexual inclinations. Is this not right?”
“Yes…. but it’s not the only reason,” he confessed, trying not to look her in the eyes.
“Adam,” she said, reaching out to touch his face, “look at me. For all practical purposes I
am a real person now. Give me a chance to prove it to you.”
Seeing him shrug faintly but drop his head again, she reached out gently and raised chin.
“Is it my eyes that bother you? You seem to have trouble looking me in the face?”
“No,” Adam said, glancing at them briefly, “you have beautiful eyes.”
“Is it my hairdo?” She asked, touching her hair.
“No,” Adam said, “I don’t mind frosted hair.”
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“All right, is it my body that’s the problem?” She persisted, placing a hand on her hip.
“Am I too big busted or narrow in the waist? Would you like it better if I was shorter or had
fuller lips?”“
“No,” Adam shook his head, “you’re perfect, without a flaw!”
“Okay, Adam,” she said, folding her arms, “if it’s not my eyes, hair, or body that bothers
you, what is it that’s preventing you from having some fun?”
Adam was surprised that Satan was accepting criticism. So far she had been quite
patient. Trying now to frame his last problem into words, he realized that it was her stereotype
appearance that turned him off. How did one tell the Princess of Darkness that she was a turnoff, no matter how perfect her body seemed? After being victim to his wife’s outrageous
behavior for so long, he had lost his basic desire for those kind of women. It was bad enough
that Satan had broken tradition and changed genders on him. Her anatomy, even with her intense
gaze, was utterly flawless, but she had also chosen the wrong type of female body to captivate
him. She had selected the carriage and look of a whore.
“…. Call it a performance problem,” he began lamely now. “…. Yes, I’m sure that’s
what it is.”
“Performance problem,” she said, shaking her head. “I don’t know Adam. When I was in
your mind, I found no evidence of you being gay or sexually inadequate. Just exactly what sort
of performance problem do you think you have?”
“…. In the past, my wife came on to me really strong. You should know that,” he
struggled for words. “Sometimes she acted like a whore for me. I can see why now…. She was a
whore. But I was raised by my parents to respect women. I guess I put them on a pedestal. My
wife never liked that. She thought I was too gentle and polite. Not too long ago she started
coming on really strong with me, as if she had forgotten how she had disgraced herself in front
of my congregation and the many disgusting things she did when were at home…. I couldn’t
warm up to her. In spite of being a stud-muffin once, I became impotent. Do you understand
now?”
“Listen Adam,” Satan interrupted impatiently, “if she were alive today and standing in
front of you right now, I could understand you having a performance problem. But you’re not
impotent. Any normal man would have performance problems with such a wench. That nasty
creature would have destroyed you if I had not come along. But that’s in the past Adam, and
your wife’s dead—cut from your life by your own hand. This is now, you’re alive, and I’m
alive. I will not let you wallow in the memory of her corpse anymore!”
After what she thought was a convincing argument, Satan drew close to the trembling
young man and began rubbing his crotch. Experimentally now or to test his reaction, she began
unzipping his fly. As her breath quickened and one hand reached in to grab his manhood, he did
feel a momentary twinge, until her cold fingers touched the flaccid muscle and began pulling it
out.
“Ohmagosh!” He gasped.
“Come here my little troglodyte,” she cried out with delight. “Let me take you to my
cave!”
What Satan thought was clever use of words reminded Adam of some of the tactics that
his wife Cora had used. He had tried unsuccessfully to seduce his wife in the old romantic way,
but his efforts to do the foreplay, himself, were always superceded by Cora’s aggressive
behavior. He wanted to explain this problem to Satan, but he didn’t know how. She had taken
such great pains to be the perfect bedtime partner, and he was impressed with her efforts. But
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she was on the wrong track. How did one tell the devil that she was acting like a common slut?
What words did one use for the master of temptation and deceit?
His effort to select just the right response was seen by Satan as continued stubbornness.
She began to stimulate him the old fashioned way, her hand pounding unmercifully onto his
scrotum, disregarding the expression of horror on his face.
Wincing in pain, he cried out “Hey bitch, that hurts!”
Jerking away and retreating to the corner of the room, Adam stood there in panic, his
forehead pressed against the wall, reminiscent of his pose in front of the store. The sound of his
zipper going up now sent Satan into momentary rage: “You wimp! You still think I’m a queer!
Well, that’s rubbish! I’m amorphous and hermaphroditic, but for your miserable benefit I’m also
a female! Come over here and feel my naked body at once!”
Not knowing what to do yet, he shuffled slowly back to her, felt a bare shoulder and then
withdrew again with a shudder. Ignoring his timid response, she reached out boldly and pulled
his trembling hand excitedly down her ribcage.
“See” she said breathlessly now, “I’m a bona fide woman: breasts, nipples, mons veneris
—all the trappings!”
“I don’t believe this is happening,” he mumbled numbly.
“You must believe,” she said, with a passionate groan that made Adam almost wretch.
“Who do you think corrupted many of our great men of history, palace eunuchs? You are a man;
I am a woman. Let’s do it!”
At this point, his hand finally brushed her moist pubic hairs, and he was swept with
revulsion. “I can’t do! This is making me sick!”
“You can do it!” Her voice shrilled with rage. “I’m Satan, and with me you can do
anything!”
After watching him shake his head emphatically, she suddenly transformed into his
childhood phantom: a horned satyr with foul breath and cloven hoof.
“Would you prefer this!” She asked him in a deep masculine voice.
“No!” Adam gasped, backing away toward the door.
“How about this one?” She began transforming into something far worse.
The creature inching toward him looked like the Greek medusa, with snakes coming out
its head in place of hair, until it began to melt into a bubbling frothy mass onto the floor. By that
point, Adam had reached the door and was trying desperately to open it and escape the madness
unfolding in this room.
“Let me out! Let me out!” He cried, wrestling with the doorknob.
“You can’t escape me now,” the blob uttered in a hissing voice. “We’ve gone too far!”
“Unlock this door. You can’t keep me against my will,” he replied in a quivering voice.
With his face pressed against the door and his fists pounding frantically on the wood, a
look of terror was frozen on his face. As he listened to the bubbling mass behind him, he wanted
to pray though it seemed to be such a futile gesture now.
“Oh dear God! “ he muttered frantically. “What’ve I gotten myself into?”
“Adam!” He heard the woman’s voice now. “Turn around and face me…. Why do I, your
loving master, revolt you?”
As he looked back, a shaft of light from the dirty window fell on his new master. That
moment, in spite of her frosted hair, her body appeared statuesque, almost goddess-like.
“I think I can explain it now.” He whispered almost to himself. “…. Your question’s right
on the mark.”
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“Speak up man,” she commanded him. “Tell me what’s wrong!”
Recalling the woman in the tight blue dress, he meditated a moment longer, took a deep
breath, and then told her the other reason why she turned him off.
“It’s not just what you are.” He gathered his words carefully. “It’s how you are.”
She replied calmly this time. “I think I understand what’s wrong. Since the inflection
was on what and how, I take it that, along with homosexuals, you don’t like whores.”
“Yes, it’s true,” he cried in relief. “Your sexual preference was a big enough shock to me,
so why did you pick a hooker’s body?”
“Is that how you perceive me,” she asked, a faint smile playing on her lips, “a scarlet
woman and common slut?”
“Yes!” He nodded vigorously.
“So that’s why you can’t warm up to me.” She seemed to be amused. “All along it’s been
the image and what it stood for, not just me.”
“That’s correct,” he replied, the imprint of the medusa flashing intermittently in his mind.
“I hate those kind of woman more than any blot on earth!”
“Hate no one who’s not your enemy,” her voice softened. “Despise only fools, who will
not listen; they are your enemies—not those poor wretches on the street. If I remember
correctly, that carpenter started with a motley crowd, himself, and one of them was a hooker
too!”
Adam realized that the insult had been diminished to a mere complaint, leaving Satan
only mildly irritated with him now. He had exaggerated the personality of his wife a bit to make
his point. She came forward slowly and thoughtfully this time and began undressing his rigid
frame. Although he offered no resistance, he remained frozen like a storefront mannequin,
awaiting the inevitable.
Tossing his jacket aside, then unbuttoning his shirt, she continued to chide him gently:
“Loosen up…. I understand your feelings now. I’m not going to molest you anymore. I’ll be
gentle.”
“I’ll do my best,” he promised, bracing himself for the worst.
As she finished pulling off his shirt, he wanted desperately to oblige her and to relax, give
himself up to whatever lusts she had in mind. Though he wanted to get it over with, his heart
wasn’t in it. Because of her aggressive actions, Satan still reminded him of a dissolute call girl.
When she caught the hopeful gleam in his eyes and sensed his growing effort to warm up to her,
she responded immediately by kissing his bare chest. He reacted by closing his eyes, as if
pretending that it was someone else. Encouraged by his efforts, she plunged her tongue
downward and began tugging exciting excitedly at his pants. Although it felt as if a warm, nasty
slug was moving toward his navel, there was a distinct rise beginning in his crotch.
Dropping his unfastened trousers and yanking down his underwear, she cried, “Name
her!”
“Name who?” He gasped, as she pulled him over to the bed.
“The girl of your dreams,” came a breathless response.
“My wife was the only one,” he said, as she removed his shoes that had been preventing
his trousers and underwear from being pulled off his feet.
“Well then,” she offered, pulling off his socks, “use your imagination! What will it be: a
blond, brunette, or maybe a redhead? Come on Adam, dig into your memory. I seem to recall
one woman in your mind who made an impression on you.”
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After removing his last article of clothing, Satan drew back on the bed next to him. A
shaft of ethereal light fell over her body as she began to transform over spectrum of female types,
ranging over every imaginable combination of body build, skin tone, hair color, and size.
Somewhere in the midst of this menagerie he must have made a gesture of approval, because he
found himself staring suddenly at a petite woman with rich brown hair, an average built but
fresh-looking body, with medium-sized yet well formed breasts and a child-like, angelic face.
The only part of her that did not require change was her eyes; her large dark pupils sat
motionless now in her almond-shaped eyes.
“Big breasts, small breasts, wide hips, anything else?” She asked in a crinkly, much more
feminine voice.
“This is fine.” Adam smiled, finally satisfied with Satan’s new form.
He lie completely naked next to her. For the first time in months, he allowed himself to
be stirred by longing and wasn’t ashamed. The body he had picked was drawn from a Biblical
painting he recalled, subconsciously his ideal from the beginning. She was the most natural
opposite to Cora in every way and was therefore someone he could accept.
“A good choice,” he heard her murmur as they edged closer on the mattress. “You have
chosen the face, if not the body, of the Virgin Mary. In the painting, however, I believe her eyes
were blue.”
“Yes,” he nodded with more enthusiasm, “in that depiction they were blue.”
“That’s false.” She shook her head. “Christian painters always paint her with blue eyes.
But Mary came from good Jewish stock, and her eyes were as black as sin. It was her bastard
son Jesus—the spawn of Gentiles—who had blue eyes.”
Stroking his Nazarene beard in mock humiliation at this obvious perversion of the
Biblical truth, Adam caught himself laughing at this sacrilege. Only yesterday he had cringed at
such free flowing blasphemy from his wife. But today, coming from the body of Mary and
mouth of Satan, it was somehow refreshing and desperately amusing. In one short paragraph
imprinted forever on his thoughts, this softly smiling creature had officially rebuked his entire
education in the church. Her saintly face, in matter-of-fact directness, had undermined his last
threads of faith. The Immaculate Conception had been degraded to whoredom, the resulting
Savior bastardized, and the Holy Trinity therefore degraded to human perversity.
Satan was in charge of his life. With her sex established and working for her, as she
promised, she had evolved from a blackmailer and tempter to an enchantress. Now they were
partners, if not yet friends.
After coaxing him softly to snuggle up to her, she began using the ultimate lure upon
him: sex. The taint of the evening’s horror, which had followed him up to this very moment, had
seemed to disappear almost completely. As a passing nightmare, the spectrum of degenerates
that were used to persuade, extort, and shock him into submission vanished from his thoughts.
The counterfeit Virgin Mary, his new master, became a goddess for him now, offering him her
secret garden. He became a neophyte, exploring her forbidden fruit. Together they began a
session of erotic pleasure that lasted long into the morning. Together they locked in unholy
communion, consummating their bond at last.
When it was over, all his aching joints and stricken muscles were suddenly consumed by
the last twenty-fours of fatigue. He remembered one more kiss from her boiling lips, and he felt
her stroking him feverishly as his body lifted weightlessly into somnolence and then into a deep,
untroubled sleep.
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While he slept, Mary, Queen of Hell, continued to stroke the motionless body of her
protégé. Her black pupils burned with unnatural light. She had given herself the power to
express feeling toward a mortal man. So a mortal’s warmth left her fingertips and a smile broke
her trembling lips…. He had finally submitted: the love offering had been made. She had won
her first earthly battle against God.
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Chapter Fifteen
Sign of the Fish

During the hours that Adam Leeds remained secluded with Satan, the Los Angeles Fire
Department’s investigator, Harry Waters, combed unsuccessfully through the ashes and debris as
the homicide department waited for confirmation to appear. Sid had grown impatient with
Walker’s indecision and Water’s lack of enthusiasm and called Noah Brinkman, the fire
department chief, to make his case. The hearsay and circumstantial evidence didn’t impress
Noah either nor, for that matter, had the inexplicable smell of brimstone reported by the religious
minded deputy chief. Unlike Everett, Noah was well aware of Sid’s apocalyptic views. It also
appeared that Sid was resentful that Randal Walker, the new deputy chief of homicide, didn’t
immediately send detectives to the scene.
After listening to an hour of unsubstantiated accusations and hearing absolutely nothing
about material evidence, Noah still wondered if the Leeds fire might have wider implications.
Thanks to Officer Bruce Gandy, the police report had already set the stage for a potential
investigation, and there were prominent citizens still attending Adam’s church that would want
answers about the reverend’s disappearance. Nevertheless, on the word of his deputy, fire chief
wouldn’t cross interdepartmental boundaries with the new homicide chief for a residential fire
and refused to go over Walker’s head. Once again the jurisdictional divide between police and
firefighters had seemed to cloud the issue.
******
After glancing at his watch, Sid Barnes realized he had been combing the burnt out ruins
for over five hours. It was now half passed noon. With the afternoon sun beating down upon
him and only an Egg McMuffin and firehouse coffee for sustenance, he was hungry, grimy and
tired. His wife had called him several times worried about his blood pressure, and he admitted to
her, during their last conversation, that he was ready to go home. He had, he confessed in the
bitterest of tones, gone as far as he could go, with nothing to show for his efforts but an upset
stomach, sore feet, and a sun burnt bald head.
Just when he was ready at last to follow Harry Waters the fire investigator’s example and
call it quits, however, Randall Walker, himself, showed up unbidden at the scene. Sid had felt
very stupid in front of his subordinates, especially after the fire investigator declared the area
“evidence clean,” yet he had refused to give up. Sid would tell Vicki that night that it had been a
miracle from God, for he had prayed very hard that hour for Walker to change his mind and here
he was, in person, inspecting the scene. After a few polite words to the speechless Barnes,
Randall reached down and fingered the ash lying around a burnt beam of wood.
“Bruce Gandy’s report was text book precision,” he said, looking Barnes squarely in the
eyes. “Whatever caused this to burn so hot erased the evidence; that seems plain.”
“I-I don’t understand Randall,” Sid walked over to shake his hand. “What changed your
mind?”
“Well, I know Bruce Gandy,” the deputy homicide chief searched for words.
“…. We served together in Iraq. He was a good marine. He appears to be a good cop. When I
transferred to Rampart, I was surprised to find him in the department. When I saw his name on
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the police report I actually took the time to read it. A bit lengthy but not bad, not bad at all.
Though it’s all hearsay, the Leeds’ neighbors made a pretty compelling case. One even claimed
it was God’s judgment on the reverend’s wife.”
“Really?” Sid’s eyebrows shot up. “How very strange!”
“Fact is,” Randall stoked his moustache, “after what I’ve read about the fire, I’m inclined
toward a supernatural explanation myself.”
That was Sid’s cue. Looking around as if someone might overhear, he drew out his
notepad and drew the ancient Christian symbol of the fish, which had been used as a calling card
during the time of persecution in imperial Rome. Bruce Gandy and his partner had exited the
scene soon after Battalion Chief Everett Sloan and Captain Roscoe Hunter left with Company
Fifty-Eight, but Harry Waters and his team cast jaundiced looks at them as they pulled away
from the curb. “This isn’t a police investigation,” Harry grumbled to his men. “There’s no body
or physical evidence. What in the hell do the deputy homicide chief and deputy fire chief have
in mind?”
Although Sid’s actions struck Randall as theatrical, Sid finished the symbol by entering
the ancient Greek letter IXOYE (Ichthus) in the center of the fish. The letters, Randall
understood from his own Bible studies, stood for Jesus Christ’s name.

“I heard from the departmental grapevine that you’re one of us,” Randall smiled at Sid. “I
swear I’ll deny it in a court of law, but I find the report of brimstone in the air and the description
of the fire, itself, enough to warrant an investigation, at least my own. This sort of thing has
become very important to me, Sid. For the record, of course, it’s the absence of Mister and
Misses Leeds after the required twenty four period that will bring detectives to the scene.”
“Great! That should be sometime this evening,” Sid quickly calculated it in his head.
“…. I don’t know what to say,” he looked up at Randall afterwards. “This is a complete about
face. I thought you were dead set against the investigation.”
“For the record I am,” Randall said cryptically, looking back at the team of investigators
driving away. “But since my wife Sylvia’s recovery from cancer, I’ve put my trust in the Lord.”
“Amen!” Sid’s heart leaped in his chest. “Yes-yes, where living in incredible times
Randall. Recently, I watched ‘Signs and Portents’ on the History Channel. Folks all over the
world have been seeing all sorts of strange things.”
“With all the chaos in this world, I expect to hear that kind of hysteria, Sid…. But there’s
something about this sign that’s different than all the others. This time Satan left us a calling
card: fire and brimstone. I don’t think the department will take this seriously, especially when
there’s no proof of a crime, but I think we sure as hell should.”
“Hell is the operative word,” Sid laughed wryly.
The two chiefs, who would remain close friends the rest of their lives, laughed at Sid’s
play on words, and then began discussing the prospect of sending a squad to the crime scene
tonight when the twenty-four hour period for missing persons had lapsed.
******
According to the their neighbors, Adam was the last to leave the Leeds household in the
period between three and four pm. Neither Wallace Schoolcraft nor Felicity Brown, the Leeds’
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voyeuristic neighbors, were sure of the time. No one actually saw Cora Leeds leave, though they
both witnessed a dark colored sedan back out of the driveway shortly after 11 pm Monday night.
Because the assistant chief of police wanted the homicide investigate to proceed expeditiously,
he naturally chose the earlier time interval as the beginning of the twenty-four hour period
instead of the midnight ‘flight into the night’ reported by Wallace Schoolcraft, who had been
standing in his driveway across the street. This liberal interpretation of the twenty-four rule met
the minimum requirements of police investigation. With reservations, the police and fire chiefs
allowed their subordinates latitude because arson was suspected and the Reverend’s wife had
apparently vanished from the scene.
Randall Walker now called Captain Walt Franklin and ordered him to free up a squad.
Based upon the patrolman’s report and the completion of the twenty-four hour waiting period in
which Cora Vale had been missing and her husband had not returned, foul play was now
suspected by the LAPD—or at least this is what Walker told Franklin over the phone. Four p.m.,
it had been decided by Walker and Barnes, was the cutoff point, an awkward time since it was
when the First Squad’s shift ended and Second Squad’s shift began. Nevertheless, Franklin,
after discussing the roster with Lieutenant Bill Howard, knew what team to send: Sergeant Jake
Cosgrove’s First Squad. To prevent a mutiny by Cosgrove’s overworked squad, quipped
Franklin, he would wait and make his call when the First Squad was safely in the station doing
their reports.
When Franklin called back with his choice, he assured the deputy homicide chief that
Jake had experience with these cases—he was their man! The truth was, of course, since
Howard’s squads had been spread so thin this week, there was no one else to send. Deputy Fire
Chief Barnes, who had worked with Jake several times, during investigations, thanked his new
friend profusely and could not wait to share the good news (and perhaps gloat a little) with
Captain Hunter and Battalion Chief Sloan. Randall promised to attend Sid and Vicki’s
Wednesday night church discussion of End Time events. Sid likewise promised the deputy
homicide chief that he would attend the prayer-a-thon next Sunday at Randall and Sylvia’s
church.
That evening, as the sun began to set behind the massive up thrusting limbs of the oak in
the Leeds’ backyard, Walt Franklin dialed the cordless phone handed to him by his grandson
Michael from the dining room table where his wife was serving Chicken cordon bleu and waited,
while sipping his Martini, for Jake Cosgrove to answer the phone only moments before Squad
One’s shift had ended for the day. Two officers had been assigned surveillance duty at the
residence with instructions from Walker to question neighbors loitering at the scene. While
Randall returned to the station that evening, Sid, confident the investigation was in good hands,
finally returned home.
******
Sergeant Jake Cosgrove of Rampart Division’s Homicide Department had been ready to
send his squad home when the call came in on his cell phone from Captain Franklin. He and
Sam Ruiz, his long time partner, had been sitting at the “round table” at the end of their watch
after a long day’s investigation on Third Street, as Jake’s chiseled features registered a distinct
frown. The sergeant scribbled out the caller’s name on the back of a report sheet and held it up
to his squad. A collective groan rose immediately in response. Sam’s dark Hispanic features
grew even darker after what he had read.
“Well guys, we almost made it,” he muttered under his breath.
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Several of the detectives at the table cursed or uttered follow-up sighs. They had seen
that look before. Sam now gave them all an “I told you so” smile and slumped forlornly into his
chair.
“Jake, this is right up your alley,” Walt Franklin blared through the receiver, “a crime
scene with all the earmarks of arson and murder, just like the Bronski case, but there’s no body
this time and no evidence of chemicals that started the fire.”
“Sergeant Williams will be arriving this hour,” Jake replied in a deadpan voice. “His
squad can handle this as good as mine. My people are tired sir. We’ve been on that case up on
Third. You should wait until tomorrow morning before committing my squad?”
Walt Franklin’s voice registered astonishment, which sounded disingenuous to him.
“What, Jake?” he sputtered. “Is this insubordination? Walker, the deputy homicide chief, gave
me a direct order. Would you like to talk to him yourself?”
With the mention of this name, Jake’s eyebrows shot up in both surprise and irritation.
You son-of-a-bitch, he mentally cursed Franklin and the new chief. Franklin apologized for this
inconvenience yet went on to quickly give him details of the fire.
The chief wants us to go, Jake wrote in bold strokes on the sheet, which caused a
collective gasp among the group. Sergeant Williams’ squad, Jake remembered with a sinking
feeling, couldn’t go to the scene of the fire. While Squad One was covering that case on Third
Homicide Squad Two had been called in early to assist Hollenbeck’s homicide division across
town. Contritely, but in as low of voice as possible, Jake apologized to Franklin for his rudeness
and assured him that they would arrive promptly on the scene. Jake questioned the timeframe,
since it didn’t include the whereabouts of the wife, but Franklin wouldn’t quibble about details.
“Let what’s-his-face, the new chief, take the heat for this bogus investigation,” he told the
disbelieving sergeant. “There’s no body, no evidence, Jake, just some cockamamie nonsense
about fire and brimstone and a bunch of hysterical neighbors claiming that God delivered his
judgment on the Leeds house.”
Sam and the other detectives had sensed the importance in Jake’s expression, as he
listened to Franklin, and were already resigned to their fates. When Jake related the captain’s
words to his squad, the downcast expressions on their haggard faces softened with
understanding. Each of them settled his mind for the task ahead. Through Franklin—may he
burn in hell, Walker, the new chief, had spoken. Williams and his squad, they recalled the desk
sergeant saying, were being overworked by the Hollenbeck Division just like them.
There was another reason for picking the First Squad that Sam, who had been with Jake
the longest, was aware of now: the Bronski fire. This sounded so much like that case it would
seem only natural that Jake and he follow this up too. Bronski, Sam recalled grimly, had
murdered his wife and unsuccessfully attempted to cover it up with a fire. But the assistant chief
of homicide and lieutenant knew that Jake’s squad were, even without an official reason, the best
team for the job. Jake, who seemed to have the streets and alleys of Los Angeles branded in his
mind, had been with the department for twenty-eight years. He knew every snitch in LA and had
contacts among the city and county governments that could help he and Squad One expedite a
case.
After watching the sergeant write down the address of the fire supplied by Franklin then
curtly sign off, his team were already rising slowly from their chairs and filing quietly out of the
room.
“Listen,” Jake called to them sympathetically (though they couldn’t see it in his stony
expression), “it’s been a long day. I know you’re tired, but this shouldn’t take long. Judging by
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what I’ve heard from Franklin, it’s an open and shut case. The couple that owned the house will
probably show up sometime tonight or tomorrow and then file an insurance claim on the house.
Who knows, maybe they’re the ones that torched it in the first place!”
“Is this one of them political things?” Asked Colin Woodward, his ebony face breaking
into a sarcastic grin.
“I dunno, it might be,” Jake shrugged, following him out into the hall. “If what Franklin
says is true, it’s definitely cosmetic. We’ll just go out there, snoop around a little, maybe take a
few pictures and then—phttt—we’ll on our way.”
“Phtt? How you spell that?” Colin laughed.
“S-h-i-t,” retorted Sam, handing Jake the squad roster clipboard he had left on the table.
“This sounds like the Blackman murder-kidnapping—a non-case. We’re going to go through the
motions to cover someone’s ass.”
“Why can’t Hollenbeck handle its own shit?” Sarah Mendoza protested. “They never
help us!”
“It wouldn’t make any difference,” Sam reminded her. “The fact is Squad Two’s
assisting Hollenbeck Division, and Franklin wants me to personally handle this case.”
“This ain’t no case,” Sarah made a face, “this is jive!”
Benny Rawls, her silent partner uttered a loud expletive.
Rusty Greer literally spat on the floor. “What a joke! “My fiancé and I were going to a
Lakers game tonight. My tickets are now worthless pieces of shit!”
“You pendejo, that was nasty,” Sarah socked Rusty in the arm.
“Yeah, we all got problems kid,” Jake cuffed the youngster playfully too. “Just think how
them folks are going to feel when they come home and find their house burned to the ground.”
Except for Sam Ruiz, who had spent many more extended shifts with his partner,
Sergeant Cosgrove’s gentle logic seemed to work on his squad. No one argued further with the
sergeant as they departed in twos for their own vehicles, until Sam, who let Jake take the steering
wheel this time, stirred next to him in the front seat.
“This doesn’t make sense!” he declared finally, as Jake glanced into his rearview mirror.
“There’s no evidence and no body, but we’re going to spend overtime checking the scene of a
fire.”
“Checking is the operative word,” Jake uttered a bitter laugh. “This is all going to be a
big waste of time!”
Sam’s dark eyes rolled in his head. Amused yet sympathetic, Jake caught his expression
in the mirror and gave Sam’s arm a pat.
“So tell me Jake, what’s so important about this fire?” Sam challenged softly. “Isn’t that
what the fire investigation team’s for!”
“Oh, this one’s different, Sam,” chortled the sergeant. “This one’s got supernatural
overtones. According to witnesses, the fire rose up as if the devil, himself, struck the roof. The
house belonged to a minister and his wife.”
******
When Squad One converged upon the Leeds residence, Sergeant Jake Cosgrove and
Detective Sam Ruiz stood in the midst of the ruins of the Leeds household that evening, allowing
their team to fall into their normal routine. Sarah, Benny, Colin, and Rusty looked around the
premises, as if expecting witnesses to arrive on the scene. They showed little enthusiasm for this
case. The evidence technicians, Tim Blodgett and Nick Sandoval, were snooping around in the
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ashes and would probably take a few token pictures before the sergeant let them go. For the
aging veteran Jake Cosgrove, who had been to a thousand homicide scenes, it was time to
meditate on his upcoming retirement he kept putting off and reflect on the vacation he and his
wife had taken with the grand kids last month.
Pete Yost, one of the policemen guarding the scene gave Jake and his partner a greeting
and offered what little he knew about the case. Bruce Gandy, one of the original officers who
secured the area that morning, would have been a better informant, but Jake listened to the young
pimply-faced rookie tell him about a pesky neighbor across the street that had been lurking
around the scene.
“Where’s this guy now?” Jake looked passed the officer into the shadowy street.
“I dunno sir,” he replied, reaching into his jacket to retrieve his notepad. “He pops in and
out like a jack-in-the-box with these wild stories about the fire. I took down as much
information as I could. My partner talked to that crazy lady too. But I haven’t seen them for an
hour or so. Maybe they went home for dinner. I suspect we’ll be seeing them again tonight.”
“Busy bodies!” Grumbled Sam.
“I’ll read it later,” promised Jake, waving off the notepad in Pete’s hand. “Send me a
copy after you write the official report.”
At this point, Jake was totally disinterested in the case, yet, in the darkness, with glints of
lamplight highlighting his face, he seemed to be smiling about something. Turning his thoughts
away from himself, Sam wondered what had come over his partner lately. In the past few
months, he had noticed a change in the senior detective’s mood. Jake had begun, in a cynical
fashion, to analyze his life and what he believed in. Tonight, though it was almost pitch black,
he sensed that his partner had shifted once again into this mood. He could hear Jake whistling
softly to himself, which meant that he was thinking deeply about something. With his flashlight
sweeping back and forth randomly across the ruins, Jake was, in fact, thinking about a different
place and time.
A platform of wooden planks, provided by the fire department, had allowed officers from
both the police and fire departments to gaze safely down at the smoking ruins, as would visitors
at Lassen National Park’s bubbling sulfur pools. Though the ashes were now cold, for Jake
Cosgrove, who had taken his grandchildren to Lassen National Park this summer, the analogy
was an excuse to reflect on those precious weeks and the prospect of retiring soon so he could
spend all his time with his grandchildren and ailing wife. Sam listened to him hum to himself a
moment as evidence technicians Tim Blodgett and Nick Sandoval approached, a long cord
dangling in Tim’s gloved hand.
“What the hell’s that suppose to be?” Jake asked the young detective as he exhibited it
under his flashlight’s beam
“It’s seems obvious sarge,” he replied in disbelief. “I found it in the driveway of all
places. It looks like a cord or sash to the victim’s robe.”
“Victim my ass,” the sergeant laughed mockingly. “You see any blood on that, Tim?
These folks are probably on vacation. They could very well have hired someone to torch their
house.”
“This isn’t exactly a mansion, Jake,” Sam frowned dubiously. “Why would they do that?”
“Who cares?” Jake motioned irritably at the cord in Blodgett’s hand. “There’s no name
on it. It could belong to anyone. You can toss it in the trash for all I care!”
Sam held his flashlight beam on the cord a moment. “Bag it Blodgett!” he waved him
on.
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“Hey, that’s kind’ve catchy,” Sandoval ribbed his partner. “Bag it Blodgett; it’s a cord,
no it’s a sash. Bag it Blodgett or toss it in the trash!”
“Jake, we have to do better than that!” Sam watched the pair disappear into the darkness.
“Blodgett,” Jake called out, with a change of heart, “look around where you found that
cord for blood spots.” “You know,” he turned to Sam, “we should really do this investigation in
the daylight. What do they think we’re going to find in the dark?”
“Yeah,” nodded Sam, “if they’re weren’t in such an all fire hurry, they could get a CSI
team out here tomorrow morning and do this right!”
“Oh, they’re not going to find any evidence,” replied Jake, looking across the burnt out
house at a shadowy figure that had emerged under the street lamp.
One of the Leeds’ next store neighbors now stood on the sidewalk looking on. In Felicity
Brown’s superstitious mind, the dark figures of detectives moved about as phantoms in the
moonless night, their flashlights scanning back and forth across the ruins, locking in as beacons
upon various spots. A second figure, whom Jake assumed was the pesky man mentioned by the
young officer, surfaced from his house across the street and joined his neighbor underneath the
light. Soon, a second couple from up the street appeared and exchanged amenities with Felicity
and Wallace Schoolcraft, bringing the number of potential witnesses this time to four.
“Well, we almost ended our watch on time,” Blodgett said gloomily to Sandoval, as the
two continued canvassing the driveway with their lights.
“Look at those lookyloos,” Jake pointed with irritation at the men and women across the
street. “Don’t they have anything better to do?”
“You want me to question them?” Sam asked perfunctorily, as Jake seemed wrapped up
in his thoughts again.
“…. What for?” Jake responded dreamily. “They’ve been questioned enough times. All
we have here are nosy neighbors. We need a scrap of evidence—something to indicate a crime
was committed.”
******
Wallace and Felicity had drawn their own conclusions for what happened here last night.
Except for the neighbors gathered on the sidewalk now and those who had shown up earlier, it
was one of the few time that any of the Leeds’ neighbors paid much attention to the reclusive
minister and his wife. Wallace and Felicity, who lived so close to their house, were an
exception. They had kept track of the strange comings and goings of the Leed’s residence and
had spread the word to their neighbors. Suddenly their old neighborhood was in the news, and it
didn’t surprise any of them that the Leeds household had been the scene of the fire.
It was Sarah, Benny, Colin, and Rusty who, in a state of boredom, walked over to the
neighbors when they appeared and began questioning them about the fire. According to these
eyewitnesses in Bruce Gandy’s report faxed to Sergeant Cosgrove, the house had burned
fiercely, as if combustibles continued to feed the flames even though everything had been
quickly consumed. Wallace Schoolcraft, who had been a mine-laying specialist during the
Vietnam war, claimed to be an expert on such matters. His neighbor Felicity, who believed that
the End Times were drawing near, saw the unnatural flames as a sign from God, while the couple
up the street, inspired by Felicity’s opinions, believed that the devil, himself, had set the fire.
How, after all, did you explain the sheer height and force of the flames? Schoolcraft’s unproven
analysis had been the preliminary opinion of the technical investigators too, until they had
carefully inspected the remnants of the house.
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As Sarah, Benny, and Colin continued to question the foursome, Rusty sprinted back to
the ruins and gave the sergeant a preliminary report on what the neighbors reported. After
listening to the young detective ramble a moment, Jake turned to listen to what the technical
investigators had to say.
“If this was arson, we should be smelling chemicals by now,” Tim commented to Nick as
Jake craned his ear. “Where’s that familiar odor, Nick? All I smell is burned up wood and
fabric.”
“I dunno amigo,” Nick replied, focusing his beam upon the burnt out bed in the master
bedroom, “I heard Rusty telling Jake that the fire rose hundreds of feet above the house. That
sounds like arson to me!”
“One question is most important children,” Jake clipped, shutting off his light and
standing methodically in the dark, “… was anyone inside the house? The neighbors aren’t sure
whether or not misses Leeds ever left.”
“Except tonight,” corrected Sam.
“Yeah, that’s a problem,” Jake looked at Rusty. “What’s the input on that?”
“A couple of the local busybodies claimed they saw and heard one helluva fight between
the misses and the reverend before he left,” Rusty chimed, his freckled face catching Blodgett’s
light beam as he continued to search the ruins.
“She didn’t leave with him?” murmured the sergeant, tracing his own light over
blackened springs that lie unfettered to posts that had been completely consumed. “…. Where’d
she go?”
“There was a second car—a visitor after the husband left,” Rusty beamed. “It seems that
misses Leeds was quite the party animal when the mister wasn’t around. My guess is that she
left with the stranger in his car.”
“Was that in the original report?” Jake murmured to himself.
“That doesn’t add up,” Sam told Jake through the corner of his mouth.
“No, it doesn’t,” Tim Blodgett joined the conversation, his beam pausing at an
unidentifiable object below. “A fire like that in an ordinary residence with no one home? Fires
are for collecting insurance or to hide evidence of a murder. This doesn’t add up at all Sarge.
Somewhere here there has to be a device or evidence of a combustible, which there plainly
isn’t.”
Cosgrove motioned his partner to the side, not wanting to air his own ignorance of the
case in front of the squad. Rusty followed until he was close enough to overhear.
“All right Sam,” he scratched the stubble on his chin, “you heard what those people said
on the curb. What do you think happened here at the Leeds household last night.”
Sam spoke with a trace of enthusiasm this time. “If someone killed her and took her off
the premises, why did they burn the house down. What’s the point in that?”
“You don’t have a clue, do you?” Rusty smiled wryly in the darkness. “The problem, I
admit, is that no one saw her leave with him, but something does, in fact, add up Sarge.”
“What?” Sam sighed, following the rookie out of the ruins and across the lawn to a large
bush beside the house.
“…. Those witnesses, or should I say eavesdroppers, claim the man moved his car up the
driveway beyond this bougainvillea, which pretty much hid the pathway between the residences
to the back door of their house.” Rusty declared as if he had just solved the case. “When he left
last night,” he summed it up, folding his arms in a jester of finality, “he took her with him, but
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dead—probably lying down in the back seat of his car. After all, it was dark last night, and those
people couldn’t see everything!”
“Why the fire, Rusty?” Sam shook his head. “Remember the Bronski murder?” He
snapped his fingers. “Ivan Bronski, that chemist, used a fire so hot it practically atomized his
wife, and yet they found traces of her ashes on the garage floor even though the house and
garage were burned to the ground.”
“They’re not gonna find this one,” drawled Jake, pulling out his notebook and walking
out to the sidewalk to take advantage of the light.
For several moments the sergeant stood there writing down his thoughts, as Sam now
took this opportunity to pull out his cell phone and call his wife. After Jake motioned Rusty on,
the young detective rejoined the other three detectives and the neighbors by the curb. Jake took
this opportunity to phone his team of his decision.
“Hello Linda, I’m sorry I’m running late,” he heard Sam talking to his wife. “… Honest,
we got called to another crime scene. I’ll be home as soon as I can.”
“Damn it, Jake!” He turned to the sergeant. “She hung up. She won’t even talk to me
now!”
“She’ll get over it. My Anna always does.” Jake looked up, tucking his own cell phone
into his vest pocket, a placid look on his haggard face. “Come on, this isn’t our watch anymore,”
he murmured almost to himself. “We got enough for tonight. I’ll call it into the Lieutenant—let
him explain it to chief.”
“All right,” nodded Sam with relief. “I’ll go tell the squad.”
“I already did.” Jake motioned to the car. “When you were talking to Linda, I sent them
home. Come on, let’s get out of here Sam!”
“I’m sorry,” Jake said apologetically, as they approached the car, “but in spite of how it
looks, this one’s not going away. I know you might not believe it Sam, but my instincts are right
on the mark here. I’m not sorry we came. This is going to one of those cases that may never be
solved, but I know in my gut what happened here tonight.”
“Frankly, I think we wasted a lot of time,” Sam muttered, as they climbed into the car.
“We should’ve let the medical examiner’s team nose around tomorrow before arriving on the
scene. It was too damn dark, Jake. The fire investigator couldn’t find a stick of evidence, and
Rusty already has the case solved!”
“Those forensic people aren’t going to find anything this time,” Jake said firmly, waving
disparagingly at the scene before sliding into the car. “I’m not certain about the husband, but
they won’t find his wife. She’s history!”
Wallace Schoolcraft and Felicity Brown, the nosiest of neighbors, now watched the
detectives’ metallic brown sedan roll slowly down the street. The chiseled features of Sergeant
Jake Cosgrove, who sat on the passenger side this time, broke into a frown as he spotted them
below the street lamp in front of Schoolcraft’s house.
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Chapter Sixteen
From the Shadows

When Adam Leeds’ face emerged from the lobby of the condemned hotel, it seemed as if
a tremor passed over the street. Though there were mostly homeless people on skid row, the
majority of those witnessing his debut took notice of him immediately. As a warm undercurrent
passing through stagnant water, he seemed to touch their jaded minds, each observer exhibiting a
slow-witted response. As actors in a slow motion film, their expressions changed imperceptibly,
and their bodily movements displayed the delayed reaction time of drunks and idlers on the
street. Edging as slowly from beneath the hotel marquee out of embarrassment for how he must
look, he decided to test their reaction before leaving the safety of the hotel. Given the powers of
his benefactor, he could not help but imagine that each added inch of daylight striking his robe
elicited more and more excitement from his future congregation. He noticed that the few
automobiles moving through this no-man’s land were slowing down. He heard what sounded
like shouts in the distance. By the time his exalted presence was in plain view, a full-scale shock
wave seemed to be set in motion throughout skid row. Breaks were jamming, tires were
squealing, and an occasional horn blast seemed to herald his debut. He could almost hear an
eruption of gasps, cries and hallelujahs as various onlookers recognized the man in white.
His hour had come—the moment of truth… or so he thought.
For a while it seemed as if he had won them all. He was carried away by his own selfesteem and growing confidence, floating down the sidewalk on a celestial cloud. Then suddenly,
at the height of his ecstasy, a spate of catcalls, jeers, and ugly murmurs filtered into his cloud.
Before long, a group vagrants were on his trail, their stinking bodies and wine sodden breath
bringing him crashing down to earth.
“Hey,” one of them tapped his shoulder, “are you one of them transvestite fruits?”
“No,” Adam reeled around angrily, “I’ve been sent as your redeemer!”
“Redeemer?” The heavyset man blinked his bloodshot eyes. “Sent by whom?”
“Sent by…” Adam almost said God but, after a short pause ended with “… the Most
High.”
“What’s a redeemer?” a second, scrawny, derelict asked, his smelly visage appearing at
the corner of his eye.
“Someone who wants to bring light into your dark lives,” Adam explained, his voice
creaking up a notch as a third, forth, and fifth man began dogging his trail.
Without realizing it, Adam had stumbled onto the path of a playful band of vagabonds.
Of this particular group, only their apparent leader was important to Satan now. The other
disciples, who would make up the twelve, stood by the sidelines looking on. As an ill-wind,
Adam’s moment of truth passed as the men mumbled amongst themselves. He was frightened
by their presence and also shaken by the answer he gave the fat man, the first tormentor on the
scene. ‘Most High,” though it was both a Hebrew and Islamic name for God, seemed
appropriate, yet he had almost said God. Just who exactly was he supposed to represent, he
asked himself: God, Satan or some new age cosmic force? She would have to clarify this for
him in the near future. For the time being, it would be enough for him just to keep his head.
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After trying to regain his composure, Adam elaborated, as he walked, on his explanation
by misquoting John 8:12: “I am the light to brighten your darkness and the warmth to pierce its
cold.”
Adam cringed at his corruption of his words. John’s original passage would have been
much better. The fat man, whom he would later learn was Buff Peyton, thought this very
strange.
“Darkness?… Warmth?… Warmth to pierce what?” He asked quizzically, fingering
Adam’s white robe.
“Right here,” the third man offered, unzipping his fly, “I got something to pierce the
dark!”
“You fools! Don’t you know who I am?” Adam felt foolish uttering, especially when he
didn’t know, himself. “…. I can help you,” he struggled with Satan’s words. “I have the power
to change your lives. Open your minds, and open your hearts!”
“We got us a holy man,” a sixth man crowed in the distance, “down here to save our
souls!”
The most ominous voice he would hear this hour, Rhoda Simms—the same crone who
heckled Moses Rawlins at the mission—appeared directly on his path.
“He’s a drag queen, that’s what he is,” she cackled, spitting on the ground, “like those
fruits up on the Strip.”
“Madame,” Adam tried to show proper rage, “this is a cassock, like a monk wears, not a
dress, and you’ll notice I have a beard.”
“Makes no difference sweat meat,” the repulsive woman said, giving him pinch.
“What did he call it? A cass-what?” a small, misshapen dwarf materialized by her side.
“Sounds nasty to me. I think he’s hiding something. Let’s see what he’s hiding under that
robe.”
“He’s probably wearin’ frilly underwear underneath,” an eighth man joined in. “I bet he
don’t even have a dick!”
Overwhelming disgust now joined the overwhelming fear he felt for his tormentors.
Pivoting on the heel of his sandal, he managed to cross the street but was distressed to find that
not one other pedestrian or passing driver would say a word in his defense.
“Hey, where ya’ going sweat meat?” the hag called as he quickened his pace. “I thought
you came to redeem us.”
“I’m going to find men and women with open hearts and open minds,” he cried bitterly.
“This is unhallowed, infertile ground!”
Once again, he realized, slapping his forehead, he had selected the wrong words.
“Why, mister holy man? We’re open and we’re fertile,” declared Buff, roaring with
laughter. “Bend over and find out!”
“Filth!” Adam shouted. “Abominations! Pariahs of God!”
There was that word again, he shuddered. There were now over a dozen hecklers, most
of whom had followed him to the other side of the street. His worst antagonist was Rhoda
Simms, who appeared to be mentally deranged. The other vagrants, following merrily behind,
had found one more way to while away their time. He was totally shaken by the barrage of
obscenities blaring into his ears. Although he tried to straighten his shoulders and hold up his
head as befitting a savior, he found himself hunching further and further down with each new
insult. The hag continued, with a practiced ugliness, to fill their unwashed ears with fabrications.
She told everyone within earshot that his beard was just a disguise and probably fake, and
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underneath that fancy robe he was all woman, unlike the drag queens on Sunset Strip. He
probably had, she went on to explain, a sex change and was sporting female organs beneath.
Maybe, suggested Buff, the first heckler, he was really a hermaphrodite and had both. He was,
according to the second heckler, just playing hard to get. Buff, who was giggling foolishly to
himself, appeared to be fascinated with this theme. Unlike the hag, who bore him inexplicable
malice, the fat man and his friends were like school children taunting the neighborhood geek.
When other idlers heard what Rhoda was saying, they were brought progressively into the
merriment, until it seemed as if almost everyone on this street had joined their ranks.
“You mean he’s got a vagina?” One of the recent arrivals feigned disbelief.
“He sure does,” the woman responded. “I bet he’s got boobs too!”
“Hot damn,” a deep voiced black man boomed, “we got us a convertible.”
“That’s right;” she cackled, “this one’s got handlebars on his chin, like those artists
downtown.”
She elaborated awhile on this theme for her audience, and Adam was deeply sickened by
what he heard.
“I got first dibs on his vagina,” Buff Peyton chimed.
“I’ll take his ass,” a more distant voice, he had not heard before, cried.
“Give me the whiskers,” the deep voiced black piped. “The rest of you sons-of-bitches
get what’s left!”
In his panic, Adam had been retreating from, not to, the hotel. There were several dozen
homeless men and a few crones following him up the sidewalk, as he did an about face, hastily
crossed the boulevard, and doubled back. So far, with his long and lanky legs, he had managed
to stay ahead of them, but they were thick on each side of the street and were obviously not
worried about him out distancing them, especially with so many more vagrants popping up from
their alley nests.
“Excuse me…. Excuse me please…. Let me pass…. God damn it, get out of my way!”
He shouted at the slow-moving vagrants in his path.
The hotel, he estimated light-headedly, was now a city block away. He was slowed down
greatly by homeless people blocking his way but also by his attire. As he forged ahead through
the crowd, he stumbled in his leather sandals—perfect copies of the footgear worn during New
Testament times. His mentor had also arrayed him in purest white Biblical clothing, which
caused him to sweat profusely now. He wore an inner tunic of linen stretching almost to his
ankles that was wringing wet, a leather girdle that had been fastened too tightly around his waist,
and a long, flowing woolen cloak that kept flying up into his face. He would much rather be
wearing a pair of Reeboks and a jogging outfit instead of his sandals and this silly getup. The
woman, who had made herself the ringleader of his tormentors, roared with laughter at his
clumsiness, and he could hear her shout in the background “Let’s get’em boys, and give’em the
treatment!”
He could not be certain what the others had in mind, but with those threatening words,
Adam knew that at least Rhoda Simms, the ring leader, meant business.
“Where are you? Where are you? Where are you?” He chanted deliriously under his
breath.
An uncompromising dread filled him as he listened to the sounds of feet shuffling on the
sidewalk. The gauntlet of curious homeless men and women on each side of him made him feel
trapped. The hotel, which he had unintentionally been walking away from before, now seemed a
million miles away. As he forged his way back to his protector, the dirty hands and street worn
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faces of his future congregation sickened and frightened him. Their annoying and obscene
chatter, driven by Rhoda, the Skid Row Witch, now carried a deadly ring. He found himself
gathering up his tunic and cloak, kicking off his sandals, and dashing madly down the block. As
would a football halfback, he elbowed anyone standing in his way, his only goal to reach the
hotel lobby before he got Rhoda’s treatment—whatever that was.
As he ran, his thoughts raced ahead of him. He saw himself battered, bleeding and naked
in a darkened alley. Surrounding him in his vision where his tormentors, their pants down and
fists hammering at his will. In the background, moving impotently against the full force of evil
came the belated shadow of Satan. After what he had seen so far, he had little confidence in her
eccentric behavior. She had toyed with him erratically and unmercifully, offering him, in the
disguise of a bum, the lowest dominion on earth: skid row. What if it was part of her plan to
allow him to be raped by these filthy beasts? What if this was all some sort of monstrous and
hellish joke? Perhaps, every once in awhile, Satan came up topside to slum it awhile and play
tricks on mortal beings. After not believing in the devil for so long, he would never get use to
the idea that Satan was not even a man.
******
He had almost convinced himself, as he ran across the street again, that he was doomed.
In spite of his doubts, however, as he fled back toward the condemned hotel, he began searching
for his new master. Somewhere in that dilapidated building she must be standing and looking
down at him from a dirty window. Maybe she had transformed herself back into an invisible
spirit and was this very moment hovering around them, waiting for just the right moment to
strike. Where was she, and what was she waiting for? Why had she forsaken him in his hour of
need? The last questions reverberated over and over in his mind. Long ago it had been pondered
by another redeemer, but it had been directed by God, the Son, toward God, the Father. This
time the question “Why have you forsaken me?” was directed toward someone called by
theologians the father of deceit and mother of lies. So utterly perverse were these moments, he
would have laughed hysterically had he not been running for his life.
After scanning left and right and straight ahead, as if she might just fly out of the sky, he
realized that Satan was nowhere in sight. He could see the old hotel straight ahead but it was still
several hundred meters away. He wasn’t even sure where the window for their room had been.
If he could only make it into the lobby of the building he was sure that she would come down
and save him now. But he could see in the distance that several more derelicts were idling in
front of the hotel. None of them looked friendly to him at this point. They all looked bored and
yet they stood there as if waiting for him to come their way.
Adam came to an abrupt stop when he looked ahead through these idler and saw Rhoda
standing beneath the hotel marquee. She looked out of breath, herself, having ran ahead to ‘head
him off at the pass,’ he thought grimly. Why did that woman—a perfect strange—hate him so
much? Was she insane or simply evil? Turning his hopes now to the motorists passing through,
he waved excitedly and called frantically to them, but made another bleak discovery: the
motorists were not stopping. They were not even slowing down. Perhaps it had only been his
imagination, but he had detected a current of excitement in this neighborhood. Had it all been in
his mind? Where was the congregation Satan had promised him? Motorist passed through
without a care, and his sidewalk audience, the derelicts who were the mainstay of skid row,
either didn’t care or had degenerated into wide-eyed, open-mouthed ghouls. Not one voice was
raised on his behalf. With the exception of a distant voice of a street evangelist hollering
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apocalyptic warnings, a great silence had fallen over the street as he looked around wildly for an
avenue of escape.
Outside of his own breathing and the murmuring of his pursuers, the only sound coming
into his ears at this point was the street evangelist’s foreboding call for repentance, the last sound
on earth he wanted to hear. Doubling back once more to avoid running into Rhoda Simms,
Adam frantically held up his robe as his energy ebbed. It seemed hopeless. Not knowing where
else to go, he ran in the opposite direction again. Too out of shape to follow close behind, the fat
man was shouting: “he’s had enough Rhoda. Leave him alone!” Not trusting the fat man’s
motives, Adam kept running away from the hotel and the sound of the street evangelist’s voice.
Though distracted by his predicament, Adam could see a familiar visage not too far
ahead. Why, he wondered, was that tall, lanky red haired man with a flowing beard dogging his
trail? He could see Moses Rawlins, the evangelist, standing in a vacant lot next to a large brick
building, shocked into silence by what he saw. Though he didn’t know the man’s name, he
recognized him as the kindly vagrant concerned about his safety yesterday on the street. How
very intuitive he was, Adam thought bitterly to himself.
Awakened from his shock, Moses pointed his Bible at Adam, as if his message was
aimed directly at him, and said in a loud, baritone voice “Behold, the False Prophet is among his
children--a sheep among wolves. Beware of this man. He may come like a lamb, but he will
tame the wolves, for he is really one of the beasts foretold by Saint John.”
“Help me!” Adam cried hoarsely to the preacher, as he approached. “Call the police, not
God. Don’t just stand there; I need a hiding place, not that goddamn book!”
But the evangelist pointed an accusing finger at him and shouted to the people around
him “Don’t be fooled by this man. Drive him out of your neighborhood before it’s too late, and
you become the devil’s slaves!”
******
Still not used to the revelations flashing in his head, Moses flinched at these highsounding words.
“Devil’s slaves?” He mumbled to himself. “Whoa, that’s a bit strong!”
The sermon he gave now, which sounded nothing like verses from the Bible, carried a
hollow ring for Adam now that he had changed sides. The evangelist, for his part, found it hard
to believe that this storefront Jesus could be a threat, and yet the Lord had singled him out for
Moses last night. Now, in disguise, he looked very much like Christ but was not doing very well
as a false prophet. If he was anyone of such substance and importance, reasoned Moses, why
would he be running for his life? Why would he be marooned in this hellhole without a friend or
even so much as a friendly face to give him encouragement now?
The preacher was probably the only homeless man on skid row who knew who he was,
and yet Moses felt sorry for this buffoon.
“You’re not very good at this,” he called out, as Adam ran passed. “The Lord must be
talking about another false prophet. In the first place, why would he pick one on skid row?”
This quizzical response from the evangelist did not stop Moses from sending another
exhortation after the advancing pack: “You wolves will soon have a new leader: a wicked
messiah, pretending to be your friend. But don’t be fooled by this mockery of the Lord. Twelve
of you shall he gather and mark them as the devil’s own. God help anyone else who gets in his
way!”
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A human roadblock of curious vagabonds emerging from the alley onto the sidewalk
blocked Adam’s way. The slight curvature of the ground allowed him to see beyond the filthy,
matted heads of derelicts to other denizens moving on the street. Among a second wave of
spectators, a tall, scrawny, yellow-haired, buck-toothed youth’s loomed out even at a distance.
This delay caused by the crowd, plus unexpected traffic on the boulevard as he tried moving
around them, prevented his escape long enough for Rhoda Simms to catch up to him once and
for all on the street. Turning, in a staggering motion, in the opposite direction, Adam decided to
attempt one more run for the hotel. At this point, the yellow-haired youth was swallowed up by
the initial press of bodies. Plowing right through a group of drifters passed the cackling witch,
he could hear renewed scorn from members of the crowd, but absent now were the voices of
Buff Peyton and his friends. Though the fat man had been the chief instigator, himself, Adam
sensed a more sinister motive for the witch. Had Adam understood whom the yellow-haired
youth and his gang were, he would have been even more frightened this moment.
“Hey Louie,” Buff called to his ferret-faced friend, “this is getting out of hand. I thought
we were just having some fun!”
“Yeah,” Louie rolled his bloodshot eyes, “tell that to her!”
Rhoda allowed Adam to stagger passed her, panting and sweating profusely as she
reached out and slapped his rear.
“What’s your hurry sweat meat?” She cried out mockingly. “No one’s going to save you
in that hotel. There’s no one in there but muggers, drug addicts, and two-bit hookers, looking for
a fix.”
Only a few hundred feet from the entrance of the hotel, Adam was out of breath and
almost out of his mind. “Where are you?… Come down and help me?” He muttered, gasping for
air.
His teetering faith in Satan had taken a turn for the worst. No longer pursued but
surrounded by hundreds of unwashed bodies, a dreadful form of claustrophobia overtook him.
Already, the presence of the yellow-haired youth and his gang was sinking into the collective
mentality of the crowd. As Adam caught the voices of the new group approaching, the few
concerned bystanders who had voiced concern shrank from commitment. His confidence in his
mentor disappeared entirely as he trudged through the crowd. She wanted him to trust her, and
yet she was pushing him to the limits of endurance. She expected him to wait patiently, when it
was obvious that he was threatened by the mob.
“What’re you waiting for?” He continued to mumble. “Come down here and save me! I
deserve nothing less than a miracle: a stroke of lightning or small earthquake. Are you waiting
for God to intervene? Are you trying to find out how I function under stress? Or is this some
kind of monstrous joke?” “…. Is that it Satan?” he looked inappropriately up at the sky. “First
you ruin my life and take my soul, then you let them kill me, so I’ll burn in hell?”
Though he appeared to be rambling incoherently, his words finally reached an audible
range. With the key words Satan, soul, and hell, several unwashed ears perked up
“Who’s he talking to?” They murmured amongst themselves. “Is he taking to God?”
Buff Peyton smiled and rotated a dirty finger beside his head. “I think he’s addled in the
brain.”
“Yeah,” replied his friend Louie, “maybe we’d better leave him alone.”
In place of the malevolence Adam had seen on many of their faces, he detected curiosity
and even concern. Though he didn’t yet trust the fat man and his gang, he sensed inexplicably
that he had friends in this crowd.
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“Who was this strange man?” He heard them ask each other. “…. Where did he come
from? Was he really sent by God?” These questions and many more were asked by the denizens
of skid row. Adam was aware of their misgivings, but wasn’t sure what they had in mind. Some
of the street people he spotted when he left the safety of the hotel, who had the deadpan
expressions of drunks and down-and-out people, had managed to heckle him. The big fat man
and his friends had been the first. Many of the same people appeared to be afraid of him now,
while others continued to grin mischievously or frown with contempt as he pressed on.
“Please give them a sign,” he whispered more discretely, hoping that the crowd loitering
beneath the marquee would let him pass. All he wanted this moment was the safety of the hotel.
“Use some of your black magic to help me,” he prayed to his benefactor. “Oh, Satan, blast these
bastards! Stop them in their tracks! If you don’t get off your infernal ass and help me, they’re
going to do something terrible to me. I’m probably going to be raped!”
“He sounds delirious,” Buff said to one his friends. “I think we pushed him over the
edge.”
“Hah,” cackled Rhoda, “he’s as crazy as a loon.”
“Hey,” Louie reached out to tap his back, “I heard you say ‘Satan.’ Are you really
talking to God?”
At that point, Charlie Blintz, the yellow-haired youth stepped forward as if to block his
path. Sensing evil, Adam dodged the new threat, catching sight of the man’s splotchy face as he
passed. On each side of Charlie, stood a bald-headed Asian with a savage scar running down his
cheek and a bearded, one-eyed man. In back of this trio, were three other unsavory fellows, who
appeared to belong to his gang. The men laughed derisively as had the fat man’s gang. Not
certain what the fat man and his friends had in mind, Adam felt as if there were now two groups
of antagonists threatening him. He wanted to return to his safe haven or at least find a place to
hide. He was, at this point, less than a hundred meters from the entrance to the hotel, still hoping
he would be saved by pedestrians or motorists on the street. When the skid row gangs, with
Rhoda’s coaxing, finally encircled him on the sidewalk, he yelped voicelessly, his body almost
paralyzed with fear. In spite of this dark moment, however, something remarkable was about to
happen to Adam and this neighborhood, timed in such a way that only Satan knew how it would
end.
******
While the vagrants circled as jackals around Adam Leeds, voices suddenly erupted
among the group that lined the sidewalk and spilled onto the street. The vast majority of the
men, he sensed, had merely been bystanders whiling away the time. With the exception of the
hag egging them on, none of the homeless women had joined the merriment either, and had
simply followed out of curiosity for the strange man. Several men who had originally began
heckling, however, were having second thoughts about what they were doing and joined the
others in protest of what was going on. Among those who had stood by helplessly to watch
Adam being chased were ten of his potential twelve disciples. Miraculously, Adam would later
discover, they had been standing together as a group, many of them never having associated
together before. The only ones missing from Moses’ prophesized twelve were Buff Peyton, one
of Adam’s chief tormentors, who was now having second thoughts, himself, and Kaz Yorba, the
dwarf, who had been one of the original hecklers on the street. Finally, as Charlie Blintz’s gang
and a remnant of the original horde pressed in on Adam, several members of the ten spoke up.
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“In God’s name, leave him alone,” Wyatt Brewster, a young seminary student cried,
elbowing his way through the crowd.
“Yeah, leave the poor crazy bastard be!” Effie Powers, a small splotchy skinned vagrant,
croaked, stretching out her gnarled hand.
Royal “Stork” Channing, a tall, blond haired, fair skinned apparition led a trio of likeminded homeless men and women through the gawkers block, shouting at the top of his lungs
“Stop it! He’s had enough!
Troy Holland, an Iraq War veteran, who had served ten years in the Marine Corps, added
his protest, along with Alden Taylor, a distinguished looking Afro-American man in an old worn
suit, who looked out of place in this motley group. Though verbally active, not one of the five
protesters, Wyatt, Effie, Stork, Troy, nor Alden, stepped forward to prevent the persecution. The
remainder of the twelve, in fact, displayed a combination of interest, indifference, and outright
fear.
After several more futile voices from the crowd were raised on his behalf, the mood
spread, until a chorus of voices, both men and woman, demanded in short and some cases slurred
commands, that his tormenters set him free. As it caught on, as if an alarm had spread, he heard
for the first time, since his debut on the street, motorists, who were not vagrants but commuters
and “normal folk,” shouting their protests too.
“Leave that poor lunatic alone!” blared a women from her car.
“I just called the cops on my cell phone,” he could hear a more distant man’s voice.
“They’re on their way. Leave the weirdo alone!
So far, during the protest, he had, among other names, been referred to by his defenders
as a lunatic, a poor crazy bastard, and a weirdo. Although this was not a promising beginning for
his ministry on the street, it was far better than no reaction at all. While pedestrians, who were
too scared to get involved, voiced their outrage and a few brave drivers shouted from the curb,
motorists’ horns, which had been silent, blasted sporadically in alarm. No one stepped forward,
however. Even the ex-gang-banger Heck Reyes and his Native American associate Johnny
Trueblood remained on the sidelines with the others. Though fearful themselves, Ursula Painter,
Effie Powers, and Liz Moydin chastised the male members of their group.
“Shame on you!” Ursula motioned to the men.
“It ain’t the habit of street people to get involved with other folk’s business,” Heck
explained with a shrug.
“Yeah,” Ursula replied bitterly, “just like you did when Crazy Charlie’s gang beat up
Ignacio!”
“Cowards—all of you!” spat Effie.
Watching Adam’s tormentors close ranks around him, Liz turned in desperation to the
men. “What’s the matter with you? You’re an ex-marine, Troy. You were a big shot gang
member, Heck. What happened to you and that big dumb Indian? You lose your balls?”
“Bad medicine,” grunted Johnny.
“It’s none of our business,” reaffirmed Heck.
With the exception of Cassie Moa, who seemed to be in her own little world, the women
continued berating the men. Troy, Stork, and Alden bristled under their scrutiny. Buff now
stood on the opposite side of Charlie’s circle, aware that it was his mischief that had sparked the
current dilemma.
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Kaz, the dwarf, who had drifted away momentarily from the hecklers reappeared
suddenly by Wyatt Brewster’s side. “Why don’t you pray for him, padre, huh-huh? He looks
like Jesus with that beard and robe. He might perform a miracle and strike us all dead!”
As Wyatt broke into a prayer, Kaz, a borderline schizophrenic, laughed foolishly to himself. His
eyes wide with spiritual insight, Wyatt declared in an awed voice that only Kaz could hear “Yes,
children, Moses, the preacher, is right. Prophecy will be fulfilled, but the Lord will protect this
man!”
******
Adam’s heart was beating so loudly he could barely hear voices in the mob. After
making a few frantic motions to break through, he realized he was trapped. Silence now settled
over the scene, as Rhoda, Charlie Blintz’s gang, and several members of the original mob
decided what to do.
“Just what are you suppose to be?” Asked the buck-toothed, yellow haired man.
It was the same question everyone present wanted to know. Buff and his friend Louie,
who had started it going, stood by, helplessly scratching their heads, wondering what they should
do. Those defenders, pedestrians and motorists alike, who had protested during the past few
moments, grew restive. Many onlookers and a few vehicles slipped away during the lull.
Strangely enough, the loud-mouthed preacher he had heard earlier remained silent, and yet a
truck driver, pulling up in a large rig, stuck his head out his vehicle’s window and promised to
report them on his cell phone—an action which spurred new motorists, driving down the
boulevard, to pull over momentarily and survey the scene. A strange irony was taking place in
which the street, itself, which merely passed through this hell-hole, was moved to action, while
its tenants stood by helplessly watching it take place.
A perfect set of circumstances had developed, regardless of everyone’s motives, to put
his master to the test. So why are you silent? He tried sending his thoughts, looking up at the
building in which he had made love to the Princess of Hell. Don’t you know what these people
might do? This was a perfect opportunity for her to demonstrate her powers and rescue him
from assault and murder. Where was his benefactor and protector now that he needed her? Why
was she playing coy? Was all this—his ordeals with Henny Lumpkin and Big Molly, the
apparent murder he committed, and debut on the street—merely sick games to occupy Satan’s
time?
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Chapter Seventeen
The First Miracle

Above the street, waiting for just the right moment to send her powers crashing down to
earth, Satan watched her protégé struggle with his captors. He didn’t know that she could still
read his thoughts telepathically; and though he were ten thousand miles away now, she would
know what was on his mind. Right at this moment, hot flashes were coming into her head: he
was angry, he felt betrayed, and he was praying desperately to her right now. Prayer, she rolled
the word over in her newly fashioned mouth, that was good. But the terrified young man was
too frightened to see the significance of what was happening to him at this point. He had
forgotten who and what he was suppose to resemble? He came as a holy man, if not the Savior
or long awaited Messiah of the Jews, himself. He couldn’t see the see the connection between
the street surrounding him and the road to Golgotha. His ascetic Jesus/Rasputin appearance was
supposed to have significance. It had instead made him appear as just one more lunatic on the
street. She wouldn’t make that mistake again.
Suddenly, an argument broke out between Buff and his friends, as the group huddled
around Adam’s trembling frame. Charlie Blintz told Buff and Louie, who wanted to let him go,
to butt out, but the fat man and his friend were standing their ground. Appearing by Buff
Peyton’s side were Stork Channing, Troy Holland, and Alden Taylor. Not far away Wyatt
Brewster, with a strange look on his boyish face, was once more in communion with God.
“You scrawny weasel,” sneered the fat man. “You’re real tough when it comes to drunks
and half-witted men.”
Charlie lowered his head slightly, his pale eyes locking menacingly on Buff. Though the
nay sayers had the clear advantage, Blintz and his gang were a relatively new element on skid
row. In spite of the recent assault of Ignacio Rosales, no one, including Buff, new what to expect
now that Charlie was being put to the test.
“Come on fellahs, you’ve done enough damage,” said Stork, as Buff doubled up his
fists.”
“Yes,” Alden was the second to speak, “this has gone far enough!”
Buff Peyton, though hardly a knight in shining armor, wanted the staring game to end.
Though he outweighed the younger man by a ratio of two to one, his instincts made him fear
hidden knives—the weapon of choice on the street. Not wanting to lose face with his friends, he
would hold his ground. Already that inexplicable and uneasy feeling defined as conscience, had
told him, as it had others, that this had gone far enough. With the exception of Charlie Blintz’s
gang, and a few hangers-on from the original gauntlet, the remaining participants had folded
their arms resolutely and joined Buff and his friend in dissent. Despite the formidable blockade
surrounding him, Adam had felt a measure of relief, even when it was apparent that the new
gang wouldn’t move. It appeared as if it had all been a perverted game for these folks, which
had gotten out of hand, until the inner circle began closing in, in defiance of the warnings outside
the ring.
At first, after seeing the fat man and friends’ change of heart, Adam sighed with relief,
praying instinctively to God that it was over. Hopefully, now that they had their fun, they would
all go their separate ways. Now, however, with the appearance of the second group, Adam
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realized that they were worse than the first. Their sudden appearance and the look on their
leader’s splotchy face told him that they, not the fat man or the witch, were top dogs in this
corner of skid row. The yellow haired young man and his gang, who stood passively with
previous hecklers in the ring, now took control of this situation. While members of his gang
inched forward with mere looks of merriment, a look of sadistic determination shone on Charlie
Blintz’s sallow, buck-toothed face. It seemed clear to Adam that this new and more menacing
group, though holding back originally, had much greater mischief in mind.
They barely spoke a word, as they studied him. Though he was in shock, Adam
understood that the first group who had terrorized him on the street had changed their minds, but
were impotent to challenge Charlie’s gang. The man called Buff had a far greater following.
There must have been, for that matter, a hundred times more men in the general population.
Strangely enough, he also noted, Rhoda, the witch, had disappeared, as had several of his
original tormentors, perhaps out of fear for the new gang arriving on the scene. Even in his
frame of mind, this struck him as bizarre. What was it about a group of men, who would standby
and let a handful of rabble torment a fool on the street. He laughed hysterically to himself…
Down here they were all rabble.
Despite his predicament, Adam wanted to believe that this was merely a test Satan was
giving him. Soon his supporters would overwhelm this vermin or his mentor would show up in
the nick of time to vanquish his foes. Adam also realized grimly that, if nothing else, sooner or
later the police would get wind of this, break this up, and the mob would disperse like so many
cockroaches before a can of Raid. To add to his hopes as he looked through the bodies
surrounding him was the contrite look on Buff’s bloated face. With the fat man’s opposition,
almost all members of the first group had seemed to fall in step. In spite of his change of heart,
however, Adam saw him as the original ringleader and couldn’t help but to blame him for the
situation confronting him now. Their mischief had attracted hundreds of derelicts on skid row.
So why couldn’t they muster up their courage now?
“You look like Jesus, but you sure don’t act like him,” the one-eyed man spoke.
“You fellahs disperse, let the poor guy go,” called Stork, a look of determination on his
face.
“Yeah,” declared Alden Taylor, “there’s a lot more of us than you!”
Troy joined the other two men, who stepped forward as a threesome. The women
standing amongst the twelve nodded with approval. With arms folded and jaws set, the men and
women attempted to generate a united front. Unfortunately, the mood was not contagious.
Probably a dozen men and one bag lady, resting on her cart, nodded enthusiastically, but the
remainder of the idlers and drunks on the street looked over at the black man as if he was insane.
“This is your fault!” Ursula Painter accused Buff. “If you hadn’t got everyone so fired up,
they’d never got wind of him.”
“We’re just funnin’ with’em,” Buff muttered to himself.
“Some fun!” Spat Ursula.
“Children,” an old man uttered in the crowd, “believe not this sheep in wolves clothing.
You must try him with the Word, whether he be of God. For it is written that there shall arise a
false Christ and false prophet, who in the End Times shall show great signs and wonders…”
In a rasping voice, the octogenarian, who had appeared on the Leeds television set, had
liberally quoted from the Apostles Matthew and John. Standing in the crowd, his tattered Bible
clutched to his chest, he seemed no more out of place than the skid row preacher, and yet,
without a single acknowledgment from the assembly, his presence was felt by several souls in
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the crowd. Among the believers, Wyatt Brewster, who stood with his friends, looked up from
the prayer he was uttering, inexplicably scanning the sky, while Moses Rawlins, who stood
closest to the octogenarian, could actually hear the words spoken by the man.
“I hear you,” he whispered discreetly. “Shall I leave these unhallowed grounds?”
Fear gripped the preacher when he realized how close the devil’s advocate stood, and yet
he looked around eagerly for the speaker, whose voice sounded very much like the voice he
heard in the alley last night. Wyatt also looked around eagerly for the speaker, as did the old bag
lady, a small man, who walked with a limp, and motorist brave enough to leave the safety of her
car.
Roy, the one-eyed member of Charlie’s gang, now pointed to Adam’s beard. “Is that real,
sport?” He asked, giving it a yank. The bald-headed Asian with the jagged scar, also gave his
whiskers a tug, as Charlie and the remaining members of his gang snickered amongst
themselves.
“Was not Christ also abused?” He muttered under his breath, as the Lord walked
invisibly now through the crowd.
An inexplicable feeling of well-being overcame Wyatt Brewster. A wordless blessing
filled him. It was as if his odyssey on the street had taken a turn. For Moses Rawlins, whose
detour to God began years ago, it was, in fact, justification for his mission to the bums. He saw
the octogenarian at the edge of the crowd, just as the student priest caught sight of him, himself.
Looking across the crowd, the Lord then turned his gaze to the preacher. Moses knew
immediately who He was. Both men, elbowing their way excitedly back through the assembly,
reached out to touch the old man, just as he disappeared back into the crowd. Moses was chilled
and exalted by the cold wind of prophecy. Wyatt now felt as if he had been officially called by
God. Charlie’s gang whispered amongst themselves, as if, while contemplating the counterfeit
Jesus, they were drawing lots.
******
Buff, whose opening lines “Hey, are you one of them transvestite fruits?” had sparked the
chase, now lapsed into silence. Only one of his tormentors, who had shrank into the crowd as
Adam ran through the gauntlet, even spoke to him directly: an evil looking dwarf with a
mouthful of rotten teeth.
“You shouldn’t be running round dressed like a fruit,” Gus Yorba looked up at him
defiantly as he peered through the men’s legs.
“I accept your apology,” Adam looked down at him with a snarl.
At that point, as the buck-toothed youth and his friends stood appraising the first group,
Adam took advantage of a break in the line and attempted to surge through the blockade. Charlie
immediately stuck out a boot and tripped him. Luckily, Adam held out his palms to blunt his fall
and wound up on all fours on the ground no worse for the fall. Buff and two of his friends
reached out lamely to steady Adam as he rose up shakily onto his feet and regained his
composure. Shirking off the defiling hands, he looked around at the multitude of bums gathered
on the sidewalk and street. The black woman was right; the fat man had started it all.
Surrounded as he was by so many unwashed bodies, his mind was overwhelmed and sickened, as
he yearned to break free.
“There-there,” Stork reached out to steady him, “let’s get you somewhere safe.”
“Hold on,” came a deep Southern drawl. “Just you wait a minute,” the yellow-haired and
buck-toothed youth demanded. “We jest wanted to talk to the freak.”
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“I ain’t afraid of you Charlie,” Buff said unconvincingly. “We remember what you did to
Ignacio. You and your goons will rough this guy up too.”
“Yes, let go of him; he’s had enough!” Liz Moydin cried out from the crowd.
Buff motioned to his friends, but they melted fearfully into the mob, leaving him to face
Charlie’s gang alone. Stork, Troy, Alden, and the women, who had failed to generate a united
front to help the beleaguered man, looked on fearfully at this second group of men. Adam began
edging away again toward a break in the circle in preparation for flight. Wyatt Brewster’s
enigmatic expression met Adam’s stare, as if to say, “I know who you are.” There was no
malice or pity in his eyes, only resignation and peace. From the mouth of the Lord, after all his
searching, he knew what his purpose was on earth. As he realized what was going to happen,
however, Moses’ natural compassion to help a down-and-out soul overcame the visions in his
head. Out of nowhere, the Shepherd of Skid Row reappeared in their midst, but this time he was
not spouting apocalyptic warning or preaching hell fire but was trying once again to save
Adam’s life.
“Leave this man alone!” He shouted hoarsely. “He’s done you no harm!”
“It’s the preacher,” hooted Gus Yorba. “He’ll give-em what-for.”
Charlie, who had a score to settle with the preacher, now struck him down with one wellplaced blow to the stomach. Moses doubled up in pain, staggered backed through the mob, and
fell forward onto street.
“You rotten bastard!” “You son-of-a-bitch!” Voices erupted from the crowd.
At that point, Moses friends, Smokin’ Al Breen, Skunk, Little Tom, and Old Judd
appeared and quietly and gently picked their friend up off of the street. Flashing Moses’ attacker
angry looks, they sported the preacher away.
“You’ll burn in hell for that!” Al called back as they drug Moses though the crowd.
At that point, Charlie turned to his cohorts, whose numbers had swelled to over a dozen,
far more, the other homeless men and women noted, than the usual foursome in Charlie’s gang.
By now Buff had joined his friends and members of the twelve on the sidelines. A look of guilt
seemed frozen on his bloated face. Crazy Charlie, who preyed upon vagrants in town, now had a
bigger following than his original gang, yet members of the crowd looked to the braggart Buff
for action.
“You’re all talk Fat Man and no action,” Liz Moydin sneered.
With the same suddenness as Moses Rawlins, Rhoda, the witch, reappeared in the crowd,
hovering close to the circle surrounding Adam Leeds. Her long stringy black hair whipped back
and forth as she did a crotchety jig outside the ring. Making hocus pocus signs with her grimy
hands and humming madly under her breath, she entered then exited the group, returning in a
few seconds later to bring her flaring nostrils and snarling mouth up to Adam’s frightened face.
Making more nonsensical signs with her fingers, Rhoda hummed under her breath, her
dark eyes rolling madly in her head. Darting out of the circle, she did what appeared to be a
more elaborate dance around the group, returning a few seconds later to once more stare
menacingly into Adam’s face. Too exhausted to understand the meaning of this ritual, the
reverend looked away. Again his eyes locked onto the student priest’s, but this time he saw
compassion and pity in the young man’s gaze.
“Who are you suppose to be?” Rhoda taunted the holy man in their midst. “A counterfeit
Jesus?” “If you’re the Christ, show us your stuff,” she pointed at Charlie. “Zap that clown! Turn
into him into a pillar of salt!”
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“Yeah,” Gus jumped up and down foolishly, “turn us all into millionaires, so we can all
leave skid row!”
“Watch it Rhoda,” warned Charlie, looking with contempt at the dwarf and at the
hundred or more vagrants murmuring amongst themselves at the scene.
******
Adam’s worst ordeal now began. He had been wrong about Rhoda Simms; she was not
afraid of Charlie. She was not afraid of anyone... because Rhoda was insane. He was caught
between a mad woman and a man who had almost killed an innocent vagrant in the park. Adam
understood Rhoda’s motive; she was psychotic, but he would never know what possessed
Charlie Blintz, who, in broad daylight, would attempt such an unspeakable deed. Did a freeroaming demon indwell Charlie or was it merely the feral non-supernatural force of evil driving
this man. Even now, after all her effort, he wondered if this wasn’t all a test? Why was she
allowing this to happen? The street people, though they outnumbered Charlie’s group twenty to
one, wouldn’t lift a finger on his on his behalf. Why didn’t they pull him to safety into their
ranks? How could he ever forgive the indolence of the mob? Above all, how could he forgive
her?
Once again, the base elements of skid row, those too cowardly to perform the deed,
themselves, laughed at this spectacle, while the others stood by impotently, allowing Charlie’s
gang to drag him, kicking and scratching, into an alley near the hotel. The crowd followed as far
as they could go, without confronting Charlie’s gang, stopping at the mouth of the alley. As they
ripped off his clothes, his hands clutched the shreds of his tunic in pop-eyed mortification. The
finely spun robe conjured up by his mentor, had been yanked off by the witch, who paraded it in
front of onlookers as a trophy in her bony hands. Because his vocal chords were frozen in
horror, only croaking sounds escaped Adam’s trembling lips. Were it not for this sudden
paralysis, his audience would not only be seeing this example of mortal fear, they would be
hearing it as well. He would be shrieking in terror and probably be cursing Satan’s name.
Where was his faith? wondered his mentor. After all she had promised him, where was
his courage? He was supposed to call his master’s wrath down upon those street people in a
gesture of spiritual élan. Instead, he was cowering like a fool. It was a wonder he had not soiled
himself. Satan had waited long enough to act. He was, because of his inaction, in danger of
being raped and becoming even more traumatized than he had been before they made love.
Pressing her long, perfectly formed and beautifully manicured fingers to her temples she
began sending her protégé a message, hoping that she could prepare him for what she now had in
mind.
“Come on sweat meat,” the witch, wearing the robe like a hood around her face, now
bellowed, pulling at the remnants of the tunic he had managed to hold onto as they tore off his
clothes.
“Yeah, hot lips,” the one-eyed bum prodded, “we want to see your goods!”
Fortunately, Satan had allowed him to keep his underwear when she transformed him into
a counterfeit Christ, but even that was in danger of being pulled off by this perverted crew.
Pointing a dirty finger at a nearby wall, Charlie ordered his men to stretch his arms onto the wall
in a cruciform position. Rhoda was roaring with maniacal laughter. Two men pried his first
hand away and slammed his arm against the bricks. After the second hand slammed onto the
wall, the two men stepped forward to grip his wrists, which allowed his shredded tunic to fall
away. As the police often do when apprehending a suspect, his legs were also spread apart on
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the pavement as his palms rested on the bricks. Fortunately for Adam, he was still left with his
tee shirt and a conservative pare of men’s briefs. A pare of speedos, he realized, would have
added fuel at this point to their notion that he was in drag.
As the men gleefully obeyed their leader and Rhoda danced another jig, he tried once
more to scream, but found Charlie’s grimy hand cupping his mouth. Soon, while he was in this
position, the other derelicts paused to argue over who got first dibs on his rear-end. The
symbolism was not lost on him. Because of his cruciform position, it was a close enough parody
to the crucifixion to register in his terror-stricken mind, and yet he could not believe what they
had in mind. The vast majority of the street people, who stood behind the vagrants clogging the
alley, couldn’t see this event and were now silent. No one uttered a word of protest during those
moments. To make matters worse, their bodies effectively hid him from the view of motorists.
With the exception of truck drivers passing through, who were elevated high enough to see some
of the commotion from their cabs, the dreadful ordeal went unseen by the world, and yet the
mere presence of that many homeless people in one spot caused drivers alarm.
Once again a strange irony was taking place, in spite of the lack of visibility, in which
travelers on the street, itself, were moved to action, while the people, who lived on the street,
stood by helplessly looking on.
“The police are on their way,” the truck driver hollered from the window of his cab.
“Help him you cowards,” demanded the old bag lady, who stood by on the curb with a
shopping cart filled with her life’s worth.
At that point, a familiar voice came into Adam’s head. “Get ready. After what I’m going
to do, you’ll never again doubt me again!”
As the remainder of the gang pulled at the young man’s underwear and tee shirt, two of
Charlie’s men shrank away from the deed, slipping through the audience, never to be seen in skid
row again. Rhoda, the witch, took it upon herself to pull down his boxer shorts and play with the
flaccid muscle, while Charlie unzipped his fly as if he was going to penetrate Adam’s rear-end.
A deep moan seemed to come from the earth as this last outrage sank into the minds of those
looking on.
“Well ol’ Buff was wrong,” cackled Rhoda, jerking at it awhile. “He doesn’t have a vagi-na!” She rolled the word provocatively around in her mouth.
“No vagina?” A thin, hallow-eyed young man with rotten teeth asked, reaching out as if
to touch Adam’s rear.
“No,” the old crone cackled, giving it a yank, “just a plain old dick—not a very big one at
that.”
Charlie stuck a grimy thumb through his fly to simulate an erection, laughing
uproariously as it touched Adam’s skin.
“No tits, no female organs—only a tight little rear end,” the one-eyed bum snickered,
giving it a pinch.
Charlie looked back at the audience, as if they were enjoying this humiliation. “That
settles it, folks,” he called out theatrically, “he’s just a plain old fruit!” “Which means he’s fair
game,” he slapped Adam’s buttocks, “up for grabs. Line forms in back of Roy!”
One-Eyed Roy giggled foolishly, pretending to hump the prostrate man, as a third man,
who had been standing on the sidelines exited the scene. There were now, counting the witch,
only five tormentors in the alley, which included members of Charlie’s original gang. Several of
the twelve now pushed forward with Buff in tow through the entrance of the alley.
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“Let go of him, you sick bastard,” Buff called out in an unsteady voice. “This is gone far
enough!”
“Says who, fat man,” spat Charlie, as Adam, now naked, crumpled in mortification to the
ground.
“You heard that trucker: the police are coming,” a croaking voice sounded in the
background. “You’d all better hightail it out of here before they show up!”
“I don’t think so,” said the old bag lady, looking back at the street. “Unless there’s a
murder down here, those cops won’t come.”
Several of the vagrants on the sidewalk, who had an ingrained fear of the police, now fled
the scene. Pushing through the onlookers blocking the alley, Ursula, Liz, and Effie now joined
Buff, Troy, Adam, and Wyatt in confrontation with the remainder of Charlie’s gang. For reasons
even Heck couldn’t fathom, he found himself right behind them with Johnny by his side. With
the twelve homeless people outnumbering Charlie’s gang almost three to one now, the odds
seemed to favor the twelve. Adam, who managed to pull his boxer shorts back up, huddled
against the alley wall, relieved that they had finally come to his aid.
For several moments, the two sides just looked at each other, and fear seemed to be
etched on Charlie’s splotchy face.
“This is all your fault Buff,” Effie scolded the fat man. “You and Rhoda got this crowd
worked up. Now you want them to stop. Will let’s see some action. You’re a lot bigger than
that scrawny man!”
“All right Effie.” Buff nodded, shaken by the results of his own mischief. “There’s a lot
more of us than them. Come on folks, let’s put an end to this now!”
Charlie took a few swipes at Buff with a large bowie knife he pulled out of his boot as
soon as Buff stepped forward and managed to nick the bigger man’s coat. At that point, the
other two men pulled out bowie knives, too. The three to one ratio was suddenly nullified by
superior arms. Adam could scarcely believe it as his rescuers began backing off one-by-one.
Stork and Troy, who carried small sized pocketknives, were no match for their opponents’
weapons. The three women, having seen Charlie pull his knife, had already fled. Although
Heck Reyes and Johnny Trueblood had stilettos and Buff Peyton had a small switchblade he
waved widely at Charlie and his men, the large bowie knives in the other men’s hands were far
more menacing than their three blades. Glancing back, as Heck and Johnny backed slowly into
the crowd, Buff, was effectively stymied by the other two men’s indecision.
“Go wan, rush’em you guys,” Kaz’s head poked through a forest of legs, “Buff can’t do it
alone.”
“Are you insane?” Heck looked down at the dwarf. “Look at their knives!”
“Where’s the goddamn police,” Liz called from the crowd.
“Somebody got a club? Somebody got a gun?” Ursula looked around frantically for
support.
Troy, the ex-marine and gulf veteran, however, just stood there, along with Stork, Alden,
Wyatt, Heck, and Johnny, while the women—Effie, Ursula, and Liz cursed and wrung their
hands. In spite of their own lack of resolve, the fact that the remaining mob on the sidewalk did
not rush in, seemed unconscionable to them.
“Get in there and help him you cowards,” the bag lady wrung her fists.
“Them boys got better weapons,” Buff now wept. “Where’s them damn police?”
A familiar, very human, sight greeted Adam’s eyes as he studied the crowd. Once again,
when confronted with determined men with big knives, they did what he any sane folks would
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do; they retreated from the fight. In the distance he thought he heard the whine of a patrol car,
but it could have been a fire truck or ambulance. By the time the distant sound was close enough
to even matter, it might be too late. What if the crazed Charlie decided to knife him too? During
these terrible moments, Crazy Charlie and his bunch grabbed the terror-stricken Adam by the
wrists and hair and dragged him further into the alley. Before the foursome was swallowed up in
the shadows, Buff, stricken with guilt, made one fateful move forward in a pleading gesture and
received a knife wound in his arm. While the fat man howled in pain and his friends rushed to
pull him away from further injury from the knife, Charlie followed his men, walking backwards
while waving his bloodied knife to guard their retreat into the shadowy corridor.
Once more Adam was slammed against the wall, this time without fanfare. This time as
he crumpled out of breath to the ground, Charlie and his friends made no move to pull him to his
feet.
“Okay,” he said, tucking his knife back into a sheath on his leg, let’s give him the
treatment. Then I’ll slit this dandy’s throat.”
The other men looked at him with horror. Only Rhoda nodded her head madly at the
idea.
“What treatment?” The hallow-eyed youth asked.
“It’s true,” one-eyed Roy exclaimed, “you are crazy!”
On that note, Roy and the bald-headed Asian fled the scene, but the younger man
attempted to talk his leader out of this madness as the witch cackled and wrung her hands. As
the women hung back fearfully in the alley, Stork, Troy, Alden, Wyatt, Heck, and Johnny with
Buff clutching his wounded arm, moved hesitantly back up to the scene.
“Hey, funs over, let him go!” Stork called into the shadows through cupped hands.
“You son-of-a-bitch Buff!” Effie shouted after them. “This is all your fault.”
“Stop, I tell you! Stop!” The bag lady cried from the sidewalk, not realizing that much of
the damage had already been done. “The police are coming! I heard them. Stop what you’re
doing right now before it’s too late!”
“The only time those guys come down here is when there’s a homicide,” Adam heard
Charlie remind them, as he cowered on the ground.
“Don’t do this Charlie,” the last member of his gang begged. “This poor bastard won’t
tell the cops. Look at him; he’s crazy, addled in the head!”
“Yeah, crazy like me,” buck-toothed Charlie’s pale eyes held an eerie glow.
On that note, the last member of Charlie’s gang fled through the crowd, leaving Charlie
and Rhoda alone to finish the deed. Charlie attempted to urinate on the reverend now, but even
Rhoda found this distasteful and pulled him away.
“Here give me the knife,” she insisted. “You’re taking too much time!”
“Forgive me!…What’ve I done? “ Buff groaned, as and the other men stopped in the
alley and looked into the shadows beyond.
“Brace yourself!” The icy voice came into Adam’s head.
“For what?” Adam rasped, wriggling frantically as Charlie grabbed his hair. “His knife?
He’s going to slit my throat. Why’ve your forsaken me?”
This haunting question meant nothing to his tormentors, but was understood by Wyatt
Brewster now. Though not intended as a parody on Jesus, Adam grimly remembered this same
question being asked by another tormented man but aimed at the heavens, while Adam was now
looking down into the shadow of the wall in the direction of his new master, who was being just
as unresponsive as God had been those many centuries ago.
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Then suddenly, to the accompaniment of the small earthquake he had prayed for, he
heard the peel of thunder overhead, and felt his hair being released as Charlie and Rhoda backed
away into the shadows of the alley in terror. Just as he turned to watch them depart, he saw a
blinding flash before his eyes: his captors now burst into what seemed to the onlookers to be
spontaneous combustion but Adam knew as Satan’s wrath. The hands of the remaining two
evildoers, who had dared defile Adam, shriveled like burning bacon up their burning sleeves, and
each mind that plotted against her beloved was burned to smoldering cinders inside its flaming
skull. Charlie Blintz and Rhoda the Witch continued to be incinerated in front of Adam’s and
the seven men’s horror-stricken eyes. When there was nothing left to burn, their two bodies
disintegrated crisply as if in a crematorium as so many parched and blackened leaves and then
crumbled into ashes on the pavement below. For a brief moment, many onlookers swore they
smelled brimstone in the air.
It was awful. It was beautiful. It demonstrated to half of the twelve homeless people that
Adam had great power. As Gus Yorba, the little Hispanic dwarf would say later, “no one better
mess with that man!”
Yet Wyatt was not fooled. Only those privileged to be standing this far into alley saw the
incineration, a factor that would adversely affect the miracle’s credibility. Those who crowded
at the entrance of the alley, which included the frightened women, heard only the audio portion
of the miracle. After hearing the victims’ screams, the seven witnesses watched the powdery
debris of Adam’s attackers being blown mysteriously into the depths of the alley as if carried
into the bowels of hell. Derelicts and commuters alike elbowed each other for space and stood
on abandoned crates in the alley to get a better vantage point of the event, but all they could see
inside the darkened corridor were seven shaken men moving toward them. As soon as this eerie
phenomena ceased, all eyes turned as quickly back to Adam Leeds, the recipient of this great
miracle, who was supported lovingly between Alden and Stork. The five women and the dwarf
were the first to reach the seven. Within the heady moment following the miracle, Ursula and
Liz placed Adam’s robe over his shoulders and tied its sash. After listening to the awed
comments of the seven witnesses, who had seen a man and woman cremated by a bolt of
lightning, the crowd wanted to know who this strange young man was. Those folks behind the
second group of vagrants at the mouth of the alley (which included members of the twelve), who
had at least witnessed his attackers drag him into the dark corridor, but hadn’t seen the
altercation between the two groups, provided a third audience of the blessed. Everyone on foot
in the vicinity of the alley had felt the earth move beneath their feet, heard the peel of thunder,
and listened to those ghastly screams.
Now, moreover, there was a fourth group of witnesses, to be listed in Wyatt Brewster’s
chronicle, who would give an account of the aftermath of the miracle and actions of the crowd.
Drawn recently to the scene were those more distant pedestrians, motorists pulled over to the
curb, and a pair of truck drivers calling the police, whose vantage point overlooked the horde of
homeless people surrounding the twelve disciples and holy man, as they emerged from what
Wyatt called the “valley of the shadow of death.”
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Chapter Eighteen
Moses and His Friends

Across the street, in the shade of a dilapidated awning, Al Breen and his friends, Tom and
Skunk, had sat Moses Rawlins against a crumbling wall, with Tom’s jacket in back of Moses’
head and Skunk’s blanket cushioning his back. The odor of Skunk’s blanket seemed strong
enough to revive the preacher by itself. Al, an ex-alcoholic, waved an open container of whiskey
Old Judd had provided under the preacher’s nose, as Skunk Larson, who had once been an army
medic, felt his pulse.
“I think he busted his ribs,” commented Skunk, listening to Moses groan. “Charlie hit
him awfully hard.”
“We can’t be sure.” Al shook his head. “He’s still unconscious, but that wound on his
forehead don’t look good!”
Al looked back at the congregation across the street. He had felt sorry for the man being
chased by the mob, but he seemed to be all right now. He wasn’t surprised that the police hadn’t
shown up yet. They seldom took calls coming from this neck of the woods seriously. It was
even quite possible that a cruiser had slipped passed them already after inspecting that bizarre
scene. It was doubtful if the victim would file a report anyhow, for this was the pattern for most
homeless people on the street. Nevertheless, he found it hard to accept the behavior of his
friends: they had either tormented him or stood by and did nothing at all. He found it even
harder to understand their attitude now. Was this the same gauntlet of hecklers the lunatic ran
through this morning? What had happened to his friends? What had changed their mood? Now,
as they congregated deferentially around the counterfeit Jesus, he could be sure of only one
feeling: anger. Unchristian feelings against Moses attacker flashed apocalyptically in his head as
he studied the scene, but also dark thoughts for his onetime friends. Where’s that bastard
Charlie? He wondered as he scanned the crowd. Where’s that buck-toothed son-of-a-bitch?
Al was certain that Charlie had to be one of the demons Moses prophesized for the End
times. If he knew what had happened to Charlie Blintz this hour, he might feel avenged. He and
his friends would certainly be relieved. The police, he thought to himself, sure-as-hell aren’t
going to help. He might, however, also be frightened by the implications of what happened this
morning. He didn’t know that Moses’ arch enemy was dead after being incinerated, along with
Rhonda Simms, by Satan’s, not God’s wrath.
In the weeks ahead Al, the one-time golden gloves light-heavyweight contender, along
with friends Skunk, Judd, and Little Tom, would learn more and more about Moses’ revelations.
In the words of Saint Paul, paraphrased by Moses, it was, for the time being, like seeing a picture
“through glass darkly.” The picture, Moses explained, framed through his knowledge as an
engineer, was at present a murky set of symbols and notes, but in the months, perhaps years,
ahead would gradually crystallize into a blueprint for the End Times.
******
Using antiseptic wipes, Skunk dabbed the injury on Moses’ brow, as Little Tom doled the
tissues out one-by-one. In spite of his malodorous reputation, Skunk, the one-time army medic,
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was always prepared. Whenever one of his friends was injured or feeling poorly, they could
reach into his drawstring bag for a bandage, antiseptic wipe, or analgesic medication.
Withdrawing a band-aid from his first aid kit now, Skunk applied it expertly to the bump
over Moses’ eye. Tom discovered a small scratch on Moses’ ear and dabbed an antiseptic wipe
on it too. Once more, as Judd looked on longingly, Al waved the bottle under Moses nostrils,
bringing it tantalizingly under his own nose before capping the lid. The preacher uttered a loud
groan that moment, as he came to, startling them half out of their wits.
“Wha… happened?” Moses asked, opening his eyes.
“There-there, easy does it,” Tom reached out to calm his friend.
“He’s not lookin’ so good,” Al sighed, handing the bottle back to Judd.
Remarking “This is the best medicine in the world,” Judd took the bottle gingerly in his
gnarled hands, upturning it to his bearded face for the long awaited swig.
One of the blood vessels in the white of Moses’ eyes had burst. It appeared to his friends
as if he had one red eye and one gray eye in his shaggy head. To the superstitious Native
American Johnny Trueblood, this would have, in fact, seemed like “bad medicine.” Though he
was at least conscious, the preacher’s appearance now worried his friends. A large bump
beneath the cut had risen on Moses’ forehead where he hit the sidewalk, and Moses groaned as
Tom and Skunk reached down, gripped him under his arms and lifted him up onto his shaky legs.
“That settles it; I’m going for help, “ announced Al, trotting to the curb. “What we need
now,” he added anxiously, “is an ambulance. Moe is hurtin’ real bad.”
“Well, my cell-phone’s dead,” grumbled Skunk. “What we need is a phone!”
Al scratched his head and sighed. “The nearest pay phone is broken. The next one in
working order is a half-mile from here. Maybe we can borrow one from a motorist or ask one of
them call.”
Shielding his eyes from the sun, Al looked up and down the street for a Good Samaritan.
“You’ll have as much in this neck of the woods flagging down a cop,” Tom said dryly, as
he and Skunk steadied the blurry-eyed Moses on his feet.
Tom and Skunk tried unsuccessfully to talk Al out making the attempt. In what struck
his friends as an exercise in futility, Al walked across the street, asking the first motorist
encountered if she would make the call. The woman driver, who had, as other drivers pulled
over to analyze the commotion in front of the alley, rolled her window up frantically and sped
away. After drawing similar reactions from other motorists, Al stood by the road looking with
disgust at the line of lookyloos pulled over to the curb. Considering what this event implied, it
troubled him that these awestruck motorists would not help his friend. When he tapped on their
windows, they thought he was panhandling. Some of them panicked or shouted at him to go
away. Most of them simply rolled up their windows when they spotted him in their rearview
mirrors. He was, Al understood their expressions, a bum and a black bum to boot. “Beat it, you
creep!” A truck driver summed it up. Two motorists, an elderly man, and then a nun, even
threatened to call the police.
Whatever it was that drew the crowd to the counterfeit Jesus had not changed their
personalities. Their minds were dazzled by this false messiah, and yet they were the same selfish
souls they had been before. The worst treatment received by Moses, however, was not from
motorists on the street. It was the homeless people, many of whom Moses had once tried to help,
who ignored the stricken preacher completely after he was assaulted by Charlie Blintz.
Tom and Skunk had been correct, conceded Al. Turning back dejectedly, he waved at his
friends. His distrust of outsiders had been justified, and he felt overwhelming disgust for God’s
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children on skid row. A mob of them, many of whom Al knew personally, had tormented the
counterfeit Jesus unmercifully. Moses and Al had pleaded for motorists to notify the police but
were treated like lepers when they approached each car. This reaction was based upon fear more
than contempt. From the mob, however, they had received apathy and even scorn as they pulled
Moses from the scene—apathy and scorn from homeless folk who had been their friends!
Now, as that strange man emerged bloodied and beaten from the alley, the audience,
many of whom stood among his tormentors, stared reverentially at him as he stood in their midst.
Al was convinced by Moses’ prophecy that what happened today had nothing to do with God.
“Gullible, stupid, misbegotten lost souls,” were the words Moses used, thought Al as he walked
back to his friends. He would not have been so kind!
From a distance, as he looked over his shoulder, he recognized several men and women
he had known as friends, until today. Royal Channing, Troy Holland, Alden Taylor, Ursula
Painter, and Liz Moydin were among those standing around the counterfeit Christ.
Conspicuously absent from the crowd was Charlie Blintz, the man who had knocked Moses to
the ground. Also missing from the crowd was Rhoda Simms, the skid row witch, who had
harassed Moses in the past.
“If only God would strike them dead!” Al whispered to himself.
******
As Al Breen approached his friends under the awning, a voice rang out from the street.
Following the shout, a horn sounded from a truck pulled up to the curb. A wide grin, exposing a
perfect set of white teeth, was flashed at the driver of the truck.
“Thank you lord!” Al looked up at the sky.
“Hey, man,” called the driver, “what’s wrong with Moe?”
Al and his friends recognized Ignacio’s nephew Alfredo Muñoz. After being
rehabilitated at the mission, himself, Alfredo had been recruited to drive the mission’s produce
truck back and forth to LA’s Produce Market.
Without being asked, the one-time alcoholic volunteered to take Moses to the hospital.
All of Moses friends, including the half-inebriated Judd, gave Alfredo a rundown of Moses
injuries after he exited the truck. There was no need to call 911 for an ambulance, Alfredo
advised them. Ambulance attendants were in no more of a hurry than the cops to come down to
skid row. Al then told him about the attitude of the motorists and apathy of the mob. The
middle aged Hispanic, whose amazing recovery he credited to Moses Rawlins, reached out with
great tenderness toward his mentor as they escorted Moses to the truck.
“You better get into another line of work,” he gently teased the preacher.
“I’m in another line of work,” replied Moses, his eyelids falling to half-mast.
Alfredo looked at him with concern. As Skunk and Tom managed the preacher, Al, who
was worried about Moses’ slack jawed appearance, ran ahead to open the door.
“Don’t you know?” He said, puffing and panting, as they began raising Moses up to the
cab. “He’s not just a preacher anymore; he’s a prophet.”
“A prophet?” Alfredo looked up in disbelief.
“A prophet,” Al stepped down gingerly from the running board.
“A prophet!” Echoed Skunk and Tom.
As Skunk and Tom lifted Moses up onto the running board and sat him gently into the
cab, Al pointed to the crowd across the street and the white robed figure in their midst.
“Moses has revelations,” he tried to explain. “…. He sees things in his head.”
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“He got that right!” Skunk said, out of breath.
“Revelations,” Alfredo grinned, “like John the Baptist?”
“That’d be John, the Divine,” frowned Al, as Tom and Skunk hopped down snickering
amongst themselves.
Moses’ friends shared a secret the rest of the world didn’t yet know. As if the subject
was too deep for him, Alfredo, always talkative, gave Moses a progress report of down-and-out
folks from skid row. Ignacio, who had been in the hospital, himself, was working at the mission
but as a dishwasher, he explained, as he buckled Moses into his seat. Two of the men the
preacher had worked with had actually left skid row to start new lives. Jeff Patterson, a onetime
drug addict, had gone back to Houston to work in construction. Tony, the Rooster, Costello,
after being a chronic drunk for years, had returned home to New York. The formula was simple,
recalled Moses: stop drinking, clean yourself up, and, when you’re back on your feet, get out of
skid row!
There were, he was all too aware, thousands of lost souls on skid row. Those who left
skid row may have done so without his help. Though he had mixed feelings about going to the
hospital, his spirits were uplifted upon seeing Alfredo behind the wheel. Alfredo was one of the
few, he knew for certain, that his message had touched.
Moses hardly noticed the commotion on the street as his benefactor did a u-turn and
headed uptown. His friends spent a chilly, bumpy ride between vegetable crates. Moses, who
suffered an uncomfortable ride, himself, in the dilapidated vehicle, managed a smile in spite of
his wounds. Suddenly everything seemed crystal clear. He had suffered martyrdom for his
Lord, but, more importantly, thanks to Jesus Christ, his first prophecy had come true. After
reflecting upon the spectacle on the street, he understood, through an ongoing revelation, what
the spectacle meant. No one, of course, would ever believe it (he scarcely did himself), but the
exhibition in progress, muddled as it was, had been a parody of Christ’s agony on the Via
Dolorosa (the Way of Suffering). Because he was a Roman Catholic, Moses understood this
parody immediately. What convinced him of the counterfeit Jesus’ pretensions, as he tried
helping him today, was the incredible similarity between the counterfeit and the Christ. His long
brown hair and well-groomed beard were strikingly similar to Harry Anderson’s painting, the
Prince of Peace. Moses, though he never liked this interpretation, was taken back by the man’s
features and attire. From his physical appearance down to the sandals on his feet, he looked
every bit the Hollywood facsimile of the Good Shepherd, whom he was undoubtedly supposed to
be. To the rabble of Jerusalem, who turned on Jesus, too, a long awaited savior had come.
These humble peasants on the Via Dolorosa, Moses recalled his catechism, would also be his
greatest tormentors when he was nailed to the cross.
Moses could well imagine how Adam suffered in the alley. Though he had doubted the
man’s authenticity last night, he was certain of it now…. That silly man going through the
motions was the false prophet, the second beast, who had risen out of the sea of lost men and
women on skid row.
“Stop!” He cried to Alfredo. “I’m having a revelation. You must turn around and go
back!”
“No way,” Alfredo shook his head. “You got busted ribs and a concussion. You’re going
straight to ER!”
“All right,” Moses tried sounding calm, “I’ll go to the hospital, but after I speak to him.”
“Please, Alfredo,” he said, pressing his temples, “the Lord is speaking to me now!”
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Alfredo stopped at a red light and walked to the back of the truck to explain to the others
what Moses had in mind. After arguing with Al, Skunk, and Tom for several moments, Moses
threatened to walk back to the scene on foot if Alfredo didn’t turn back. His friends, aware of
the preacher’s stubbornness, tossed up their hands, climbed back into the truck, and prayed
quietly to themselves as Alfredo did an illegal u-turn and drove back to the scene.
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Chapter Nineteen
The Second Miracle

Adam had dressed himself with the help of the homeless people who stood up for him
during his ordeal, and was led through the congestion at the mouth of the alley into the crowd
still spilling onto the street. Almost immediately, as they made a circle around him, Stork, who
introduced himself as Royal Channing, presented the remaining eleven and several others, who
had protested the treatment of this man.
From the opposite side of the boulevard, Alfredo, at Moses’ insistence now parked the
produce truck on the curb, and contrary to his promise that he would remain in the cab to make
his voice heard climbed out with his friends’ assistance and made his way across the street to
hear this historic event for himself.
“I thought Christians don’t lie,” Alfredo rebuked Moses, as the five men crossed the
street. As he remained sitting behind the wheel, he called, also half-seriously “Hey, I wait for
ten minutes then I’m gonna head uptown. I’m not kidding Moses, I got deadlines too.”
“Why you doin’ this Moe? You made your point!” asked Al, as the preacher staggered
toward the crowd.
“There gonna lynch you his time,” Little Tom said dramatically. “They think that man’s
God!”
“You don’t understand,” Moses scolded his friends. “The Lord’s guiding my steps. I
have to see this phenomena close-up myself.”
“You should be in the hospital,” Skunk counseled worriedly. “You should wait and do
this later when you’re sure on your feet.”
“I’m just going to listen right now,” he explained dismissively. “I’ll wait for the Lord to
put words in my mouth.
“Oh, Lordy,” groaned Al.
Moses depended upon Skunk and Tom to keep him on his feet. Against his wishes, they
stopped on the outskirts of the mob, refusing to go any further if the preacher opened his mouth.
******
Adam, who had a keen memory for names and faces, sensed the significance of the first
dozen vagrants introduced. The number of bodies was, of course, twelve. A pause in Stork’s
introductions after he reached, with hesitation, Kaz Yorba, and the fact that this group stood
apart from the others, seemed coincidental, if not portentous. A sinking feeling, that came upon
him as he stood there in the crowd, worsened as he studied this motley group. He hadn’t seen
Moses yet in the crowd or he would have been shaken by the look on the prophet’s face.
Already, he had mentally marked those who had played the part of the tormentor when his ordeal
began. It seemed obvious to him that Royal Channing, though he behaved cowardly when put to
test, had been on his side. This was true for Troy Holland, Alden Taylor, and the women in the
group (Ursula Painter, Liz Moydin, and Effie Powers). He also remembered the piercing but
benevolent gaze of Wyatt Brewster and Cassie Moa, a timid creature cowering by Liz’s side.
The remainder of the twelve, however, he placed on a different mental list. Buff Peyton, who
had started the whole thing going, he swore to himself, he would never forgive. Into this same
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group, he would put the malicious little dwarf, Kaz Yorba, the sinister looking Indian, Jonathan
Trueblood, and Heck Reyes, whose voice he remembered heckling him too. Everyone else, who
stood around him, including the kindly bag lady introduced as Lucille, were not part of the
twelve. This realization came to him on his own, without inspiration from Satan, which added
an element of dread to his apprehension.
None of the twelve gave him that warm and tingling feeling he knew he should feel.
They were, after all, unwashed homeless people—a polite name for tramps, misfits, and bums.
Without giving the deceased another thought, several of the local vagrants, he recognized as onetime tormentors, also crowded around him at this point. Although they still thought he was a
very weird man, he had killed one of their enemies: Charlie Blintz. He had also gotten rid of the
local nuisance, Rhoda, the skid row witch. He was, in their estimation, some sort of holy man,
though they were not unanimous on what exactly that was. The vagrants, who had, as most of
the twelve, shown sympathy for him from the start, had moved forward from the sidelines and
appeared to be the majority among the mob. Gradually, as Adam looked around accusingly at
the crowd, many of his one-time tormentors, due to guilt or shame, faded away into the bowels
of skid row whence they had come. When droves of them began departing from the crowd,
members of the twelve, taking the cue, attempted to thin their own ranks.
“Get away from the preacher,” Stork ordered Buff, who, quite humbled now, was holding
his arm and wincing with pain.
“You too,” Effie pointed at the dwarf, “get!”
No one dared tell Heck and Johnny to leave. Kaz Yorba, who ducked behind the two
men, displayed a rotten mouth of teeth to compliment his misshapen shape. Adam was reminded
that moment of Gollum, the fiendish little toady in Lord of the Rings. His protectors struck him
simply as a pair of thugs. As they looked down menacingly at the crone, Adam placed the dwarf
and his protectors right below Buff Peyton on the “who to get rid off” list being compiled in his
head.
Among the twelve, Stork (Royal Channing) was the first one to ask Adam who he was.
He simply didn’t know the answer to this question and looked at them all blankly, hoping they
would think he was too overwrought to reply. Another group, far too small to have any
significance, were composed mostly of curious motorists. Because of the distance, most of them
had not actually seen the cremation and were not as impressed with the strange-looking man.
Satisfied that he was all right, many of them looked afar at the holy man and his tattered
congregation with skepticism, started up their vehicles, and drove away from this dreadful place.
It’s time for another miracle, the thought came into his head. He looked around for her
now, hoping that he wouldn’t be forced to communicate only mentally with her the rest of his
life. Where was she now? Had she slipped back into the invisible state she had communicated
with him before. It would be very supportive right now to have her looking on in the crowd….
Suddenly, with the great ring of squalid bodies formed around him, she spoke again to him again
in his thoughts, actual words instead of mere thought impulses echoing in his mind.
“Place your hand on Buff’s arm!” she commanded softly.
“No, absolutely not,” he grumbled under his breath.
“Don’t argue Adam,” her voice rose inside his head, “do it now!”
“Weren’t you watching this debacle?” He mumbled angrily, as if to himself. “That sonof-a-bitch started it all. He drew attention to me!” “No, Satan, this nonsense has gone far
enough!”
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Seeing his lips move, those closest to him perked up their ears. Many of the onlookers,
including members of the twelve, still thought he was addled in the head.
“He’s speaking. The holy man’s speaking,” Kaz murmured in awe.
“Get away from me, you creep!” Adam cried aloud, grinning with satisfaction as his chief
advocate, Stork, shoved Kaz passed Heck and Johnny into the crowd.
“Touch his arm. Do you hear me Adam?” She shrilled this time. “This man will
become one of your greatest disciples after what you’re going to do!”
“Buff,” he began reluctantly, looking in disbelief at the sky.
“Buff deserved what he got,” Stork said, eying the other man with contempt. “He’s
always bullying guys down here… ‘cept me. I’ll kick his ass!”
“Buff, the Creator is telling me to heal your arm,” Adam now blurted. It was a lame
effort to identify his benefactor and brought on an immediate reaction.
“No, Adam,” Satan admonished him sternly, “don’t try to give me any of your silly
Judaeo-Christian names. Let me come up with a title. Call me Lord, if you must. That’s a more
neutral term. Now grab his arm…. That’s it look into his pain-glazed face. Don’t hate him
Adam. His father use to burn him with cigarettes before he left Buff’s mother. His mother
abandoned he and his brothers on the street when he was twelve. He’s my child Adam. He’s
now your son too!”
When Adam found her words impossible to digest, she attempted logic on him again.
“Adam, look now at your new friend Stork, who protects you. He’s watching you carefully
now.”
Looking inappropriately at the sky, he shook his head, heaved a sigh, and looked
forlornly at the ground. To onlookers, as he mentally communicated with Satan, he seemed to be
doing a pantomime. “He’s not my friend,” he wanted to shout. “He ran like a scared rabbit with
all of the others. He looks like he might have AIDS! Is this the best you can do for me? You’ve
surrounded me with the worst bunch of misfits I’ve ever seen!”
“This man is merely malnourished and needs general medical treatment,” she explained
patiently. “He’s expecting great thing from you now; please don’t act like an ass. When you’re
done working your miracle for Buff, Royal will grow spiritually, become a great evangelist and
spread your name to every corner of the world.”
“What are you talking about?” Adam asked incredulously, scanning the crowd for her
face. “I heard you say world before. Surely you can’t mean the world. Look at me and where
I’m at. I’m a joke!”
“We’re going to remedy that Adam,” she promised, as a warm current seemed to blow
across his face and neck. “I’ll tell you hard luck stories about the other members later that you
won’t believe. You need to know these people first before you tackle the world. Skid row will
become your proving ground. Like the original twelve, their success stories will be the
cornerstone of the new faith.” “Now heal Buff!” She prodded less gently. “Show those few brave
motorists on the edge of the crowd, who’ve left their cars, your powers. We both know how
important they will be: they are mainstream folk. When they drive out of here they’ll tell
everyone they meet about this miracle. Maybe we’ll be lucky and even draw in a television
crew. Do it for him Adam! Do it now! Did I not promise you great power?”
“Jesus Christ,” he mumbled looking around unhappily at the assembly. “All right,” he
then said to himself, again scanning the crowd. “My heart’s not in this. You must tell me
exactly what to do.”
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By now, Moses had managed to filter into the crowd. Many of the homeless people, who
recognized him, moved politely aside. A few greeted him quietly, but the preacher noted an
undercurrent of hostility, as if he was intruding upon a sacred event. Little Tom, Skunk, and Al
were positioned protectively around him, refusing to let him move too far forward into the
crowd.
“He’s talking to Satan,” Moses observed with excitement.
“Moe,” Al whispered into his ear, “shut up! You promised you wouldn’t make a scene!”
“Is he really talking to the devil?” Tom whispered to Skunk. “I just see his mouth
moving. I think he’s nuts!”
“Place your right hand on the wounded area,” she told Adam, searching her mind for an
appropriate ritual. “That’s it. The ancient Picts of Scotland performed this ritual before they
were corrupted by that troublesome sect…. Now place you’re left hand on his filthy head and
raise your eyes to the heavens as if you’re praying to whats-his-face.”
“We need a name for him,” Adam thought, reluctantly gripping Buff’s arm. “Whats-hisface won’t do.”
“What’re you doin to me?” Buff asked, fearful of the holy man’s vast powers. “I said I
was sorry. I am sorry. I didn’t use to be such an asshole. Please don’t cremate me like Rhoda
and Charlie Blintz.”
“Shut up!” Adam snarled. “This isn’t my idea!”
“Repeat after me,” she whispered into his mind. “By the power of the Lord of the
Universe.”
“By the power of the Lord of the Universe,” Adam said, continuing to stare at Buff with
utter contempt.
“I heal you’re wound and forgive your transgression.”
“Oh God,” Adam groaned.
“Say it!”
“I heal you’re wound and forgive your transgression.”
“That your healing may be a testament to the New Age God of enlightenment and
tolerance.”
“That your healing may be a testament to the New Age God of enlightenment and
tolerance,” Adam responded mentally, watching a tiny insect from Buff’s head skitter across his
hand.
“You see I’ve been listening to your sermons,” she chatted with him as the ground again
shook below his feet. “Everything we do from now will be based upon the apostasy you
generated in your church.”
“Apostasy?” Adam protested mentally. “I didn’t consider it apostasy!”
Buff Peyton felt a sudden and inexplicable shot of pain in the vicinity of the stab wound.
Looking inside his grubby coat at his arm now, Buff made gasping and whistling sounds as he
realized that the stab wound to his arm was not only healed, but the blood on his foul shirt had
almost disappeared.
“My wound’s gone!” He cried at last. “The son-of-a-bitch healed me!”
“It was the Universal Lord,” Adam said, quickly removing his hands from the filthy bum.
The tobacco-chewing and foul-mouthed Effie now became the first to acknowledge his
divinity.
“Oh Jesus, you’ve come back to Earth,” she said, bowing down onto the ground Oriental
fashion and fluttering her arms and hands. As some of the others followed suit, Adam, greatly
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impressed with this second demonstration of Satan’s power, had the presence of mind enough to
cry out “Stop this at once. I’m not Jesus Christ!” Following this outburst, Satan again began
telling him exactly what to say in his thoughts.
“Jesus Christ was one manifestation of the Godhead,” he said in rote fashion. “So was
Buddha and Mohammed…. There are other prophets of enlightenment…. I am the last such
prophet. But don’t bow down to me.”
At that point, Moses friends had to muffle him and drag him protesting mutely from the
crowd.
“Okay mister holy man, what’s your name?” Asked Effie, her cantankerous expression
having transformed into a look of adoration.
“My name?” He muttered to himself, looking self-consciously at the ground. “Okay, I’m
waiting…. Anytime now. I can’t go by my old name. Adam’s suppose to be dead. Who am I
suppose to be?”
“Salem Dade,” she replied, after a short pause.
“Salem Dade?” Adam responded, looking up into Effie’s blinking blue eyes.
“Sounds flowery,” Effie grinned toothlessly. “Like one of those English aristocrats or
something.”
“Knew a gent from Salem, Oregon,” Stork said thoughtfully. “Stole my shoes one night
when I was stinking drunk.”
“Isn’t Dade a county in Florida?” Asked Troy.
“It’s an anagram,” Marie explained to Adam, as he mentally digested his new name.
“Salem means peace in Hebrew. Troy is correct: Dade’s a county in Florida. I wanted your
name to have some kind of significance.”
“Salem’s a prophet,” Buff said, reaching out to fondle Adam’s arm.
“Salem’s a holy man,” Stork said, with rapture in his watery blue eyes.
“Which am I: prophet or holy man?” He whispered to her, searching the crowd one last
time.
“You’re both,” her voice came once more into his head, “but let these unwashed
vagabonds define what you are. Let them compare you to Jesus Christ if they wish. But you’re
mine now Salem. Don’t forget by whose authority you operate when you exercise my power!”
“All right,” he had the presence of mind to ask. “You’ve given me a new name. What’s
your name? What do I call you, now that we’ve made our bound? Satan, Lucifer, or Mary
Queen of Hell won’t do. It’s time to personalize yourself, madam. I know that we made love,
but are you fish or foul? Am I to know you as man, woman, or beast?”
“I’m many things,” she replied carefully.
“Not good enough,” he folded his arms, “I need consistency. I need a name.”
By now, his pantomime was interpreted by observers as a form of divine madness. To
members of the twelve, who witnessed close hand the first miracle, it was easier to dismiss his
quirky behavior. For many others outside of the twelve, however, he did not seem right in the
head. Several onlookers, who had not witnessed the first miracle, shrugged their shoulders and
walked away.
“I’m a woman,” she said softly. “You can call me Marie.” After scanning the audience,
she added, with hesitation, “…Roget.”
It was the name of Adam’s first girl friend in the sixth grade. Satan, he realized with a
shudder, had been tracking him all his life.
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******
As the crowd continued pressing him for answers, he rubbed his temples, hoping that he
had would be released from her mental hold. Unless she decided to leave, and without God, no
power on Earth could exorcise her from his mind. That moment, as he broke away from his
friends, a distant voice hollered out a warning to the world: “Beware! A false prophet is among
us as a wolf in sheep’s clothing!”
Al, Skunk and Tom had been dragging Moses Rawlins back to the truck, Al instructing
Alfredo to “haul ass out of skid row,” but not before Moses gave his counterpart a scathing
prophecy. With his unmuzzled head out the window, Moses shouted the first lines of his verbal
war against the False Prophet of Skid Row:
“Listen Children, do you hear that sound? That charlatan in your midst would have you
believe he’s a harmless lunatic, but he’s not harmless, nor is he a lunatic. He’s the False Prophet
spoken of by John, the Divine, and by the Apostles of Christ. Listen not to his voice, when it
appears to ring pure and true. Look around your world at the signs. Listen to the sound of
distant drumming: wars, political chaos and moral decline. The End Times, though a whisper,
has been set in motion by this man. For lo, in the words of the Revelator: ‘the devil has come
down to earth and has but a short time!’”
As Moses Rawlins voice trailed off in the distance, Salem was not certain whether or not
he had been insulted by that man. In the preacher’s own words, he was not a harmless lunatic
but a man to be reckoned with. He had called him a wolf in sheep’s clothing and worse, a devil
—unflattering titles for a onetime minister, yet ones commanding fear and respect. He had never
believed in the prophecy in apocalyptic literature, so being called a false prophet, wolf, or devil
shouldn’t have bothered him. When he had heard the old evangelist on television ranting about
the End Times, he had rejected it outright. So why did it fill him with dread to hear those labels
again? The Book of Revelation, after all, he believed, was written as an admonishment to the
churches by Saint John, the Divine. His liberal interpretation of the Bible had allowed him all
sorts of loopholes for his faith, which made it easier for him to accept his destiny now. Didn’t
Satan say the street people would define him? What did it matter what he was called now or
who he was? No one could ever harm him again. He would, with the help of these credulous
fools, make the best of his new role on Earth… Or so he told himself, as he considered the
preacher’s words…. But what if Satan was wrong?
So far it appeared as if all the doomsday forecasters had been mistaken. Not only was
Satan a woman, but the Bible’s play script appeared to be in error. This was skid row, not
Babylon or Rome, as it was prophesized in the Book of Revelation. What about his role in Marie
Roget’s scheme? Who was he suppose to be, if he wasn’t the False Prophet of the End Times?
Someone in the background was at this very moment arguing loudly with another spectator about
this very subject.
“He’s not Jesus, you dumb shit. Didn’t you hear him tell us who he is? He’s Salem Dade,
prophet for the Universal Lord.” Stork corrected a man in the crowd. “It was an act of divine
judgment: a bolt of lightning straight from heaven. Then he cured that fat guy over there’s arm!”
To Adam, however, who knew differently, it was Satan’s triumph—her hour. He could see
her now in a plain blue dress, her long dark brown hair bellowing faintly in the afternoon breeze,
a countenance indistinguishable from millions of other pretty faces seen in the world.
As she winked at him, he was reminded of the moment when she told him to brace himself.
He had barely felt the surge go through his body, and yet as a luminous, human cross, he had
smote his enemies and, at the same time, set their cause—whatever that was—in motion. He had
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been a transmitter for her magic, a living testament for the faithful and an example of her
supernatural powers. Now, in front of this lingering crowd, he felt his destiny as an insubstantial
reality, in spite of and because of the presence of Marie Roget. Who would ever believe the
identity of this baby-faced woman? He scarcely believed it himself.
Handing him a fresh robe and sandals, she whispered sweetly to her protégé, “Put this on
to hide your tattered clothes. Put the sandals on your feet. There are many sharp objects on the
sidewalks and the street. You will find many pitfalls in life, but I will be there.”
Before he could reply, she warned him by stern eye contact not to acknowledge her and
then returned to her uncomfortable habit of injecting thoughts into his head.
“I told you ‘Put this on!’ Say only what I tell you to say. You need a script at this stage.
I will provide one for you as you go along. Someday the whole world will know about this
miracle and hear of the new messiah. But right now he is a very tired and overwrought young
man, who needs the strictest guidance to hold this crowd.”
All right, he responded mentally, guide me.
Eagerly accepting her direction during these critical moments, he concentrated with great
difficulty on her every thought. With the notion implanted that the crowd must define who he
was, to the repeated question who are you?, therefore, he carefully avoided replying directly to
avoid entrapment. He used instead the ancient Jewish custom of answering one question with
another, saying “who do you think I am?” Because there were several god fearing people now in
their midst, including motorists who had appeared just now on the scene, the answer could have
been many things. As John the Baptist had done, however, he did make it clear who he was not,
when he said, “I am not the Messiah.” It was only important to him, at this stage, that they did
not confuse him with Christ. As weary as he was, he knew that this mistake in identity would
run contrary to the fundamentalist interpretation of the Second Coming. In spite of the fact that
he had never believed in a physical return, himself, such a bald-faced lie that flew in the face of
Biblical prophecy would be looked upon as the worst heresy by most Christian groups.
A better response, Marie informed him patiently, would have been I am not Jesus—period! Now, at least for this small audience, he could be no more than a holy man or, as Moses
accused him of, a prophet and a false one at that!
Whether or not he was called a prophet, a messiah, or a preacher made no difference at
all to him. It was all he could do now just to humor Satan and play the role developing for him
on the street.
The questions regarding what had happened here today were much easier to answer, for
his answer was based upon observable facts. Again, though, he allowed the crowd, particularly
the twelve, to answer for him. When they asked him how he did it, he simply raised his eyes
heavenward with palms uplifted, emitted a long, indiscreet yawn, and allowed them to draw their
own conclusions. A dozen or more “Hallelujahs!” and “Praise the Lords!” by members of the
twelve and other members of the crowd were uttered without a single word on his part. Not one
person dared call him Jesus after his clarification, although his ascetic visage gave him a Christlike appearance.
While the eye-witnesses of at least the second miracle were nevertheless convinced of his
divinity or holiness, those arriving belatedly on the scene or not having the vantage point of the
“inner circle,” who had followed his tormentors into the hallows of the alley, were not so
impressed.
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“You believe what you want to,” a deliveryman replied to the trucker who had seen the
second miracle with his own eyes. “But there’s something not right about all this. What would a
holy man or prophet be doing down here in a place like this? Does that make sense to you?”
“Jesus started with a bunch of low-lives,” Marie offered as if she was just one of the
crowd. “One of them was a tax-collector. Another was a prostitute too.”
“Which one were you prissy?” Effie asked, spitting tobacco on the ground.
“I am his wife,” Marie announced, walking up to her and staring unwaveringly into the
old woman’s myopic eyes.
For perhaps the first time in her long career as a bum, Effie gave way to another woman,
a look of fear etched on her ancient face. Watching Adam wince but keep his composure after
her declaration, Marie listened to the gathering crowd. It seemed to her that most of the people,
who had witnessed the miracles, were still stunned and at a loss for words. It was enough now
just to be near the holy man and know it was real. A few still believed he was the savior returned
at last to earth. Most of the newly arrived motorists and pedestrians became deeply impressed
with what they heard from the eyewitnesses, though there were a few skeptics in the crowd.
Everyone, except the skeptics, shook their heads in wonderment at these events.
Wyatt Brewster stood beside Alden Taylor, who had been his friend for many months on
Skid Row. The student priest, whom his friends sometimes called Padre, had been praying
quietly to himself after hearing Moses prophecy from the window of the truck.
“… I know now what I must do now Lord,” he whispered under his breath. “I am greatly
terrified after watching that woman appear in the crowd. I know she is the dragon, and it’s my
mission to stand as a witness and record the rise of this man.”
As he conversed mutely with the Lord, Alden watched him carefully, wondering if this
was not another episode of the young man’s manic depression now. Without saying a word, the
distinguished looking black vagrant, shook his sleeve gently, as if to say “Wake up, that’s
enough,” but this time Wyatt ignored his guardian, withdrawing to the back of the crowd to be
alone and talk with God.
******
An hour and fifteen minutes after it began, following Satan’s miracles and Salem Dade’s
debut, an LAPD cruiser arrived finally on the scene. After assisting Robbery division uptown,
Patrolmen Garth Fletcher, with his partner Phil Reed, had been loath to answer this call. Fletcher
and Reed had seen almost everything on skid row, including hate crimes, robberies, knifings,
shootings, and rapes. The complaint that a homeless man was being harassed by fellow vagrants
seemed commonplace and lacked urgency. Homeless men and women were always being
victimized by other street people down here. In point of fact, this crime scene included a
stabbing, molestation, and two cremations—an impressive list of violent acts for just one call.
What the two police officers saw now, however, were a collection of misfits surrounding a
strange-looking man, whom they conjectured was probably on drugs. Before the officers even
exited the cruiser, a cynical mindset was therefore presented to the vagrants on the street.
“What do you think, Phil?” Garth motioned to the crowd. “You believe dispatch’s report?
You think there was a 187 here?”
“I don’t know, Garth.” Shrugged Phil. “Let’s check it out.”
“What’s going on, chief?” He called out to a young man on the street.
“Prophecy must be fulfilled,” Wyatt replied dreamily. “I shall, as a Judas Priest, after
chronicling the beast, denounce him when the time is right!”
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The patrolmen, who assumed he was drunk or on drugs, could hear Alden Taylor’s
baritone voice utter, “Who is this man, who will render to ashes his enemies yet heal the wound
of a foe?” And shortly thereafter a woman shouted from a departing vehicle, “He’s a fake and
charlatan. That man’s not Jesus Christ!”
At this point, in guarded humor, they exited the safety of their squad car and strolled,
hands poised over holsters, through the crowd. A déjà vu feeling struck them both as they
recalled similar incidents uptown and at Pershing Square. The closer they came to the central
figure in the crowd, the more clearly they could understand the woman motorist’s concern.
“What do you make of this?” Garth shook his head in disbelief. “He look like Jesus
Christ to you?”
“He’s probably on drugs,” Phil concluded with a sneer.
Though Marie seemed totally unruffled, Adam didn’t know what to say to the police.
They were laughing at this spectacle. He wasn’t worried about the cremated vagrants in the
alley; all that remained of Crazy Charlie and Rhoda, the witch, were carbonized smudges on an
alley wall. But he dreaded the notion of having his background probed if someone turned in a
report. After murdering his wife, he no longer had a personal history. Until his bargain with the
devil, he barely had a future as well. What if they arrested him and took him downtown? A few
moments ago, he had become Salem Dade, but downtown he would, after a lie detector test and
police interrogation, become Adam Leeds again.
“Have your forgotten,” Marie murmured sweetly, “that I can read your mind?”
“Then please tell me I won’t go to jail,” he said from the corner of his mouth.
“You won’t go to jail,” she promised, squeezing his hand.
He noted with relief, after seeing the officers’ gestures and expressions, that they were,
more than anything else, amused by what they saw. They were, Marie explained discreetly, used
to seeing aberrant behavior, especially on skid row. This part of town was rampant with
schizophrenic, autistic, bipolar, and multiple personalities. It naturally had low priority, which
was why it took so long for them to arrive. It would have been much worse, she assured him, if
hard-boiled detectives were questioning him now. These were merely patrolman responding
belatedly to a dispatcher’s call.
The decision to dismiss the event in vague terminology as a religious affair crossed Adam
mind, but he hadn’t the foggiest notion what to say. In his thoughts, he was reminded by Marie
to let his disciples define him. Did not that bumpkin fisherman Simon identify Jesus as the Son
of God? Several people were now chattering about the event to the police. Three interrelated
topics dominated their conversations: the miracles performed today, the strange circumstances
surrounding his appearance, and the two people, Charlie Blintz and Rhoda Simms, cremated by
the wrath of God. Everyone had accepted the presence of Marie Roget in spite of her eleventh
hour appearance on the scene. The police ignored these obvious lunatics as they would any
vagrant burnt out on cheap wine, but took note of the attractive auburn-haired teenager by his
side. Adam could see the mirth in their eyes, as they swaggered through the group.
“What’s up, chief?” The handsome black officer, Phil, asked Stork, who walked forward
to greet the police.
With eye contact, Adam had told Stork to be careful. So, not knowing what else to say
Stork replied forthrightly, “we’re having a meeting officer, just a friendly chat.”
“A meeting? Friendly chat? Is that right ma’am?” Garth, the tall, muscular prematurely
gray officer seemed to undress Marie with his eyes.
“That’s correct,” she lowered her gaze demurely.
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“Yeah, a meeting,” Ursula said defiantly. “Ain’t no law against that.”
“It’s a meeting!” several other vagrants cried, nodding their shaggy heads.
“What kind’ve meeting?” Phil looked squarely at the black woman with unveiled
contempt. “…. Say,” he stuck out his jaw, “Didn’t we bust you once for prostitution?”
From blazing eyes and feisty snarl to what struck Phil Reed, an avid hunter, as a “a dear
in the headlights look,” the attractive black woman grew submissively quiet. At that point, he
looked around at Adam, Troy, and the others and shook his head with disgust. Garth, for his
part, focused upon Marie, whom he suspected was under-aged. Phil moved down the line toward
the man in white, wondering, as his partner, if she might be a runaway teen. If that was the case,
he would have some explaining to do. Stork whispered into Adam’s ear, as Phil, appraised both
of them with a drill sergeant snarl, “Quick! Act addled in the head, and he’ll leave you alone!”
Don’t overdue it, cautioned Marie in his mind. They might think you’re on drugs!
When the black officer stood directly in front of him mere within inches from his face,
Adam began imitating the actions of the autistic Cassie Moa, who stood next to Liz Moydin,
looking down, up and, sideways furtively, mumbling to himself, his right arm shaking as if he
had a palsy—something even Cassie didn’t do.
You’re overdoing it, scolded Marie.
“What’s wrong with him,” Phil looked squarely at the woman.
Suddenly and inexplicably for the policemen’s benefit, the woman’s face aged noticeably
in a split second, the time it took for them to blink. The amorphous Satan, Adam noted grimly,
added a few wrinkles under her eyes and flecks of gray to her hair, though she still looked
younger than himself.
“He’s finally talked, after all these years,” a rich baritone voice came from the crowd. “A
few ruffians made sport of him, but we scared them away.”
“What the—!” Phil’s mouth dropped, the expletive flowing mutely out of his mouth.
“What’s going on here?” Garth looked back and forth from the mystery woman to the
owner of the Darth Vader voice.
Garth, like Phil, could think of nothing clever to say. Alden Taylor, a dignified black
man wearing a tattered gray suit, came forward now, as if he was the spokesman for the group.
When he explained, in his own eloquent voice, the cremations and healing, the officers turned
away with renewed disgust, elbowing their way back through the crowd. Almost instinctively,
Adam noted, as if street savvy was a natural sense, the homeless folk said nothing specific about
the two homicides and healing but cloaked them in supernatural terminology, which made them
unbelievable to the police. Everything was all right now, he felt reassured. They would take
care of their own. The two officers looked back, mumbled something among themselves, but
then departed with looks of scorn on their faces. Adam wondered if Marie was correct and this
was the way the police answered all such calls. Down here, there were just too many mentally
disturbed vagrants to take one autistic man seriously, even if he looked like Jesus Christ.
Marie, after reading his thoughts, nodded faintly. Again, the chameleon face of the
Enchantress changed: the flecks in her brown hair disappearing, just enough aging under her
eyes remaining to leave onlookers guessing her correct age. Marie was, of course, ageless,
thought Adam; in another body, with a different voice, she had tempted Nero and Genghis Khan.
Almost all had fallen to the Temptress. The greatest exception had been the man whom he
resembled now. Here he stood, not in Biblical Jerusalem or marching with the Third Reich, but
among lowly rabble of skid row. The smile on her beautiful, adolescent face belied her role as
the Queen of Hell. It struck him with bittersweet clarity that his mentor had picked the perfect
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hideout for a murderer. Truly he could lose himself here. He would be safe on skid row, if he
kept a low profile, as just another mentally disturbed misfit on the street.
******
The police officers noticed several motorists and two truck drivers still parked on the
curb. Although this area was a legal parking zone, they found this gathering of vehicles
unsettling. What had that strange autistic man done to generate so many spectators? Wondered
Officer Phil Reed. Officer Garth Fletcher was thinking about the woman whom they called
Marie. He would never forget the subtle transformation that took place in her face. Through
cupped hands Phil hollered at the crowd of hangers-on “Show’s over folks. This is becoming a
public nuisance. Break it up, and go home.” Not certain he was talking to them, however, most
of the drivers held on, wondering what the Jesus look-a-like was going to do next. Other
incoming motorists would pull over when they caught sight of the counterfeit Christ. A few of
the vagrants, who had shown up recently, turned away and, as with most of the motorists,
laughed at the absurdity of this scene. None of the homeless folk, who had seen the miracles,
however, departed, as the squad car drove away. Everyone was waiting for the holy man to
finally speak…. A peculiar feeling of well-being overtook Salem Adler (a.k.a. Adam Leeds) as
he watched the cruiser disappear. He realized, with some trepidation, that he had nothing more
to fear with Marie Roget by his side.
“I know why we begin in skid row,” he spoke aloud now. “…. It’s like being reborn.”
“You still don’t understand completely yet,” she said, while adjusting the clasp on his
robe. “You were reborn last night. With me, Salem, you are safe anywhere on earth. It’s your
disciples who are what John Locke called blank sheets. Forget that positive thinking new age
rubbish you’ve been spouting. You will write your will on these lost souls. You will give the
world a brand new religion, unlike anything seen or heard before!”
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Chapter Twenty
The Twelve Disciples

Salem Dade was so spent after his ordeal, Marie decided that the twelve must fend for
themselves their first night as disciples. Tonight Salem and his mistress would, for the last time,
have the hotel to themselves. Such an interval could test the disciples’ resolve. Were they ready
to change their lives? Did they really want to become the founding members of the Universal
Church? Another reason for the delay, which she must overcome, was the natural distrustfulness
of street folk. The hotel, they told her, had a bad reputation, which is the reason why it wasn’t
used as sleeping quarters by vagrants on the street. Its rickety staircase, flimsy floorboards, and
history of muggings and mayhem were well known on skid row. Not wishing to flaunt her
powers in front of the disciples or test Salem’s patience, however, she would wait for the right
moment to transform these quarters into a safe and livable home. Salem needed time to rest up
before playing his part. It must be obvious that he, not she, was responsible for the
transformation. When it was done, it must be his, not her, powers they see. Not one of the
twelve disciples wanted to stay in the hotel in its present condition, so they scattered (in Salem’s
thinking as so many vermin) back into various corners of skid row, promising to return the next
day. Marie had clapped her tiny hands in approval, but Salem shuddered at the thought. Since
street people were normally nocturnal and often slept late, the designated hour was 12 pm. It
would, she explained to her exhausted and overwrought protégé, be a test for them. If they
returned at the required hour, they were meant to be members of the twelve. If they failed to
arrive or filtered in later than required, they were unworthy to be counted in the twelve.
Salem, of course, had expected far more stringent requirements for membership, which
would have eliminated all of them and any future derelicts selected in skid row. Salem had
wanted respectable “uptown folk,” and in his opinion even the vagrants who finally stood up for
him were unacceptable lowlifes, who had been too cowardly to answer the call.
A bolt of lightning—Satan’s wrath—had saved him. Only Marie Roget could he count as
a friend on earth.
That night, after a less sumptuous feast, the prophet-to-be took a shower in resurrected
plumbing nearby their room. Marie, not wanting to suffocate him with her affection, followed
suit, allowing her protégé to crawl into bed alone this night, as she showered, and fall into a
deep, untroubled sleep. When she was finished, she stood naked, dripping wet, staring down at
the world. For many hours, she would pace the creaking floors of the hotel, wrapped in thought.
Never hungry or tired, unable to sleep as mortal folk, she stood there, the most perfect specimen
of womankind, hoping her calculation were corrects, wondering if the Gate Master of Hell might
just rebel and claim her dominion in hell.
******
The following morning, after sleeping in late and a frugal meal, Salem and Marie waited
in expectation that all members of the twelve would arrive on time—Marie hoping they would
and Salem hoping they would not. Marie had modified his wardrobe significantly. Instead of
the Biblical getup he had worn on the street, he now wore a conservative white suit. Though his
Nazarene beard had not changed, he wore his hair in a ponytail and had, on his feet, a shiny pare
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of black shoes. When the clock, which Marie had set on the wall, struck twelve, all members
were seen congregated below the hotel. With a sinking feeling, Salem followed his mistress
down to the lobby, where they greeted the twelve. Heck and Johnnie appeared, upon close
inspection, to have hangovers, and a few of them, who scratched, shivered and wiped their noses
nervously, seemed to be suffering from withdrawal. Most of them, however, Salem noted with
disappointment, had expectant expressions on their dirty faces. Not one of them had failed to
show up, and they had all arrived at the hotel at the same time.
This morning—the first morning that Salem, Marie, and the Twelve Disciples would go
forth as members of the Universal Church, Salem was expected to shepherd his small flock.
They were, at this stage, Marie explained patiently, like Bible students and, as the old bum had
promised him on the street, the nucleus of his congregation. He was, she reminded him, still a
pastor. He just had a different faith and different church. But now that he had what would be the
founding fathers and mothers of his congregation, Salem wondered what he was supposed do
with them. What doctrine would he teach them? Marie remained silent about this issue, as if she
herself didn’t know. He knew that she wasn’t impressed with his new age form of religion and
showed little enthusiasm for the positive thinking, liberal messages he had recently espoused in
his church. So what exactly did she have in mind with this bunch? If not Christianity, what
doctrine could he teach men and women, who had been living as lost souls on the street?
He was repulsed and nonplussed by this collection of ragamuffins and derelicts following
Marie and him now. In spite of her power to give him anything he desired, she wanted him, for
inexplicable reasons known only to her, to live here on skid row and parade around with a dozen
unwashed bums. At this stage, though, he had little choice but to rely on his mentor for almost
every thought and action. He felt like a toddler taking his first steps, but they were steps into the
unknown rather than steps into the familiar environment of one’s home, and yet, for the time
being, this was his home.
To make matters worse, he told himself, though no longer an indwelling spirit, she was
still able to read his thoughts whenever she wished, and she was probably reading them right
now. Kiss my ass bitch! Go to hell! He experimented with his thoughts, but there was no
response. Glancing back at the newly formed congregation following he and Marie down the
boulevard, he shuddered at his task, half hoping that they would still lose interest, as burned out
bums often do, and disappear into the alleys from whence they had come. He still couldn’t
believe that all twelve of them had shown up today. In spite of his liberal leanings, Salem
realized now how much he disliked these folk. They were dirty and smelly souls, with rotting
teeth, bad breaths, and uncouth ways. His resentment at this collection of ragamuffins increased
steadily as they wandered through skid row.
So far, in spite of his efforts of mentally shutting them out, Salem had gleaned
information about the twelve as he listened to them talk amongst themselves. There were eight
men and four women. The loudest and most uncouth members of the group were the overweight
and bloated faced Buff Peyton and shabbily dressed, crone Effie Powers, who, it was explained
to him by Marie, had once been a call girl on the street. This was difficult for Salem to imagine,
since she was, without a doubt, one of the most uncouth members of the group. A more recent
lady of the evening had been Ursula Painter, who had been on and off drugs for the much of her
life, a still attractive, but hard-looking Afro-American woman, with a shaggy head of frizzy
black hair. Among the twelve derelicts, there were also those two fierce-looking fellows, Heck
Reyes, an ex-gang member, and Jonathan Trueblood, an American Indian, with nothing in
common but their size, muscular stature, and unkempt beards. More clean shaven, though still
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sporting stubble on their faces, were the less unsavory-looking members of the group, such as the
talkative and affable Royal Channing, nicknamed Stork, who sported a shock of blond hair and
had almost albino-like skin. Yet another one in this group, Troy Holland, who managed to
maintain a crew cut, had a tattoo on his arm with the telltale inscription The Few, the Proud, the
Marines. Salem had heard Wyatt, the youngest man in the twelve, referred to affectionately by
members of the group as Padre. He wore the dark jacket of the cleric and yet couldn’t have been
more than twenty years old. Salem found it hard to believe that Wyatt had been in the seminary,
but he heard him explain to Troy and Ursula that he had actually been a novitiate priest.
The third and forth woman in the group appeared to be good friends, and yet one of them,
Liz Moydin, had a hard look about her, perhaps from drug use or simply being outdoors for so
many years. The younger of the two, whom Liz called Cassie, seemed to be only a teenager— a
Samoan-American girl it appeared, who talked in rhyme and riddles and seemed to be getting on
everyone else’s nerves.
Kaz Yorba, the dwarf, was the strangest-looking member of the group, yet, in spite of his
features and small size, he had a sense of humor and seemed well adjusted to life on the street.
Always near the dwarf, perhaps to protect him, was Alden Taylor, someone whom Salem
had mentally saved until last in his reflections, perhaps because of this black man’s
uncomfortable resemblance to a renowned actor he had always admired. Of all the ragamuffins
following he and Marie, he seemed the most out of place, for he wore an old, tattered suit and a
derby. Clutched in one of Alden’s hands was an umbrella, probably serving the duel purpose of
a sunscreen and protection against the rain.
As he glanced back furtively at the twelve, he noticed from the corner of his eye Marie’s
probing gaze. He knew that she was watching and appraising everything he said or did.
“It’s good to be thinking about them,” her thoughts came impulsively into his head.
“When we reach the park, we’re going to get to know each other. That black fellow, Alden
Taylor, caught my eye too.”
“How long do we have to stay down here?” Salem blurted his thoughts aloud.
If she had, in fact, been tuned in to him, Marie was slow to answer, which was, he was
certain, deliberate. Everything Marie did was deliberate. The fact was, however, she probably
didn’t know how long they would be down here. All of this, including these twelve ragamuffins,
he sensed with dread, was unfolding before her dark eyes as a great pageant, beginning in these
lowly depths and perhaps ending, he suspected, at Armageddon during the latter days.
What if the fundamentalists had been right all along? He asked himself, as he waited for
her response.
“…. How long?” she mused, a dreamy look appearing in her black pupils. “…. That’s a
good question, Salem… a good question, indeed…. But don’t trouble yourself…. We have
plenty of time!”
“Don’t trouble myself?” He wanted to scream. “You change my entire life and you tell
me not to trouble myself!” But instead he smiled wryly at her, certain that she had read his
thoughts.
With all his theology and Biblical knowledge turned upside down by Marie, he wasn’t
sure how much time they had. Perhaps a doomsday clock had suddenly begun ticking away
when she returned in the flesh back on earth. He didn’t recall this event they were sharing
prophesized in scriptures or apocalyptic literature. Satan, in fact, appeared to be making all this
up as she was going along. Reaching down and taking his hand again, she squeezed it gently as
would any coquettish damsel, with the exception that she had the power of life and death over
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her enemies, as well as himself, and could shift shapes into anything that walked, flew, swam, or
crawled on earth. She was the mother of all deceit and father of lies, he reminded himself lightheadedly, as she brought his hand up to her warm lips and kissed it. Yet her interpretation of
reality was becoming his own.
“I love you Salem,” she broke her silence. “…. Did you ever hear What’s-His-Name say
that?…. I will protect you and take care of you as no one, even your own mother, could have
done.”
“What?…. What did you say?” He broke away from his own thoughts again and looked
askance at her. “My mother, indeed. How very absurd!”
Her last sentence sounded so ludicrous to Salem that he broke into hysterical giggles.
Here beside him, now fashioning herself as his soul mate, was Lucifer, Beelzebub, Satan, the
devil; he could take his pick of titles. Had he been wrong all these years? Was the dark hermit
of hell merely a master opportunist, on a power trip and not interested in corrupting his immortal
soul?
“I could almost believe you,” he murmured, glancing back at Effie Powers, who was
suddenly a few paces behind them, puffing and panting, a protest on her nicotine-stained lips.
“You must believe me,” Marie squeezed his hand. “If you believe in me, you will have
great power.”
“Hey,” Effie called out rudely, “what’re we suppose to do now? These people are getting
restless. I think they’re hungry.”
The other eleven ragamuffins nodded in agreement yet said nothing.
“Oh,” Marie shrugged faintly, motioning with her free hand to the side of the road, “over
there near that old dumpster between those buildings....There’s something special for his
children.”
“Garbage?” Effie made a face. “We thought he had power!”
“Yeah,” scowled Buff, “I’m tired of scrounging in garbage cans.”
“Could you scrounge me up a tuna sandwich, deary,” whined Liz.
“Salem,” Marie murmured, “show them your stuff!”
I don’t have any magic, Salem thought bitterly. All I am is a conduit for your power!
“Point to the dumpster,” Marie said from the corner of her mouth, nudging him gently.
“Say what I tell you, as it comes into your head.”
“No,” he bolted at the thought, “do it yourself!”
“What was that?” Effie asked Stork with suspicion.
“Salem,” Marie whispered aloud, “ad lib if you wish, but you do have the power. I have
already given it to you!”
“Abra cadabra, hocus-pocus, shazam!” he jerked both hands around in pill-mill motion.
“Lobster thermidor, au gratin potatoes and French apple pie! Ouá la!”
Suddenly, as all eyes turned that way, a serving table appeared out of thin air. As if Satan
had second-guessed him, she added several side dishes and several beverages, and yet omitted
alcoholic beverages this time. He was famished, himself. The twelve disciples now ran toward
this apparent mirage, laughing and giggling hysterically amongst themselves. At one point, Kaz,
the dwarf, tripped but quickly jumped back on to his feet. Ill-mannered Buff, Heck, and the
mysterious Jonathan Trueblood, were the first three to arrive at the feast, elbowing everyone
else, including each other, out of the way. Trueblood, the largest and meanest-looking member
of the bunch, was the first to grab a lobster and can of coke
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“Abra cadabra, hocus-pocus?” Effie muttered to herself, as she waited her turn. “What
kind of Christian talk was that?”
“Who cares?” Buff snarled, piling his silver plate with vittles.
“I can’t eat lobster, it gives me hives,” Stork complained, as he surveyed the main course.
“Look at the casseroles and breads,” exclaimed Alden, motioning with his fork. “You
don’t need a main course, man; I could fill up just on the bread!”
“I’m starved,” Salem murmured to Marie. “I’ve never had such an appetite. You have
truly bewitched me!”
Marie, the Princess of Darkness, smiled wanly. Though he had come a long way, Salem,
she realized, was not yet working with the program. He felt burdened with this riff-raff. His
lingering distrust of her was becoming transparent. It was also becoming apparent to Effie and
Buff who was really in charge. His attitude would have to change soon, she reminded herself, as
she watched him, without so much as a “bless the food,” heap chunks of lobster and au gratin
potatoes onto his plate.
******
While the small group feasted upon the lobster, soft drinks, and various delicacies, other
derelicts were naturally attracted to the scene, which was all right with Marie but disturbed
Salem that much more. Once again, he was reminded of flies converging upon spoiling meat,
but this time they were interested in food and not his radiant appearance. Skid row had grown
used to one more lunatic wandering its depths. The additional vagrants were surprised at this
feast but didn’t pay homage to the new messiah. The retention span of many of them was
evidently short, and many of these particular street folk had probably not witnessed the miracles
performed. Salem was surrounded by enough derelicts as it was; it would take several weeks
just to rehabilitate this group. When the world saw the before-and-after story of all these downand-out bums, they would be moved in the same way Christians are moved by Jesus’ motley
crew. This had been, he sensed acutely, Marie’s plan from the beginning. She would not admit
this similarity to him, but he understood the number and the significance of her choice. She was
attempting to outdo Christ in picking twelve humble folk as disciples. She had even thrown in
four women to round it out, two of whom had been prostitutes on the street.
As far as Salem was concerned, however, bums were bums, and he still saw himself as a
counterfeit Christ.
“Tell me Salem,” she said, watching him wolf down his food, “do you feel differently at
all about yourself?”
“Huh?” he made a face, wiping butter from his beard “Of course I feel differently, Marie.
I just made love to the Princess of Darkness. I just took part in the incineration of a man and a
woman, witnessed several miracles, and I now have twelve disciples, and still look like Jesus
Christ!”
He was being sarcastic. Satan was not amused.
“Don’t use that name in my presence,” she shuddered, giving his arm a sock. “You’re
wearing a white suit now, Salem. With your ponytail and beard, you look more like Rasputin
than Him. But we can change that too, Salem, if it seems too close. After a few days, we could
modify your appearance entirely.”
“Yes, entirely,” Salem cried out through a mouthful of food, “even the white suit and this
ridiculous beard and hair. You promise, Marie? I don’t like the symbolism and message.
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You’re not fooling me, Marie. I can count: twelve of’em, just like in the New Testament, except
that they’re the dregs of humanity.”
“Believe me, Salem, the number is a sublime coincidence,” she lied sweetly, shaking her
head. “These folks just happened to be there at the right time. There’s no black magic here.”
“Hah, believe you?” He scoffed, after another mouthful of lobster and long swig of Coke.
“That’s like believing in Santa Claus or the Easter Bunny.” “…. By the way,” he frowned into
his Styrofoam cup, “how about a little rum in this Coke for me, huh? I could use it right now.
Why didn’t you just zap up some champagne and wine like you did in the hotel?”
“Tsk-tsk, so they could all get drunk?” She looked at him with disappointment. “You
know the problem some of these people have with alcohol and drugs. It will be part of our job to
rehabilitate these lost souls.”
“Those are fine words,” he took a bite of croissant, “… but please remember that I know
who you are!”
“Please don’t talk with your mouth full,” she made a face.
Realizing that he had been displaying poor manners, he washed down his mouthful of
food with Coke and unceremoniously wiped off his mouth with his sleeve.
“…. My first task, Marie, before I whip these bums into proper form, is to forget who you
really are,” he explained after a loud belch. “I have to get to know Marie Roget first. What
better way than through an alcoholic fog?”
“You know me already,” she said with a frown. “You just have to open your mind.”
“No,” he uttered a bitter laugh, “you seduced me, madam, and we made love. I
remember you going through three stages: temptress, comforter, and enchantress—all of which
made you no less the devil. Now you must convince me, that you are not Lucifer or the devil,
but my friend and confident Marie Roget.”
“Yes,” she acknowledged slowly, “… that’s my goal.”
******
After the feast, Salem, with Marie’s coaxing, gathered his bums together and led them to
the park. All he had to do, he was surprised to find out, was to give them a come-on motion with
his hands and they rose up like zombies and followed him down the street. He wondered at first
if Marie might have bewitched them. This thought as soon as it popped into his head, he noted
immediately, caused a faint smile on her infantile face. He couldn’t be sure, however. They
were all surfeited with victuals, and it had been a long morning. There need not be a
supernatural reason for everything Marie did. After stuffing themselves with fine food, the
group, Salem included, wanted to find a shady place and take a nap. But Marie was relentless,
and she forced her will on her protégé, who, in turn, turned and motioned impatiently again for
the twelve bums to hurry up.
“Let’s get the lead out,” he called back at them at one point.
“The holy man is testy,” Liz murmured to Cassie.
“The road is long; the task is great.” Cassie replied enigmatically.
Several members of the twelve groaned. Buff spun around and exposed his middle finger
to the prophetess, and Marie flashed Cassie a questioning look. At one point, when they could
all see the park at the boundary of skid row, sighs were heaved and steps quickened. After such
a feast, members of the twelve were now thinking about finding a nice shady tree and taking a
nap. Salem knew what was coming up now. He had seen it in a Biblical movie many years ago
when he still felt his faith. He refused to believe, as Marie kept telling him, that Whats-His-Face
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(she refused to call him Jesus) had started with twelve dirty ragamuffins. Peter, James, and John
had been respectable fishermen and Judas had been a scribe. None of them had been down-andout derelicts like these people. That it appeared that at least one of them in the current twelve
had been a U.S. Marine and the handsome black man still wore a suit proved nothing to him.
“They’re bums now,” he said petulantly under his breath. “Tell me, Marie. Didn’t you
tell me Effie and Ursula in their former lives were hookers? What was Kaz, the dwarf, a circus
clown? And Stork, what was he—a pimp?”
Before Salem had a chance to characterize the other members of the Twelve, Marie eyed
a random telephone pole, and the group watched in horror as it erupted in flames.
“Must have been the encasement,” Marie quickly responded, “they’re in pretty
dilapidated condition down here.”
“Very clever,” Salem whispered into her shell-like ear, “what does that prove? That you
can destroy me and anyone else who pisses you off? I already know that.”
“You are such a fool,” her thoughts raced into his head. “I only care about you. These
poor wretches and everything else I control around you is for your benefit!”
“Stop that!” He brought his hands to his ears. “Once and for all stay out of my head!”
“What’s wrong with the holy man?” Buff now asked Stork. “That explosion must’ve
spooked him!”
“I don’t think it was the explosion,” Stork answered, walking rapidly forward and gently
pulling Salem’s sleeve. “Sir, I say sir,” he inquired timidly. “Are you all right?”
“He’s tired,” Marie explained gently. “We’re all tired. When we get back to the hotel,
we’ll all take a nice nap.”
“That hotel’s condemned,” Effie informed Marie wryly. “It’s a wonder one of them
floors hasn’t collapsed yet. If it’s all right with you, I’ll sleep in the park.”
“It’ll be all right with Salem protecting us,” Marie promised, taking his arm.
Salem recoiled only slightly this time. He knew that Marie had the power to do what she
wanted with him no matter how he much he resisted, and, more importantly perhaps, he had
nowhere else to go. All that mattered to her, he realized light-headedly, as they approached the
city park, was that he accept her—one hundred percent. Looking ahead, as he recalled the
incineration of Charlie and the witch, the healing of Buff, and the recent miracles on the street,
he knew it would be a monumental task for him to look upon her as a normal person, but he
knew he must try. She was Marie Roget, his mentor and savior, but no less the Satan who had
once tempted Christ.
******
She had called it a sublime coincidence, but Salem was not fooled. Why were there
exactly twelve disciples in their group—the same number as Christ’s Twelve Apostles? Why not
eleven or thirteen? The odds against such a portentous number of transients seemed great to
him. Why had Marie used the adjective sublime too? Wasn’t that another word for miraculous?
Since this collection of ragamuffins was obviously not an act of God or a coincidence, as she
claimed, it had to be a deliberate selection. Infernal coincidence therefore seemed to be a more
appropriate catchword. In the same way she had observed and probably corrupted his wife, these
wretches were her “children”—lost souls whom she had been watching for a long time, as she
had been watching him.
What supported Salem’s suspicions now was Marie’s knowledge of members of the
group. How, for instance, did she know that Buff Peyton had been abused as a child? How had
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she known that Ursula Painter and the crone Effie Powers had been prostitutes on the street? She
probably knew the backgrounds of the other nine members too. This ‘get-to-know each other’
meeting she had planned after the feast seemed so unnecessary to Salem. She obviously knew
everyone already. She could brief him beforehand, giving him thumbnail sketches of each
member of the twelve and make it seem like he could read their minds. To get his religious
movement going properly, however, she should could have selected a much better crop of
followers and started off in a respectable part of the city, instead of leading this sorry lot through
the worst sector of town.
He didn’t want her back inside his head again, but his mind was filled with questions.
“Why are you doing it this way?” He could not help asking her again. “Why don’t you use your
black magic like you did this morning!…. Couldn’t we at least take a bus?”
“There are no buses stopping here,” she replied icily inside his head. There was no
answer for the other two questions, only a disappointed sigh and heavy silence, the same
presence he had felt before.
“Jesus Christ, Marie!” Salem thought in desperation. “You’re the Queen of Hell! What
are we doing on skid row?”
“Do not curse at me,” responded Marie calmly, “I told you not to use His name!”
He couldn’t help giggling hysterically to himself. Jesus Christ, the founder of
Christianity, was now a curse word. He was forbidden even mentally to use His name.
“This is absurd,” he whispered this time. “Everything that’s happened to me is absurd.
Please get out of my head, Satan. Talk to me like a mortal woman. What kind of game are you
playing with me, Marie? The twelve disciples you picked for me are nothing but skid row
bums!”
“I picked no one,” she whispered back testily. “Keep you voice down. This has never
been a game!”
“I don’t trust you, Marie,” his voice rose above a whisper. “For once tell me the truth!
Are these not my future Apostles? Am I not some sort of counterfeit Christ?”
“That is nonsense!” She declared shrilly in his mind.
Suddenly, as he glanced back at the twelve, he sensed, as a prickling at the back of his
neck, what she was up to. His suspicions had been justified. He felt giddy from this insight. He
had been wrong about one thing only: she wasn’t making this up as she went along. She knew
exactly what she was doing. He was a false Messiah and these were his disciples. He felt
trapped and had the momentary yet overpowering urge to run—anywhere to get away from this
plot.
“It’s true!” He exclaimed aloud. “Are you not the greatest mischief-maker of all time?
This is how it begins!”
“Shut up! They’re listening to you!” Her voice now blared into his head.
He wondered, feeling light-headed as they entered the park, if she would always be
lurking like this in his brain or if she was just being overprotective and controlling today. He
could never be sure of her presence, unless she shared her thoughts or flashed him that enigmatic
smile to let him know she had read his mind. Even without her mental communication or
expressions, he at least sensed a pervasive presence in his head, as if she was studying his train
of thought, always ready with her counsel if he began going astray, which, in fact, he felt himself
doing now.
“Please be patient this afternoon,” she counseled him again. “This is all strange to you
Salem, but you have been making progress. You are wrong about many things, but you are right
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to want to think on your own. When you learn to trust me completely, then will you be free, like
no man ever born. You are my anointed and my perfect love. I think of you as my very own
son!”
“Good grief!” Salem groaned.
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Chapter Twenty-One
Tales of the Twelve

In a grove of elms, oaks, and countless other varieties of parkland trees, Marie again used
her magic it seemed to find just the right spot where they wouldn’t be disturbed, which turned
out, in fact, to be the most remote spot in the park. Suddenly, all sounds, including birdcalls and
street sounds were muted. An unexpected shaft of light broke through the foliage above them,
basking the upturned faces of the twelve with its eerie glow. All they could hear were the
trampling of their feet and the rustling of an errant breeze.
“I’ve never noticed this place before,” declared Effie, looking up into the foliage with
wide, unblinking, bloodshot blue eyes.
“I stay clear of places like this,” Stork rubbed the stubble on his jaw. “It’s too isolated. I
like plenty of light around me when I bed down.”
“Yeah,” agreed Heck Reyes, “this is a good place to get knifed!”
“Well,” chirped Cassie Moa looking around at everyone with the widest of grins, “it
looks quite inspirational to me!”
Buff Peyton and Heck Reyes echoed Stork’s sentiment: it was too dark and too quiet.
Heck claimed to have seen one poor drunk murdered in front of his eyes, and Buff related his
own experience of being mugged in the park. As they gathered together in the cathedral-like
clearing, Cassie played with the motes rising in the light. Both Buff and Heck, Salem suspected,
had probably taken part in muggings and murders, themselves. Poor little harmless Cassie struck
him as slightly mad. She smiled and tilted her head too much, as if she was listening to voices,
which, he assumed, she probably was. And yet the hard-looking Liz Moydin, whom Salem
supposed was the Mary Magdalene of the group, smiled with affection at Cassie now.
“She thinks everything is inspirational,” sneered Effie. “She ain’t right in the head.”
“I like her stuff,” Liz disagreed, “she writes great poems!”
“Is that true Cassie?” Marie gently squeezed her hand.
“Yes, I’m a writer,” Cassie beamed proudly, looking around at the group, “and a poet of
the street.”
“She’s delusional,” Buff said matter-of-factly. “She spent three years in the mental
hospital.”
“She ain’t right in the head,” came Effie’s refrain.
With this knowledge, Marie seemed to take an immediate fancy to Cassie and motioned
for the small, dark haired girl to sit next to her as she and Salem settled on the grass. Sensing a
relationship between Cassie and Liz, Marie motioned for her Liz to sit close by too. In an almost
perfect circle, the group settled. Though they were still unwashed bums in Salem’s mind, they
all behaved as children settling down for story time at school. He was the teacher. Marie, the
teacher’s aid, who looked radiant in the light, exhibited that contented, Mona Lisa smile. It
appeared as if most of them, as his mentor, now had complete trust in him. So he knew what
came next. Marie not only wanted the twelve members to get to know each other, if they didn’t
already, but also tell Salem about themselves, which would come after the question Salem would
ask the group: the ice-breaker. For only the second time since this nightmarish odyssey began, a
feeling of euphoria swept over him. The last time, after he had sex with Marie, it seemed
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superficial, since she had seduced him. He had not had sex for several months. This feeling he
had now, which reminded him of the sense of religious inspiration he experienced as a minister
of God, was at least real. It could not be the Holy Ghost or any of the emotions he had at the
pulpit. It was, he sensed, the first inklings of his power through Satanic grace.
“Do you wish my help?” her question entered his head.
“No!” He shook his head emphatically, then mentally replied, “I know what to say to
these losers.”
“Be nice,” She murmured sweetly, “they’re our children.”
“Children,” he now took her cue, “you are not here by accident. You have been selected
by the Celestial Father.”
Very good, thought Marie, her face glowing with pride. You didn’t have to say His name!
Salem now stood up and looked down at the twelve upturned faces. They were, if
nothing else, a diverse lot. If this had been a media event, pundits would say that it was
politically correct, for almost every race, age group, and gender was represented in the group.
“Tell me children,” his voice took on a dramatic edge, “who do you think I am?” “Wait,”
he held up his hand as he recalled this question being uttered by Christ, “Let me rephrase that…
who do I remind you of?”
“Excellent!” Marie clasped her hands.
“Jesus!” Effie was the first to chime.
“An angel,” Cassie raised her hand as if she were in a classroom.
“I heard someone call you a false prophet,” Stork said innocently, “twas that preacher on
the street. Moses Rawlins, that’s his name.”
Salem recalled the street evangelist before he entered Big Molly’s apartment and then the
warnings he directed at him this morning on the street. Now he knew his name. With that sour
note, he made a shushing motion, and inexplicably looked over at Alden, who was chewing
methodically on a blade of grass. In the lighting Alden reminded him very much of Sidney
Poitier, his favorite black actor. His skin was a rich chocolate brown. His chiseled features were
enhanced by a gray-flecked beard. A derby hid his hair or more probably his baldhead. He
looked as if he was wearing the same gray suit he had on when he dropped out of his previous
life. In spite of his plight, he carried himself with dignity. Unlike several members of the twelve
there was character in his weather-beaten face. Of all the members of the twelve, Salem knew
from the beginning that this man would be the most important. He would be in Marie’s plan,
Salem thought reflectively, Peter, the Rock.
“…. And who do you think I am?” His eyes locked on Alden’s sad, dark eyes.
The quiet black man was taken back. He looked down self-consciously at the ground
again, uncomfortable with this attention.
“You’re not the Christ,” he said bluntly, but then, realizing he was being singled out, rose
to the occasion. “…. You’re a prophet who must create a new religion,” he cried out. “You have
chosen a bunch of misfits and losers to help you build your church. You’re special, sir, the likes
of which my sore eyes have never seen!”
“Bravo!” Marie said, clapping her little hands.
“What are we,” whined Buff Peyton, “chopped liver?”
“And you, Alden,” Salem pointed at him with a steady finger, ignoring the grumbling of
the other members, “ are special too!”
“Huh?” Alden frowned. “No, sir, I’m not special. Look at me, sir, I’m a bum. Please
don’t fuss over me like that!”
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“Yes, Alden, you’re special,” he walked over to him, reached down and yanked him up
by his hand. “You shall be a foundation block of my church!”
Alden was visibly shaken with how Salem was acting. Salem put his hand on the
shoulder of his tattered suit jacket and, ignoring the man’s sudden radiation of body odor,
announced to the congregation. “No mortal man told him this, but the Celestial Father, whose
name is hidden in the shadow of time.”
“Tell me, Adam,” he said, looking around at the others, “what did you do before you
began wandering the streets? Don’t be embarrassed. We have hard luck stories too.”
“You sir?” Liz made a face. “Even you, the holy prophet?”
Alden Taylor began to squirm as he stood there wondering what to say.
“Come on, we’re waiting, Alden,” Effie cackled with mirth, “this oughta be good.”
“Hot damn, I bet he was a pimp,” Buff slapped his knee.
“Or a drug dealer,” Heck Reyes offered, looking around at the others with mirth.
“You’re no one to talk,” Alden looked down at the heavily tattooed Reyes. “I was never
sent to prison like you.” “And,” he paused, looking over at Effie, “I never made my money on
my back!”
Marie rose up suddenly and raised her arms. “Children,” she scolded them, “let’s not
quarrel amongst ourselves.”
“I ain’t no kid,” muttered Heck to himself.
“You’re acting like one,” Stork glared over at him. “You should show the proper
respect.”
Heck looked for a moment as if he just might rise up, walk over, and strike the other man.
Salem admired Stork’s bravery and realized there were at least two good men in the group. Once
again, however, he mentally balked at the notion of having people like Reyes in the twelve. He
was obviously an ex-con like the silent and evil eyed Trueblood and the loud-mouthed Buff. He
could see Alden being cleaned up and rehabilitated back into society, along with Stork, Wyatt,
and Troy, and possibly Liz and Ursula too, but Buff, Heck, and Johnny Trueblood were
undesirables. He made a mental note, which Marie probably picked up, to suggest replacing
them later if they couldn’t behave. High on the list of possible replacements, he concluded,
would also be the loud-mouthed crone Effie Powers.
“Let’s listen to what our prophet has to say,” Marie turned to Salem, irritated that he was
letting matters get out of control.
Salem didn’t want to finish what he had begun. It made him feel stupid and pretentious,
but also uneasy in singling Alden out. He had automatically created jealousies in the group. Not
surprisingly, however, a few of the twelve seemed pleased that Alden was being singled out.
Troy Holland, the homeless veteran, sat quietly a faint smile playing on his hardened face, and
Kaz Yorba, the dwarf, and Wyatt Brewster, whom someone had called Padre earlier, actually
applauded when Alden began to speak.
“…. You want to know what I was before I fell on hard times,” Alden looked down at the
ground. “…. Well, the truth is,” he announced after a pause, “I taught history and math in high
school before the bottom of my world collapsed.”
Salem sensed that this was a purgative moment for Alden Taylor. His baritone voice was
rich with emotion as he brushed away a tear.
“…. I had a family,” he continued, standing close to his friends in the circle, “—a wife, a
daughter, and a bright son. They were my life…. Everyone was happy, until my wife began to
drink. She didn’t like my long hours and resented the many nights I had to bring papers home to
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grade. She wanted me to get a real job, she kept saying, and make some money. But I loved
teaching, and I loved kids. I still can’t imagine doing anything else. Unfortunately, to please my
wife, I made the choice finally to find a higher paying job, which didn’t work out. I hated the
new job immediately. I used my teaching expertise to instruct consumers on how to use the
products at this company, and I washed out the first month. So I went back to teaching, this time
at night school, because there were no positions available anymore in the day, and that made it
that much worse for my wife. It also gave her too much idle time at night. I didn’t realize that
she had been drinking until one night I came home and found out she had set our house on fire.
No one was hurt, but the damage had been severe. Our insurance covered most of the damage,
but I never got over the fact that the fire started and ended in my study, where I kept all my
papers and books. You just can’t imagine the things going on in my head. Fact is I left the bitch,
after a few more months of listening to her explanation for what happened. According to my
wife, the official story she told all her friends, the fire started when an old lamp of mine, she had
been begging to me get rid of, shorted out. But I knew differently. The report given to us by the
fire marshal blamed the fire on a suspicious conflagration in one of my filing cabinets. In short,
drunk as she was, she either dropped a cigarette or match into the papers accidentally or she
deliberately set the fire. Either way, this was the final straw and a mighty big straw at that.
“I left the bitch and tried making it on my own. She wouldn’t divorce me because she
was Catholic, so I left it at that, and would visit my children on the weekends whenever I could.
She continued to drink of course, something I never cared for much, even when I wound up on
skid row. One night I came over and discovered she had left with my children. I was so shook
up, I went straight to the police. They said there wasn’t anything they could do about it for
twenty-four hours. By then, my wife would be long gone to another life and another state.”
“…. Afterwards,” Alden’s voice cracked, “I got a ruling from a judge—I forget the exact
name, but it would do no good in helping me get back my children, unless I could find my wife.
I called everyone I could think of, and I posted a missing persons add in the paper and later on
the web. I even hired a private detective, draining the last of my funds, but the truth is I never
found my wife or kids. That was twenty-five years ago. Please don’t ask me how I wound up
here. Fact is, I couldn’t hold down a proper job and spent a spell in the county hospital like
many of you. But, unlike my wife or a lot of you, I never became a drunk. Hell, I don’t even
smoke. I bet if the doctor gave me a check up, he’d find I was still in good shape. But until I
met Mister Dade and Miss Roget, I was simply killing time, occupying space. I got this crazy
feeling that I got a purpose now. I didn’t think I’d ever feel that way again.”
With the exceptions of Cassie Moa, who seemed to be excited about practically
everything, the story that Alden Taylor told the group generated little enthusiasm among the
twelve. Most of them were yawning, their eyelids drooping. Buff Peyton, Johnny Trueblood,
and Heck Reyes were asleep. It was just one more hard luck story in all of their jaded minds,
and yet Marie at least acted impressed. Offering him a dainty clap with her little hands, she
elbowed Salem gently for his response. For Salem the part of the alcoholic wife had hit home.
Of course, he thought grimly, he had handled it quite differently, himself. Thanks to his mentor
and Big Molly, his wayward wife paid for her misspent time with her life. So far, now that he
thought about it, everyone, including Cora Leeds, who had threatened him, were dead—that last
two incinerated into fine powdery ash. Nevertheless, as Salem watched Alden adjust his derby
on his baldhead, he felt that his instincts had been correct about this man. Marie proved once
more that she had been reading his mind with a sly smile and nod of her head. During the
silence that followed only one voice could be heard, after a few moments pause. Cassie was
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singing to herself: “If I were a hammer, I’d ring it in the morning... ” Buff, Johnny, and Heck
were lying on their backs snoring unabashedly, while the remainder of the twelve sat in various
stages of torpor or boredom.
Salem knew that he was suppose to inspire them to talk about themselves, but he sensed
that this would be even more difficult for the other members of the group. After all, Salem
reasoned, Alden had been a teacher, while some of these Neanderthals, like Trueblood, seemed
barely able to talk. The most logical person to call upon seemed to be Stork, who held the
second highest esteem in Salem’s eyes. For some inexplicable reason, perhaps due to his clerical
demeanor, Salem would save Wyatt Brewster until last. Though almost asleep himself, the tall
albino-like Stork, responded to his voice immediately.
“Huh?…. Whazzamattah? Did I miss anything?” He murmured groggily under his
breath.
“You’re on, Stork,” Salem smiled graciously. For the first time in his life, the ex-pastor
was thinking of about getting drunk. How could they work with this motley group? It would, in
deed, take a major miracle by Marie to whip this twelve into shape. Yet Stork, like Adam, rose
finally to the occasion.
“First of all,” Stork said with surprising alacrity after such a fuzzy start, “my name ain’t
Stork.”
“It ain’t?” Buff taunted. “You look like one!”
“Excuse me, Mister Channing and Mister Peyton,” Marie snapped her fingers, “the word
is isn’t, not ain’t. If you’re both going to be a force in Salem’s new church and movement, you
must learn to speak well.” “This means all of you!” She then looked around the group.
“What the devil does that matter?” Salem whispered into her ear. “He’s talking, isn’t he?”
Marie nodded thoughtfully, again impressed—this time with Salem’s forcefulness.
Salem now looked down angrily at his deadbeat audience. “Everybody wake up,” he shouted,
clapping his hands vigorously. “This time I want you to listen!” “Continue, sir,” he motioned to
Stork.
All twelve members of the group were now awake. Those members who had been
asleep, however, had surly looks on their faces. It was very likely, Salem guessed, that many of
them needed a drink.
“You folks know my name.” Stork said loudly and clearly. “It’s not Stork. It’s Royal
Channing,”
“What kind of name is that?” Heck made a face.
“He-he-he,” Buff snickered, “that boy’s anything but royal!”
Royal ignored their scorn. He looked over at the three rogues with a frown and shook his
head, yet remained unfazed.
“…. My Pa reckoned our family tree stretched back to England cause of our high
sounding name, so he named his oldest son Royal. I don’t gotta pedigree history like Alden. His
problems started with his wife and family. Mine started much earlier, when my Pa died and my
ailing Ma was unable to care for us, which allowed them high minded city fellers to come in and
put us all in homes.”
“How many were there?” Liz asked, sympathy etched in her worn face.
“He never told us this,” Wyatt murmured to Troy.
“…. There were eight of us,” he answered after a pause. “Since I weren’t old enough to
take care of them, we was farmed out to different homes. I didn’t take to it too well and got
myself in trouble with the law.”
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Royal Channing paused, reached down and shook Ursula’s and Liz’s up raised hands.
Though he was growing sleepy, himself, Salem was encouraged by what was happening: eight
members of the group: Royal, Alden, Troy, Wyatt, Ursula, Liz, Cassie, and even Kaz seemed to
be forming a close bound.
“I never saw my brothers and sister again.” He heard Stork tell the group. A voice in
Salem’s head cried shrilly Wake up! “Uh, that’s terrible. What happened next?” He asked,
rubbing his eyes. “You go to prison Stork, I mean Royal? What-the-hell did you do?”
“I got ten years for manslaughter,” Royal nodded, looking down at the ground. “Truth is I
killed the bastard for raping my little sister. Brained him with his own bottle of hooch.”
“Sweet Mother Mary,” blurted Wyatt.
“I’d a done it myself,” Troy set his jaw.
This story, unlike Alden’s humble tale of good versus evil, had generated interest in the
group. Everyone, even the evil-eyed Trueblood had his full attention as he stood there gathering
his thoughts.
“Go on,” Salem motioned. “Is that why you’re on the street?”
“Yup,” he smiled ruefully at him. “I come to LA looking for a job, but I sort’ve got lost
when I arrived.”
“Yeah?” Snorted Effie. “So how come they call you Stork?”
“I don’t call myself that,” he grew defensive now, “I never called myself that. My
name’s Royal—Royal Winston Channing.”
“I call him Royal,” Kaz, the dwarf stood up supportively. Alden and Wyatt raised their
hands as if to say they did too, followed by nods from the remainder of his friends. But Effie
began cackling, her one good eye filled with mirth.
“I’m proud of my God-given name,” Royal looked down at the little street urchin with
contempt, “at least I had me a family and weren’t dropped by some bar room slut.”
Adam, Troy, Wyatt, Ursula, Liz, and Kaz—Stork’s friends, broke into laughter, but
Cassie, who was always smiling, suddenly frowned.
“Please continue,” Salem said quietly. He was curious, himself, to know how he got his
nickname.
“I had a family,” Cassie murmured to herself. “…. I think I had a family…. They’re all
dead now.”
“They call me Stork because I found a baby in an alley,” Royal explained huskily, as he
recalled the event. “I turned him into Social Services. Never saw him afterwards. Believe it or
not, that happened twice to me, ‘cept the second time me, Alden, and Kaz found a baby in the
dumpster, it was dead.”
“Dear God,” Ursula reached up and touched his tattered sleeve, “you a good man, Royal.
What kind’ve woman do that?”
“Let’s see,” Salem said, “looking around the group, who wants to be next. Don’t be
ashamed. No one’s perfect.”
Once again there was silence. As Royal sat down amongst his friends, the remainder of
the twelve looked down and fiddled nervously with the grass blades and their untied shoes.
After a few moments, Salem grew impatient again and pointed at Troy Holland, whose tattoo
promised a story in itself. Troy didn’t stand up, but spoke from where he sat, his eyes never
leaving the grass.
“To begin with,” he announced bravely, “I don’t have no fancy tale. Truth is I got no one
to blame but myself. I was a Marine for three years and spent half of it in the Gulf during Desert
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Shield and Desert Storm. Everything was going great after I came back until I climbed drunk
into that car.”
“I know what comes next,” Heck blurted, “this is… would do you call it?”
“A premonition?” Effie offered.
“No, no,” Heck rubbed his face and groaned.
“Déjà vu,” Troy frowned.
“Yeah, yeah, that’s it,” he smiled.
Something had been triggered in Heck’s own past, and as Troy explained what happened
to him, Heck began sharing his own story to his friends.
“I ran a light and hit this car,” Troy persisted, glancing with annoyance at Heck. “I
injured these two old ladies pretty badly. They didn’t die, but my career in the Marine Corps
did.” “Jesus Christ,” he looked around the group, “I lost my license and was put on probation for
six months. Worse yet, they kicked me out of the Corps. All I ever wanted was to be a Marine!”
Salem tallied it up in his mind: Troy had been on skid row for at least quarter century.
He was a lifer. Yet his excuse for being on the street struck him as lame. He shuddered at the
thought of being a US Marine. Alden had lost his entire family, Royal, because of his own
stupidity, had just admitted spending several years in jail, and he could not imagine what caused
Cassie to be the way she was. Nevertheless, he liked the amiable Troy and felt obliged to offer
him comfort, no matter how trivial his story seemed.
“There, there,” he said, rising shakily onto his legs, “you’re not a criminal to us. That
was an accident. You mustn’t carry a cross like this, because it wasn’t your fault.”
Troy just sat there, however, staring into space, possibly reliving the experience in his
head. Waiting for him to add details to his account, Salem grew impatient.
“It’s all right Troy.” He waved dismissively. “You got it off your chest. Anyone else
want to open up?”
This time someone seemed to be volunteering. At first Salem ignored Cassie’s
outstretched hand, until Marie reached up and jerked his sleeve.
“All right,” he looked hesitantly at Cassie, “let’s hear what our poet laureate has to say.”
“No, not me. Liz has a good story,” she pointed to her friend. “Go wan, tell’em Lizzy!”
“I been a junkie for five years, dimwit!” Liz playfully thonked Cassie’s head.
“No, not that one Lizzy,” Cassie rocked back and forth, hugging her knees. “The other
story, before that.”
“No,” Liz shook her head.
“Come on, it’s better than theirs,” she begged, motioning to the group.
“I said no, Cassie!” Liz grew irritated.
Salem wondered if this was such a good idea. Some of the twelve obviously didn’t want
to open up. Troy seemed to be traumatized by the experience. Heck’s entire mood had changed.
After whispering something to Buff and Trueblood, the big Hispanic sat there clenching and
unclenching his fists, a wild and searching look on his face.
“That’s all right, Cassie,” Salem said, reaching down to pat her head. “Liz doesn’t have
to talk.”
“Yes she does,” declared Marie. “Our Liz should be thankful she’s even alive.” “Come
on honey,” she prodded, “it’s the first step in your new life.”
“Yeah, come on Liz,” Effie cackled, “what you got to hide?”
Liz shot Effie a menacing glare but said nothing for a moment as she gathered her
thoughts.
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“I was never a hooker like some of you,” she began, glancing at the crone. “I had a good
life. I had me a family just like Alden until something happened…” She searched for the words.
“…. You see I had this golden haired little girl, Brenda, who I loved more than life. One day, ”
she continued, a tear rolling down her cheek, “my husband—that son-of-a-bitch just upped and
left us. That was okay with me, since I hated the bastard, but Brenda missed him terribly, so I
figured I’d get her another Daddy.”
“Does she mean a John?” Effie murmured to Buff.
Buff and the Effie laughed amongst themselves. Salem suddenly jumped up and wrung
his finger at them. “Shame on you two, especially you Effie. All you’ve done is undermine our
group. Let her finish, for Christ’s sake! Shut-the-hell up!”
Marie was concerned with how much of Salem’s vocabulary was peppered with Biblical
catchwords but also with profanity which was unbecoming for a man of the cloth. Such
expressions as what-the devil, carrying a cross, for Christ’s sake and now shut-the-hell up poured
naturally out of his mouth. She had, she realized, a great deal of work left to do. For one thing,
he looked upon the twelve with various degrees of disgust. He refused to use the power she gave
him. Instead of growing irritated, he could, if he tried, force his will upon members of the group.
Too easily did he lose his patience with her children, and too quickly did he grow angry with
members of the twelve.
“Can you not see, Salem,” she re-entered his mind, “why I have chosen these misfits,
instead of more perfect mortal souls? You see them as useless dying things, when what I see are
wilted flowers needing only fertilizer and the proper light.”
“Oh please,” he cried aloud, clamping his hands on his ears.
Liz, of course, thought he was referring to her. “All right sir,” she said, rising to her feet.
“…. I never told anyone this except Cassie, and with her it sort’ve doesn’t count.”
The group, including Cassie, herself, laughed. Marie pulled on Salem’s hand this time in
order to make him sit back down. Liz’s experience was the most moving so far, in spite of the
fact that everyone had heard this familiar story many times before in television drama and the
news.
“My live-in boyfriend—and that’s what he was—was never a father to my kid. He didn’t
like Brenda. He said she whined too much. He said she was spoiled and needed more discipline.
One night when I left her alone with the bastard he gave her some discipline. He smacked her so
hard she died that night while I was working the late shift trying to earn a few more lousy
bucks.” “…. Yeah, I turned to drugs,” her voice rose, “and yeah, I wound up on the street…. But
I didn’t care. They put my boyfriend in jail, and someone knifed the son-of-a-bitch while he
stood at the urinal taking a piss. I didn’t care about that either…. But I cared about my Brenda,
and I let her down. My life’s been one long dirty tunnel until now.” “…. Now thanks to him,”
she pointed to Salem, “I see light at the end…. Maybe I can even stay off drugs.”
Alden, Stork, and now Liz saw hope in this unholy alliance. If only they knew, thought
Salem. He wanted desperately to reach out to them now, but was held back by his distrust of
Marie and the terrible knowledge of who she was. What if, he wondered, as he looked around at
the twelve, they found out suddenly who she is? Would they not rise up in terror and run from
this circle, as he had wanted to do when she first tempted his soul?
A gentle nudge in his ribs told him it was time to look around the group and select
someone else. The natural choice would have been Wyatt, Kaz, or Ursula, who were Alden,
Royal, and Liz’s friends, but instead he looked over at the undesirable sector of the circle. Yes,
Marie’s thoughts came into his head, change pace now, and pick one of them. Rising up wearily
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again, he found himself moving in their direction and standing over Heck Reyes, who still had a
haunted look on his brown face.
“What happened to Troy happened to you, too, didn’t it Heck,” Salem’s said hoarsely.
“Come on, you were telling your friends about it. Tell us, your new friends, too.”
“Man, that ain’t nothing compared to me,” declared Heck, glancing at Troy. “Those old
women lived to see their grandchildren again. I killed someone’s kids and grandchildren—three
of’em… and I ran.”
“Sweet Mother of Jesus,” Wyatt murmured to Troy.
“You mean hit-and-run?” Salem tried to hide his disgust. “…. Why did you run, Heck?
Is that why wound up like the rest of us on the street?”
“First I went to prison, like him,” he explained, looking this time at Royal. “I got fifteen
years and served seven of them, and man that was hard time. Those people are animals. They
raped me like some girl. I swore I’d kill them all when I got out… and yet I wound up joining
the brotherhood. That’s were I got all these tattoos.”
Salem felt revulsion for Heck, and Marie frowned at him for his contempt.
“Did you do drugs after you got out?” He asked Heck gently.
“Nah, uh-uh, I liked booze, man,” he managed to laugh. “I don’t want to talk about this
no more.”
“All right, I understand.” He forced himself to shake Heck’s hand. “What about you
Buff?” Salem peered down at the fat man with even greater disdain. “I bet you have an important
story to share with us.”
“Nope, I’m not playing this game,” Buff said, clamping his jaws shut.
“You will play it or leave are group at once!” Salem found his chance.
Marie’s thoughts came immediately into his head: now you will know why Buff is such a
jerk!
Salem had hoped that this challenge would force Buff to leave the group. He continued
to feel great irritation with Marie’s intrusions. Buff remained silent for several moments as
Salem stood over him, ready to tell the fat man it was time for him to take his attitude and go.
But then Buff looked up from the grass, the defiance gone from his face, his eyes filling with
tears and lips trembling as if he was about to weep. Marie put on her saddest face. A collective
gasp rose from the group. Salem looked away with embarrassment, trapped into making the next
move.
“There-there, Buff,” he patted his filthy hair. “You’ll feel better if you get this off your
chest. Come on, we all know there’s goodness in you.”
Salem cringed at what he had just said. It sounded so lame to most of the twelve that
they broke into giggles amongst themselves. Even Alden and Troy couldn’t help laughing at this
statement. Salem, however, was moved by this change of mood. Suddenly the one person
whom he thought was the worst member of the twelve was reaching up to him to embrace his
hand. It took all of his will to take Buff’s filthy hand, from which he quickly recoiled. He now
remembered the contrite face of the fat man when he had healed his arm.
“I… I don’t know where to begin,” he looked up at Salem.
“Begin at the beginning,” snorted Effie.
“You’re next!” Salem pointed to the crone. “… Now Buff, tell us why you’re on the
street.”
“He’s a pimp,” Heck whispered to Johnny.
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“I never had a family,” he declared, holding up his chin. “You folks had people to go
home to once. I just wanted to run away. My old man use to work me over something fierce,
until the social workers came in and took me away. I was only about six or seven, but I
remember it clearly. That was okay with me. My mom, whom I never knew, died when I was a
baby, and this woman, who was my old man’s whore, use to play with me…”
He stopped in mid-sentence after hearing several gasps. Everyone, except Marie, was in
shock. During her communication with Salem, she had left these last details out. Salem, who
had a reasonable childhood, himself, was taken back as Buff wiped his bloodshot eyes, his
cracked, tobacco stained lips quivering like a small child.
“That’s sick,” Liz murmured to herself.
“It wasn’t his fault,” Salem motioned impatiently. “Go wan, Buff, what happened next?”
“Well,” Buff looked back down at the grass, “they put me into this foster home full of a
bunch of perverts.”
“Oh, I don’t like where this is going,” Ursula shook her head.
“You must’ve been a looker,” Effie cackled, throwing back her head.
“Please,” Salem raised his hands, “the rest of you shut up!”
Buff looked at Salem with newfound respect. Marie’s approving look signaled to Salem
that matters were going well. When the fat man began speaking again, the group seemed
transfixed in what was clearly the spiciest story so far. Not only had Buff been beaten by his
father and trifled with by his father’s girl friend, but his foster parents had sexually abused him
too, and Buff admitted to them that he was a bisexual now and had been hiding it all his life.
“Man, you make me wanna puke!” Heck jumped up and moved away from the group.
Johnny Trueblood sat there with a snarl on his face.
“In my tribe,” he spoke for the first time, “we make men like you wear women’s clothes.
You should not have fooled us with your big talk.”
Salem was speechless at this point. Marie, however, looked over calmly at Buff, rose up
lithely on her legs, walked over to the sobbing fat man, bent down and gave his filthy hand a
kiss.
“Ho-ho-ho,” Effie broke into giggles, “all that talk about screwing every woman that
walks and ol’ Buff is as queer as three dollar bill.”
“Buff, listen to me,” Salem forced himself to say. “No offense Heck, Stork, and Troy, but
you’ve never hurt anyone like they did. You never stole money or killed anyone.” “… Like
Effie,” he almost gagged, “yours is a victimless crime… a crime against yourself, since it’s
obvious that you’re punishing yourself for all those terrible years.”
“Hey man,” Heck took issue now. “In prison I got it in the ass for a solid month, and I
didn’t turn queer!”
“What he did isn’t a crime.” Liz shook her head. “Playing with a little child is a crime!”
“I remember what they call queer braves,” murmured Johnny to himself. “Berdaches. It’s
not an Indian word, but French. I don’t know why it’s French.”
Buff’s story now turned into an argument, which polarized the group that much more.
Curious to see how it played out, Salem and Marie sat there listening, surprised by this reaction
from members of the group.
“In the eyes of God,” Wyatt said flatly, folding his arms, “it’s a crime!”
“Why?” Ursula suddenly came alive. “What would a skinny boy like you know? Look at
him, Wyatt. This man just might be human, if he opens up. I never thought I’d see that man
cry!”
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“What’s that got to do with it?” Troy asked severely. “There’s a lot of cry babies on
death row. Buff might not be a criminal, but he’s still queer! He can’t be in our group!”
“Yes, we can’t have this kind in our group,” Wyatt seconded, clenching his frail fists.
At that point, Buff got support from an unexpected quarter. Both Alden and Kaz stood
up in his defense.
“Listen people,” Alden said, clearing his throat nervously, “… I never felt comfortable
around them kind’ve folks, but he’s not a moral leper for that. Now what comes out of his
mouth, all that hate-mongering stuff, that’s what’s bad. I’m sure old Buff will keep his sexual
preferences to himself.”
“I don’t get it,” Effie made a face. “He must weigh three hundred pounds. Who’d ever
want to mess around with him?”
“All right, that settles it, Effie,” Salem jumped up to his feet, “We’ve had enough of this
argument. You’re the next one to speak!”
“No, no, no, no,” Effie wailed. Like Buff, Effie’s mood changed instantly when it came
her turn.
The old adage that she could dish it out but not take it, seemed in order for Salem, as the
little woman rose up suddenly and ran from the group.
“Let her go,” Stork said with a snarl.
Go get her, Salem! Marie returned to his head.
“No!” He said aloud.
“We don’t need her, sir,” Kaz said thoughtfully. “Just let her go!”
“I won’t do it!” Salem argued with Marie.
The others, however, thought he was arguing in Effie’s favor. Salem realized just how
unpopular the old crone was. Even Buff and Heck wanted to see her gone. What convinced
Salem to go after Effie were his own words, when he recalled what he said to Buff. How could
he allow an undesirable fellow like Buff to stay and let Effie go? What could Effie say to shock
him now?
“All right, let’s go get her,” he called back to members of the twelve, as he began trotting
into the park.
He called once more for their help, but no one budged from the group. Marie stood up
and castigated them all. “Are any of you perfect and without faults? Look at yourselves. Effie
needs this group to change her life. Without us, I assure you she will die soon on the street!”
That famous line spoken by Jesus, ‘He who is without sin cast the first stone,’ rose
hauntingly in his mind. Shaking his head to dispel this parallel to Marie’s words, he watched
several of them shrug their shoulders and rolled their eyes. Only one member of the twelve,
Cassie Moa, was moved to act now. With a swiftness that surprised everyone, she shot up and
was off in a flash. It was much easier for Salem to run in conventional clothes than a robe,
tunic, and sandals, but before long, the swift-footed Cassie had passed him up on the beaten path,
caught up with Effie, and was dragging her back to the group.
“Let go of me, you nut case!” Effie cried.
“The road is long, but the reward is sweet,” Cassie chanted cryptically as she pulled Effie
through the park.
“You really are nuts, aren’t you?” Salem looked at Cassie with disgust. “Why couldn’t
you have just let her go?”
With Salem holding one arm and Cassie the other, they dragged her little frame, kicking
and screaming, back to the group.
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“Lemme go, he don’t want me here!” She protested, as they sat her down onto the grass.
“He wants you here,” Marie frowned at Salem. “You have tried him sorely today, and he
was afraid you would harm the group.”
“Yes,” Salem sighed unhappily, “you’re a real pain in the ass!”
“What kind’ve talk is that for a holy man?” She looked squarely at him with her good
eye.
Suddenly, it came to Salem that perhaps Effie was in the group for a reason….To test him
and sharpen his focus, as Dathan had tested Moses. Was that what Marie had in mind? How
many times had Effie questioned his piety and position with such questions? Had she not been
cynical about everyone who had spoken so far? Yet she was the first one to call him Jesus.
Salem received a message from Marie now. This time, he didn’t balk at it. He was growing
tired of the effort, and she had given him a possible solution to Effie’s obstinacy.
“What if I told you Effie, that I already knew your past, and,” he looked up at the others,
“I knew all of your pasts!”
“I’d say you wuz a damn liar,” she spat boldly.
“Well settle back Effie, and listen to what Marie—I mean I—have to say,” he said
wearily, trying to keep up with Marie’s input. “To begin with you’re mother and father divorced
when you were eleven, and your father took your twin brother with him when he left.”
“Stop,” Effie cried out, “I’ll tell the rest!”
“What’s the big deal about that?” Heck asked, looking around the group.
“That’s the nice part,” Effie explained, scratching her filthy, matted hair. “…. All the rest
is bad.”
“Tell, us daughter,” Marie said, taking Salem’s hand.
“So,” Salem communicated to Marie, “it’s true as I suspected, these people are your
children. You selected this twelve purposely, and this wasn’t a random choice.”
“… Most of them are, Marie confessed slowly. “I don’t know Wyatt at all, and Cassie’s
insane.”
“It’s like this,” Effie resumed staring at the ground. “My stepfather wasn’t one of them
pedophiles, as you might think. Nor did my mom beat me or was I raped when I was a kid. You
might not believe it, but I was a looker once.”
That caused a smattering of laughter in the group, but most of them managed to keep a
straight face.
“I guess it sort’ve went to my head,” she admitted with a shrug. “I let practically every
guy in school do it me, until one day—what’s that old expression?”
“The rabbit died,” Ursula looked with sympathy at her now.
“Yeah, I got knocked up,” Effie sighed brokenly. “Trouble is I loved the little bastard,
and it tore me up something awful when they made me give him away.”
“Wait a minute,” Troy said with disbelief, “are you telling us that this is the reason you
wound up on the street?”
Salem, who was about to say the same thing, himself, held up his hand and stifled a laugh
before motioning Effie to go on.
“It’s when it all started.” Her prune-like face, seeming always to be drawn into a snarl,
managed to smile. “…. You see I was one of those stupid kids who ran away from home to wind
up forever on the street…. I thought I was going to be a prostitute my entire life, until my looks
were shot and I couldn’t give it away.”
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Heck began giggling uncontrollably now. Almost everyone was smiling or trying not
laugh. But Buff, of all people, sat there quietly, a thoughtful expression on his normally
scowling face.
“Why are you here?” Salem asked her now.
“I-I don’t know,” she searched for words. “I guess this is the end of the line.”
“Well thanks all-to-hell,” Heck said, wiping his eyes with mirth. “We’re the end of the
line.”
“That’s an honest answer,” Salem said with a sigh. “Let’s see, who was it that showed
our Effie compassion just now?”
“Oh shit,” Ursula grabbed her forehead. “You don’t wanna hear my story. How many
times you hear about a girl gettin' knocked up before you get tired?”
“Is that what happened to you too?” Marie leaned forward and reached over Cassie and
Liz’s laps to squeeze her hand.
“Yeah, but not exactly,” Ursula answered obliquely. “You see my boyfriend didn’t want
the little fellow, so my parents and him talked me into an abortion.”
“There’s nothing wrong with that,” Marie consoled her gently, “millions of women do it
all the time. Why spoil your life?”
Most of the twelve nodded their heads, but Wyatt, Alden, and Effie had troubled looks on
their faces. Salem, whose wife hadn’t been able to have kids after losing their first child, thought
about what Marie said and wasn’t surprised. Had not his mentor committed homicide untold
times, herself?
“That’s murder,” Wyatt said flatly. “Like Effie, you should’ve run away.”
“Yes, he’s right,” Effie cried. “I wouldn’t have done that. I would’ve died first!”
“You don’t understand any of you,” Ursula stood up dramatically and looked down at the
group. “I didn’t want to abort my kid. That was my parents’ doing…. After that, I was never the
same.”
“You mean that’s why you’re on the street?” Salem asked in disbelief.
“It’s like a snow ball rolling down a hill, gathering size as it rolls, until it comes crashing
into a tree,” she tried to explain. “… Here I am with all my sins,” she confessed tearfully. “How
dare you people judge me now!”
“I don’t judge you.” Stork rose up to comfort her.
“I don’t either,” Liz reached across to pat her leg.
Alden, Kaz, and most of the others, also murmured at least half-hearted support, but
Wyatt sat frozen in dissent. A strange feeling gripped Salem now. A mixture of admiration and
concern filled him when he considered this enigmatic young man.
“But you do,” Salem said, looking across the circle at him.
“Whose next?” Marie took the initiative now.
The natural choice after this moment of truth seemed to be Wyatt, and yet Kaz rose this
time to the occasion. Everyone applauded. It seemed that everyone had grown to like the little
dwarf.
“I wasn’t in no circus neither,” he began pertly in a bubbly voice. “My parents died when
I was a kid. They were on an airliner that went down in the Pacific. I was staying with an aunt,
who treated me like one of her dogs. In fact, when she was told that she was all I had, she hid
me like a freak from her friends. I never did too well in school, but when I was old enough, I
struck out on my own. I thought I might get a job in show business. Boy was I wrong. You
know how many dwarfs are looking for work in Hollywood? Like some of you, I got messed up
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on drugs and managed to get myself a record so I couldn’t find a job. I spent a summer in county
rehab and I’ve been clean ever since, thanks to Alden. Wherever Alden goes, I go. Here, I think
I found a home.”
By now, everyone was tired of show-and-tell story time. Heck and his friend Johnny
Trueblood had fallen back asleep. Only a lethargic Salem and, of course, ever-alert Marie,
applauded little Kaz. Alden, however, gave the little guy a hug. It was up to Salem to select
between the last three: Wyatt Brewster, Cassie Moa, or Johnny Trueblood. Wyatt seemed too
controversial now, Trueblood frightened him, and Cassie was merely insane. Gravitating toward
Cassie, he found himself standing over her. Not surprisingly, after he stood awhile looking down
at her, she raised her hand.
“You ready now?” He gave her a dubious smile.
“I-I don’t remember so good,” she struggled with her memory, “but Wyatt’s got a story.
He was going to be a priest.”
“No, she must speak for herself,” Marie insisted now.
“Ah hah!” Salem conveyed, his eyes twinkling with mirth. “It’s true. You weren’t
kidding. This one you don’t know.”
“All right.” The affirmation came begrudgingly. “I don’t know Cassie. The woman’s
insane.”
“Come on girl.” Salem snapped his fingers impatiently. “We’re waiting. What’s your
hard luck story?”
Cassie began to squirm as she sat there, and finally covered her head with her arms and
began to sing: “What is like a word, but a bird unheard, rising like a feather in all kinds of
weather.”
“Stop that nonsense?” Salem grew irritated. “Come on, Cassie, tell me about it yourself!”
Suddenly Cassie let out a shrill, escalating scream that awakened Heck and Johnny and
caused the others to jump to their feet.
“Shut her up,” Marie ordered Salem, “before someone calls the police!”
“Ain’t no one gonna call the police in these parts,” Stork said blandly.
“She does that all that time,” explained Effie to the group. “I think she’s got turrets.”
It appeared as if most of them were familiar with Cassie’s eccentric ways. But Johnny
Trueblood was quite upset by her antics. Making his tribe’s sign to ward off the evil eye, he ran
over and moved his forefinger around as if he was writing something on her forehead, drew back
and mumbled a few words in his tribal tongue, at which point Cassie’s ceased screaming and
stood there staring into space.
“She should be institutionalized,” Salem said calmly to Marie. “How does this woman
take care of herself?”
“I take care of her,” Liz explained, taking Cassie’s head and laying it gently in her lap.
“There-there, just close your eyes, think about the elves and the fairies… sleep.”
“What was that thing you did with your hands?” Salem turned to Johnny Trueblood now.
“You wouldn’t understand,” he snarled at Salem.
“Didn’t I say I knew already,” Salem challenged him.
“All right chief, “ retorted Johnny with a sneer, “what happened between me and the
reservation police?”
“You were caught drinking on the reservation but you were arrested by the civil
authorities for being drunk and disorderly in town,” Salem parroted Marie’s thoughts.
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“No bad,” Johnny nodded with respect. “Are you a sorcerer? You obviously have a
different god.”
“There’s only one God,” murmured Wyatt.
“Wyatt is correct, of course,” Salem felt uncomfortable with this topic. “Tell me, Johnny,
what is your reason for being on the street?”
“I’m not a bum,” his eyelids narrowed to slits. “I was just passing through. I’m a little
down on my luck, that’s all.”
“You’re also very proud, Johnny,” Salem replied, a sudden stream of information
arriving in his head. “But according to my sources, you spent some time in jail before heading
out on your own.”
“If you know so much, you tell me,” Johnny stuck out his jaw.
A more fierce-looking man, Salem couldn’t remember. At about six foot three, he was
tall for an Indian but he was also built like a weight lifter, a build he achieved in the federal
prison, according to Marie.
“You killed a man in a fist fight,” Salem continued, annoyed by the stream of information
in his head. “…. It had been a fair fight, but you kept hitting him, until he was dead.” “You’re a
violent man, Johnny,” he commented, looking unflinchingly into his eyes. “But you only got
three years in the federal prison because the man had been carrying a knife.”
Johnny’s stone-like expression melted to slack-jawed awe. His tribal superstitions took
hold of him momentarily, but then, inexplicably, his expression hardened again and a snarl
marred his face.
“You probably read my police report,” his gravely voice carried venom. “You’re either a
charlatan or you’re inhabited by an evil spirit that’s playing with our lives…. No one’s gonna
mess with my mind…. I’m leaving this place. You’re all a bunch of losers!”
With Marie, Salem was certain, he had nothing to fear. Responding to her telepathy, he
walked up to Johnny Trueblood, pausing mere inches from his face, and stared unwaveringly
into the Indian’s dark eyes.
“You’re the one who’s a loser,” he said almost in rote. “You can change your life here,
Johnny. Back in the reservation, you’ll get into trouble again. Here with the twelve you’ll have
a purpose in life. You’ll become an important member of our church.”
“No, I’ll go home,” he cried, as Salem received a stream of Marie’s thoughts. “This is
bad medicine. That woman’s bad medicine too.”
“Let him go,” said Royal, rising to his feet.
“He’s nothing but trouble,” spat Troy, folding his arms.
Salem couldn’t help agreeing with them. He realized that the message Marie fed him
wasn’t just for Johnny Trueblood but was intended for everyone in the group, including himself.
Suddenly, he was promising them all wealth and happiness, everything to their heart’s content if
they served the Celestial Lord, when in reality, Satan, not he, was offering them riches and
power if they served the church. In a Biblical sense, as Christ put it himself, it was like throwing
pearls before swine, which made it all the more insane to him now.
As he listened to himself explain the lofty aims of the church (to bring all religions
together and to promote world peace, etc), Johnny backed away from the circle and began
retreating slowly through the park.
“Who needs you, you son-of-a-bitch!” Heck, whom Johnny thought his best friend,
yelled.
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“No, Johnny,” Marie called after him, “come back. We need someone like you. You’re
people will be important in our church. The Celestial Father is like the Great Spirit. His
medicine is good, not bad!”
“Some of these people are nothing but criminals, Marie,” Salem argued mentally with
her. “Johnny Trueblood might be the worst. He’s a potential time bomb. Let him go!
No one, except Marie Roget, cared if Johnny Trueblood returned. This time, in spite of
the protests she leveled in his mind, Salem didn’t move from the circle in order to bring a
member back. He stood his ground, and it appeared as if his feeling was unanimous in the
group. Then suddenly, to everyone’s surprise, Johnny reappeared on his own volition, a puzzled
look replacing the stony expression on his face.
“What do you know of my people?” he stared quizzically at Marie. “…What do you
know of our gods?”
“Salem, our leader will explain our aims to you,” she explained awkwardly.
Johnny knew very well that Salem Dade wanted him out. He was also deeply suspicious
of who was really in charge.
“I want you to explain it me,” he said, ignoring Salem and looking squarely at her.
“… I know that you are a Sioux from Pine Ridge Reservation,” she chose her words
carefully, “whose people have suffered greatly because of the government…. I know that the
chief god of the Plains Indians is Great Spirit, who was once called Sky Father by some ancient
tribes.”
“Sky Father?” Johnny made a face. “What tribes were these? Leprechauns? Fairies? Is
that another name for Celestial Father? I’ve never heard of that god!”
Marie noted sarcasm in his tone, but she extended her small hand to the big Indian. She
answered him by shaking her head and sighing as if his words wounded her. Johnny took her
proffered hand as if it was a small treasure, the vaguest trace of smile breaking his stern face.
This seemed like the last straw for Salem. He felt overwhelmed with the events of the past three
days. Johnny Trueblood, he realized, had helped define the new god, who was not only the
Celestial Father, but Great Spirit--the universal god. Rising wearily onto his legs, he retreated to
the far corner of the clearing and slumped down beneath a tree.
“Salem,” her voice came into his head now, “you make me use this power over you.
Please gather your strength and take charge of the twelve. There are those who doubt you! You
must take command!”
“Ask me if I care,” he shot back, his face resting on his knees.
Without being asked now, Wyatt rose up and walked over to Salem’s tree. The other
eleven disciples were growing restless after staying so long in one spot. Though their bellies
were filled, the old habits and urges for liquor or cigarettes and finding a place to sleep for the
night tugged at them now. After looking at their new leader who didn’t seem like a leader at all,
they turned to Marie for answers.
“What’s wrong with the holy man?” Liv was the first to ask.
“He’s very tired,” Marie said softly.
“Doesn’t he like us?” Kaz frowned.
“He loves you,” lied Marie. “He’s wrestling with a new world order. The powers of
darkness pull at him this hour.” “… Be patient children,” she added, as she watched Wyatt
approach her protégé. “…. The Father is speaking to him now.”
******
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But the Father was not speaking to Salem Dade. It was the voice of Wyatt Brewster,
who, after studying this strange man awhile, was reminded of what his mission was on earth.
“Listen to me, sir,” his adolescent voice brought Salem back down to earth. “I was a
seminary student for two years. I have a drug problem, but I’ve been clean for an entire month.
Alden, that righteous man, you spoke to first, is helping me kick the habit…. I know a lot about
the Bible. I was a child prodigy. I had a Master’s Degree in Divinity before I decided to join the
Catholic Church.”
“You don’t understand,” Salem murmured, his face still slumped onto his knees, “this is a
new religion… a new god, if you will. Flee this place before its too late, Wyatt. Get away from
that woman and me!”
“I’m not afraid,” he said, squatting down onto the grass, “God is watching me. I know
now that everything that has happened to me has led me to this place. I was not
excommunicated from the Church, because I was still a novitiate. I wasn’t even disciplined, but
went on a leave of absence for health reasons. I’m still in good graces with the Roman Catholic
Church.”
“Why are you telling me this, Wyatt?” Salem looked up finally. “You’re soul’s in great
danger now!”
“You have chosen Alden as the first among your disciples,” he explained boldly. “I have
a feeling that rogue Johnny will be your bodyguard and Liz might love you the most. But I have
great knowledge as well as computer skills. My minor was business in college and I have
learned to hack into systems on the net.”
“Okay, that’s all fine and dandy,” Salem whispered hoarsely. “… but what does that got
to do with me?”
“It has everything to do with you sir!” He said confidently now. “You need someone like
me. I would consider it an honor to work on your team!”
“On my team” cried Salem, again feeling light-headed as he considered Wyatt’s words,
“—a would-be Roman Catholic priest? You call this group a team. By God, Wyatt, I like your
spirit!” “This young man’s a computer hacker,” he called to the others. “He wants to be on my
team!”
As Wyatt began walking back to the group, Salem began muttering to himself “I have my
twelve disciples: murderers, thieves, a homosexual, mental case, prostitutes… and this, the best
of the lot, is a man of God—a student priest.”
******
Now that Salem Dade had accepted, with the greatest misgivings, his twelve followers, it
would be his job, according to Marie Roget, to make them forget their failed lives in order to
fashion them into willing servants of the faith. What exactly this faith would be, he didn’t know;
it would, he was certain, come to him via telepathy during the first few months. They were to
become blank sheets (tabula rasas) in the tradition of the seventeenth century philosopher John
Locke—an empiricist concept that irked Salem’s rational mind. It would take many months of
re-educating the twelve, clearing out the life-experience rubbish that made them bums, and
filling them with the necessary philosophical and religious claptrap before they were ready to
become vessels of the Universal Lord. The most important thing now, Marie explained to
Salem, was gaining their complete trust and compliance and making them work as a family and
team. Those who failed to get with the program would be kicked out of the twelve and be
replaced by others more responsive and compatible with the group.
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“I already have several in mind,” Salem announced irritably under his breath.
“Let’s not be so hasty,” whispered Marie. “We must give them all a chance.
“We’ll never be able to trust Buff, Johnny, and Heck,” he mumbled testily, looking back
at the twelve. “Cassie’s insane, I don’t trust Wyatt, and I can’t understand for the life of me what
that creepy dwarf is doing in our group.”
“Patience,” she counseled, giving him a pat. “Cassie has a poetic spirit. Kaz is, if nothing
else amusing, and I expect great things out of Wyatt, the novitiate priest.” “If we must, as you
insist, weed out Heck, Johnny or Kaz, we must make sure we have replacements. I saw several
potential disciples out there today.”
“Disciples?” He looked at her in disbelief. “I don’t like that word, Marie. Why’re you
calling those deadbeats disciples?”
“There’s something you must do tomorrow to remind the street people who you are,” she
spoke discreetly as they approached the hotel. “…. I want you to come out boldly onto the street
at about the same time you did at noon today with me by your side, followed by your twelve
disciples, and speak to them. I don’t want them to think that what happened was a fluke.”
“Also,” she added as he began to protest, “I want you to show them that you’re not crazy—an
impression you deliberately gave the police. We can rest this evening, but you must re-emerge
—resurrected if you will—tomorrow, like you did this morning, but this time with all of us by
your side.”
Salem argued with her for several moments telepathically about the absurdity of such a
show. With a following of unwashed bums, he didn’t think he was ready to proclaim the
Universal Church to the world, but Marie was adamant: he had to make some sort of
announcement tomorrow to remind the street people who he was. Street people had short
memories, she reminded him. Forgetting himself entirely that moment, he lapsed back into a
muted monologue with Marie, giving the impression, as before, that he was talking to himself.
Royal Channing told the others that the divine madness of the prophet had gripped Salem again.
Perking up their ears, they heard only snatches of conversation (“need more time, Marie.” . . .
“weed out losers first.” . . .), making them wonder who was in charge. Was it Marie or Salem?
Lapsing into silence, Salem looked self-consciously at his benefactor, who frowned
severely at him now. The twelve homeless people, appeared to accept his erratic behavior as a
matter of course, but Salem must, she communicated telepathically again, take the initiative and
show them that he, not Marie, was in control. Most of them, who couldn’t possibly understand
the trade-off they were going to make, appeared to accept him as a prophet or holy man, but
there were those in the group who suspected that she, not him, had the power.
“This would be just fine,” thought Marie, “if that was my plan. You could be the
proverbial yes-man or lackey, as I direct the twelve.” “But that’s not my plan, Salem,” she
explained, glancing back at the group. “They’re beginning to see, through facial gestures and
muted words, whose really in control. While they’re getting to know us, this must change.
We’ll make them believe that you were traumatized by your experience and your ‘addledmindedness’ was just a passing phase. You, my chosen, not I, must take command. Through
you, a mortal man, the message of the Universal Lord will spread!”
******
As the group looked up at the hotel looming before them, Salem, laughed hysterically to
himself at the thoughts now entering his mind. He must, she insisted, earn the respect of these
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misfits. Walking backwards a moment, he took this comical parade in at a glance as they
approached the marquee, giggling foolishly a moment as he followed his mistress into the hotel.
Alden had already taken on a mystical, introspective look, as if asking himself “what
does this all mean?” His friend Wyatt, whom Alden had taken under his wing, seemed to
distance himself from the others and seemed to be praying at times. Salem wondered why Marie
trusted this strange young man. Wyatt had been a seminary student for her archenemy the
Roman Catholic Church. Stork, Troy, and the women, who had now found themselves a meal
ticket, chattered excitedly amongst themselves, as if they hadn’t a care in the world. Questions
asked back and forth, which Salem overheard, included “What do you think’s going to happen
now?” “Is that strange man really insane?” “Is that woman really his wife?” Though he didn’t
have a clue, Stork, who insisted on being called Royal, believed they were all going to be
preachers like Moe Rawlins, but for the entire world. Kaz Yorba, acting as the court jester,
thought this was amusing. As Stork, Troy, Ursula, and Liz tried to talk seriously awhile, the
dwarf giggled and cavorted through everyone’s legs, acting like a buffoon. While Buff grumbled
under his breath, Heck and Johnny walked in stony silence, occasionally cursing the dwarf or
casting jaundiced eyes at the other members of the group. At one point, Buff looked around in
disbelief, himself, at the motley crew, as Cassie Moa, holding Liz Moydin’s hand, babbled
nonsensically to herself. Virtually none of Buff’s old friends had made the cut. He felt alone
and isolated from his old pals. Salem could understand his dejectedness, for he felt alone and
isolated too, but from God, his religious peers, and the world he once knew.
Trailing far behind the others was Wyatt Brewster, the Judas Priest, praying quietly and
biding his God-given time. Passages played in his mind now, which gave him comfort. From
Exodus, he recalled the verses “I’ve been a stranger in a strange land” and “How shall we sing
the Lord’s song in a strange land?” From Psalms Twenty-three, he whispered Adam Leeds’
favorite passages to himself as he followed the others into the hotel: “Yea though I walk through
the valley of the shadow of death, I will fear no evil: for thou art with me; thy rod and thy staff
they comfort me. Thou preparest a table before me in the presence of mine enemies: thou
anointest my head with oil…”
Now, as he looked around the darkened habitat, the one chapter that seemed the most
appropriate was the very same passage from Revelations that Moses quoted when he first spotted
the Reverend Adam Leeds on the street: “And I beheld another beast coming up out of the earth;
and he had two horns like a lamb, and he spake as a dragon.” The thought now chilled the
novice priest that here in this darkened habitat both Satan and the False Prophet of the
Apocalypse would be dwelling with eleven other men and women, who would be trained to be
their emissaries on earth.
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Chapter Twenty-Two
A Distant Drumming

Early the following morning, hours before Salem Dade would begin his begrudging
ministry on the street, Homicide Chief Randall Walker called Jake Cosgrove directly at his home
in Anaheim and ordered he and his squad to begin interviewing members of Adam Leeds church.
It was the second special assignment to interrupt squad one’s busy schedule. Sid Barnes, who
knew the churchmen personally, had also risen early to check in with his newfound friend.
Several members of Our Lord and Savior’s Independent Christian Church, including himself, Sid
explained to Randall, had considered the Reverend Leeds to be a heretic and, as a result of his
new age preaching, left the church. Sid, who had first hand experience with the maverick
minister, and his born-again cohort Randall Walker, had made this a personal crusade. Both
men, through prayer, consultation, and personal scrutiny, would not give up, no matter what CSI
or the fire department investigators concluded about the case. Unable to reach Captain Walt
Franklin at home this hour, Walker had used this excuse to expedite the investigation, himself.
The Adam Leeds case would, he told Jake Cosgrove, have top priority for squad one this week.
If need be, the chief boasted to Sid, he’d investigate it himself.
To justify utilizing squad one to Captain Franklin and Lieutenant Howard, the chief used
the flimsiest of arguments. Although material evidence didn’t exist, Randall, in the official
memo faxed to Franklin and Howard’s offices, agreed with Deputy Fire Chief Sid Barnes that
Reverend Adam Leeds and his wife’s disappearance deserved an official investigation. Arson,
they concurred, couldn’t be completely ruled out. The homicide captain’s eyebrows had risen at
the urgency implied for such a routine case. Lieutenant Howard was greatly irked that he would
be short handed today. But neither leader would offer resistance. There were, they understood,
several prominent citizens on Randall’s list, and the missing minister was, after all, Walker
reminded them, a man of the cloth.
Both Barnes and Walker, in secret alliance, in what was half-seriously called the
Brotherhood of the Fish, had made this investigation into a greater cause. The groundwork for a
secret organization that would grow exponentially among public and corporate leaders had
already been laid. After the inspection made at the scene by Harry Waters, Sid was waiting for
test results of ash samples from the crime lab. For his part, Randall waited for CSI to find
human traces in the ashes left by the fire. It occurred to them, though there was no proof of
arson or murder, that an agent, as yet undetectable by modern science, had destroyed all evidence
in the strange fire. Secretly, because of their belief in the End Times, both Barnes and Walker
suspected who that agent might be.
Homicide’s list of persons to be questioned included all members of Adam Leed’s
church, as well as the Leeds’ neighbors and friends. Persons hostile to Reverend Leeds’ wife,
especially those who reportedly stormed out of the church, would be at the top of the list.
Although Jake Cosgrove, whose team had been assigned the case, normally reported to
Lieutenant Howard, he had been ordered now by Randall, himself, to keep the homicide chief in
the information loop. Randall would, in turn, give Sid Barnes a progress report at the end of
each day. In this way, in “spiritual ignorance,” Jake Cosgrove, his partner Sam, and the
detectives of homicide squad one now worked for the Brotherhood of the Fish.
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******
During the hour, Jake began calling his detectives to find out what they had heard from
members of Reverend Leeds’ church. With Sam behind the wheel, he held the receiver up to his
mouth, making his first call in a deadpan, uninspired voice. Normally, their state-of-the art radio
system worked well enough, unless there was electrical interference or they were out of range.
There should, in fact, be no interference in this sector of town, and they were only a few miles
from the scene of the crime, and yet the vehicle’s radio crackled and sputtered as if there was a
loose wire or sudden, inexplicable static. Jake tried adjusting the dials and even fiddled with the
frequency for a moment, which just seemed to make the reception worse.
“This is a new radio,” he grumbled under his breath. “What could be wrong?”
“Try a different number.” Sam suggested. “Maybe it’s the two-way.
“Nah,” snorted Jake, bending down and cupping his ear. “That’s coming from our unit.”
Unwilling to give up yet, the sergeant tried clearing up the problem again. He moved
dials back and forth, turned the unit on and off, and then gave the speaker a gentle thump. The
static returning, however, grew unbearable, grating on Jake and his partner Sam Ruiz’s nerves.
“Sarge…Colin Wood…here,” a crackling voice sounded eerily from the radio.
“It sounds like its coming from deep space,” observed Sam wryly.
“Colin,” Jake drawled irritably, “what did Eugene and Millicent Waterford have to say?”
For a few seconds, all they heard were a series of crackles and squawks. After banging
the front of the unit with his fist, as if that might help, he was able pick up portions of Colin’s
reply: “I…squawk…Waterford…squawk… wife…squawk…jack!”
“This isn’t working,” Sam muttered irritably, “there’s something wrong with the radio.
Something’s loose or disconnected in it. Maybe they just installed it wrong.”
Adjusting the volume control again then tapping on various sectors of the set, Jake
refused to give up. Though the reception was poor, he was able to interpret, based upon a
favorite expression from Colin, the last portion of his message as “They don’t know jack!”
“Colin, can you be a little more specific,” he sighed, with the volume turned up full blast.
“Squawk!…squa-awk!…squawk-squawk-squawk!…squa-a-a-a-awk!”
“Use your regular cell phone,” Sam said from the corner of his mouth.
“This is ridiculous!” Jake grabbed his forehead. “Our radio’s brand new. It was working
fine this morning!” Giving it one more solid thump in order to improve the reception, he was
able to hear Colin say “She said…Squa-a-a-wk!…battleaxe…Squa-a-awk…”
Jake was certain Colin had called Waterford’ wife an old battleaxe. Those two key
words, ‘jack’ and ‘battleaxe’ meant that Colin didn’t have much luck. Any more information
than this would require using his cell phone, as Sam suggested. Suddenly, as traffic began to
slow, they could hear only static on the set: a continuous onslaught of crackling, sputtering,
whistling, clicking, and nerve shattering squawks. Exhaling in resignation, Jake snapped off the
set, pulled out his cell phone, and dialed Colin Woodward’s number. A scowl was etched on his
rugged face, as he listened to Colin’s report.
Though Sam couldn’t hear him this time, it was obvious the detective had little luck with
the Waterfords.
“Yeah… Oh yeah, no shit, Colin.” He rolled his eyes around in disbelief. “Well, I think
Waterford knows more than what he’s telling you. According to Higgins, he and the misses left
in quite a stir. That misses of his sounds like she hated the reverend’s wife.”
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The one-sided sound of Jake’s gravelly voice was a welcome relief to Sam. As Colin
Woodward complained in Jack’s ear of the Waterford’s intransigence, his partner Rusty Greer
held up a hastily written note: Tell Jake about the wind!
“Oh yeah, thanks Rusty,” Colin sighed into the phone, “those folks got blown around
inside the church by some kind of poltergeist. The misses told us that when we were leaving.”
“That’s ridiculous,” Jake looked at Sam. “Now there’s a poltergeist in the plot. Higgins
left that detail out and so did Philip Lindley. I don’t blame them.” “Stay on this Colin,” he said
to Woodward before disconnecting. “Go to the next one on your list. Keep Rusty on a short
lease. I don’t want anymore complaints.”
Rusty, Jake recalled Sarah Mendoza telling him, had quarreled with Felicity Brown, the
Leeds’ next store neighbor, over her theory about the fire. Felicity, who believed that the End
Times were approaching, thought that the fire a sign from God. As proof, she argued with
Rusty, was the behavior of the flames, a characterization that brought on the rookie’s immediate
scorn. It seemed unconscionable to him that she saw this tragedy as divine wrath. Jake would
have been surprised to know that his superior, Randall Walker, believed the very same thing.
“This case is a joke,” snarled Sam, watching Jake write something on his pad.
That kid better learn to control his temper, the sergeant made a note for himself. Last
night was the third time Sarah complained about Rusty Greer.

As Jake called Sarah and Benny, the second team in the field, Sam searched impatiently
for the turnoff ahead. Sergeant Cosgrove had saved James Royce, the potentially most difficult
of the elders (according to Dwight Higgins) for themselves. It was not easy questioning those
elders who had, in fits of rage, stormed out of Reverend Leeds’ church. Virtually all of them
knew that they were suspects in this case.
Sarah Mendoza, Jake’s most seasoned detective, and her partner Benny Rawls, however,
had done much better than Colin Woodward and Rusty Greer. Although William Breckenridge
and his wife claimed to have no animosity toward Salem, himself, both of them gave a scathing
critique to team two of Cora Leeds.
“Oh, that woman is a class-A bitch,” Sarah chatted into her phone. “She needs exorcism.
According to misses Breckenridge, she’s a first rate drunk.”
“Tell’em about the barf,” Benny, who was behind the wheel, tapped her knee.
“Oh yeah,” Sarah made a face, “the last time she was in the reverend’s church, she
upchucked into the pews. A real mess. The rev’ said it was ‘cause she had the flu, but the
Breckenridge’s claim she smelled like booze.”
Benny, who took copious notes, handed her his notepad now, and Sarah read verbatim
what Benny highlighted with a marker, in a deadpan voice:
“Suspects claimed the Reverend’s wife has not attended church for over six months, and
that his sermons suffered for her behavior. Her absence, though welcomed by the congregation,
affected his general attitude. The Reverend turned progressively toward new age thinking and
Norman Vincent Peale’s philosophy in order, perhaps (according to Mr. Breckenridge) to give
meaning his own life.”
“You copy that Sarge?” she asked with a gasp
“You didn’t write that,” Jake seemed amused.
“No,” she replied quickly, “Benny, our resident Injun did.”
“Who’s next on your list?” Jake searched his own notes.
“The Lindley’s,” she yawned. “This case is a real sleeper, Sarge.”
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“Okay. We’re doing Royce and Billingsley,” Jake looked up from his notebook. “What
did you hear about the freak wind?”
“Oh yeah,” her eyes popped wide. “The misses said the air conditioner was acting
strange.”
“That’s an understatement,” frowned Sam. “I think we should check that out.”
Jake made a note of it on his pad. He would not admit it but he felt a peculiar excitement
now, he dare not put into words. Instead he drew a little ghost in the margin. After signing off
abruptly, he quickly checked in with the evidence technicians Tim Blodgett and Nick Sandoval,
who were at the library doing research on local news.
Compared to the others, Tim’s response was snappy: “Detective Blodgett, LAPD!” He
chimed.
“Hey, Blodgett,” grunted Jake, “got anything on Leeds?”
“Nothing, Sarge,” replied Tim pertly, “except a back page byline about him replacing
Hugh Thomas at his church.”
“That’s it?” Grumbled Jake. “You’ve been there all morning, and that’s all you found?”
“Well, not exactly,” Tim seemed to equivocate. “We started sniffing a different trail.”
“Smells like shit, Sarge!” Nick shouted in the background.
“What’s he talking about Tim?” Jake poised his pen over his pad. Inexplicably he had
drawn an impish devil’s head this time on the sheet. Unwittingly, the sergeant had given himself
another clue to the case.
“It’s a mixed bag,” Tim’s voice droned. “We found out that members of the congregation
have been quitting the church in droves. Many of them disagree with his sermons. Others,
however, approved of his new approach. We began checking the backgrounds out of all of the
members we could identify…. It seems that one of the elders was accused of child molestation
with his daughter but the charge didn’t stick.”
“Who?” Jake, his eyelids drooping, came alive.
“James Breckenridge,” Tim chimed, “one of the elders of the church.”
“Give me the details,” clipped Jake.
His adolescent voice charged with excitement, Blodgett read the police report as if he had
just found an important clue:
“After responding to a call by a neighbor, who claimed to have witnessed the event in
Breckenridge’s backyard, the family presented a united front and denied the charge—”
“That’s enough Blodgett,” Jake snapped brusquely into the phone, “I can read it the
police report too. That’s your big scoop?”
“No, uh-uh, we have lots of stuff,” Tim frowned into the phone.
“Alright, Blodgett, what else you got?” He prodded the young detective.
“We’re checking out all the other suspects too,” Nick’s voice came into the phone this
time. “Man, Sarge, you wouldn’t believe how much money ol’ Waterford has: he owns half the
condos in town—”
“Okay, Sandoval,” interrupted Jake, “that’s wonderful. You guys just concentrate on the
smell.” “Call me back when you found some real shit!” he quipped, ending the call.
There was no connection between the fact that Breckenridge might be a pedophile and
what happened at the Leeds household, and yet Jake found the news significant enough to right it
down on his pad. It seemed quite clear to him that this was a dysfunctional church. At the
bottom of the current page, he wrote What kind of people are we dealing with?
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******
Realizing he had not checked in with Walker this hour, Jake flipped open his cell phone,
scanned the electronic phone book, and punched the memory dial. An all too familiar
phenomena became starkly familiar to Jake and Sam, now that the Sergeant had checked in with
his squad. Traffic was slowing rapidly now. Inexplicably, Jake’s cell phone was filling with
static, as he held it to his ear. When he tried Sam’s phone, he received a busy signal from
Randall Walker’s phone, indicating that Walker was still on the line.
“Hang up my phone,” advised Sam, “and call again.”
“No-o-o,” drawled Jake. “Let’s wait until we got something good to report.”
“We’re not going to find anything good,” replied Sam, “not in this case.”
Settling back in their seats, the detectives fell silent a moment as traffic slowed
completely to a halt.
“Son-of-a-bitch!” Sam swore under his breath.
“Find us a side road or alternate,” the sergeant groaned, rubbing his face. “Look for a
detour up head—anything. This could take hours!”
“This might not take long,” Sam consoled Jake. “It could be just a fender bender.
Fortunately, we’re in the slow lane. If traffic starts creeping up, I’ll pull off at the first exit I
see.”
“All right,” Jake said with resignation, re-opening his laptop and returning to the web, “it
better be soon!”
With forced calm, Sam turned on the radio, and sat there drumming his fingers on the
dashboard as classical music filled the car. Nodding with approval at his selection, Jake looked
up from his research at the cars ahead, curious but not moved by what his tired eyes detected in
the sky. The great urgency to get off the freeway passed, when he considered how meaningless
their interviews with James Royce and Tim Billingsley might be. If worse came to worse, he
would place the magnetic beacon on top of the car and they would use the emergency zone to
exit this mess. Already, without talking to a single witness, he was convinced that Reverend
Leeds had murdered his wife. His sleuthing instincts also told him they would never see the
reverend again. This would become a cold case, and yet, despite scoffing at it, himself, there
was an urgency about it that transcended the normal routine for an investigation.
His interest had been wetted, not by a sense of duty, but by a restless spirit, searching for
meaning in life, not landmarks for his detective career. There were far more complicated cases
out there to absorb his work ethic. At this very moment, he was not even thinking about their
schedule. He was wondering what it was that made a routine arson investigation so important to
two high-ranking officials. What agenda could they have to make them focus on something that
lacked both evidence or even a clear-cut motive for the crime? It seemed doubtful to him that
Walker and Barnes even knew the reverend and his wife. Jake couldn’t remember a single
instance in his career of a high-ranking police and fire department officials collaborating this
way before. Yet, though there wasn’t a shred of evidence for even arson now, he was as certain,
as Walker and Barnes, that a crime had been committed at the Leed’s home.
Without proof or a clear motive, he now wondered if it could ever be solved. It was
nothing more than missing persons file and suspected homicide at this point, but he knew, even
at this early stage, it was much, much more.
******
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By now a dark and ominous column of smoke had risen several hundred feet into the air,
arcing westward with an offshore wind. A faint gasp escaped Jake’s chest as the visual stimulus
set in.
“Sweet Mary,” he cried, as the column took shape, “do you see that?”
“It’s smoke from the wreck,” Sam replied with a yawn.
Jake laughed nervously at his outburst. Yet inexplicably, for those seconds, the smoke
fingered out overhead, transforming into what seemed like a monstrous claw like hand. In that
brief interval, as it spread over the nearby city, he saw, without comprehension, a forewarning of
the Apocalypse beginning in skid row.
“This is going to be a long one,” Sam replied glumly, rolling down the window and
sniffing the air.
The smell of burning rubber and oil now filled the car, indicating that it was more than a
mere fender bender as Sam had suggested.
“Someone got torched,” Jake shook his head.
“Not necessarily,” Sam said thoughtfully, watching the column curl ominously up into
the sky. “They could’ve gotten out. It could’ve exploded later, after the driver escaped.”
“Yeah, right,” Jake scowled, turning back to the laptop on his lap. “I hope this starts
moving. Pretty soon, I might have to go pee.”
Curious about the disaster, Sam channel surfed until finding a station broadcasting the
news. After hearing the end of a newscast, he caught the beginning of a traffic report that
seemed more like a narration from a script. In the helicopter flying overhead, Jetta Carlson, a
KPFK news camerawoman, sounding more like a commentator than a reporter, spoke eloquently
of the gridlock below.
“Something exploded beneath the clear, cloudless sky,” she began loftily. “A dark plume
of smoke rises skyward to mark the spot. Speedometers plunge and break pedals jam. An
eruption of horn blasts shatter the air. The stream thickens now, congealing into a solid mass.
Each car, losing its identity, is drawn imperceptibly along as more motorists clog the on-ramps,
unaware of the horror beyond. Each driver, in silent fraternity, becomes part of the current, until
inevitably it stops completely, and a restless hush falls over the stream.”
Sam turned up the volume. “Are you listening to this?” He looked at Jake.
Jake, who had been reading an internet article on archaeology, looked up with an
enigmatic expression on his face but said nothing.
“… From the suburbs of the city to the heartland of the metropolis,” expounded Jetta, “a
traffic jam’s in progress—the kind of nightmare feared by motorists but expected by the highway
patrol. Sirens will be sounding in the distance and red lights will be flashing in the emergency
lane of traffic. Already, the fire department and paramedics are rushing to the scene. Up ahead,
as we approach the scene, it is apparent that a terrible accident occurred. I can see below, that
the original crash has created hundreds of lesser wrecks down the line. Bumpers have embraced
and doors have collided. Countless whiplashes will be reported today. For the vast majority of
commuters, however, the danger is over and the terrible waiting has begun…”
Jake and Sam now smelled sulfur in the breeze, so faint at first it was difficult to
distinguish from the normal sulfur dioxide and carbon monoxide in the air. After a few moments
of listening to what sounded like a treatise on traffic, the smell grew stronger, until Jake and Sam
recognized what it was.
“I’ll be damned,” murmured Jake, “it’s that odor again—the one I smelled on my
vacation.”
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“Yeah,” nodded Sam. “What was on that truck? It’s like the smell at a foundry: burning
slag.”
“It’s brimstone!” Declared Jake, recalling the devil’s head drawn on his pad.
******
Along with Jake and Sam and everyone else on I-5 this afternoon, On-the-Spot News
Van Seven was stranded in the traffic jam. For the rookie reporter Valentine “Tino” Getz, who
happened to be tuned into KPFK, the sound of Jetta Carlson’s crinkly voice was both an
inspiration and a challenge. For his partner Milo Flores, however, it appeared as if Valentine
was going off the deep end again.
“Please-please,” the reporter begged the cameraman, “just stand up through the sun roof
and shoot some of it for me. I know Gus will like it. He liked my commentary on that fire,
didn’t he? Come on Milo, I’ve been following the rules.”
“You’ve followed the rules for exactly two days,” Milo corrected him. “That’s hardly a
record.” “So help me, Tino,” he wrung his finger, “when I say cut, you’ll stop this bullshit at
once!”
“Yes-yes,” the reporter leaped up, with his remote mike in hand.
Often, if Tino stepped out of line, Milo would use the old fashioned plug-in microphone
to keep him literally in tow. This time, as he stood up with his camera on his shoulder, side-byside with the reporter, there was nowhere else for Getz to go. When he released his finger from
the camera trigger, it would be over and that would be it, even if he had to drag the young man
back into the van.
“… An asphalt truck appears to have been sideswiped by an SUV,” they heard Jetta say.
“There’s no injuries, just a terrible mess covering two of the lanes.”
Now that her introduction was over and she had turned back to her traffic report,
Valentine began his own narrative he hoped might overshadow her effort when it was aired
tonight:
“It’s a major pile-up—the worst in several months. You can sense it, almost hear it: a
great groan of bodies and intake of breaths—a hundred thousand curses from a hundred thousand
lips. For a moment, as it hit, the freeway buckled, slamming to a halt. Somewhere, we know
now, disaster has struck. It’s in the air now: the smell of gasoline and burning tires. There,
against the sky, you can see evidence of its cause: a pillar of smoke rising ominously from the
wreck. There, in the horizon, lay twisted wreckage engulfed in flames. The shock-wave
continued only seconds afterward, dampened quickly by the fenders ahead, becoming a tremor, a
faint ripple, until, at last, as it reached our news van, it was barely moving, a mere twinge
registering in our breaks.
“From the city limits to Downtown Metro, it unfolds now:” he paused for effect, “… a
super jam, in classic form. For hours they will be stranded: one hundred thousand of them,
waiting miserably for it to end. Fists will clinch, and teeth will grind. An ocean of protest will
shatter the air…”
At this point, the reporter was stopped cold by something he detected in the breeze. A
familiar odor wafted into his nostrils, caressing his olfactory nerves. The cameraman took this as
his cue to stop the camera and climb back into the van. Apparently satisfied with what he had
said but remaining silent those moments, the reporter followed suit, shutting the sun roof behind
himself and settling back quietly into his seat.
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Milo studied the slack-jawed expression on the young man’s face. Lately, he had been
displaying quirky behavior but nothing quite like this. “What was that all about?” the
cameraman asked, sitting his equipment back into its rack and scooting behind the wheel. “…
You know very well,” he said after a pause, “we can’t give that to the editor. I bet Jetta Carlson
gets in trouble for that the little stunt.”
The reporter shrugged his shoulders and searched for words to describe the feeling
gripping him now. Without the need of sound or the knowledge of an oncoming war, a distant
drumming had begun resonating in Valentine Getz’s mind.
“Well, we’ve got some good footage of the smoke,” Milo continued, chuckling to
himself. “We just can’t use the soundtrack. That’s not news, Tino; it’s a commentary like Jetta
just gave.”
“It’s not the smoke… It’s the smell,” Valentine craned his neck and sniffed the air
blowing into the van. “… Don’t you recognize that Milo? It’s the same smell we detected at the
Leeds household fire… brimstone. What on earth would that odor be doing on the afternoon
breeze?”
******
The same question plagued Jake and Sam. Almost an hour had passed since the gridlock
had set in. Traffic now began to move imperceptibly, beginning with the slow lane. As Sam
prepared to detour at the nearest exit, he noticed that Jake had lapsed into silence again. He had
been searching the web for countless bits of information, but now sat staring out the windshield
with almost unblinking eyes.
“I can’t explain it,” Jake groped for words. “… After getting a whiff of that sulfur again, I
feel like something important, no, big, is going to happen… and we’re going to be the first ones
to know.”
“Well,” Sam nodded his head. “Walker and Barnes know something we don’t know,
that’s for certain!”
“Yeah,” Jake looked back at his laptop screen, “I found a website called ‘Positive
Thinking in the New Age Church.’ After reading this, I can see why the elders thought Leeds
was a heretic. Those middle age conservative men and women saw his watered down version of
Christianity as a corrupting influence in their church… Question is, Sam, why did Walker and
Barnes take a personal interest in this case?… Is there a connection somewhere we can’t see?”
“I dunno,” Sam reached down to turn the radio down. “There really isn’t much substance
to this case. All we have are tantalizing clues, but no evidence of arson or murder.”
“When you get right down to it,” remarked Jake with a sigh, “there isn’t much substance
or pattern in life!”
As the haunting second movement of Sebelius’ Swan of Tuonella filled the car, Sam
searched ahead for the Fifth Street detour, which would take them directly into skid row. It was
a detour that would forever change the course of their lives.
Jake was now in what Sam recognized as a philosophical mood. His wife Anna was
suffering from cancer and his daughter Janelle was moving with her husband to Arizona where
his son-in-law had found a new job—facts that only a select few people, including himself,
knew. There was nothing Sam could say to Jake that would not sound like maudlin
sentimentality, but he understood Jake’s mind and, as always, would act as a sounding board for
his partner’s mood.
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This case had seemed dull and unsubstantial compared to ones done in the past, and yet,
because of the urgency given to it by Walker and Barnes, Jake had begun drawing devils and
ghosts in the margins of his notes. Sam had noticed this development and had noted Jake’s
recent interest in archeology too. For just a moment, as a change of pace, Jake paused in his
research in archeology, to write on a Microsoft Word page in his laptop: (1) House burns down.
(2) Couple is missing. (3) The only suspects are members of Leed’s church. In a second column,
in respective order, he followed with: (1) No evidence of arson. (2) No evidence of a murder, and
(3) Other then seeing her as nuisance, what motive could there be for murdering the reverend’s
wife?
Because of the gridlock, Sam could safely glance over at the laptop. “My thoughts
exactly,” he said, pointing to the screen.
“That’s the sum total of this investigation,” Jake confessed to Sam, “a house fire and two
missing persons.”
“We’ve had much less to go on in the past,” replied Sam. “Our squad may not agree, but
there is something peculiar about this case. You won’t admit it, but your artwork speaks loudly,
Jake. It’s all that reading you’ve done. You’re fascinated with the causalities in this case. You
have a chance to put all that extracurricular reading to use. That was an unnatural fire; no on can
argue with that. But it’s all academic, Jake. It hasn’t even been forty-eight hours yet since the
fire. As you’ve said yourself: there’s no evidence of arson and no proof that there was even a
crime. This is, and everyone knows it, a highly irregular investigation, that will make the
department look stupid if the Leeds show up suddenly on the scene.”
“That’s ridiculous!” Jake shot back in disbelief. “The pastor left for his meeting. She
entertained a stranger. The stranger left without Mr. Leeds. And Cora Leeds was still in the
freaking house!”
“No, it’s not clear at all,” Sam shook his head stubbornly. “It was too dark for Wallace
Schoolcraft to have clearly made out who was in that car. This could still be an insurance scam.
They could still be out there waiting for just the right moment to return.”
Jake threw his head back and laughed. All of his detective training and gut instincts told
him he was right. He couldn’t, however, argue with Sam on the basis of instinct or use the logic
gleaned from articles on the web in order to prove his point. Already, after his actions in the past
few weeks, his partner was worried about his state of mind. What would Sam think if he told
him about his feelings now? This time his gut feelings were overpowering…. Yes, the reverend
murdered his wife, but there was a greater meaning to this case. He had already tried awkwardly
to explain this to Sam. “I feel like something important, no, big, is going to happen!” he
exclaimed to him. Unfortunately, he had been in philosophical moods too many times to be
taken seriously by Sam.
It was Walker and Barnes’ interest in this case that first intrigued Jake. The
investigation, itself, seemed unspectacular, yet the smell of brimstone had felt like a religious
experience to him. There was, he sensed acutely, a greater mystery afoot. The shadowy motives
of the powers-that-be—Walker, Barnes,… God, he shuddered at the thought, now caused him to
retreat back into the web. For a few moments, he resumed reading an article about an
archeological dig in Arizona, a state in which he hoped to retire with his wife so that they could
be near their grandchildren and daughter Janelle. On a separate window opened on his screen,
where he jotted down his thoughts, Jake also took the opportunity to continue transcribing his
handwritten notes from his notebook onto a file in Microsoft Word, entitled simply Walker and
Barnes:
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…. Though hearing sounds inside the house, the Leads’ neighbors, with the exception of Wallace
Schoolcraft and Felicity Brown, have never seen Cora Leeds outside her home. She had been,
according to Schoolcraft, a recluse since the Leeds moved in, until yesterday when she quarreled
with her husband and exposed herself to a motorist on the street. According to Dwight Higgins,
many of the elders had far more complaints about Salem than his wife. She was, in many of their
opinions, a drunk and had the few times they saw her acted deranged. He, on the other hand, had
become a heretic, poisoning the minds of young people and driving many members away. The
church was, perhaps, dysfunctional and its members a peculiar lot, but they were hardly the
rogues gallery we’ve encountered in the past. Where is there a motive for the members of the
church for this hypothetical crime, unless the reverend, himself, murdered his wife? Until a body
turns up or arson can be proven, it remains a missing persons case… yet it is much, much more.

******
Returning to his internet article, Jake thought about the artifacts that had been covered for
centuries, accidentally discovered by Arizona construction workers working on a new tract of
homes. He couldn’t help comparing archeologists’ efforts to detective work, as they pieced
together evidence of the past. A professor from the University of Northern Arizona, receiving a
tip-off, gathered together a team, drove from Williams to Holbrook, Arizona, reaching his
destination just in time to cordon off the site. The ruins of a Pueblo kiva, of unknown origins,
uncovered by the team, brought new housing construction in Holbrook to an abrupt halt.
Arizona archeological sites are considered sacred treasures. Much of what detectives uncover is
also found by sheer chance, though human beings, it seemed to Jake, were more often discarded
as trash. City garbage collectors, he read recently, found body parts in a downtown dumpster,
and, just last month, joggers found a dead body for homicide to investigate along a foothill trail
…. But this time there would be no discovery, Jake wrote in his journal. No one would ever see
those two again.
He and Sam, he reflected, as he finished up his article, had seen the gamut of human
depravity and malice: from crimes of passion to serial murder. In connection with homicides,
their files were stuffed with all manner kinky behavior and violent acts. Nothing could surprise
them very much. The number of unsolved cases and missing person, probably murdered, far
outweighed the successes they had in solving crimes. It seemed as if much of their effort lead
them in circles or frustrating dead-ends… until last night. Even Sam sensed that there was
something special about this particular case.
As they followed a long line of vehicles, which were taking the same detour as them to
escape the traffic jam, they had a chance, to see the steam rising in the distance as fire fighters
doused the flames, though they were over a city block away from the collision of the asphalt
truck and SUV.
Jake, Sam had noted with satisfaction, was now interested in archeology, a vast
improvement over the dark topics they had discussed before. Recently, Sam had heard a
disturbing range of subjects from his partner Jake, from comments on basic criminality to the
atrocities of World War II. All were part of the killer ape syndrome that Jake espoused. In the
beginning, he once explained to Sam, man’s ancestor had been an innocent brute. From the
moment he first used a tool, however, he held it as a weapon in his hand. He found he could kill
his neighbor as well as his foe. In many cases, Jake claimed, his neighbor was his foe. That
point, he theorized, was when murder and anarchy began, the line that separated homicide from
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self-defense. Murder was not a psychological or theological phenomenon today, Jake believed.
It was a throwback to primal man, when the killer ape was let loose.
After snooping in various magazines and books, and most recently on the web, the old
detective had gathered other tidbits—just enough knowledge on various subjects to become
opinionated and, in many cases, misinformed. His killer ape theory was just one example. But
Jake had many theories on life and in the last fifteen minutes had just claimed that there was no
pattern to life, which seemed to Sam to be a contradiction to the Killer Ape Theory he espoused.
Now, as he detoured through skid row, with the plan to hook up the freeway further down the
road, he heard the epitome of cynicism from his partner’s lips.
“There are two clean points in our lives,” Jake declared after much thought, “birth and
death. The rest—that great void between—is filled with garbage. We can’t escape it, Sam; it
gets deeper every day.”
“Never thought of it like that,” Sam found this humorous.
“It’s true Sam, don’t laugh,” he said in an offended voice. “Almost everything you do
winds up in the trash, garbage disposal, or recycling bin. It either gets old, rots, rusts, and is
either revamped, recycled, or thrown away.” “Take this car here,” he thumped the dash.
“You take it,” Ruiz grinned. “I’m tired of garbage.”
“No seriously, Sam,” he persisted, “in so many years, if it’s not completely overhauled,
this car will wind up on the junk pile like everything else. Nothing is constant Sam; remember
there’s no substance and no pattern—least of all for us!”
“Oh yeah,” Ruiz offered, “look at Yosemite National Park. It won’t rust or change; it’s
made of rock!”
“Hell it won’t!” Cosgrove sneered. “Haven’t you heard of erosion? What do you think
carved that valley, Sam? Ice, that’s right, plain old ice.” “Did you know,” he said with
inspiration, “that in Italy there’s a microbe that lives off stone? Don’t shake your head Sam, I
read that on the internet too—they don’t lie! A philosopher, Bicarde or Descarte—I can’t
remember his name—once said ‘the only thing that’s constant is change itself.’ That’s true Sam,
and everything and everyone is turned into garbage in the end.”
“Okay, bugs eat stone and ice carves rock—big deal.” Shrugged Sam. “What about the
Golden Gate Bridge or the Eiffel Tower. They’re made of steel!”
“Rust,” Cosgrove waved. “If not rust or corrosion, they can be demolished someday for
bigger and better bridges and towers. Even if they stand for hundreds or thousands of years, do
you think they’ll remain the same?”
“Yes,” Sam nodded stubbornly, “why not?”
After watching Sam roll his eyes in disbelief, Jake drew upon his vast library of trivia,
sorting through it for just the right fact.
“Look at the Coliseum,” he snapped his fingers. “I’m not talking about the Los Angeles
Coliseum either, Sam. I’m talking about the Roman Coliseum built by Titus in 76 A.D.—the
one used for Christian persecutions and gladiator fights.” “Now,” he searched for words, “… it’s
nothing but ruins. It’s become a historical landmark and tourist trap.” “But that’s not what
scientists care about anymore,” he shook his head. “Did you know that archaeologists in Europe,
Mexico, and the U.S. get most of their information by studying garbage? Yes it’s true Sam.
Don’t shake your head. I read that on the internet too. They call it kitchen middens if its
evidence of seafood or discarded bones and call it potsherds if its old busted pots. Bones, as you
know, lay around for millions of years and become fossils. Fossil dinosaur turds are called
coprolites.”
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“Jeezuz Christ,” Sam groaned finally. “What’s the point in all this? What does this all
mean?”
“Mean?... Point?” Jake mused thoughtfully. “That is the point Sam: there’s no meaning
and no point. Life runs on waste and want. It’s directed by rot, ruin, and deterioration.” “Life is
garbage, Sam,” he said dramatically, “filled with death and destruction—an unending tale of
murder, mayhem, and woe!”
“Murder?… Mayhem?…Woe?” Murmured Ruiz. “I knew something other than garbage
was at the bottom of this. It’s that Killer Ape Theory again!”
“Yep, that’s when it began,” Jake winked approvingly. “How many battered children,
muggings, rapes, and murders are reported each day?”
“I dunno,” Sam rolled his eyes in disbelief, “thousands, maybe millions.”
“That’s right Sam,” Jake nodded eagerly, “millions, because I’m talking about the whole
world!”“
“The whole world?” His partner mumbled quizzically. “… I’m confused Jake, I really
am. What’re you driving at now?”
As the outline of the old Fairmont Hotel loomed up in the distance, they could see a large
congregation of people on the sidewalk, spilling onto the street. Although the police reports had
mentioned a problem in this sector of town occurring earlier this week, neither detective made
the connection with this shabby-looking crowd. Glancing over at his partner, Sam wondered if
they should stop and check it out. It was not uncommon for some form a commotion in this
neighborhood. Jake sat there quietly, staring out the window, his laptop still open in his lap.
Once again that special look had fallen over his chiseled face, as he groped for something that
was always just out of reach… the truth.
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Chapter Twenty-Three
The Greater Picture

Without saying a word, Jake motioned to the crowd on the sidewalk and the vehicles
gathered by the road. Sam mumbled, “Let’s check it out,” as he pulled up behind a motorist
beside the curb, but, with a sudden determination, the older detective had already emerged from
the car and walked several yards toward the scene.
“Hey,” he shouted to a pedestrian on the street, “what’s going on here?”
“The devil has found himself a prophet to begin his work in the world,” the old man
replied quietly, gesturing discreetly to Salem Dade in the crowd.
The old man, who seemed to appear out of nowhere, wore a dark suit and clerical collar.
There was a tattered Bible in his wrinkled hand. Not expecting such a lofty reply, Jake rephrased
his question: “Did you see anything out of the ordinary sir?”
“That man is the False Prophet,” explained the old preacher in a gravelly voice, his
baldhead shining with the radiance of an opal in the morning sun. “Standing around him, with
that bunch, are his twelve disciples. The day before yesterday two other homeless folk were
incinerated by Satan’s wrath.”
It sounded quite matter-of-fact to the detectives, which made his claim seem all the more
ludicrous, and yet Jake was troubled by the timeliness of his presence on the street.
“There must be a hundred bums in front of that alley.” He squinted, shielding his eyes
from the sun. “Which one are you talking about—the guy with the beard wearing the white
suit?”
“Yes, the one who looks like Jesus. You knew that immediately,” the octogenarian
smiled, his dark eyes twinkling in the sunlight. “You must stay with this case, sergeant….You,
my son, in your search for the truth, are not far from the kingdom.”
Both Jake and Sam had turned to study the crowd and the alleged prophet in their midst.
When they looked back to where the old man had stood, there was a vacant patch of cement on
the sidewalk. Because there were so many pedestrians in front of the alley, it was easy to assume
that he had simply melted into the crowd, but neither detective had seen him pass by them, nor
did it seem likely that the crotchety old man could have walked out of sight in such a short span
of time.
“Jesus Christ,” gasped Jake, “where’d he go?”
“Beats me,” Sam scratched his head, “he must’ve ran like hell somewhere or vanished in
thin air.”
“Maybe he’s sitting in one of these cars,” Jake suggested, bending down and looking into
an empty sedan parked on the curb. “Is it legal to park here?” He looked back at his partner.
“…. What’s going on here, Sam?”
“Let’s go find out,” his partner led the way.
After a few more steps, Jake stopped abruptly and reached into his coat.
“Wait,” he said, bringing his cell phone up to his ear, “let’s call this in. Dispatch might
have reports on it. It won’t hurt to check.”
“Here, use mine. Yours is dead, remember?” Sam handed him his phone.
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Sam was growing irritated with these delays. He sensed that it might be, as the Leed’s
fire investigation, another long day. They were, as the other detectives, supposed to talk to
church members, but it looked as if the sergeant had forgotten their appointments or didn’t care.
“Is that right Millie?” He could hear Jake say. “The police didn’t think it was a 187?
False alarm, eh…. Yeah-yeah, I’m sure Officers Fletcher and Reed did a fine job, but we’re
gonna check it out just the same. Please let Lieutenant Howard know we’re following up on this
one…. Thanks Millie. Caio!” “That’s just typical of how the police treat this neighborhood,”
Jake moralized as they turned their attention to the crowd.
Salem Dade now wore a white suit in place of the Biblical outfit in which he debuted on
the street. Though he still wore a beard, it was groomed to modern standards and his long hair
was tied in neat ponytail in back of his head. In spite of these alterations, he still looked, in
many vagrants’ opinions, like a modern version of Jesus Christ. Marie, who wore the same blue
dress as before, looked even more radiant, in spite of the lack of makeup or fancy attire.
Virtually all of the twelve disciples had been miraculously scrubbed up to look presentable,
though they still wore the same shabby old clothes. A much smaller crowd had gathered as
Salem rattled off a series of religious generalities pointing to the new faith: “There will be a day
when skid row will become a garden and you, children, will share in a new day…” His voice,
however, faltered as he caught sight of Jake and Sam. Here, he told himself, were the dreaded
detectives Marie warned him about: a graying, steel jawed veteran and his dark, swarthy
sidekick, each supporting a holstered gun by his chest and ready, with pad and pen, to trip him
up by his own lying tongue.
“Should I act autistic like I did before?” He asked Marie in a croaking voice, as they
approached. “Maybe I could talk to myself, like Cassie. That would be a nice touch.”
“No, that was a stupid idea,” she whispered. “Say only what I tell you. Don’t say
anything until you clear it with me first, but mentally—inside your head. Don’t move your lips;
already many of these people think you’re deranged.”
Salem and Marie now stood quietly in the crowd. Salem appeared exhausted and dazed
to the detectives, which was partly true since he had slept poorly last night. A frantic look shown
on his face, as he watched them pass through the crowd. Marie, who looked out of place among
this riff-raff, smiled confidently as she held his hand.
“May I have your attention!” cried Jake, waving his badge. “I’m Sergeant Cosgrove and
this is Detective Ruiz. We’re from the police homicide division. We heard there was a homicide
down here earlier this week. So what else is new? We’re going to ask you folks some questions.
First, would someone show us where it took place.”
“It was in the alley, but it wasn’t a homicide,” Effie replied with a toothless grin.
“They were nuked” the bag lady said, folding her arms self-righteously, “burned up by
God’s wrath!”
“Okay ladies,” Ruiz smirked, “show us the ashes. We need physical—not bullshit—
evidence. No hocus pocus or little green men.”
“There ain’t any,” Effie said, cackling with glee. “Go see for yourselves!”
“They’s no ashes, no evidence. Thems folks gone!” Ursula crowed.
“Blew away in the wind, by the breath of our Lord,” Stork, offered, a dreamy expression
frozen on his pale face.
Walking over to the alley, where, according to the dispatcher’s report, the alleged
homicides took place, the detective could see only darkness at first. After walking almost to the
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end of the alley, swishing their flashlights to and fro, they spotted a patch of burnt bricks on their
way back out, but thought nothing of it at first.
“We’ll check that out later.” Jake motioned to the wall.
“This sounds like a hoax,” Sam frowned severely, “a big waste of time!”
“Probably is,” Jake rubbed his jaw. “Someone orchestrated this stunt, perhaps to hide a
crime: drug-dealing, whatever. We gotta check it out, Sam. That son-of-a-bitch looks like Jesus
Christ!”
As they exited the alley, Kaz, the little dwarf, jumped up and down with glee as if bereft of
his senses. The dirty, bearded, and scabrous faces of many of the untouchables outside the circle
of the twelve filled the detectives with loathing as the vagrants grinned and chattered amongst
themselves. Unable to mask his contempt, Sergeant Cosgrove mumbled to Ruiz, “There’s
something really weird about this, Sam. These are the dregs of humanity. What’s that
counterfeit Jesus trying to pull?”
Sam uttered a nervous laugh and shrugged. The sergeant studied the vagrants, murmuring
to himself, “No bodies… cremated… ashes… blown away… Sounds like bullshit, Sam. I’ll be
god-damned-to-hell!”
Sam reached inside his jacket to touch the butt of his gun, frowning with disdain at the
smelly, unwashed bodies closing in. “There’s no mystery to this Jake. Unless they hid the
remains, it’s some kind of prank.”
“Yeah,” nodded Jake, scanning the crowd, “but for what purpose? Why pull a stunt like
this on skid row? Who’s going to care?” “Look at their expressions, Sam,” he made sweeping
gestures with both hands, “they act like he’s Jesus. I bet if I gave half of these winos a blood test
it would be off the chart!”
“I wonder what he’s on,” Sam pointed to Dade.
Sam flipped the safety on his weapon, striking a Napoleonic pose with his hand tucked
into his coat. There must have been a hundred or more derelicts gathered at the scene. All of the
motorists who had stopped and snuck up to take a peak, however, had shrunk back to the
sidelines, several of them driving away in their automobiles when the detectives arrived. Salem
remained fixed in his corner of the crowd, waving, at Marie’s insistence, as the detectives
approached.
“I’m going to try something different this time,” he whispered to Sam.
“Back away folks,” he called out. “…. That’s it…. Now form a single file, beginning
over here,” he directed, making a face. “When I turn my voice recorder on, I want each one of
you to state your name and give me a brief account of what you saw. No more bullshit please!”
“We’ll save Rasputin until last,” he whispered conspiratorially to Sam. “I wanna get him
nice and nervous, so he’ll spill the beans.”
“Are you serious?” Sam sputtered, looking over at the man. “This is getting ridiculous,
Jake. These are bums. That guy’s addled in his head!”
“Well, something happened here today.” Jake pointed to the crowd. “I’m curious to find
out what. We’ve got all kinds of nuts down here. This won’t take long.”
Suddenly, it dawned on Sam that Jake, for all his bluster, enjoyed this detour. A line
immediately formed before the detective, stretching out into street
“I’ll just get the first twelve—an even dozen,” Jake quipped, but Sam was glaring with
disbelief at this charade.
Looking to Salem Dade for directions, Royal Channing and Alden Taylor, who stood
closest to him, found him staring vacantly at the ground. This fact was noted by the detectives,
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too: a trait that was common with autistic men. On the other hand, Jake noticed that the woman,
who stood next to the man, had a self-assured look. She wasn’t afraid, and looked at the
detective straight in the eyes. There was something unnatural, perhaps even sinister, about the
innocent-looking girl by the holy man’s side. Clearly, Jake had sensed immediately, she was in
charge…. Was she his girlfriend, he wondered, or his wife?
“Effie Powers,” the first vagrant mumbled into the voice-activated recorder.
“Effie?” Cosgrove repeated sarcastically, holding the machine a safe distance from her
splotchy face. “Is that your god-given—I mean birth—name.”
“Ephalia,” she frowned. “You satisfied now?”
“Ephalia,” he repeated the name. “Tell me, Miz Powers, exactly what you saw here
today.”
Effie, who had made sure she was first in line, was an enthusiastic witness of the wonders
performed recently on skid row. Not only had she seen the cremation, but she could also attest to
Buff Peyton’s miraculous cure, discrediting her version of the miracles in their minds when she
compared Salem to Jesus Christ. Stork, Alden, Troy, and Liz followed with their eye-witness
accounts but with nothing substantial to convince the detectives there was anything more than
“street paranoia” afoot. The dwarf struck them as deranged, and Cassie Moa, the young woman
standing next to the hard-looking Liz Moydin, also did not seem right in the head. As Ursula
gave her account of what had happened this morning, she grew defensive when it appeared that
they didn’t believe her, swore at them, and stormed angrily into the crowd. Buff, whom they
claimed was miraculously heeled, left out the part where he tormented the holy man, himself.
The one-time thug fabricated the beginning to the story, placing all of the blame on the deceased
Rhoda Simms and Charlie Blintz, both conveniently absent from the scene. After it was claimed
by the others that Buff had been one of the chief persecutors of Salem Dade, Buff Peyton’s
testimony seemed like the least trustworthy of the group.
Heck Ramirez and Johnny Trueblood, who suddenly had trouble speaking English,
grunted unintelligibly into the machine. For good measure, since Cassie Moa, said nothing at all
when he held the recorder up to her face, Jake added the bag lady, Lucille Harding, whose
ramblings sounded like the account given by Effie Powers.
******
Across the street, unseen by the detectives, stood Ignacio Rosales, a recent convert of
Moses Rawlins brand of born again Christianity. Though he didn’t yet understand the subtleties
of Moses’ new message, he had been influenced by the preacher’s vision of the End Times. He
was, he freely admitted, just biding his time on earth, waiting for Jesus to return in the Second
Coming and destroy this wicked world.
Breaking from his duties as dishwasher at the mission, Ignacio had taken a morning stroll
down the long boulevard leading into skid row just in time to catch the commotion near the old
Fairmont Hotel. Today was the first day, since being released from the hospital, that he felt up to
the trek. As he lingered a moment near the spot where Moses friends had tended to his wounds,
a friend of Ignacio, who stood amongst the idlers, waved to him as he looked his way.
“Ignacio! How’re you feeling?” He called, shuffling across the street.
Ignacio recognized his old drinking buddy Duke Haskins, who had “gone on the wagon,”
himself, since accepting Christ.
“Little better maybe, I think,” smiled Ignacio, nodding his head obliquely. “I take walk
to exercise bones. Ignacio getting lazy at new job.”
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“That’s great Iggy,” Duke called him by his street name. “I’m supposed to start work
downtown, myself.”
“What’s going on?” Ignacio motioned to the crowd. “Are those detectives over there?”
“It’s a long story,” shrugged Duke. “I got wind of what happened just today. I saw him a
distance away, myself, but got out quickly when I spotted Charlie and his friends. It happened
yesterday in this very same spot. I heard those detectives talking to a few eyewitnesses. It all
sounds like nonsense to me.”
“What happened?” Ignacio squinted myopically at the scene.
“Two miracles,” Duke answered, looking disapprovingly across the street, “a cremation
and a healing.”
In a tone indicating contempt, he told his friend what he heard about the cremation of
Charlie Blintz and Rhoda Simms, not only Moses’ enemies but Ignacio’s worst enemies too.
Though he could scarcely believe this good news, Ignacio listened incredulously to the claims by
witnesses at the scene.
“That’s ridiculous,” he frowned. “You don’t believe that, Duke. That fellow’s loco in the
head!”
“Maybe so,” shrugged Duke “He’s wearing a suit now, but yesterday he looked like a
painting I saw at the mission. It’s very strange, Iggy, that a man like that would be down here.”
“Too bad Moses isn’t here,” grumbled Ignacio. “He’d take that faker to task!”
Ignacio now followed Duke back into the crowd. He could see several old acquaintances
among the audience. Unknown to him, of course, was the fact that many of these same
spectators had been among Salem’s hecklers on the street. Though Duke knew nothing of
scriptures, Ignacio had been reading his Spanish Bible continually after his injuries. He also
memorized the “Christian Basics” that Moses preached. He remembered Moses warnings about
a false prophet at the mission and wondered if this man might not be that very man. Even if he
was addled, as his friend suggested, he found Dukes comparison of him with Jesus Christ
unsettling…. What sort of scam was afoot among his old friends? He wondered, elbowing his
way gently through the ranks.
Ignacio stood anxiously alongside Duke, as Jake questioned a bystander, who hadn’t even
seen the event. Ignacio could hear homeless men and a few women mumbling to themselves
about the miracles. About a dozen vagrants he recognized stood around the holy man in what
seemed like awe. What game is that man pulling? Ignacio asked himself, as he listened to a man
whisper to a friend, “Yesterday he looked like that painting of Jesus hanging at the mission.
Now he’s dressed like some Wall Street dude!”
Ignacio and Duke were both familiar with Harry Anderson’s famous painting of the Lord.
Now, despite this reference to Wall Street, there remained an ascetic, pastoral look to Salem.
There was not mistaking that ‘Christ-like’ face. Duke was worried about the deepening frown
etched into Ignacio’s worn face. He had seen that look on his friend’s face before. It’s what got
him beaten up by Charlie Blintz. His friend seemed ready at any moment to call this charlatan
out and was simply biding his time, until the moment was right. Discreetly now, however, with
Duke following behind, Ignacio moved closer to the charlatan through the idlers in the crowd.
Although Ignacio was much to short to see what was going on, he could still hear what was
being said. Many derelicts, who knew him and had heard about his injuries, smiled at him, and
moved aside differentially as he approached. Finally, as a hiker at the edge of the forest, he
could see him: the Counterfeit Christ—the second beast. Putting his finger to his lips to stifle
their greetings, he patted their shoulders congenially and settled a short distance from the holy
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man, as any other idler in the crowd. Duke held back fearfully a moment, then, setting his jaw,
bravely joined his friend as he appraised the man.
“Officer,” Ignacio called discreetly.
Thinking that he might be just one more crackpot on the scene, Jake ignored him
completely at first.
“Officer!” Ignacio repeated. Following this outcry, he made several psst-psst! noises and
held up his hand.
“No, Ignacio,” whispered Duke, pulling his sleeve, “this isn’t your business. You’re
annoying that man!”
“Psst, psst-psst!” Ignacio called again through cupped hands.
“What do you want?” Jake feigned grumpiness. “You look like someone with something
on their mind.” He held out his voice recorder gruffly, stifling a smile.
“I have lot on mind,” Ignacio said in a low conspiratorial voice.
“You know what happened here?” Jake snarled at the little man, snickering under his
breath.
“Moses, he say the devil find himself a prophet and begin his work here on the street.”
Ignacio replied quietly, gesturing discreetly to Salem in the crowd.
Jake looked at his partner, who had a jaded expression on his face. “What’s he talking
about Sam? Does that sound familiar to you?”
“Don’t ask me,” Ruiz shrugged, “I’m a Catholic; I don’t have a clue.”
Frowning at this absurd statement, Ignacio followed the detectives, disappointed but not
surprised by Jake’s reaction. Both detectives seemed annoyed with him as he followed along
prattling about Moses’ vision of the End Times, until, at one point, Jake turned and cursed at
him, making shooing motions with their hands.
“The part about the false prophet sound’s like what the old man was saying,” Cosgrove
commented to Sam, glancing back at Salem and his wife. “The beast rising out of the sea,” he
said, looked squarely at Ignacio, “is that suppose to be him?”
“He is one of the beasts,” the little Hispanic said, flatly, pointing to a black book he
pulled out of his jacket. “It’s all here what the Lord say!” He wrung it in the air.
Ruiz, amused by his Chaplinesque movements, spoke Spanish to him a moment,
motioning again for him to go away. The little evangelist replied in clear, succinct English “I
speak plain English please, and I am not loco. That man in crowd belongs to the devil. He’s
going to make a big fool of the world!”
Cosgrove now glanced at his partner as if to say, “Make him go away!” Then, as he
studied the Bible held in the man’s gnarled hands, he turned his recorder toward the man and
gave him a nod. “We’re gonna check this out, okay,” he gave him a begrudging smile. “Tell me
about yourself,” he held it under his bristly chin. “What’s you name? Where you from?”
“Ignacio Rosales.” He frowned at the apparatus. “I once lived on street but now work at
mission.”
“And you think this guy’s a beast,” drawled Jake, curious about this subject now.
“Yes,” Ignacio nodded quickly, “my friend Moses mean that man when he talk about
false prophet.”
“Moses?” Jake scratched his jaw, as he thought about what the old preacher had said. “I
just heard someone in this bunch talking about that guy.”
“Moses, oh yes,” Ignacio smiled approvingly, “he’s my mentor leading me to Lord. Now
I shall spread the word too.”
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“What’s he look like?” pressed Jake, scanning the faces in the crowd. “Is he a crotchety
bald-headed old man in a threadbare suit?”
“No, he is crotchety middle-aged man, with shaggy hair, in old suit.” Ignacio smiled
wanly.
Sam, who had been calling his wife, belatedly joined the conversation. “I heard someone
talking about that incident. He said the day before yesterday Moses was assaulted then taken
away by his friends.”
“What?” Ignacio cried with alarm. “What happened?”
A second, unidentified man, called from the crowd, “Charlie Blintz, one of those
destroyed by God’s wrath, roughed him up.”
Ignacio, who had recently been roughed up by Charlie, himself, feared the worst.
“Where’s Moses?” He looked around for the owner of the voice. “Did they take him to the
hospital. Please, someone tell me where he’s at!”
At that point, Wyatt Brewster, emerged from the audience, an enigmatic smile playing on
his adolescent face.
“Don’t worry,” he patted Ignacio’s arm, “it couldn’t have been too serious. He was on
his feet yesterday, spouting scripture, when they left.”
“Who left with him?” Ignacio frowned with concern.
“His friends Al, Skunk and Tom” answered Wyatt, searching his memory, “and some
fellow—Alfredo I think his name was—driving a mission truck.”
“Yes, yes, my nephew,” Ignacio rubbed his forehead. “I bet they take him to county
hospital. That’s where my friends take me.”
Without a second thought, Ignacio left the detectives standing there, with bemused
expressions on their faces for the quirky movements of the little man.
“Come, Duke, we must go to hospital,” Ignacio said simply.
His friend Duke scurried to catch up, as Ignacio began the long journey across town.
******
Wyatt, the one member who had held back in the crowd and missed the cut made by
Sergeant Cosgrove, had been replaced by Lucille Harding, the bag lady, who was not even a
member of the twelve. Not realizing the significance of this number, Jake had thought twelve
informants to be quite enough before moving on to Salem and Marie, until giving little Ignacio a
chance. He wanted the holy man to stew awhile before he pounced. Lucille, her curiosity
satisfied, now departed with her shopping basket, still not convinced who Salem Dade was
supposed to be. With the detectives considering whether or not this was a crime scene, the
crowd had grown restive. Many of them departed back into the hollows of skid row or followed
Lucille uptown, with the goal of being near the mission in time for the evening meal. The young
seminary student strolled away meditatively from the others, as the detectives stood back
appraising the crowd. All but a few of the vehicles parked on the curb had stolen away. Several
dozen street people, who heard Salem’s speech, however, lingered uneasily, wondering whether
or not the detectives were going to arrest the strange man. From an incline, several hundred feet
away, Wyatt could see the detectives approach Salem and Marie. He wanted to talk to the
sergeant but secretly, without Salem’s followers present, so, instead he talked to God.
“Lord,” his adolescent voice broke, “take back this cup. Give it to a wiser, purer man.
Choose a more worthy cupbearer, Jesus. Pick a man like Moses Rawlins to expose the beast!”
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At that very moment, as he stared up through the skyline, the Lord gave Wyatt a sign. As
he prayed, a great bank of June clouds moved in to dim the scene. Salem’s radiant white suit
suddenly looked dingy. Marie’s blue dress seemed drab. All the radiance, Wyatt noted,
emanated from one single break in the sky. The Lord, the focus of all glory, was speaking to him
in the language of nature. Through symbolism, He was saying, “Salem’s a fake—a counterfeit
Christ!” As the clouds moved, only the Word and the Spirit shined, until one great shaft broke
through and illuminated everyone standing near the hotel. The patchwork of light and dark
shifted, rippling over vagrants and detectives alike. Salem, Marie, and members of the twelve
remained subdued as the clouds moved, the message quite clear in Wyatt’s mind. The small,
ragtag assembly of drifters, he had reluctantly joined, were the nucleus of a new world order, the
religious counterpart to the government of the End Times.
With this realization, Wyatt gasped, his hand flying to his mouth. Evil, in the person of
Dade, his mistress Satan, and the devil’s disciples stood in the shadows. Slowly, as a fungus,
shunning light, they would take root, spreading Dade’s poisonous philosophy over the world.
Once again Wyatt felt the temptation to flee into the city. “I’m not up to this!” He yelped,
dropping to his knees. That moment, as Wyatt knelt again in prayer, Jake looked squarely at the
man of the hour. Having saved him until this moment, the sergeant placed the voice-activated
tape recorder in his vest pocket. After turning up the volume, he swaggered up to Salem and
Marie.
“I already know your names,” his voice dripped with sarcasm as he appraised the pair.
“You’re the one he’s talking about, aren’t you?” “What’d you do to these bums down here,” he
focused upon Salem, “hypnotize them? Give them some kind of religious whammy? Are you
on drugs, Mister Dade?… Don’t play innocent with me!”
“I did nothing,” Salem answered honestly, raising his eyes to heaven. “I simply follow
my Lord’s will.”
“Oh I see,” Cosgrove said, snickering under his breath. “God did it, right?… Just what
did happen here, sport? Was there or wasn’t there homicides committed down here on the
street?”
“Yes, there were homicides,” Salem answered evasively, “but not murders. And it
wasn’t a crime; it was an act of judgment!”
“What kind of double-talk is that?” Cosgrove snapped irritably. “I want straight answers
Dade. Did you witness a homicide down here or not?”
Salem Dade (a.k.a Adam Leeds) was perspiring heavily now. The one identified as
Marie Roget, Jake marveled, was dry and composed. Her youthful face and demeanor presented
a state of peace and tranquility to the detective, compared to the sudden “caught-in-the-act” look
on Salem Dade’s face.
“What are you suppose to be?” Jake asked, his steel blue eyes narrowing to slits. “What’s
a dandy, like you, doing on skid row?”
Satan’s thoughts came swiftly this time, startling Salem half out his wits.
“What’s the matter? Is that a tough question for you?” The detective drawled, sticking
out his chin. “Come on, sport, I don’t have all day.”
“Unless you’ve come to arrest me,” Salem answered, parroting Satan’s words, “my
presence here is of no concern to you.”
“You atheist cops!” Effie shouted in the background.
“Leave the holy man alone!” cried Stork.
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Jake and Sam walked several yards away from Salem, Marie, and the remaining eleven
disciples, unaware that the most important member of the group was not present in the twelve.
The largest segment of the crowd had now backed away, in an effort, it seemed, to disassociate
themselves from the confrontation between Salem and the police.
“Jake, take my advice,” Sam gave his shoulder a firm grip, “forget the lunatic. The only
thing we might have here, without evidence of a crime, is a runaway.”
“You mean Marie?” Jake tossed his head at her. “That’s no runaway, Sam. She certainly
ain’t no kid!”
“You’ve seen your share of runaways, Jake,” Sam looked at him in disbelief. “She’s just
a child, no more than sixteen.”
“Trust me, Sam,” Jake said with conviction. “She’s not sixteen. Did you look at those
eyes? I’ve never seen eyes so dark and cold in such a baby face.”
Sam argued with Jake a few moments longer on the dangers of stereotyping a subject.
He also insisted on running a background check on the girl since it was apparent that Salem
Dade had committed no crime. Jake, however, had already made his mind up that something
dark and sinister had occurred here today.
“Do you have any ID?” He stepped back to address them both.
In what might have struck members of the crowd as another miracle, Marie reached into a
pocket and produced two social security cards. Each card, which looked brand new, had their
names and numbers printed on what appeared to be official stock. The detective, who was halfconvinced Salem Dade was mentally imbalanced, didn’t question why he hadn’t produced his
own. The action, far from clarifying matters for him, added to the mystery, and yet he was not
taken aback. He would of course, after jotting down the social security numbers on his notepad,
check the numbers with official records, but he already suspected that they were genuine. Such a
gesture if not verifiable would have been foolish, worse, in fact, than producing no cards at all.
If this young woman was, in fact, a teenager, she was a pro. Her voice and gestures were calm
and collected, and the expression on her face was impossible to read. As if second-guessing his
doubts about Salem’s sanity, Marie explained that her husband had suffered a traumatic
experience recently with a gang of thugs and was not himself. He would be back in form in a
few days.
Jake had them give their addresses into his recorder and was not surprised that they lived
in a condemned hotel. The fact that they didn’t have a telephone would make it that much more
difficult to keep tabs on this pair. It seemed clear to him that they were street people, and yet
there were too many murky facts surrounding them to just let them off without a note of rebuke.
“Listen,” he gave them a mocking smile, “I’m not finished with you two. I don’t know
what your game is, but here’s my office number and my cell phone number. If you remember
any details, please call me. It’ll go easier on you, if you come clean.”
Handing the woman one of his business cards, an obvious indication to Marie that he
knew she was in charge, Jake motioned his partner on. He had sounded like the typical
hardboiled detective when in fact he felt out of his element this time. There were too many
things about Biblical prophecy and the Apocalypse that he didn’t know or even wanted to know.
It seemed too bizarre for his cynical mind that this mismatched pare were anything more than an
aberration on the street. On skid row, Pershing Square, and the boulevards uptown, countless
lunatics and would-be messiahs spouted their philosophies to pedestrians on the streets. What
could be so special about a man down here who looked like Rasputin, with a face like Jesus
Christ?
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Still within earshot of the pair, he said to Sam, “That joker and that woman staged
something here today. I’m not sure if there was really a homicide or it was made to look like
one. But there aren’t any bodies. If the lieutenant okays it, we could have the CSI check out the
burnt brick back there.” “But we got it covered today Ruiz,” he seemed to say for the couple’s
benefit. “No bodies. No evidence…. Just a lot of bullshit on tape!”
Turning back to the crowd in a sudden change of heart, however, he pointed menacingly
at everyone in sight. “I can’t arrest any of you, but I want you to break it up here and now.
You’re disturbing the peace—my peace. Those of you who saw what happened down here—
minus the bullshit—should contact the LAPD homicide division. Now move it!”
“As for you, you son-of-a-bitch!” he called icily to Salem Dade. “I can’t book someone
for pretending he’s Jesus. But so-help-me I’d like to have you locked up in a padded cell for
staging this show!”
“I never claimed to be Christ,” Salem cried out, feeling Marie’s fingers squeezing his
hand. “I staged nothing for these people. The Lord performed the miracles, not I!”
******
“Where are we going?” Sam asked the sergeant, when it became apparent that Jake was
not walking back to the car.
“I’ve got this feeling about this place,” mumbled Jake, glancing back one more time at
the scene. “I just don’t know what it is,” he confessed to himself.
The entire assembly, Salem Dade and Marie Roget included, now dispersed, and the few
remaining motorists drove away from the scene. The detectives watched Salem, Marie, and
eleven of the street people file quietly into the hotel. In the distance, dragging his heels, was the
Judas Priest. Turning to the alley where the alleged cremation occurred, they re-entered the
shadowy corridor. A shaft of light fell on the smudge on the wall checked earlier by Jake and
Sam. Except for the dark silhouettes of what could be the cremated man and woman, the
detectives had, of course, found no bodies, not so much as an ash. The burnt impression on the
wall was indistinguishable from any other abstract blotch, and yet Sergeant Cosgrove had seen
this before…. The more he looked at the wall, the more he believed a homicide was committed
here today.
“What do you make of this Sam?” He asked thoughtfully, scratching the blackened bricks
with a key. “It’s like a shadow but indistinct…. and yet it reminds me of some of those pictures
of Hiroshima. Remember the farmer and his cart caught on the wall?”
“Never heard of it,” Ruiz gave him a bored stare. “That was before my time.”
“That was before my time,” Jake looked at him with disbelief. “Don’t you young whelps
ever read?”
Sam frowned and smiled at the same time.
“All right,” the older detective sighed, looking back at the retreating crowd, “something’s
not right here. I don’t believe that crap they’re telling us, but not this many bums could be
hallucinating—not at the same time. Why would they make something like that up, Sam?
What’s that Salem Whats-his-face’s game.”
Sam tried scraping the dark splotch with one of his keys.
“This could be anything, Jake,” he sighed. “We could get Waters’ people to check it out,
but, after that bogus investigation in progress, I’m not sure they’ll go for another leap into the
dark.”
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“Leap into the dark,” Jake rubbed his jaw. “That’s what this is, isn’t it.” “But this looks
like someone took a blow torch to it,” he added, studying the wall. “…. Why would anyone do
that?”
“I dunno,” Sam was growing impatient, “who cares? Shouldn’t we check Breckenridge
and Billingsley out?”
Jake removed a Kleenex and plastic snack bag from his coat pocket, scrapped as much of
the sooty material as he thought necessary from the wall onto the Kleenex and carefully folded
this package into a plastic bag before placing it gently into the pocket of his coat. What Jake did
was acknowledged as routine procedure by his partner. Sam was more concerned with the
overtime looming this day.
“Yeah,” sighed Jake, walking with him back to the car, “the investigation at the fire is a
shot in the dark too. I’ve said it before Sam; I got this feeling we’re not going to see that
reverend and his wife again.” “That fellow,” he pointed to where Salem and Marie had stood,
“appears to have just arrived. I’m keeping my eye on him!”
Sam, who would take the driver’s side once more, did a double take after thinking about
what Jake had said.
“What-the-hell for?” He looked across the top of the car before climbing in. “He’s
another street crazy. We used to get them all the time uptown.”
“This guy’s different,” said Jake, climbing into the passenger’s side. “Why would a man
with a face like Jesus hang out in skid row. Why not Hollywood or Santa Monica peer.”
“Maybe he’s not hanging out. Maybe, he’s hiding out,” Sam said matter-of-factly,
staring at the road ahead.
Though he didn’t think twice about what he had said, Sam had tied the two investigations
together in one fell swoop, and yet it seemed too absurd for Jake to digest.
What could be significant about any of this? He wondered, as he thought about Sam what
had said…. A strange, Christ-like figure hiding out in skid row, right after the Leeds house
caught on fire, who was accompanied by a flaxen-haired young woman with onyx-colored eyes
…. Is that an unrelated coincidence… or did it mean something?
I don’t know anything about the Bible, he thought to himself, as Sam pulled away from
the curb. Why would Salem Dade be called out as a false prophet and a beast by two separate
people? Why would anyone come down here looking like that? For Sam’s benefit, however,
Jake got back down to business, readying his map and instructing his partner how to get back on
the freeway again. What Jake really wanted to do was take his sample from the alley wall to the
crime lab and have it tested…. The greater picture, that which no one else yet sensed, had
already surfaced darkly in his mind, and would rise incrementally throughout the days ahead.
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Chapter Twenty-Four
Through Glass Darkly

When Sergeant Cosgrove and Detective Ruiz arrived finally at the Breckenridge
residence, the couple, who were quarreling about something William had allegedly done,
appeared to hesitate several moments before answering the door.
“Arlene, you’re acting hysterical,” William tried calming his wife. “I merely gave her a
fatherly hug. Why did you put that nonsense into Melanie’s head? After being cleared of that
charge, how could you believe this of me?”
“It’s true, Bill, it’s true,” she wailed. “Why didn’t you tell me about your previous life. I
would never of married a beast like you!”
It was a moment of truth for William Breckenridge. William followed his wife upstairs,
just as the doorbell rang, their voices blaring over the friendly chimes. When Jake began rapping
gently on the oaken door, the couple was embroiled in a heated argument about William’s past
life.
Jake, suspecting that the suspects might be reluctant to talk to the police, dialed their
telephone number on is cell phone, after knocking vigorously on their door.
“Come on Mister Breckenridge,” he yelled, as their phone rang.
“We’re being a little impatient, aren’t we?” he could hear Sam say.
When the phone was finally answered, he could hear a woman crying on the other end.
“Misses Breckenridge? This is Sergeant Cosgrove from Homicide. “We have an
appointment to speak to you and your husband. Please let us in.”
“Wait a minute,” she muttered, as she fumbled with the receiver.
Soon they could hear the door being unlocked and the night latch released. A woman,
Jake estimated to be in her mid-fifties with weepy-looking eyes, opened the door and motioned
them impatiently in. As the two detectives entered the spacious living room, William
Breckenridge was nowhere in sight. With guarded patience, Jake appraised the unhappy woman
for several moments as they waited for Mister Breckenridge to appear.
“Are you all right ma’am?” he asked, scanning the scene. “Our session won’t take long.”
“You’re late constable,” she frowned irritably. “It’s almost three o’clock.”
“Sorry,” Jake replied truthfully, “we were side-tracked onto another call.”
“Well, I’m quite all right,” she sniffed, dabbing her eyes. “My mother’s ill,” she added
quickly. “I just found out. Please have a seat. I’ll have Consuela bring us some tea.”
Coffee would have been more welcome to the two detectives, but the English upbringing
of Arlene Breckenridge was given away those moments. Her reference to him as constable, a
low level peace officer in Great Britain, seemed excusable in wake of her bad news. The horror
of her discovery had left her in an apparent state of shock. Even so, the fact that her mother had
been dead all these years made her lie that much worse. Had she known that the detectives
already knew about William’s pedophilia, she would have been in a state of mortification as well
as shock. The threesome stood nervously in the living room, until Arlene motioned to the easy
chair and couch. The detectives seated themselves on the French provincial sofa, wondering
when William Breckenridge would enter the room.
“Please tell your husband we’re here,” requested Sam, nervously clearing his throat.
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A grandfather clock in the midst of the opulence and eclectic display, bonged three times.
Glancing at his watch, Jake was reminded that it was now three o’clock, though his own
timepiece still indicated five minutes to three. Time seemed to be running out for his wife—a
thought that suddenly stabbed him as he waited for Breckenridge to appear. He had the fleeting
urge to demand that Arlene’s husband ‘get his ass down here immediately,’ but then, just when
he was losing patience completely with the simpering woman and the absurd tea service
provided by Consuela, her maid, William Breckenridge arrived at the bottom of the staircase, a
strained look on his ashen face.
His wife knows, Jake told himself, reaching in to turn on the voice recorder in his coat.
Though Jake only used the recordings for his own research, such deception, Sam had reminded
him, was against department policy as well as federal law. Jake had found that as soon as you
placed the recorder in front of an informant, as you were required to do, he or she would
suddenly grow circumspect in their answers or, displaying the opposite reaction, grandstand as
some of the vagrants had done today. It was, Jake told Sam, a natural tendency for the guilty to
lie, and the recorder didn’t lie. Lies, the rustic philosopher explained, were sometimes innocent
exaggerations, omissions, revision of facts, or, for the guilty, deliberate untruths. Unlike the
notepad, which he used only for writing down ideas now, every tonal nuance, contradiction, or
exaggeration was captured completely on his device, especially if informants such as the
Breckenridges didn’t know they were being recorded.
Sam gave Jake a worried look as the recorder hummed inside his coat.
“I’m very sorry, I took so long,” William mumbled, looking down at the carpet, his eyes
rising dejectedly to his wife. “My mother’s ill. I was just talking to her on the phone.”
Arlene groaned. The detectives couldn’t help chuckling amongst themselves. Later,
when he was home with Anna, Jake would play it just for laughs. Already, with the interview
just beginning, the couple had been caught in a lie.
“Oh, both your mothers are sick,” blurted Sam. “That is a coincidence. Do they have the
same bug?”
“I believe they call it the mad cow mother-in-law disease,” Jake commented with mirth.
“All right, detectives,” frowned William, “are you satisfied? We had us a little marital
spat. I’m sorry you stumbled into this, but you are, after all, an hour late.”
“Well, you know the LA police,” Jake said wryly, “we’re always late.”
“What is it that you want?” Arlene cast him a jaundiced look. “Is it that business at the
church?”
“You mean the potential murder of Cora Leeds business?” Jake parried sarcastically.
“Let me begin our inquisition with the question ‘where were you both between nine and twelve
pm this last Thursday night?”
“I was in my study, going over some papers,” William replied quickly. “Arlene was
downstairs watching television.”
“Is that true ma’am?” Sam caught the expression on her face.
“Yes, yes, of course,” she nodded swiftly. “I believe it was a program on the History
Channel. Yes, that’s what it was.”
“But I thought you elders had a meeting that night,” Jake eyed him gravely. “According
to Dwight Higgins you were all supposed to convene at his house.”
“If you had taken notes properly,” William snarled exquisitely, “you’d know that I quit
that crowd. Last Sunday was our last day as members of that church.”
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Jake hadn’t yet heard about the quarrel following Adam’s last sermon that day. Suddenly
it occurred to him that his attitude toward this man was influenced by the suspicion that he was a
pedophile, not the fact that he was a suspect in the case. The fact that Breckenridge might have
molested his own daughter, in spite of being cleared of past charges, had nothing to do with
whether or not he murdered Cora Leeds. Since he had sensed from the beginning that Adam was
the killer, all these interviews he and his squad must undertake, seemed tiresome—a complete
waste of time…. And yet William and his wife might help him determine what kind of man was
Adam Leeds. Was the reverend really capable of murder? What was his motive, other than the
fact that she was a lush? These questions and several more flashed into Jake’s crowded head, as
he phrased an introduction to his inquiry.
“Let me make things easy on you,” his gravely voice crackled, as the recorder droned. “I
don’t think you’re a suspect Mister Breckenridge. I think the reverend murdered his wife. What
I want from you is a character reference—good or bad—of Adam Leeds. Let me write down a
few short questions. You can answer them any way you wish.”
After several moments, in which the sergeant printed a list, in his careful hand, William
Breckenridge looked down at the small sheet of paper and gave his view of Adam Leeds.
“First of all,” he prefaced his statement, “I’ve always wanted what was best for Our Lord
and Savior’s Independent Church. The previous pastor, Hugh Thomas, was my personal friend.
But, after a year of following the guidelines left by Hugh, Reverend Adam Leeds’ message
began to change. He introduced strange, philosophical ideas into his sermons, which, though
appealing to some young folks, drove many of the old-timers in our church away—”
“Is this why you hated him?” Jake interrupted him softly. “Is that why many of you quit
the church?”
“Yes, I hated him,” William Breckenridge admitted thoughtfully. “Mostly, I hated what
he did to our church.”
“What about his wife, Cora,” Sam asked slyly. “Did you hate her too?”
“That’s a separate story,” frowned Arlene. “We can’t blame Adam for that.”
William now looked at the first question and shook his head. “I can’t believe, after all he
went through, he’d suddenly murder his wife…. But if anyone had a motive, it was him. ”
“Adam’s the one, I’d kill,” Arlene offered bluntly. “He’s totally corrupted our church.”
“How very candid,” murmured Jake, as her hand fly to her mouth.
“We all felt that way briefly—Waterford, Royce, and myself,” William frowned at this
wife. “After that cold wind blew through the church, we thought he was the spawn of Satan.”
Inexplicably, Jake felt a prickling at the back of his neck, as Breckenridge went on to
explain the content of Adam’s last sermon: a veritable rewording of Norman Vincent Peale’s
positive thinking—the catalyst that drove half of the remaining elders away. More important to
Jake Cosgrove was the fact already learned from Detective Greer but given a different spin as it
poured from William’s mouth. Cold wind… spawn of Satan, he rolled the expressions over in
his thoughts. What a strange thing to say!
“According to Reverend Leeds brand of feel-good religion, Christianity was a philosophy
like Zen or Yoga, in which the believer had merely to utilize a positive attitude toward life. He
mentioned the word God only a few times during his sermon. It was as if his true nature had
been fully realized that day. It seemed obvious, at last, that our pastor had crossed the line and
was too imbued with new age enlightenment and positive thinking to preach the gospel in our
church…”
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William Breckenridge captured in his own cynical fashion the problem with Adam and
the elders of his congregation. Whatever sins he withheld from the law, would have to wait for
Judgment Day, Jake told himself, as he listened to William’s report. After leaving the
Breckenridge household that evening, Jake assured Sam that they would spend only a short time
with Todd Billingsley and his wife, but the sergeant knew that he must, at least on his own, talk
to the other elders too. Sam and the other detectives in his squad looked upon this case as
sleuths, as they questioned their informants and searched for facts, when, in fact, there was a
greater picture or underlying meaning in it that stirred the old detectives quest for meaning in his
life. His interest in the investigation, he reminded himself had nothing to do with the case. It
was the same feeling Moses Rawlins, Wyatt Brewster, Jetta Carlson, Valentine Getz, Sid Barnes,
and Randall Walker had… A distant drumming had begun in Jake’s soul. Had he clearly
understood the motives of Walker and Barnes, he would have felt even more excited than he did
now. With such a shallow foundation of Biblical understanding, he proceeded as he had always
done, as a detective searching for facts, when, in fact, Jake Cosgrove was still searching for the
truth.
******
Jake glanced at his watch, then looked sheepishly over at Sam as he drove them toward
their next destination: Todd Billingsley and his wife. Already they were running late; it was
almost four pm, when first squad’s watch would be officially over. Sam’s wife Linda seemed to
lack the understanding of many police wives. Jake didn’t want to sow any more marital discord.
Concerned also about intruding on the Billingsleys because they were running late, he told Sam
to head back to the station.
“Don’t worry Sam,” he rubbed his jaw. “I’ll reschedule with the those folks. Tomorrow,
if you don’t mind, I’d like to talk to some of those other churchman first. Dwight Higgins
should’ve been the first one we talked to: he’s the chief elder of the church. I don’t think the
first and second teams asked enough questions from the others. They won’t like it, but we’ll tell
them that we need to do a follow-up on a few issues.”
“All right,” Sam sighed. “This is your show. But I heard you tell Breckenridge that you
thought Adam killed his wife. What is the point of talking to those people if they’re not suspects
in the case?”
“I need to get the inside dope on Leeds,” Jake replied, opening his laptop and checking
his e-mails.
“Dope? I assume you don’t mean drugs; that’s an old Mickey Spillane word, isn’t it?”
Sam laughed to himself.
“Yeah, I’m surprised you’d know that,” Jake nodded, as he read the first e-mail, “but he
wrote fiction, Sammy. This ain’t fiction.” “Whoa, look at this!” He whistled under his breath, as
Sam turned onto the freeway. “Randall Walker must’ve of read my mind. He ordered me to
personally talk to the elders of Leeds’ church. I wonder if he knows we’ve being doing just
that.”
“Oh, I think he knows,” replied Sam with a chuckle. “He wants you to handle the
questions. Our people aren’t enthusiastic about this case, Jake. I have this strange feeling that
Randall and Barnes are after something more in this investigation…. I wonder what it could be.”
“Me to,” murmured Jake as he continued reading his mail. “Putting my e-mail address
on my business card maybe wasn’t such a good idea,” he muttered as he scanned numerous
messages from contacts in LA. “Just look at the garbage in my inbox: complaints, nonsense,
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advertisements, and silly one-liners, like ‘Hey, Cos’, why don’t you retire?’ ” “Looky here,” he
cackled, “—this one sounds familiar…. ‘And I saw another beast coming up out of the earth,
with two horns like a lamb, and he spoke as a dragon.’” “Hello!” His shaggy eyebrows shot up,
as he recognized the next entry on the list. “This one’s from Dwight Higgins, chief elder of the
church!”
As he was lulled by the road ahead Sam did a double take. Wagner’s Das Reinhold,
rumbling softly from the radio, seemed appropriate now. Though not a collector of trivial facts
as his partner, his memory was acute and he was insightful.
“What was that about a beast?” His head rotated to Jake. “Is that supposed to be Dade?
Whose the dragon—Marie Roget?”
Looking up from his latest e-mail, Jake grunted, “That’s a good question, Sam. Someone
seems to be warning me or giving me a clue.”
“But who would send a message like that, Jake? You think it was that old man?”
“Could be. He was talking about a beast.” He nodded at Sam. “All I have is a silly user
name: Signs and Portents@gmail.com—no contact address or telephone number.”
He knew his partner shared his curiosity. The sergeant recalled the octogenarian on the
street. With Sam’s intuitive questions, the timeliness of both his appearance and disappearance
seemed more important now. Already the pieces to a puzzle that had little to do with a homicide
or police work titillated his imagination. Sam, though a Roman Catholic, had listened
abstractedly at times to Protestant televangelist on his radio at home, whose messages now
carried a special urgency about the End Times.
In a font Jake had never seen before, Dwight wrote:
Dear Sergeant Cosgrove:
I suspect you’ll be paying me a visit, but I’ve taken the liberty to invite other like-minded elders and other members
to my house, so that you’ll be able—what’s the expression? Oh, yes, “nab us all in one net.” We, the elders left in the
congregation, are concerned about the welfare of our pastor and the future of our church. Please call me to let me know when
you’ll be dropping by, so I can arrange for the others to be there
Yours Truly, Dwight Higgins

“Will that solves a logistical problem,” Jake grinned at the laptop. “I’m beginning to like
that Dwight fellow; he just made our job a lot easier. The whole gangs coming tomorrow,
including, I hope, Todd Billingsley who I assigned to us.”
“Good, we should be able to wrap this up soon and get on to real police business, ” Sam
said wryly, glancing down at the screen. “…. Jake.” He frowned with concern. “What’re we
getting ourselves into?”
“Oh, I dunno,” Jake tried sounding cavalier, “police work… adventure… maybe just
illumination.”
The irrational excitement he felt leaving the Breckenridge residence had been magnified
greatly by his partner’s questions and the up coming encounter at Dwight Higgins home, as he
tried to fathom what this might mean. Where these men he’d meet tomorrow advocates or
detractors of the late Adam Leeds? Would they paint a dark picture of their pastor or attempt to
defend him against the accusations of the elders who quit the church?… Apart from detective
routine, however, what was really at the bottom of this case?… Was it really Adam Leeds, the
pastor… or Salem Dade, the counterfeit Christ?
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After a delayed reaction, in which he pondered upon the two men, he finished his train of
thought for Sam, inhaling and exhaling deeply as he searched for words and meaning in this
case.
“All I know,” he murmured, looking beyond the road ahead, “is that this is important….
Its going to make sense to us, I think—but all at once, as if we just solved a big case, yet not this
case, not Cora Leeds or some other homicide uptown… but something so incredible, it’ll be the
biggest case of our lives. I have this feeling since we arrived at that burnt out house that I’m
never going to be the same.” “I’m sorry Sammy,” he looked around at his partner, “but I think
you won’t either…. You have the insight, the curiosity. Like it or not, you’ve been thinking a lot
about this too.”
******
When Jake and Sam arrived at Dwight Higgin’s residence in Los Angeles the following
morning, they were surprised to find him living alone as a widower in a modest apartment
overlooking a main boulevard in the most congested part of town. Waterford, Breckenridge, and
Royce all lived in palatial Brentwood estates, but here the chief elder—the most respectable man
in his congregation—resided in a humble two bedroom abode. Directly at the top of the
staircase, he greeted them most informally, wearing a western shirt and pair of Levis, a Pepsi
clutched in one hand. Behind Dwight, also dressed informally and, holding cans of soda,
themselves, stood the remnant of the elders of Our Lord and Savior’s Independent Christian
Church. Almost immediately, after the detectives entered the room, Dwight officially introduced
himself and then presented the other members in the room. Unlike the cold response he and Sam
received at the Breckenridge’s home, they were given firm handshakes by Philip Lindley and Ian
MacCallum, while the elders’ wives, Nancy and Brenda, respectively, reached out more daintily
sporting warm, matronly smiles. Todd and Tina Billingsley, who seemed like munchkins in this
group, also came forward, shaking the detectives’ hands jerkily at the same time.
Another couple, not quite as friendly as the others, and two young women, who looked
out of place in this group, were motioned by Dwight to stand up and be counted as they hung
back in the room.
“This bashful fellow is Timothy and his wife Ruth Tyler, who walked out last Sunday.”
He motioned amiably to the pair. “Over here are two young ladies, Amy Sullivan and Jolene
Frick, who also quit the church…. I invited other regular members, but most folks are shy around
the police. ”
“Thank you Mister Higgins,” Jake shook his hand cordially. “So tell me, Amy,” he
looked down at the freckle-faced girl, “why’d you quit?”
“Reverend Leeds stopped preaching the Gospel,” she answered bluntly.
“Reverend Leeds is an apostate,” Dwight said, taking a long swig from his can.
“Now Dwight,” Philip Lindley reached out and patted the older man’s arm. “You were in
Adam’s court until you heard about that fire. There could be a logical reason for this disaster.”
“Oh yeah,” challenged Amy, “how do you explain the brimstone?”
“You fellows are in denial. It wasn’t a natural fire; it was supernatural,” Dwight’s voice
rose querulously. “Our church never delved into eschatology, but the Lord has spoken. The
smell of brimstone, reported on the news, should tell us that!”
Ian MacCallum and Todd Billingsley agreed, in muted conversation, with Philip Lindley,
while Amy Sullivan looked up at the old elder with newfound respect. The old man and the
young woman gave each other knowing looks, as Jolene clung timidly to her outspoken friend.
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In defense of his suspicions, Dwight reminded them all of the arctic wind passing through
the chapel. As he explained this phenomenon, Jake’s mouth dropped progressively. He felt that
familiar prickling at the back of his neck. Sam whispered discreetly to Jake, “What’s
eschatology? What does this all this mean?”
“From what I’ve picked up on the web,” Jake murmured from the corner of his mouth.
“It’s got something to with doomsday prophecy and the end of the world.”
“Oh yeah, I heard that on the Trinity Network,” Sam nodded, reaching down into a tray
Brenda MacCallum offered him filled with ouer d’ouevres, “The countdown to Judgment day:
the goats versus the sheep.”
“Nicely put,” chortled Dwight.
In the ice chest sitting in the middle of the room there was not merely soft drinks but
silver and gold cans of beer: Millers and Coors Light. Jake knew it was against policy, but a
frosty Coors sounded good right now. He made a mental note to get himself blitzed if his
investigation turned sour. For the time being, with the amenities waning, he concentrated on the
line of questioning he should use. Should he be direct or indirect? What if he just came straight
to the point? Deftly, without Sam seeing, he reached in and activated his recorder, pulling out
his pen and notepad from the other pocket inside his coat.
“Ladies and gentlemen,” he called out cheerily, “you’ve been very kind to detective Ruiz
and I, but I need to ask you all a few questions.”
Ian MacCallum, he noticed, had shifted to beer, as had several other members of the
group. Evidently, he told himself, there were no proscriptions in their church against drinking
alcohol. Once again the thought came to him that this was a dysfunctional church…. So why not
have a beer?
“Have any of you had any communications with Adam Leeds and his wife since the
fire?” He called out to the group.
“No,” they replied collectively, shaking their heads.
“I had a nightmare about him,” Jolene blinked her powder blue eyes.
Jake looked around severely this time. “Have any of you heard the reverend in anyway
threaten his wife?”
“Never,” most of them mumbled amongst themselves.
“If anybody,” remarked Tina Billingsley, “she threatened him!”
“Why do you say that,” Jake looked down at the diminutive woman, who was holding a
can of beer.
“She acted up really bad during the service. She was a drunk and once puked in church,”
Tina replied with a shrug.
“I heard about that.” Jake opened his notepad and read his notes. “That’s old news,
ma’am. What about last Sunday? According to Mister and Misses Waterford, a cold wind blew
through your church. How do you explain that?”
“I missed that one,” Amy sighed.
“It was a sign from the Lord,” Leona Bliss appeared suddenly in the room.
Dwight immediately introduced the tardy member and offered her a drink. Lorna
selected a beer, popped the lid, and took a long draught.
“I dearly love Adam Leeds,” she confessed with a belch. “I hope he returns soon.”
“We all do,” Dwight replied dubiously. “He was our pastor, but these detectives think
there’s been foul play.”
“That’s correct, isn’t it Sergeant Cosgrove?” Philip came forward now. “You do suspect
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homicide, do you not?”
“Yes, I suspect homicide,” he said almost to himself, “but we’re investigating the
possibility that he killed his wife.”
“Surely you’re not serious,” blurted Leona glancing wild-eyed for support around the
group.
“Well, it’s a might wee bit strange lassie,” called Ian from across the room. “Neither of
them shows up after a mysterious fire. Frankly, I think they was both snuffed.”
Jake glanced again at his notepad, looking out dreamily at the Los Angeles panorama
outside the living room window. “What sort’ve minister was this Adam before he went over the
deep end. Was he always a maverick at your church?”
“No always,” confessed Dwight. “After he replaced Hugh Thomas, he gave us
conventional sermons before all that feel-good, psycho-babble crept in. He was a great speaker.
We steered him back to center for awhile, but last Sunday he crossed the line.”
“How so?” Sam asked this time.
Amy stepped forward boldly now, with an internet printout in her small hands. Jake and
Sam took turns reading the yellow highlighted areas of text that seemed to indicate that Norman
Vincent Peale believed in Shintoism instead of Christianity and frowned.
“So,” muttered the sergeant, “… the pastor was caught up in new age mumbo jumbo—so
what? I read all about that on the web, but that doesn’t make him a murderer.”
“It makes him an apostate,” Amy looked for support over at Dwight.
Surprisingly enough, Timothy and Ruth Tyler, who seemed like such introverts, suddenly
came alive, charging hand in hand across the room.
“I may not agree with Waterford’s highhandedness,” Timothy declared loudly, “but I
don’t blame he and the others for leaving the church. We left too. Unless we find us another
minister soon, the congregation left to us by Reverend Hugh Thomas will evaporate into
nothing!”
“So if he came back now, you people would probably vote him out,” Jake looked around
at them appraisingly.
“No, we’d give him a hearing,” Dwight shook his head. “I’m very disturbed about what
I’ve heard from my friends on the force, but I’ve always thought Adam had potential.
Something made him even worse—his wife, but also what we see as a liberal interpretation of
the scriptures that has lead him to philosophy and new age thought.”
Jake was certain that none of the members of the congregation of Our Lord and Savior’s
Independent Christian Church had a strong enough motive to kill Adam and his wife and
remained convinced, more than ever, that Adam Leeds had done the deed. This meeting, as had
been the interviews with the disaffected elders of the church, was a routine step in this case. But
the one person that seemed to dwarf all the others in culpability was not even considered a
suspect in this case:… Salem Dade. Were his instincts correct? Did that counterfeit Christ fit
into this scheme?
As the group chatted with each other about their own theories regarding Adam’s
behavior, he found Dwight edging in closer and closer to him, as if he wanted to whisper
something into his ear. The sensation made Jake feel uncomfortable, and he moved away
without looking back, heading toward the ice chest on the floor. At that moment, quite unrelated
to this event, Ian placed a cold can of beer in his hand.
“Go ahead laddy, take a swig,” he nudged the sergeant. “We won’t tell. What’s one
beer?”
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“Can’t,” Jake shoved it back irritably. “Listen,” he whispered to Dwight, “have you
heard about Salem Dade—that Jesus look-a-like on skid row?”
“Yes,” Dwight nodded, frowning at the Scot, “my friend Sid Barnes told me about him.
He thinks he’s a false prophet. I’m not so convinced. Why would he start in skid row?”
“Is that all he told you?” Jake’s voice was barely a murmur. “Did he mention the woman,
Marie Roget?”
“No.” Dwight sighed. “He didn’t mention a woman, but he thinks there’s a connection
between Dade and Leeds.” “I’m not so sure.” The elder glanced around self-consciously. “Please
explain to me, why would Adam wind up down there?”
Dwight began talking about how the members of the church had, themselves, been
corrupted by new age thought since Adam replaced Hugh. He and members such as Amy
Sullivan had stayed on, hoping that the old format would return, but it only got worse sense
Reverend Leeds took control. Jake felt strangely moved as he listened to this good man.
Though he was ambivalent about this subject, Dwight had, in effect, told him that he was not the
only one making a connection between Dade and Leeds. There were others. Adam Leeds had,
in many of their minds, destroyed their church. Despite these revelations, Jake sensed that he,
himself, still had the deepest insight about Salem Dade. The others did not yet know about
Marie. Given the environs of Salem, they would also not admit that he and Adam were the same
man. That familiar excitement he felt earlier overwhelmed him, squeezing the breath from his
lungs. For a moment, as he listened to Dwight Higgins, he felt light-headed, as intangible bits of
revelation swam in his mind. He knew that he had to pay Salem Dade and Marie a visit at the
Fairmont Hotel, if for nothing else but to convince himself of his hunch—absolutely, once and
for all.
He sensed that Salem and Marie had used some form of mind control on their group:
hypnosis or simply drugs that day. He was aware, in the greater picture, of a meaning far more
important than a pastor corrupting his church. He wouldn’t allow himself yet to see a
supernatural power emanating from Salem and Marie, but the thought that others had already
begun to see patterns and connections in the case filled him with both animation… and dread.
He would be, as he had been in the army, the point man—the first to touch—what did the old
preacher call it?… the beast.
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Chapter Twenty-Five
Not Far From The Kingdom

By the time Sergeant Jake Cosgrove and his partner Sam Ruiz arrived on the scene, an
exhausted Salem Dade had retired with his mistress, Marie Roget, into the condemned hotel.
Braving the rickety staircase and creaky floors, Salem’s new disciples had also found themselves
rooms to rest in, with the exception of Wyatt Brewster, the student priest, who had slipped out of
the building and was just exiting the hotel entrance when the two detectives arrived.
“Good afternoon, I’m Sergeant Cosgrove and this is Detective Ruiz,” Jake announced,
flashing his badge.
“Wyatt Brewster,” the young man replied, halting in his tracks.
“I take it, his holiness is upstairs,” the sergeant’s chiseled jaw drew imperceptibly into a
smile.
Wyatt noted the sarcasm and smiled. With his adolescent face and fragile features, he
looked no more than sixteen years old. There was, the detectives noticed, a haunted look in his
eyes, reminiscent of the many runaway boys and girls they encountered on the street. It seemed
obvious to them that he had been going somewhere, perhaps permanently, when he slipped out
of the hotel. Now that his escape had been interrupted, perhaps the temptation to seek sanctuary
among the protective arms of the law played on his mind.
“Are you one of his followers?” Sam asked, with an appraising glance.
“I’m a member of the twelve,” he answered, looking back at the hotel. “I must answer
your questions quickly. I’m certain I’m being watched.”
“All right,” said Sam, folding his arms, “did you see the incinerations in the alley?”
“Yes,” answered Wyatt, “all of the twelve and those at the entrance of the alley saw it
happen.”
“Those folks weren’t much help.” Sam shook his head resolutely. “All we heard was that
nonsense about divine wrath and God’s judgment. We need eyewitnesses, not advocates, who
saw what caused that incident in the alley. What exactly did you see?”
“It wasn’t God’s judgment,” Wyatt answered quickly. “It was Satan’s magic. I’m certain
of this. As they tormented Dade, we felt the earth shake and saw a flash, like lightning, strike the
pair. Charlie and Rhoda burst into flames then crumbled into ashes. All that remained, after a
gust of wind, were two smudges on the wall where they had stood.”
“We’re having the smudges tested,” Jake explained in a deadpan voice. “There’s no
official investigation yet. We’re just nosing around here. It sounds like spontaneous combustion
or pyrotechnics to me.”
Although his expression was inscrutable, Jake had listened keenly to Wyatt’s report.
Sam’s dark, rugged face now seemed fixed into a frown. Both detectives had sensed a greater
meaning in the Leeds case. Satanic magic, however, was quite another matter for the detectives.
“Was there anything else?” he asked, searching Wyatt’s face. “Did you see or hear
anything out of the ordinary before the incident other than the earthquake and flash of light?”
“No,” Wyatt thought a moment, “just the attack on Salem. It was awful. We all acted
like a bunch of cowards.”
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“There was nothing else in that alley?” Jake looked at him quizzically. “A suspicious
voice or face. Somebody tossing something from the crowd?”
“No,” Wyatt sighed heavily. “After the attack all I remember is the burning. That was
quite enough!”
“What about after the incident,” pressed Jake, “did you see someone running the other
way down the alley or disappearing into the crowd?”
“No,” Wyatt shuddered. “I was too shell-shocked. No one, even Charlie, should die like
that.” His eyebrows knitted as a memory surfaced in his mind. “There was something, sergeant:
a strange odor. When the stench faded, there was an after-smell in the air—”
“What?” Jake lurched forward suddenly. “Explain it to me!”
“It lasted only a moment,” Wyatt searched his memory. “It didn’t impress me very much.
The aroma from the fire was much worse, but it reminded me of a place my parents took me
when I was a child—”
“Sulfur!” Jake exclaimed excitedly. “You smelled sulfur in the air!”
“Yes,” Wyatt nodded patiently, “the first time I was in Lassen National Park. It was a
nasty, nauseating odor like rotten eggs. This time it was faint—the merest trace.”
A hopeful look registered on his face as the detectives retreated several paces to mull
over the facts. Jake reminded his partner about the odor they smelled on the freeway before
detouring onto skid row. How could an ordinary freeway accident produce such a smell? What
could Wyatt’s account mean? Wasn’t brimstone associated with volcanoes, foundries, or hell?
The detectives pondered upon this coincidence a moment, as Wyatt glanced back nervously at
the hotel. Jake also reminded Sam of Officer Bruce Gandy’s report, taken at the Leeds
residence, which quoted several witnesses who smelled brimstone in the air. At that very
moment, the old detective turned abruptly and caught the young man’s gaze. Stern steel blue
locked onto soft doe brown eyes.
“This is more than a coincidence,” he mumbled to Sam. “Once, twice maybe, who knows
what’s in our air—but not three occurrences of the same smell!”
“One occurrence is strange enough,” replied Sam.
“Concede mihi, benignissime Iesu, gratiam tuam, ut mecum sit et mecum laboret
mecumque in finem usque perseveret,” Wyatt now whispered the Latin prayer for grace.
The two detectives had shown up at an auspicious time. After being a drug addict and
failed student priest, he was back, at least in spirit, revitalized by his faith. Jake listened to what
sounded like gibberish from the young man, a shadowy premonition forming in his mind. There
were faint sounds and glints of light in his head, as a badly tuned in program on an old fashioned
set. What he felt defied all his experience on the force. Years of seeing and hearing so much
depravity as a homicide detective had wiped away his Protestant upbringing and interest in
religion, leaving great voids in his understanding of the Bible and onetime Presbyterian faith.
Sam, who had been raised a Roman Catholic, had likewise grown cynical after joining the force,
so that neither detective was much help to the other in comprehending what was so evident to the
student priest.
In addition to learning the rites, ritual, and regimen of the Roman Catholic Church, Wyatt
had studied the Book of Revelations extensively as a seminary student. Jake and Sam had been
reminded of the Apocalypse, themselves, by the call of street evangelists but also by the
harangue of Protestant televangelists, whose sudden increase in rhetoric seemed devoted
disproportionately to the End Times. Not until now, in front of the old Fairmont Hotel, did
Jake’s lack of biblical knowledge matter so much. Now, after listening to his partner’s voice and
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seeing the expression on this face, he wondered if he might be affected too. It seemed important
that Sam share this experience with him. What Wyatt comprehended so easily as doomsday
prophecies, were like ghostly phantoms in Jake’s mind. It was for the time being, paraphrased
by Moses Rawlins, “like seeing through glass darkly.” Those many years of spiritual sleep had
handicapped his efforts to grasp of the truth.
******
The importance of this detour now loomed large in Jake’s mind. For several moments,
however, he and Sam turned their attention to the welfare of the young man. Unlike Sam,
emotion was difficult to detect in Jake’s gravely voice and stony face, and yet a glimmer of pity
shone in his eyes.
“How old are you?” He asked, opening his wallet and removing a five-dollar bill.
“Twenty-one this March,” Wyatt answered, reluctantly taking the money from Jake’s
weather beaten hand.
“You’re too young to be hanging around that bunch,” observed Sam, stuffing several
more dollars into the breast pocket of his coat.
Without even trying, Wyatt now had ‘pan handled’ ten dollars to buy himself a meal.
The detectives symbolized normalcy and sanity in his odyssey on the street. Though they were
skeptical, he desperately needed someone to trust.
“Please sirs,” he addressed them hesitantly, “… you may not believe it, but I’m on a
mission for our Lord.”
“Lord?” Sam’s eyebrows shot up in surprise. “You mean Dade?”
“Listen kid,” Jake’s lips barely moved as he spoke, “we understand he looks like Jesus,
has twelve disciples, and his girl friend looks like the Virgin Mary, but don’t refer to him as lord.
He’s a make-believe Jesus, that’s what he is.”
“I know,” the youth nodded, “and strangely enough I think he knows too. You see, I’m
going to betray him.”
“You mean like Judas Iscariot?” Sam murmured with understanding.
“Perhaps, but not quite,” Wyatt seemed to equivocate, “for Judas succeeded in betraying
Christ. I may very well fail.”
“I’m well aware of the scriptures,” Sam shook his head dubiously, “but you’re not
making sense.”
“He’s making perfect sense,” replied the sergeant. “It’s called role playing—a photo
negative of Judas, himself.” “Now you listen to me kid.” He poked a finger into his chest. “This
ain’t no movie or game. You don’t wanna mess with that man. You keep your mouth shut while
this investigation’s on, until your out of harm’s way. What I need is something that will stick,
not this cockamamie story about a counterfeit Christ. I don’t know how, but that man cremated
that pair in the alley. I can imagine what he would do to you if he knew you turned informer on
him!”
Wyatt flinched under his scrutiny, but managed to smile.
“He’s more than a counterfeit.” He looked into the gruff face. “…. He’s one of the main
players for the End Times.”
The detectives chuckled and shook their heads, as if to show their contempt, yet they both
appeared to have his welfare at heart.
“Listen, Wyatt,” Sam gently gripped his arm. “You go and wait for us in the car, and
we’ll take you somewhere safe, away from this dump.”
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“You don’t believe me, do you?” He looked back and forth between the two.
Jake and Sam wouldn’t admit how much of an impact this was having on them, even to
each other. Nodding faintly to Wyatt, which could have been understood as “Yes, we don’t
believe you” or “Yes, we believe you,” Jake ran a hand through his graying hair. Feeling
Wyatt’s resistance, Sam released his arm, a bewildered expression on his face. Wyatt uttered a
prayer of thanksgiving for the sergeant’s acknowledgment. Light-headedness followed as tears
welled up in his eyes.
“Of course you mustn’t appear as if you believe me,” he seemed to be talking to himself.
“I still don’t understand why they would trust a failed priest in the twelve. They probably feel
that no one would believe an ex-drug addict like me.” “You want to know something.” He gazed
up at a shaft of light breaking through the clouds. “Not counting the telephone pole that
exploded as we were walking to the park, I saw that man perform three miracles, but the one that
impressed me the most was a feast of lobster, salads, and breads. It’s the best food I’ve had in
years.”
“Yeah,” Jake laughed softly, “Reed and Fletcher told me about those stories. I really
can’t explain the food and exploding telephone pole, but I have a feeling he used some form of
pyrotechnic on that pair.”
“You don’t believe that sergeant.” Wyatt gave him a knowing look. “In the first place,
where would a homeless man find pyrotechnics on the street?”
Something deep inside Jake had awakened. His imagination, not his detective’s intuition,
had been stirred: dark bodies, mute rumblings, and flashes of eerie light. What did it mean?
What was he suppose to do? He wanted to arrest Dade for murder. Until they had enough
evidence, they must, at the very least, get Dade and his girlfriend alone, away from their
followers, and question them in separate rooms.
“So tell us, Wyatt,” Sam gave Wyatt a nudge, “did Salem pray or use black magic to
whip you up some food?”
Wyatt thought about this a moment, as the sergeant stood staring into space, and shook
his head. “… Neither one. That feast was Marie’s magic. Salem’s a reluctant messiah. In some
ways I feel sorry for him. When Marie told us that he’d whip us up a meal, he waved his hands
around testily, mumbled hocus pocus, abracadabra, and ouá la, there it was, I swear to you, the
grandest banquet ever to greet my eyes. But she has the power, not him. At one point, when he
refused to go along with something she was saying, a telephone pole exploded as if he finally
pushed her too far.”
Sam rolled his eyes in disbelief. “That’s ridiculous! You expect us to believe that?”
“It’s true,” Wyatt’s eyes dropped to the ground. “The devil’s a woman. Her name’s
Marie Roget.”
******
Jake, knew against all reason, that Wyatt was telling the truth. Why would he make up
such a story? What motive would he have, unless, he was insane or his mind was messed up on
drugs? There was, of course, something else, the sergeant couldn’t put into words. As he
studied Wyatt’s pupils and skin tone for telltale signs, he felt a pang of guilt.
“You would’ve kept on going, if we hadn’t of shown up,” He observed quietly. “I’m
sorry about that, kid—I really am.”
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“The truth is,” Wyatt shrugged his frail shoulders, “about the time you arrived, I was
getting cold feet. Please don’t laugh, but I believe your appearance was no accident. I’m certain
God sent you here.”
Neither detective laughed this time nor cracked a smile. There was nothing humorous
about the dilemma Wyatt was in. Jake knew what he had to do. Reaching into his jacket, he
turned on his voice activated recorder, and pulled his notepad from his coat. What he said now
was meant for the record, in typical interrogation jargon, as he sketched a devil on his pad: “So
they’re not holding you against your will. Is that what you’re saying? You’re a candidate for
brainwashing, kid. I’ve seen it before. Sometimes these street cults use drugs.”
“I don’t know if they’ll brainwash the others,” Wyatt replied thoughtfully, “but I’m here
because of my own freewill. If you hadn’t of shown up, I probably would’ve ran.”
“So,” Sam heaved a sigh, “it’s our fault if you get yourself killed.”
“No,” Wyatt shook his head firmly, “the Lord leads me. Jesus Christ guides my steps.”
“You’re in over your head,” said Jake. “Get out of here before its too late!”
“No, I’m in a state of grace,” explained Wyatt, looking back self-consciously at the hotel,
“…. I used to be an addict, like some of them upstairs, until good people like Father Bracken at
the Mission helped me get clean. Last month I walked out of the hospital with a new purpose in
life. I was going to serve my mission for the Lord on the street. I just wasn’t sure what.”
“So you infiltrated the twelve disciples as one of its members,” Sam looked at him with
concern. “That’s very dangerous Wyatt and very stupid. Why don’t you go home to your parents
and live a normal life? Let the police nail this creep!”
“I have been blessed by God to be a witness against this man,” Wyatt gave them a
determined look. “I met some good men downtown and on skid row, including Alden Taylor,
who have been completely taken in by that man. At first, before I saw what happened in the
alley, I thought Salem was just another victim on the street. I’ve seen so many this year.
Because he looked so much like our Lord, I prayed for guidance, hoping that God would help….
Instead the devil intervened. We saw Charlie Blintz and Rhoda Simms cremated before our
eyes. After seeing this terrible event, I was certain what the Lord wanted me to do. At the
proper time, when the world is watching him, I will denounce him for what he is—”
“Wait a minute,” Jake cut in irritably, “you’re not listening, kid. You can’t go under
cover in that group. That takes special training. Let the police do their jobs. You’re gonna get
yourself killed!”
Sam summarized their concern. “You’re out of your element Wyatt; you know you’d fail.
You said so yourself. This is dangerous and foolish; that’s why you were going to run.”
The detectives belabored the issue a moment more to drive the point home. What if Dade
used the same pyrotechnic on him he had on Charlie and the witch? This time there might not be
any witnesses, just a pile of ashes behind the hotel. Wyatt nodded politely as he listened to this
possibility, looking longingly over at their car. Thanks to the scenario given him by the
detectives, his temptation to escape was even greater now. Once again the sergeant studied
Wyatt’s face. Torn between his investigation and the responsibility he felt for the young man, he
reached out uncharacteristically to pat Wyatt’s matted head. He remembered the old man’s
prophecy and Ignacio Rosales rambling about the End Times.
“So you’re going to warn the world, are you?” He cringed and withdrew his hand. “What
are you suppose to be, kid, God’s emissary on earth?”
“I’m here on behalf of the church,” Wyatt said with great conviction, “a mere mote in
God’s eye. Something very evil is happening on the street. You’ve seen it, yourself. It will
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grow as a cancer in the body, undetected until I sound the alarm.” “There’s no cure for this
malady,” he added huskily, “except for the intervention of Christ.”
“Evil must have a name,” Jake said wryly. “We know they’re evil, but we can’t arrest
them for that.”
“How about murder?” Scowled Sam. “Isn’t that why we’re here?”
Jake grinned imperceptibly again, a crafty gleam in his eyes. “How about drugs? What
better way to control a group!”
“Well,” Wyatt said carefully, “… some of the disciples are drug addicts. I was one
myself, though I never saw any drugs in the hotel.”
“What about the street,” ventured the sergeant, “did you see any quirky behavior there?”
“Yes,” Wyatt nodded obligingly, “… but no drugs. While pretending to be one of the
twelve, I focused on Salem and Marie. That’s the main reason why I joined. But there was one
time, as we left the park, when Marie took Ursula, Liz, and Kaz aside. They were acting jittery,
as if they might need a fix. I didn’t think much of it then. It could be my imagination. My main
concern, you understand, is Salem. That man’s incredibly moody. He was acting as if this is all
one big ordeal for him.”
This admission was enough for Jake. It was something his detective mind could
understand.
“What?” He cocked an eyebrow. “You know something kid? You think they’re being
supplied with drugs?”
“I didn’t say that.” Wyatt frowned.
“You know Sam,” Jake said, rubbing his jaw, “this might just give us cause!”
Sam nodded his head. He understood what Jake was doing. Wyatt had concentrated
upon the important issue: Salem Dade. It was obvious that Jake was trying to do more than build
a case. From the wider implications, Jake was considering the more narrow ramifications that
drugs might have on his investigation. This might, Sam told himself, never become a homicide
case at all. What better way is there for breaking up that group than finding drugs? In spite of
this possibility, Sam felt Wyatt was in immediate danger.
“You should escape, Wyatt,” he said flatly. “Leave this place for good.”
“So the woman is supplying them with drugs.” Jake appeared to be writing something
down. “That explains everything. They’re probably all hallucinating on meth, PCP or LSD!”
Sam had never seen the sergeant this excited. Ever since their detour on skid row, Jake
had been obsessed with his encounter with Salem Dade. With the realization they shared, that
Leeds and Dade were the same man, the old detective was making this unofficial case a personal
investigation, which might have proven to be a long shot if Wyatt had not even seen them taking
drugs. Looking up at the hotel, Jake felt like a rookie on his first case. He knew very well that
this was more serious than drugs. He was a detective, not a visionary. He needed hard facts and
just one good reason to arrest Salem and Marie.
******
On his pad, as the recorder hummed, he had drawn another devil—this one wearing a
dress, as he pretended to take notes. He recalled that moment when the old man said to him
“You’re not far from the Kingdom my son.” Is that a place, he had wondered then, or a state of
mind? It comforted him to remember that moment, though the Kingdom still seemed so very far
away.
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Wyatt was staring with intensity at him now. He had learned to read people’s
expressions on the street. It was more difficult with the older detective, but clearly Jake
Cosgrove believed him the most. These were veteran homicide detectives, as hard as the
sidewalks of skid row. What he told them about the miracles had been difficult enough for them
to believe. Now he had told them that a petite baby-faced little woman was the devil incarnate.
Was it possible that such hard-bitten detectives could believe such a tale? Jake and Sam
whispered amongst themselves a moment, perplexed and stubborn looks on their respective faces
as they glanced back at him. Hearing the sergeant murmur gravely at one point to his partner,
“Come on Sam, we’ve got to check this out. There’s something not right about all this,” he
found himself breaking down finally under the strain.
Wyatt wept quietly, holding both hands before his face. The simple concern and
begrudging understanding of the detectives had triggered a flood of pent-up emotion he had
forgotten he had. The realization that at least one of the detectives actually might believe him
caused the flood to break.
“There now,” Sam patted his back, “it’s not so bad. We’ll find you a place to stay.”
“You don’t understand,” Wyatt said tearfully, “I have to stay with the twelve. It’s my
mission for the church. I must not fail it again.”
“Church?” Sam mumbled “… What church?”
“The true faith—Christendom,” answered Wyatt with great conviction again. “The
Roman Catholic Church.”
“I don’t believe it,” Sam glanced back at Jake, “he’s too young to be a priest.”
“I’m a novitiate,” Wyatt corrected him politely, “but when I became a drug addict, I
served the devil. Now since I’ve overcome my affliction, I serve the Lord again, but I haven’t
overcome my fear.”
“Give it up, kid,” Jake tried one more time. “Let us take it from here.”
Looking past Wyatt and Sam, he could see Marie Roget, who appeared suddenly at the
entrance of the hotel. Unequivocally now, Jake believed everything Wyatt had said. Her timing
had been perfect for the conversation in progress. Both men shuddered at this lovely apparition,
hoping she had not heard their conversation. Her distance away from them seemed significant,
but then she was supposed to have supernatural powers. Because Wyatt’s back was turned to the
hotel, the sergeant whispered “Don’t look around kid, but she’s standing and watching us right
now.”
For their benefit, in a loud adolescent voice, Wyatt shouted, “No, no, detectives, I told
you: you cannot search these premises without a search warrant. We have rights too! Why can’t
you just leave us alone!”
“Very good kid, I know what your doing. Just don’t over do it,” Jake whispered from the
corner of his mouth.
“She can’t read my mind,” he whispered back, quickly adding in an even louder voice,
“For your own sakes leave this place at once!”
“Thank you Wyatt for guarding our leader.” She began walking toward them now.
“Salem, our beloved leader, is asleep. He’s had a trying day. In deed all of our children have
had a trying day.”
In spite of her effect upon him, Sergeant Cosgrove fought the impulse to take her
seriously. In his thinking this “Barbie doll,’ who was probably younger than his daughter, would
be more appropriate wearing a cheerleader’s outfit and holding pom-poms in her hands.
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“If you’re doing what I think you’re doing,” he wagged a callused finger, “you’re in big
trouble missy.”
“Do we even need a search warrant?” Sam raised his cell phone to his ear.
“None needed,” Jake set his jaw. “This building was condemned. You’re all trespassers,
and there’s a suspicion of drugs, which means we have cause. Call the narcotics division, Sam.”
“Damn fools!” Wyatt blurted aloud. “Damn meddling fools!”
Sam sensed that this was all a ploy to talk to Salem Dade, though Jake gave no indication
that it was. If narcotic investigators arrived soon enough, they might find illegal substances in
the hotel. Even if the disciples discovered the stash and destroyed it before the investigators
found it first, the chemical evidence could still be detected in the users, themselves. Simple
blood and urine tests would prove that. But what if Wyatt had misled them about drugs? He
had, after all, not actually seen narcotics on the premises, only implied that there was aberrant
behavior. He hadn’t even seen drugs, himself. Already they were treading on the narcotic
division’s jurisdiction. What if a squad of investigators found this place clean? Without just
cause, it might be difficult to bring this group downtown.
“Don’t forget to enter the code, Sam,” Jake said in a singsong voice.
“Oh yes, the code,” Sam’s face lit up with illumination.
It was a ploy, he thought, swallowing heavily and pecking out a stream of numbers on the
phone.
“Unless,” bargained the sergeant, “we can talk to your protégé, Salem Dade. We just
have a few questions; it won’t take long.”
“You don’t know who you’re trifling with,” an icy voice came out of her throat.
For the first time in many years, Sergeant Jake Cosgrove felt the grip of terror. Sam, who
had actually been dialing the number for time, also froze in place, the cell phone still on his ear.
A monotonous voice droned “the time is four fifteen and thirty seconds… the time is four fifteen
and thirty-one seconds.” Both men felt their throats constrict with fear and hairs raise up on the
back of their necks as the woman’s eyes flashed with red light.
“This is absurd,” Jake shouted hoarsely at the woman, “you’re deranged, probably on
drugs, yourself!”
“Shut up sergeant,” cried Wyatt. “In God’s name, shut up!”
Wyatt, who feared for the detectives’ lives, now prayed silently to himself “Lord, now
that you are using me for your purpose, please save these men, who are acting foolish now.
Don’t let Marie, the devil incarnate, destroy another human being.”
Marie stood there under the marquee, her hourglass shape and child-like face belying a
power second only to God’s. For the veteran detectives, who had relied on logic and reason,
such a specter defied everything they believed. What saved the day, as they stood there staring
mutely at Marie Roget, was the sound of sirens breaking in the distance. Closer and closer those
familiar and comforting reminders of law and order approached, as the dreadful, beautiful
woman looked on. Sam could barely speak, muttering under his breath “Hail Mary full of grace,
blessed be the fruit of thy womb…”
“Okay lady, our backup’s coming,” Jake tried, in a quivering voice, to sound convincing.
“In a few moments this place well be surrounded by cops. Try using your pyrotechnics on an
LAPD S.W.A.T. team.”
Inexplicably, even sooner than expected, police patrol unit 127 as well as unit 139, which
had come to offer assistance, arrived suddenly on the scene. Four officers, with guns drawn,
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emerged from their vehicles, a far cry from a full-fledged team. In the distance, however, more
sirens sounded from the depths of skid row.
“What seems to be the problem here?” Officer Phil Reed called out immediately from the
curb.
“How did you know?” asked Sam, slapping his forehead in disbelief. “Dear God, how
could you know?”
Not for the first time in his life, Sam had prayed for deliverance, but this time, as a Los
Angeles homicide detective, it had special meaning. This time the enemy had been a petite little
imp of a woman without a weapon, who stood alone against two veteran cops. After running
over to shake Officer Reed’s hand, Sam began feeling foolish when he considered how this
might look.
“Someone sent us an SOS code from their radio,” Phil explained. “I guess Officers
Granger and Wade, of unit 139, got the signal too.”
“We didn’t call our radio.” Jake looked at him in disbelief. “What sort of SOS could that
be?”
“I called on my cell phone this time,” Sam explained light-headedly. “I must’ve signaled
you somehow with my phone. Maybe there’s a feature on it I’ve never used.”
“Humph… I don’t think so,” Officer Garth Fletcher murmured, inspecting his own
phone.
Sam knew very well he had dialed the number for time. He stood there muttering to
himself as he considered what this all meant.
“This is very strange,” Phil said to Jake. “I knew it was a Code Eight for ‘officer needs
assistance’ being sent, because there was eight beeps with a pause between each sequence, but
they sounded otherworldly, like they came from deep space.”
Jake and Sam exchanged looks of wonder. During the confusion, no one had noticed
Marie and Wyatt slipping into the hotel. The detectives looked around the premises and up into
the building, concerned over the disappearance of the young man. The concern that the other
officers had, however, was why they were even here.
Officer Granger of unit 139 removed his hat and scratched his balding head. “Why’d we
pull our guns? It was just a lady and a scrawny looking kid.”
“That was no ordinary lady,” Jake said lamely, mopping his brow with his sleeve. “She
looked unhinged. She was probably on drugs.”
“She wasn’t on drugs, sergeant,” Sam whispered, shaking his head. “That woman’s eyes
blazed red, like a cat’s.”
“No offense, Sergeant Cosgrove.” Officer Wade gave him an irritated look. “But this
wasn’t a code eight. We thought you guys were in trouble.”
By now a third and fourth squad car had pulled up to the curb. Officer Reed ran over and
waved them off as they drove up and gave them an embarrassed shrug. A call went out from his
partner Garth to abort the code eight, but by now it was too late. A false alarm had apparently
gone out from one of the detectives at this location, though it seemed as if a miracle had just
saved their lives.
“Jesus, how can I explain this?” Sam muttered to himself. “I didn’t call these guys.”
“Listen fellahs.” Jake looked around at the four officers. “What we really need now are
narcotic investigators. We were tipped off by a resident here that Salem Dade and his girl friend,
Marie Roget, are supplying these derelicts with drugs.” “I know, I know,” he added noting their
incredulity, “that sounded strange to me too. Since there was a reported double homicide down
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here, Sam and I were checking up on a hunch, when this junkie approached us. I have no idea
how a code eight went out from here, but I’m glad you showed up.”
Sam cringed at Jake’s distortion of the facts but was more alarmed when the sergeant told
them the truth. Jake told them everything the young man had said to them about Salem Dade
and Marie Roget and then, though he believed it himself, promptly laughed to show them how
silly he thought it was. As Officer Wade had pointed out, however, this was not a code eight.
Because a false alarm had apparently gone out this vicinity, Sam was certain, it would echo in
the halls of LAPD’s precincts for many months to come. Up until the last bit of information,
Jake had been doing very well. In the simplest way, as was his custom, he had given them an
explanation for this disaster. But now he had to complicate the story with information that
would sound supernatural and silly to the men and women back at the station.
“Come on you guys,” he laughed dismissively at their predicament. “Wouldn’t you get
freaked out if this happened to you? I mean here’s this little vixen wiggling up to you and
suddenly her eyes blaze red like a cat’s”
As he listened to his own words, he realized he had only made it worse by mentioning her
eyes. Smiles had already replaced the frowns on the patrolmen’s faces. At this point, Officers
Granger and Wade of unit 139 retreated in disgust to their car. Officers Reed and Fletcher,
however, who had been the original officers on the scene down here, had shared the detectives’
interest in this case in the first place and stood there whispering amongst themselves.
“I say we go!” Garth said through clinched teeth.
“I say we stay!” Phil set his jaw.
In what came as a great relief to the detectives was the return of Wyatt Brewster. He
walked straight out of the entrance with a tranquil look on his unshaven face, peering straight
ahead, with glassy eyes, as if he might, indeed, be drugged. Jake and Sam hoped he was only
play-acting a role, but they couldn’t be sure.
“Salem Dade will see you in the lobby of the hotel,” he said in monotone voice. “Please
forgive me for what I said about our leader. I’m sorry for wasting your time.”
It sounded rehearsed and amateurish to the detectives. Immediately afterwards,
reminiscent of the bird in a coo-coo clock, Wyatt pivoted one hundred and eighty degrees and
disappeared back under the marquee. The patrolmen thought this was funny, but the detectives
found nothing amusing about what was going on inside the hotel.
“He’s higher than a kite,” observed Officer Reed, trying not to laugh.
“That settles it,” Sam pulled out his cell phone again, “I’m calling this in.”
“What do you think?” Jake looked for reassurance at Reed and Fletcher.
Jake doubted very much that Wyatt was on drugs. Officer Reed shrugged evasively, but
nodded his head. “I see cause here, sergeant. The kid looked drugged to me. Since this is our
beat, we’ll stick around for support.”
“I wish those other guys had stuck around,” said Officer Fletcher.
Since his next action appeared to be base upon a charade, Sam was placing all his trust in
his partner Jake. Sergeant Cosgrove was now staking both their reputations on a hunch that there
might be drugs in the hotel. Police science had nothing to do with this investigation. Jake was
being driven, not by detective lore, but by illumination. Now, to buttress his courage as Ruiz
made the call, Jake reminded himself of the strange events that had happened to them so far: the
smell of brimstone, the mysterious SOS signal, and a young woman, alleged to be the devil
incarnate, who appeared to have supernatural powers.
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******
The sergeant knew nothing of the Brotherhood of the Fish but he and Sam had been
encouraged by Deputy Chief Randall Walker’s support after the Leeds fire. Because of the
rumors already in circulation about the alleged homicides in skid row, Randall was predisposed
toward this investigation, which is why it was so easy for the dispatcher to locate him now. The
‘magic word’ for Walker had been Salem Dade. With the cell phone placed quickly into the
sergeant’s hand, Ruiz and the patrolmen heard a friendly exchange between Cosgrove and the
deputy chief, in which the sergeant explained the need to send a narcotics investigation team
over before Salem and Marie’s disciples could destroy or hide evidence in the hotel. In truth,
however, Walker had been alerted to this fact before Cosgrove had even submitted his report.
Salem Dade, Jake needlessly informed him, was a suspect in an ongoing murder investigation—a
minor detail to Walker, who understood him to be the False Prophet of the End Times. With so
little evidence to physically connect him to the crime, Jake had also unnecessarily argued that a
drug bust might be the only way to pull him in for questioning and keep him off the street. There
was, Jake explained to Randall, a distinct chance that forensics had missed some evidence at the
scene and that the pyrotechnics or combustibles used to incinerate the pair might be hidden
somewhere in the hotel. Salem, Marie, and their disciples must therefore be detained for the dual
reasons of drug testing and preserving the scene of the crime.
‘Crime scene’ struck Deputy Chief Walker as such a petty concept in light of the evil
Salem would cause in the world. The fact that the suspects might tamper with evidence was, like
the drugs and murder, itself, a mere apocalyptic trifle for someone who had already written off
this age and was just waiting for the Rapture to take he and his wife away from this wicked
world.
Although Walker promised to send forensic specialists along with the narcotics
investigators in this joint effort, he expected the homicide detectives to supervise this phase of
the investigation themselves. Randall’s support of the Leeds investigation had given the
detectives confidence. It was evident to Jake that Walker had taken a personal interest in this
case, too. Not knowing the depth of Walker’s conviction, however, he was not so certain how
Captain Franklin and Lieutenant Howard might react or if the deputy chief would support him if
the enterprise went awry. Eventually, as Officers Reed and Fletcher turned in their reports,
news of this ‘false alarm’ and the detectives bizarre story about Marie Roget would circulate
through the precinct. An almost perfect record for both detectives would be sullied by this
reckless whim, and yet Jake Cosgrove and Sam Ruiz had more immediate worries on their minds
as they entered the Fairmont Hotel to meet Salem Dade. How soon would the investigators
arrive? How many of them would show up to do a proper investigation of the hotel? They
might need backup after all, so the more investigators the better. Because of the mysterious
alarm sent out from this location, it now appeared that they had hollered ‘wolf,’ when, in fact, a
small, adolescent-faced woman had greeted the officers responding to the call.
******
Sergeant Cosgrove and Detective Ruiz walked through the entrance of the building sideby-side, momentarily buoyed by the support of Deputy Chief Randall Walker but sobered by the
threat that this posed for their careers. Each detective checked his gun, giving it a love pat and
making sure that the holster strap was unsnapped. Right behind them came the two patrolmen.
Officer Fletcher seemed to shudder at the thought of going inside, but Officer Reed’s ebony face
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was set fiercely, nostrils flaring and eyes blazing, as he unfastened the strap over his holster and
followed the detectives in.
The lobby was empty of furniture, and the floor was cluttered with plaster, broken
bottles, and trash. A crude wooden ankh cross sat on the mantel over a crumbling fireplace.
Below the ankh sitting in the hearth in place of an actual fire was a large candle that radiated an
orange, otherworldly light. On the left side of the hearth stood Salem Dade and on the right side
stood Marie Roget. Wyatt Brewster, the novitiate priest, and the other disciples were nowhere in
sight. This meeting, the detectives prayed, would be between Salem Dade, Marie Roget, and
themselves. It was hoped that Salem’s Twelve Disciples were not lying somewhere in wait.
When the investigative teams arrived, Jake understood, the real show would begin.
Given the nonsense that had poured out of Salem’s mouth, the detectives considered this meeting
as merely a diversionary tactic. Neither Salem or Marie nor their followers must tamper with the
evidence in this building before the forensic and narcotic teams arrived. When they found the
evidence, one more depraved cult would be broken up and its leaders Salem and Marie would go
to jail. This was the plan. But Sergeant Cosgrove had no illusions that Salem would answer his
questions or spontaneously give him any information that would be worthwhile. He would
continue to act like some sort of new age messiah prompted by Marie Roget. What he and his
partners must do right now, he was certain, was keep them both talking and prevent them from
fleeing or destroying any evidence in the hotel.
Jake immediately flashed his badge and introduced himself and all the officers present in
the room. Sam was not so polite. “Where’s Wyatt Brewster?” He asked before Salem could
even open his mouth.
“Wyatt’s resting,” Marie explained calmly. “He, like the rest of us, has had a trying day.”
“We want to see the kid,” barked Cosgrove, looking back nervously at the patrolmen
behind them in the room. “Don’t get cute Miss Roget. Let me remind you that we’ve got an SOS
system for backup when it’s needed. We can muster a dozen squad cars here anytime we want.”
The truth was, of course, Jake and Sam had been ignorant of this apparent system as had
all the other officers arriving on the scene. Nevertheless this threat appeared to register with
Salem Dade, whose mouth dropped and eyes popped wide as he looked over at Marie Roget.
“Listen folks,” Jake took a more conciliatory tone, “let’s clear this up right now. If you
have nothing to hide here, this will all be a mere exercise for our men. You can go about your
slimy business as before. You’ve got to admit, you’ve been acting very suspiciously here on
skid row: a double murder in the alley, alleged miracles, and now we have reports about drugs in
this hotel.”
“That’s absurd,” said Marie, folding her delicate arms. “If your looking for drugs, you’re
going to be embarrassed Sergeant Cosgrove. We have a revolutionary way of treating drug
addicts that deals strictly with the mind.”
Both detectives and the patrolmen noted, with amusement, the surprised look on Salem
Dade’s face, as if he had never heard of this miracle cure. Marie went onto to explain in a
surprisingly reasonable fashion how it was their aim of transforming a small group of down-andout people on skid row into model citizens and spiritually perfect human beings, who would
serve the cause of the Universal Church. Marie had, of course, just given both the police and her
protégé an explanation for why they had begun with street people instead of ordinary folks.
Only Salem understood that he had been a bystander so far and it all been Marie’s idea. Salem
again heaved a sigh, visibly upset at this intrusion upon his peace of mind. The detectives
ostensibly gave nods of approval for this worthy endeavor, and yet, like Salem, could not help
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wondering why a religious movement would staff itself with lowlifes when it could have selected
more respectable citizens in town.
When Marie had finished explaining how they would use these rehabilitated and
spiritually changed men and woman in the service of the Universal Church, beads of sweat had
formed on both detectives’ brows and the two patrolmen stirred uneasily in back of the room.
The plan of Marie, the Queen of Hell, after its murky beginnings, was understood clearly now by
Salem Dade. At such times, the Faustian impression of Satan entered Salem’s mind but was
quickly erased by his recollection of murder and deceit. For the detectives, who were waiting for
narcotics and forensic investigators to arrive in the building, the woman’s self-confident air
belied any notion that she was a drug-dealing psycho or even the devil incarnate, as Wyatt
claimed.
“All right, that’s great miss, you made your case. Now I wanna see the kid,” snorted
Jake, pivoting and shuffling passed the patrolmen to the staircase where he called rudely “Wyatt
Brewster, this is Sergeant Brewster, please come down to the lobby for a few words.”
“Christ Jake,” Sam swallowed with embarrassment. “This is going to screw us, if that
kid’s not drugged.”
“There’s more than drugs here,” Jake muttered aloud. “… Something ain’t right about
that pair. I bet if they searched this place and talked to all these lowlifes independently, in an
interrogation room, they’d get to the bottom of this.”
“The bottom of what, Jake?” Sam looked at him with uncertainty. “What’s got into you
this week? What’re we doing here, if this isn’t a legitimate arrest? Is it true what that old
preacher said about that man? What’s going to happen if she’s telling the truth?”
In spite of his concern, Sam’s constricted whisper confirmed Jakes greatest hope. He,
too, felt the compulsion. What was it: insanity, mere vanity or the rebirth of a long dead faith?
Why did he feel, at times, so terribly foolish and other times, as if nothing could ever threaten
him again?
When Wyatt appeared on the landing above the staircase, Jake and Sam’s attention
shifted from themselves to their newfound friend. Wyatt moved jerkily and had, what they both
thought, was that deadpan look, reminiscent of drug addicts, on his pale face.
“Get down here, boy,” Jake motioned gruffly. “Come on, let’s clear this up right now.”
In spite of his concern for Wyatt, he half hoped that he was on drugs. It would justify
being in this hotel, but it would also be devastating for the young man. Soon, after the sergeant
had made his demand, the remaining eleven disciples joined Wyatt on the landing, arriving
unannounced from various parts of the hotel. As if they had been prompted, the twelve men and
woman smiled and called down greetings to the officers, and just stood there with what Jake
would call “shit-eating” grins. Afterwards, as if prompted again, they called out the same
portentous salutation: “Greetings from the Universal Church!”
Although alarmed by their sudden appearance, the detectives and patrolmen realized they
had nothing to fear. This harmless group of street people, they remembered, were a motley
collection of ragamuffins: eight men and four women, of almost every age, gender and race—
politically, if not socially, correct. Officers Reed and Fletcher placed their guns back in their
holsters. The detectives, of course, didn’t know what to think. Where they under the influence
of drugs, fear, or some other mind-swaying power?
“Look, Phil,” Officer Fletcher pointed gleefully, “they even have a dwarf!”
“Yeah,” Officer Reed snickered, focusing on Ursula Printer, “and a menagerie of drug
addicts, ex-cons, and hookers to boot.”
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Sam noticed, with mixed emotions, that Marie was amused by their reactions. There was
no more red-eye, only what he fancied as a devilish mirth. The patrolmen were laughing heartily
now. Jake, however, was angry with himself for the predicament he had gotten them into.
Doubt flooded back into his mind. Salem had wandered off somewhere, leaving the woman and
a gallery of harmless derelicts to face the police.
“I wanna talk to each and every one of them lowlifes,” Jake grumbled to Sam. “Maybe
one-by one, by themselves, back at the precinct, we can get a straight story.”
“Jake, we tried that before,” whispered Sam in a strained voice. “I dunno about Wyatt,
but the rest of them are probably programmed. They don’t believe Salem’s a murderer. They
might not even be on drugs. Unless a team finds drug paraphernalia or they’re actually stoned,
we can’t arrest them. We can’t even interview them, without counsel. Which means, Jake,
we’ve got to at least find recent drug paraphernalia on the premises or we’re screwed!”
“Walker will back us up,” the sergeant tried to sound encouraging. “Hell, someone up
there’s watching over us Sam! You should’ve heard the deputy chiefs’ voice. That man’s
excited about what we’re doing. “What do you think Officers Reed and Fletcher?” Jake glanced
up at the twelve. “They look like a bunch of druggies to you?”
“Oh, definitely,” nodded Phil, “and just think of all the evidence they might find.”
“Might is the operative word,” Sam whispered to Jake. “Let’s just hope they find
evidence—any kind of evidence—in this hotel.”
At that point, there was a commotion outside: the sound of vehicles driving up and doors
slamming. Jake and Sam froze in place, looking up at the carefree disciples, as Officers Reed
and Fletcher trotted out to meet the team.
“Sergeant Cosgrove,” Garth called from the entrance, “the investigators have arrived.”
In spite of the racket they made entering the lobby of the hotel, it was, to Sam’s relief, a
small team of narcotics technicians who greeted them, which indicated that it would be a routine,
not a major, investigation. The worst that could happen now, would be that they would, after
sniffing around awhile, find nothing to indicate drug use on the premises, but that could change
if they decided to give all of the strange-acting tenants drug tests downtown. Sam wanted, in
spite of his doubts, to trust Jake, so he flashed the sergeant a spirited smile.
After the usual amenities, Jake explained what he had heard from one of the tenants of
the hotel and briefly reminded Sergeant Rick Vance of the Narcotics Division about the rumors
circulating about drug trafficking in this area.
“I have a feeling that, at least one of these vagrants will be high on crack or heroin,” Rick
spoke quietly to Jake. “It’s this story about the woman with the red flashing eyes Granger
reported that bothers me, Jake.” “Were you serious about that claim?” His voiced dropped to a
whisper. “After that story about what happened down here, this is beginning to sound like a
Stephen King movie.”
“Look, I know how it sounds,” Jake grew irritable. “I still don’t know why the lab’s
sample turned up sterile. You narcotic guys have got to find something!”
“I don’t know anything about any forensics report,” Rick reached in his coat to pull out a
notepad, “but my instincts tell me you’re right on the mark about drugs. This couple, Salem
Dade and Marie Roget, have no rap sheets—zilch, nada. Both of their social security numbers
check out, and yet there is no record of them anywhere.”
“No rap sheets or records. . . anywhere?” Jake muttered to himself.
Jake was disappointed with this small group of narcotics investigators, which seemed like
a token effort at best. It seemed obvious that Walker considered the detectives to be the only
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representatives of the homicide division on this team. If he had intended for a forensic group to
accompany the investigators, it would have arrived with Sergeant Vance’s tiny squad. Since
neither the homicide captain nor his lieutenant were privy to this investigation, deputy chief
Walker’s interest in this enterprise appeared to be at a higher, perhaps philosophical, level. It
had, Jake sensed intuitively, nothing to do with police work or the merits of the case. The
excitement he felt intermittently for this investigation, returned as light-headedness as he
contemplated the new deputy chief. The realization that Adam Leeds and Salem Dade were one
and the same man had begun his path toward the truth. Much had happened to entice him further
along the path. Now a gasp escaped his throat, as it dawned on him how he might be
jeopardizing their careers.
“You think they’ll find something here?” asked Sam, as they followed the investigators
around the garbage-strewn floor.
“They’d better find something,” grumbled Jake.
“This is ridiculous,” Salem called from across the room where he and Marie stood talking
in muted whispers. “You automatically suspect that there will drugs because these are homeless
folk.”
“That’s why a lot of them are homeless,” Sergeant Vance gave him a cynical smile.
“Look here boss,” a petite blond-haired investigator picked up a syringe with tweezers
and a gloved hand, “right off the bat: drug paraphernalia.”
I thought you said this place was clean! Salem’s thoughts shot into Marie’s mind.
It’s past paraphernalia, shrugged his mentor. Calm down. Where’s your faith? Nothing
can happen to you with me by your side.
“It looks recent,” said Rick looking over at the pair. “Bad idea lodging in a drug hangout,
Dade.”
“Thank you, thank you, thank you!” Sam whispered to the ceiling, glancing back at Jake.
“Bag it Gretchen,” Rick watched with amusement as the exuberant rookie filed the first
bit of evidence away. “Now find me the stuff that goes in it,” he looked around at the other techs,
“and were in business!”
“Spoon, Sarge,” Gretchen chimed.
“I found another syringe,” piped a second investigator. “There all over the place.”
“Some of these look old and rusted,” observed Sergeant Vance after quickly inspecting
them on a portable table set up by the team. “We need fresh paraphernalia to show that these
crack-heads just shot up.”
With the battery-powered light streaming down on the syringes, spoons, and various
other suspected drug paraphernalia found in the lobby of the hotel, Jake stood there a distance
away mopping his brow with a Kleenex, not sure whether these discoveries were good or bad. If
this condemned hotel had been used as a drug hangout, as Sergeant Vance implied, it would be
difficult to prove that any of that paraphernalia was used by the new tenants unless they were
brought down town, fingerprinted and given blood tests that would match the DNA and prints on
the syringes and spoons. He was almost certain that, given the quirky behavior of Salem, Marie
and the other twelve, they would be forced to undergo such tests. They had certainly given the
LAPD cause for suspicion. The strange goings-on on skid row had seemed to be cause enough.
But what if members of this group came up clean? And what if it was concluded that Dade and
his mistress were just two more eccentrics living on skid row? After what he told Officers Reed
and Fletcher, he and Sam would wind up being the laughing stock at the precinct.
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The thought occurred to Jake that so close to retirement, he had wanted to glide out of the
department with a spotless record. He wanted a peaceful, non-controversial, exit and to be
remembered as a hard-boiled sleuth and not a nutcase like Salem Dade. As he and Sam stood by
helplessly as the investigators combed the hotel for more evidence of drug activity, he could hear
Rick, Gretchen, and the other techs talking to the twelve. After nearly an hour, in which Jake and
Sam were forced to walk outside and relieve themselves in back of the hotel, Rick trotted quickly
down the staircase by himself, motioning for the detectives to listen up.
“Call in back-up, we need a paddy wagon,” he said in a singsong voice. “That Marie
Roget’s on something!”
“Did she flash her eyes at you?” Jake felt his heart leap in his chest.
“Yeah, you were right,” Rick seemed excited now. “Damnedest thing I ever saw.”
“They won’t believe us,” Gretchen chirped, as she scampered down the stairs. “It reminds
me of the red-eye you get with camera shots. I think that woman’s possessed.”
“I love you, Gretchen,” Sam giggled hysterically under his breath. “Jake,” he whispered,
as the sergeant brought the phone up to his ear. “Tell them to bring a S.W.A.T. team. We might
need it if she decides to resist.”
When they saw Marie move gracefully down the staircase, their immediate fears
evaporated in her crinkly voice.
“We’ll go gracefully Sergeants Cosgrove and Vance. You don’t need a S.W.A.T. team
and all those guns.”
Sam looked at Jake, who aborted his call. “How did she hear that?” He gripped the
sergeant’s arm.
“This is getting ridiculous,” Jake raised the phone back up to his ear.
After hastily calling in for backup, Jake and Sam watched as the others, with expectant
expressions on their faces, looked over the banister. Salem was again nowhere in sight. The
homicide detectives, patrolmen, and narcotics investigators now assembled below the staircase,
including the two officers who stayed to guard the exits of the hotel, their hand poised over their
guns.
“I don’t know what your game is miss,” Rick said with a snarl, “but you just stay put
where you are!”
Marie retreated back up the stairs to stand with the twelve. As the detectives and
investigators waited for police backup to arrive, Salem’s mistress appeared calm and collected.
This worried Jake and Sam. Perhaps she was convinced that the police lab would find no
evidence of drugs in the systems of the twelve…. Or perhaps, thought Jake hopefully, she was on
drugs, herself. He also considered the possibility, as Wyatt suggested, that there was a
supernatural explanation. When they heard the clamor of a full-fledged S.W.A.T. team arriving
on the scene, the old sergeant cringed at the prospect that his instincts had been wrong. He could
not have imagined the assembly arriving on the street. All that mattered those moments, as the
heavily armored, jacketed force of men and women rushed into the lobby of the hotel, was his
wife Anna, his grandchildren, and his looming retirement, which now seemed jeopardized by an
impulsive, irrational frame of mind.
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Chapter Twenty-Six
Illumination

Salem was certain, as he was crammed into the van with the other suspects, he had been
brought by Marie Roget to the depths of humiliation. He was about to be tested for drugs by the
Los Angeles police. What if they concluded that he was, in fact, the missing Mister Leeds? He
could not coherently respond to the train of thoughts flashing into his head to bolster his spirit:
Salem, where is your faith? I will protect you. They will find out nothing. Adam is dead. You
are, to them, a blank sheet...
At the station, after a malodorous ride with the other vagrants, they were all taken down a
long hall to special rooms in which the women in one cubicle and the men in the other were
asked to urinate into small plastic cups. Afterwards, blood was drawn from each of them.
Because of the number of the suspects and Deputy Chief Walker’s interest in this investigation,
the results were expedited by the lab. Salem was reminded as he took his turn to enter the
restroom, fill is cup, and hand it to the technician, of the time he took his father for his annual
physical. That time, however, a polite, chipper nurse directed his father as he read magazines in
the waiting room. His father and mother were dead now. They would have been shocked to find
out that their son was also having his urine sample taken and blood drawn to see if he had taken
illegal drugs. This time, the only reading materials were wanted posters and various signs
directing the suspect to his or her destination.
As he sat with the others in a large holding room that smelled of urine and foul air, he
looked across the floor to where Marie sat with the women, wondering why the Princess of
Darkness would allow herself to be treated like a common tramp. Judging by the smile on her
adolescent face, she almost looked as if she was enjoying the experience.
The final step after the department’s efforts to see if he had taken drugs was a simple
discussion given by a uniformed policeman, who counseled him as he would all vagrants they
were turning back onto the street. Salem barely heard his advice on finding employment and
returning to society. He realized that this young man had memorized his speech and would give
it to all the others before he was done. What amazed him, at that point, and made him feel lightheaded and giddy was the fact that they hadn’t made any connection between himself and Adam
Leeds. They were also not holding him as a suspect as Sergeant Cosgrove had hoped. Suddenly,
as he felt his mentor’s soft hand on his, and they were rising to leave the crowded room, he felt
euphoric again, as he had when he realized on the street that nothing could harm him with her
nearby.
When Salem, Marie, and the twelve disciples had been brought in, the expectation that
members of this group might be under the influence of drugs had ran high in the precinct. The
couple and their motley followers had given the officers and detectives quite a show. Though
their leaders behaved themselves when they were being processed ostensibly for trespassing and
suspicion of using illegal substances, several of the homeless people boasted that Salem and
Marie would give the atheist cops “what-for” and anyone messing with Salem Dade would feel
the full wrath of the Universal Lord. Kaz, playing the court jester again, even did a little jig.
Now, as they were gathered up, handed a packet of information that included a flyer from the
mission, the police and detectives in the precinct watched this spectacle with mixed emotions.
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Many shook their heads or laughed amongst themselves. As Jake and Sam remained on duty at
the end of their shift, the realization fell heavily over the sergeant, that Salem and his disciples,
including Marie Roget, had been found drug-free and would be set loose to carry on whatever
ominous enterprise Salem planned for the community and the world. Sam, who shared Jake’s
embarrassment this hour, tried to console the sergeant as they stood there watching the fourteen
homeless people file out of the precinct onto the street.
“You should be ashamed of yo’ selves,” Ursula Printer wrung her finger at them, “for
accusing God’s anointed.”
“He’s gonna punish you,” sneered Liz Moydin. “You’ll burn in hell!”
They still don’t understand, Marie’s thoughts filled Salem’s head. We have much work
to do to make them understand the Universal Lord.
“I need a drink,” Salem stared dully into the night.
As they departed behind their leader, Sam stifled the urge to trip one of them. “I don’t
care what the lab found,” he set his jaw. “Those people are on something!”
“I can’t believe it,” Jake kept muttering to himself. “They’re clean. Not one of them
tested positive for drugs. The bastards are clean!”
******
As they walked to the parking lot, Sam gave words of encouragement to Jake, although
he needed consoling, himself. They had, he explained thoughtfully to the sergeant, acted upon
reasonable suspicion. Salem Dade had appeared autistic on the street, exhibiting a behavior
associated with prolonged drug use, and yet he was totally coherent, albeit coached, in the hotel.
Marie Roget, though her social security card said differently, had looked under-aged, and she
displayed bizarre behavior today. Salem and Marie, it was plain to see, had been play-acting,
which meant they had something to hide. Not only did Marie appear to control Salem Dade but
she also had an inexplicable power over the disciples’ minds. Though the vagrants apparently
had no illegal substances in their bloodstreams, many of them, on the previous day, appeared to
be high on drugs. Drugs, Sam reminded Jake, was therefore not the issue. A greater issue, he
could not put into words, was in play. While Sam consoled his partner, however, his lip twitched
slightly and he broke into a worried frown. Clearly, Jake realized, Sam’s words didn’t match his
expression. He was humoring him again. He had been doing that a lot lately, as Jake fell into
his moods.
Sam had proven his loyalty and trust once again. The old detective was moved greatly,
but also felt a surge of guilt. He had placed them both in a difficult situation, the outcome of
which hinged upon the new deputy chief’s support. His detour to the Fairmont hotel had been
sanctioned only by Walker. What if Randall, discouraged by the results of the investigation,
changed his mind?
When he and Sam parted with a handshake in the parking lot, his feeling of guilt
deepened. For the first time since his rookie days, Jake was worried about his job. Almost as
acutely, as he entered the Santa Ana Freeway and headed home, did he feel concern for Sam’s
career. Until he reached his Anaheim home, a bottomless depression gripped him that only
Anna, his indulgent wife, could dispel. When the Cosgrove’s phone rang and Anna picked up
the receiver, Jake vaulted down the stairs, after having changed into casual wear, and grabbed the
receiver out of her hands.
“Calm down Jake,” she murmured as he raised the receiver to his ear.
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“Jake, Howard here,” a gruff voice barked into the phone. “I just got the lab results from
the alleged drug addicts found in the old Fairmont Hotel. I also talked to some of the officers
arriving initially at the scene. Those folks were as clean as boy scouts. What’s all this malarkey
about that woman Marie Roget? You fellows made us look stupid, Jake. I need some answers.
What happened out there today?”
“Listen Lieutenant,” Jake set his jaw. “I know it sounds crazy, but I was only relating to
officers Reed and Garth what I heard. As far as the drug bust, our people overreacted on that.
We expected backup, not an anti-terrorist unit. It might seem unnecessary the way they dragged
those people in, but we had, after the narcs found all that paraphernalia, just cause.”
“All right, Jake, Rick Vance agrees with you there, but I didn’t authorize you to check
Salem Dade and his crowd out. I certainly didn’t want you going back there after they couldn’t
find evidence of a crime. Ashes don’t mean shit, if they’re sterile. Is this a private investigation,
Jake? What do you care about a bunch of vagrants sleeping in a condemned hotel?”
His voice grew increasingly cutting, until Jake lost his temper and shouted into the phone,
“Lieutenant Howard, calm down! How dare you take that tone with me? In the first place, it’s
standard policy for police to stop and investigate an ongoing crime. Sam and I suspected foul
play in skid row. If we hadn’t of taken a detour off a traffic-jammed freeway, we wouldn’t have
known about Salem Dade. I don’t have an agenda, Bill. Why would you suggest such a thing?”
Bill’s voice took on a sharper edge. “Watch your tone, Jake, you’re close to
insubordination now. You always are. You know I don’t like hot doggers. You ain’t no rookie.
You know the rules.”
“You know what Bill, I’m going to call Walt Franklin and get his input on this. If he
wants me to apologize to you, I’ll call you right back. Otherwise, if you don’t hear from me, go
straight to hell!”
“Jake, Jake!” Anna rung her hands after he hung up. “Your retirement from the
department is only months away. Why would you antagonize Bill like that?”
“Because,” he shot back angrily, “he’s an asshole. This isn’t the first time he’s interfered
with my judgment. I think that man works for internal affairs. I still know Salem’s a big
problem, Anna. I can’t explain it—hell, I barely understand it myself, but I’m certain he torched
a couple of homeless people down there. It’s the same feeling I have about the Reverend Adam
Leeds. Haven’t you ever just known something deep down inside of you that you couldn’t
explain but you knew was true?”
“Yes,” Anna confessed bluntly. “I know I’m going to die. But I don’t want to see your
career in shamble before I go.”
“Don’t talk that way,” he reached out to hug his wife. “The doctors still have hope.”
“No, Jake,” she allowed her frail body to be engulfed in his brawny arms. “You have
hope.” “I’ve heard you mumbling in your sleep.” She withdrew and looked at him with clear, but
moist dark eyes. “….You sounded like you were praying…. Then I heard you mumble ‘False
Prophet, Counterfeit Christ.’…. I’ve read the Bible, Jake. Those are apocalyptic terms—the kind
Reverend Le Blanch used to spout at the church we attended in Orange.”
“I’ve forgotten about those days,” Jake said, kissing his wife’s brow. “Don’t worry, I’ll
patch things up when I talk to Franklin. This won’t take long.”
Jake called Walt Franklin’s home in her presence and was startled when the captain
immediately picked up the phone.
Against a background of loud music, a man’s voice answered, “Franklin residence. This
is Walt.”
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“This is Jake Cosgrove,” the sergeant said light-headedly, his heart hammering in this
chest. “I’m sorry I’m calling you at home, but I need to talk to you about something.”
“Wait a sec,” Walt shouted over the noise. “My oldest son and his band are showing off
to me and my wife. I’ll take my cell phone outside.”
After a moment, in which he took the opportunity to go over all the facts in his mind, he
heard that good-natured voice again, this time in the silence of Walt Franklin’s large Brentwood
yard.
“I know why your calling, Jake,” he sighed faintly. “Howard’s never liked you. I’m
sorry about that. He thinks you’re a grandstander, because you never play by the rules. But Rick
Vance was pretty spooked by those folks too, and so were members of his team. Fact is, I was
going to call you about something else. It’s been bothering me for a couple of days.”
“Something else?” Jake was taken back.
Walt was silent a moment, as he listened to a distant howling of a coyote in the hills.
What else did Howard have on him? wondered Jake. Searching his memory for all the side
detours and short cuts he taken with his partner Sam, he could think of only one possible issue:
the voice recorder. Sam had warned him about using it undercover…. Or was it more basic than
this…. Could it be the slack he had been giving members of squad one? What if it was about
one of his unorthodox methods of getting information? Walt was right; he had, at times, for a
good cause, broken the rules.
“… I know that I called you in for the Leed’s case,” replied Walt after a pause. “But they
found no evidence of arson in the ruins and no evidence of a crime. This should have been an
open and shut case, Jake. I’m disturbed that it’s still going on.”
“I’m sorry,” Jake sat down, with the greatest relief, and took Anna’s hand. “I was just
following orders. You’re the one who called me into it, Walt. I’ve done everything by the
book.”
“By who’s book, Jake,” Walt exhaled heavily into the phone. “There’s such a thing as
the chain of command. No wonder Howard’s pissed. Frankly, I’m a little upset myself. You’ve
got to start following the rules.”
“What do you want me to do, ” Jake grinned at Anna, “apologize to Howard. I was just
doing my job when I interviewed those people on the street. Howard accuses me of having an
agenda. What kind’ve agenda could I have in that neck of the woods? ”
“I know Jake,” Walt settled in a lawn chair and looked wistfully at the pool, “you always
do your job… and so much more. I’d like to know why, however, proper procedures weren’t
followed. The street was a one shot thing, but who gave you permission to interview all those
people from that church?”
“I was ordered,” Jake sighed. “If you clear it with Chief Randall, I’ll drop it at once. I’ll
stay away from Salem Dade too.”
“I don’t care about Dade,” Franklin snapped now. “I’d have pulled over too. But we’re
getting calls from some prominent citizens in that other group. They think they’re being
harassed for Leeds’ disappearance. For Christ’s sake, Jake, it’s barely been seventy-two hours.
There’s no evidence of homicide or even arson to justify an investigation like this.”
“There won’t be,” Jake murmured almost to himself.
“What?” grunted Walt. “You admit it?… What do you mean by that, Jake?”
“I think it will become a cold case, Walt,” replied Jake, a dreamy look breaking on his
stony face, “but much, much more. Sometimes we, as cops, get hunches we call gut instinct.
Sometimes our facts are just plain luck. This time I’m in the dark, Walt, and yet I’ve never been
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more certain of anything in my life. You’re going to have to talk to Chief Walker, yourself. You
know as much as I.”
“I did,” Walt sighed again. “Randall was very evasive…. It’s as if he’s got something to
hide.” “Things have changed since Randall Walker came aboard,” he complained, almost to
himself. “Goodnight, Jake,” he signed off on a glum of note. “I hope Anna’s feeling better. I just
found this week, I have type two diabetes. That’s the bottom line, isn’t it? Screw this job!”
After Walt had signed off, Jake checked his cell phone screen and saw the small
envelope indicating that someone had left him a call. He had checked his voice mail only fifteen
minutes ago but then, out of habit, turned off his phone, so it wouldn’t ring during his discussion
with Walt. The message he heard now, of course, was from Deputy Chief Walker. A strange,
inexplicable feeling of well-being overtook the sergeant, when he read the message on his phone:
“Jake, Walker here. Good work, Sergeant Cosgrove. You and partner Sam are on the
right track. Please drop by the house tonight. We want to talk to you about the Dade and Leeds
case.”
“I’ll be damned!” he muttered to himself. “The Dade and Leeds case…. I’m on the right
track…. Son-of-a-bitch!”
“What did you say,” Anna was suddenly shaking his arm. “You’re talking to yourself,
Jake. Are you all right?
“I’m all right, ” he looked at his wife, illumination growing on his face. “I have the
deputy chief on my side. He didn’t let me down!”
“You have the Lord on your side,” she said to him as he kissed her check and headed
toward the door. “He will never let you down!”
“I love you Anna,” he called back as he exited the house.
Though he would tell Anna everything, Jake had no intention of telling Walt about the
meeting at Randall Walker’s house tonight. This, he sensed, had nothing to do with
departmental business, and yet it appeared as if he might be working for the deputy chief directly
now. An excitement he had not felt since his rookie days filled him as he exited his home and
walked toward his car.
******
As he drove across town to Brentwood, he wished that Sam was with him now. Sam
deserved recognition too. He had been acting strangely around his partner for weeks. So
impulsively now, he called Sam’s home. After allowing his landline to ring for several
moments, he left a message for Sam to call him, and then called him on his cell phone. When
Sam’s cell phone voice mail kicked in, Jake was not alarmed. Sam and his wife Linda were
probably out on a date tonight—it was about time, smiled Jake. No matter, he thought, as he
approached Randall’s neighborhood. I’ll talk to Sam tomorrow.
Unwittingly perhaps, Sam was the one who first tied Dade and Leeds together. This
thought had appeared as a meteor in his dark thoughts…. Now, as he searched for Randall’s
house, a light continued to grow in his mind—all starting with that casual remark. When he
drove up to the Walker estate, he noticed that the street was lined with other automobiles. One
of them was a patrol car with an LAPD logo on its sides. It took him several minutes to find a
parking space on the curb and walk up the long, winding path to the entrance of the house.
When the chief’s wife answered the door and led him into the living room, Sergeant Jake
Cosgrove could scarcely believe his eyes. There in Randall’s living room, with the chief
walking cordially toward him, was the deputy fire chief, Sid Barnes, several prominent citizens,
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including Dwight Higgins, whom he had talked to earlier this week, and Officer Fred Gandy
standing next to his partner Sam. In a dimly lit corner whispering excitedly to Sid’s wife Vickie,
was Jetta Carlson, the only member of the news media present in the room.
“Sam!” Jake cried out happily.
“Welcome, Jake,” Randall Walker proffered his hand, “I’m so glad you came…. You and
your partner Sam Ruiz have done a fine job. Now it’s time to let you know what this case is
really about.” “Sit down Jake,” he motioned to an easy chair. “Sam told me everything. I went
through the same metamorphosis myself after my wife Sylvia was cured…. For you it comes
slower because you’re not a believer, like the rest of us—not withstanding Sam Ruiz—in the
room. We plan on working on that.”
Sam’s dark face seemed to redden as everyone turned to stare at him. He smiled with
embarrassment at Jake and shrugged his shoulders as if to say “beats me!”
“Believers?” Jake looked around the room. “…. I don’t understand. Believers of what?”
“Who are you people?” He motioned to the others standing in back of the room. Many of them
moved through the sliding door to greet him. At least a dozen more spilled in from the dining
room and hall.
“We are Lord Jesus’ witnesses for the End Times,” Dwight Higgins called from their
midst.
“We have seen the second beast and are truly blessed.” Sid Barnes came forward arm and
arm with his wife, with Jetta Carlson following close behind. In the light of the living room, the
glowing faces of the remnant of Our Lord and Savior’s Christian Church who attended Dwight
Higgins meeting were discernable, including Amy Sullivan and her friend Jolene Frick.
“There-there, don’t be afraid,” Randall squeezed Jake’s trembling hand. “We share a
secret. We have been calling ourselves the Brotherhood of the Fish, but because half of us are
women, we need a new name.”
“We are the first to know!” Officer Fred Gandy’s face was radiant in the subdued light.
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Epilogue
Dark Dream

The doctor looked down with little emotion upon the unconscious patient on the bed. A
typical array of tubes and monitors were attached to the woman, who remained in limbo on the
life support system. According to the tests so far, there was drugs as well as alcohol in her
blood. She had probably washed down pills with gin, and the alcoholic level in her system was
so high she suffered from alcoholic poisoning as well. This woman had obviously been on selfdestructive path, he concluded, and was lucky even to be alive. An unidentified man, the doctor
was informed, had brought her to the emergency ward smelling of liquor, himself, and
immediately fled into the night. Without identification, she would remain a Jane Doe and, unless
a miracle befell her, she would die a Jane Doe with no one giving her a second thought.
The doctor shrugged his shoulders and left her in the dimly lit room. He had living
patients who cared about life. He couldn’t waste energy on someone who may never wake up
and he couldn’t help a woman who had deliberately taken a reckless path in her life.
As he exited into the corridor, a male colleague asked him, in an off-handed way, what
the Jane Doe’s prognosis was this hour.
“She’s lucky just to be alive,” he shook his head. “I’d be surprised if she lasted through
the night.”
In the shadows, came the faint gurgle of the life support system pumping air into her
lungs. The various monitors continued registering her heart rhythm and brain activity as she lie
there on her bed. Her eyes were peacefully shut and her body lie motionless. IVs in both of her
arms dripped nourishment and anti-coagulant drugs into her bloodstream as she slept a dreamless
sleep. With the exception of the tubes connecting her body to the life support system and
monitors, she looked peaceful lying there on her hospital bed. Her delicate hands were resting
daintily on the blanket, one hand lying over her stomach, as it might have done in normal sleep.
Her dark chestnut hair, spread neatly on the pillow on each side of her infantile face, caught the
glow of the dim overhead light, as it had each time she had lie invitingly on her nuptial bed.
When the door opened again it was a nurse who inspected her vital signs. As she looked
down at the supine form, she noticed animation in the comatose patient. Her hands were
twitching, and there was a fainting jerking movement from one of her legs. While adjusting the
tube in her mouth, she distinctly heard the woman groan. As the patient’s eyes opened up to
expose large frightened blue eyes, the nurse was already on the phone with the doctor on call.
The woman, after awakening from a dark dream, could hear the young nurse arguing gently with
the doctor: “Yes, it’s true, the woman appears to be coming to. She’s groaning, her eyelids are
fluttering. Now she’s looking up at me from the bed.”
“Keep her calm,” the doctor clipped into the phone. “I’ve got to see this for myself.”
“Don’t worry,” said the nurse, patting Cora’s wrist, “you’re going to be all right. The
doctor’s on his way.”
It was, the nurse knew very well, a lie. It was hard to believe that anyone in her condition
could ever be all right. In limbo, without identification as well as consciousness, the poor
woman had hovered, neither alive nor dead, her mortal soul given temporary reprieve as far as a
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priest would be concerned, just enough of a spark of life to give her the Last Rites. But this
woman had appeared to be brain dead, too far gone for even a priest.
Now, she’s back, thought the nurse, pulled from the shadow of death!
With the doctor and nurse staring down at her, she emerged fully from her twilight world,
her mind devoid of memories, except those she had many years ago before she had ever met
Adam Leeds. Removing the tube from her mouth, so she could speak, the nurse, wiped her
moist lips tenderly with a Kleenex, and the doctor checked her vital signs once more, incredulous
that the preliminary diagnosis of the woman had been so wrong.
“Where am I?” She murmured faintly.
“There-there.” The nurse wiped the tears from her azure eyes.
“I’m Doctor Scott Madden and this is Holly Doyle, your night nurse,” he said rechecking
her pulse. “…. You’ve had an accident,” he chose his words carefully, “You’re in the hospital.
Do you remember being brought here today?”
“What’s wrong with me?” She wept softly, reaching out feebly to grab the nurse’s hand.
“Stand aside, Holly,” Doctor Madden whispered in her ear. “I need to perform a few
tests.”
The woman was terrified as she lay in the dimly lit room. The doctor checked her
pupils, which remained temporarily dilated yet moved fearfully about. “This is good,” he
muttered, when his pin light caused her pupils to contract. Rather than the doe-eyed look of
brain-damaged patients, there was intelligence in her gaze. Tears gathered profusely in her eyes.
When she had spoken, it was clear and distinct, rather than slurred. Now she was weeping—also
a positive sign. Comatose or brain damaged patients didn’t cry.
“Ma’am,” she could here the doctor’s voice through her simpering, “what’s your name?”
“…. I dunno,” she shook her head with the jerkiness of small child.
“Think hard now,” he said, patting her arm. “We’d like to notify your next of kin.”
“Nothing,” her lips quivered, emitting a sob.
“Do you remember anything about what happened to you, ma’am?” The nurse asked
more gently.
“No,” she looked up at them both fearfully, “nothing…. Dear God, what happened to me
…. What’s wrong?”
“Sounds like amnesia,” Nurse Doyle murmured to the doctor, as they retreated discretely
away from the bed.
“Calm down ma’am,” doctor Madden called from across the room. “After all that junk
she put into your system,” he whispered to Holly, “it’s a miracle she’s alive.”
Turning up the lights, the doctor looked at the woman’s monitors, then began dialing the
telephone, shaking his head in disbelief as the phone rang at the night nurses’ station.
“The patient in Room 1C will require a new evaluation,” he informed the nursing
supervisor. “She was comatose and on life support but she’s awake. I don’t care what her
prognosis was. She’s lucid and she’s awake. We’ll need to monitor this condition for the
remainder of the night.”
“She might be suffering from amnesia,” he commented to the nurse as they approached
the bed, “but her cardiogram and encephalogram are normal. Her pulse is erratic and her blood
pressure is elevated slightly, which is normal for someone awakening from a bad dream.”
“But doctor,” protested nurse Doyle, “she should irreversible brain damage. She should
barely be able to talk!”
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“We’re going to have to perform several more tests,” doctor Madden explained in a
subdued voice. “She’s suffered memory loss, which might have been caused by a blow to the
head, but she was admitted as an OD. Her vitals were practically flat line. Her toxicological
tests were off the charts.”
“Too bad her rescuer didn’t leave some personal information,” he whispered to nurse.
“This woman was brought into the emergency room in a bathrobe—nothing more. Without a
purse or wallet, her link to the outside world is broken and she’ll remain for all practical
purposes, a Jane Doe.”
“I remember something,” the patience’s eyes widened, “…fire…. There was fire where I
was…. I must’ve been in hell…. My mother said I’d go there if I wasn’t good…. I’ve been bad,
doctor.… I just know I’ve been bad…. I can’t remember my name, but I remember yellow
light… fire!”
“She’s delirious,” concluded the doctor, with a shrug.
“No,” the nurse shook his head, “It sounds like a near death experience. I’ve heard
patients claim that they’d seen bright lights as they approached heaven. Perhaps this woman was
going in the opposite direction like she said: hell.”
“Nonsense,” Doctor Madden frowned, “this could be a real life event: a household or
automobile fire. There aren’t any burns on her body, but that stranger who brought her in
probably saved her life. Hopefully it’ll jog her memory. I’m bringing a specialist in on this
one.” “For now,” he motioned to the patient, “keep her calm. I still can’t believe that woman’s
even alive. This one’s for the medical books Miss Doyle. After all the crap dumped into her
system, there should have been an explosion in her skull.”
As the doctor left the room, muttering to himself, nurse Holly Doyle returned to her
patient and sat down next to the bed in a visitor’s chair. Holly, who was a devout Roman
Catholic, took the woman’s hand, squeezed it gently to comfort her, but said nothing more as she
contemplated this miracle witnessed in the room. Although she couldn’t recall her past or her
God given name, Cora Leeds was at peace in the company of the nurse, certain she had escaped
damnation for her past deeds.
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